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Tiio collection up<

derives from several sources* Host of the pro*

thirteenth oentury material comes from the excavations 

of H*Ji*Chittiok at Hand a in 1966 and 1970* The 

archaeological stratigraphy and interpretation 

of these excavations wore being studied at the 

same time as this c o m i c  study was in progress*

The material in the upper levels at Hands 

ssomed ill-stratified and of littls help in 

establishing a post-thirteenth century ceramic 

sequence* A  eeriee of soodageB vae therefore made 

at a dozen sites along the northern coast* all of 

which p 1 lowed evidence of hoviug been occupied later 

than the thirteenth century* in audition* reference 

vme mode to the excavations of iUW»Chittiok at Jianga and 

Pate and o f  J*^*hirkman at Takwo*

There is little useful information on the 

pottery of the area after the sixteenth century 

and the excavations at Pate and the eonc’age at biu 

have offered disappointingly weak stratigraphical 

information* Ike study vae therefore reliant upon 

an extensive surface ool action fron ell sites known 

to hove boon occupied between the sixteenth century 

and the nineteenth century* The so surface collections 
could not usefully be made with spatial/functional

analysis in mind sxnce they had already suffered



mu .aiut and private collect!

col l ectors, ahere rolovont,

significant daprotk tion* fr

11

In the discussion.

There Is an i m  tense quantity of material, 

amounting to over two million pieces. *ave for 

pieces of special intoroat tills coli action was 

reduced to a minimus! v o s  el count, of which the 

oollaction from the Hands excavations and associated 

surface collection represented &oae 17,000 vessels 

of which about \j90O0 wore locally manufactured. The 

bondages have contributed a further 8,000 vessels 

of which around 7*000 arc manufactured locally.
This Is a n  enorueu* collection of pottery from a n  

extremely vide range o f  technical nnd social backgrounds 

and derived from very different recovery tooimlques. 

Sophisticated statistical analysis of such a collection 

in the absence of computer facilities is of neoossity 

of limited value. The solution to the pro bloats 

raised is a ru»oarch topic of some weight in itself.

This thesis at tenets to provide the essential basic 

descriptive analysis ,classification am*, t e w m i e o i  

cots ont upon which f u r t ^ r ,  more restricted and 

detailed analyses can bo developed.

The dating used was arrived at for the most 

part by assessing the date of Imported material on 

evidence as independent as possible of the local 

orohaoology. fhic sot, eneo was then as< ociatoti with
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the Individual trench stratigraphy at Honda* and 

with tho stratigraphy in tha Bondages* This relative 

soquenoe was developed by crose*reference to Material 

Tro.a elsewhere along tha coast* Throughout this 

exercise attention was paid to tha problem of* trade 

delay and to the work of art historians and archaeologists 

working elsewhere In tuo uadi an Ocean region, 
particularly where they cuu offer information 

concerning, the points of origin of the material 

in the north lenyan collection*

The lup rtod ceramic sequence was then correlated 

principally through Honda for the pro*thirteenth 

century material and the Bondages for the later 

material9 with the locally manufactured pottery 

found In as ooiatlon* Nothing had previously been 

known of the local sequence on the northern coast 

save the few preliminary remarks of kirkman at Takva*

Thera is no doubt that further refinements will be 

possible as more extensive and detailed excavations 

are undertaken in the area* but it is felt that tills 

preliminary study will bo of l omo value as a 

general framework*

In view of the fact that a sequence was to be

obtained through a study of the wares in the first 

instance* tho i.oport ed material was taken first and 

each ware represented In the collection was identified 

and studied independently* oaeh study was than
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cross-referred, where po:sible noting stratigraphical 

correlations* The thesis was therefore arranged 

by ware* The collection is divided into five main 

parts according to received regional terms for 

clustering wares, namely Islamic, Far Eastern,

Indian, European and local* In alnast all cases 

there can be no question of the general regional 

provenance of the sherds in the coastal collections* 

These regional terms are readily defined witnin 

acceptable working limits in the literature*

It was felt that quantification of present 

imported ware classifications could not successfully 

be undertaken with so fragmentary and partial a 

collection as the one to hand* similarly it is 

apparent that the local vessels of the bwauili
ur««t Ws

civilisation should be — — develop ware definitions

and parameters within the context of a study 

incorporating the entire range of locally oianufac tured 

material, from Guardafui to bofala* The descriptions 

and preliminary sequence in the thesis are 

sufficiently comprehensive for them to be a useful 

basis for just such a regional study.

In view of the fact that there is an urgent 

need for a simple and thorough descriptive study 

of the north Kenyan local material, and that this 

should be set within the context of what is already 

known of coastal pottery elsewhere, much of the 

terminology has been used in such a way as to be 

nnnoni/Mirl v mnwat.l hi o with thA wor»lr o f Kirkman



and Ohit Lick* There have been attempts at refining

and standardising the procedure and structure within 

those constraints* Terms are used consistently 

tliroughout the thesis* Colour descriptions! vessel 

features and the like are standard and consistent* 

There is a simple device for analytical subdivision* 

The term "Ware" is used to mean "a collection of 

Types of clear overall technical,aesthetic and 

cultural homogeneityH * Similarly, "Type" is H a 

collection of Classes with similar form and decorative 

style” | "Class” is ”a collection of Groups with 

cloesely related shapes,motifs find past©"; and "Group" 

is ”a collection of vessels or other ceramic 

artefacts with similar features,motifs and firing” *

A major problem in the study of ceramics is 

the lack of discipline and standardisation in 

terminology and illustration# A glossary of ceramic 

terms was developed for this thesis and , though 

excluded i n  list form through lack of 3pace, has 

been adhered to throughout the work# A simple system 

of illustration and notation was devised for the 

thesis* In this thesis it has been tested practically 

over an abnormally wide range of material’and has 

boon found to be most satisfactory*

There are many difficulties in relating 

the very fragmentary coastal collection of imported 

materials to the standard rausuera and Middle Eastern 

and Asian collections o f  complete or relatively



complete vessels wliicli form the basis of cur 

knowledge of these wares* An attempt vac made 

to find viable criteria whereby such, fragmentary 

material may be studied* Elements of decoration9 

paste, glaze, texture and fabric content were 

investigated at optical and microscopic levels at 

low magnification* i'he thesis suggests features 

which might oiler information on chronological 

variations and ware Identification*

similarly, trend-sensitive variables 

were sought and identified within the local pottery 

collection* It is recognised that several of these 

variables m a y  not havo._bopj9L-tha conscious artificos 

of the potters. They remain useful archaeological 

indicators nonetheless*

Attempts have boon made to draw such sociological 

and economic conclusions from the pottery as 

may seem legitimate* These have boon subsumed 

within the discussions of the individual wares , 

save of the few occasions when a more integrated 

discussion seems warranted.

Despite the fact that the thesis was delayed 

somewhat in production it remains a primary contribution 

to the study of the locally manufactured pottery 

of the coast, has furthered our knowledge of the 

Indian wares of the past milleniura,and has clarified 

some issues concerning Fax Das tern,Islamic and

vi

buropean export wares
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A historical summary has been included* This 

is not an attempt to contribute to the historiography 

oT the coast* It raises and discusses issues 

pertinent to the discussion of the problems raised 

by the pottery*

The bulk of the research was carried out 

without the benefit of a full Munsell Scale or 

of a Mohs Scale* Both were acquired personally 

by the writer aic* snTiaequently and a subjectively 

selected representative sample of sherds was 

studied with reference to these scales* It was found 

that the writers previous intimate familiarity 

with the Munsell Scale had resulted in no serious 

errors in verbal Munsell attributions*

The report of the fieldwork related to this 

study has been lodged with the Office of the 

President,The Republic of Kenya* Tho Permanent 

Secretary,The Ministry of Natural Resources,Tho 

Republic o f  Kenya* The Chief Archivist,The Republic 

of Kenya* The Vice-Chancellor,Tho University of 

Nairobi*The Director,The British Institute in 

Dastern Africa,Nairobi, and the Secretary,The 

British Institute in Eastern Africa,London. A 

preliminary survey and site report has been lodged 

with the Director,The British Institute in Eastern 

Africa with a view to publication* A series of more 

detailed site studies related to the ceramic material
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is in preparation.

The research was conducted under Peru.it 

G£N / 13/00/0699/5 at the Office of the President, 

The Republic of Kenya* Xt was financed through 

a two-year full-time Research Studentship followed 

by a part-time Senior Research Fellowship at the 

briti&h Instituto in iiiastera Africa. Writing-up, 

final drawing and duplicating expenses, together 

with stuay visits to Tanga,Aden,Cairo,London, 

Cambridge,otoke,Oxford*Rome and Addis Ababa were 

financed by the writer.

August 1980
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This work is based upon a large ceramic collection taken 

from the excavations at Kanda and sondages and surface coll

ections from many places in the Lamu Archipelago and along 

the coast of Kenya to the Somali border* Its purpose is to 

record and comment upon the ceramics found there*

The history of the area is summarised. It is hoped that 

the culture represented by these ceramics* its continuity and 

change* will thus be the better envisaged and understood*

The recording is complete and is accompanied by reconst

ructions where appropriate* It records in detail minor matters 

of shape and decoration* where possible putting these variat

ions in an archaeological context*

Several new classes of local ware and a few new classes of 

imported wares are described* The local ware agrees with the 

imported wares that a significant social change of some kind 

topk place in the fourteenth century, which was reinforced by 

the events surrounding tha arrival of the Portuguese in the 

next century* This change seems to be associated with the new 

settlements on the mainland and the slow diffusion of the new 

population elements into the island communities* These new 

elements are associated with bantu—speaking agriculturalists 

absorbed into tlie Swahili community and conceivably with the 

present hyika groups* as kirkman has suggested* In the local 

vessels the change is accompanied by a move from geometric in

cised horizontal bands on and below the rim* and rod-slipped 

short wall carinated bowls to a proportional increase in the
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hole-mouth vessels and a tendency towards smoothed* undecor

ated pieces*

Until the end of the last century* the sqall Indian 

earthenware collection consists almost exclusively of cooking 

pots of no spectacular commercial merit and would suggest the 

settled Indian presence from the tenth or eleventh century 

onwards which is generally assumed but rarely substantiated.

The carinatod everted rim bowl is parallelled in the local 

ware* but this exception proves a rule of remarkable mutual 

independence of tradition of the Indian and local schools.

Firmly rooted as it is in the uarly Iron Ago ceramic trad

itions* the looal tradition nevertheless evolves in its mari

time environment into a unique kit* very_ different from any-
C O w t i M

thing around it* Cultural modifications* eeae 'most noticeably 

from the mainland rather than from overseas* and particularly 

during and a little after the fourteenth century* are notice

able* but the tradition remains remarkably stable throughout 

the thousand years or so of Swahili culture*

The ceramics from outside the Archipelago give a clear 

idea of the complexity of the commercial structures into which 

the Archipelago fitted. The geographical framework was, by 

the nineteenth century* one which covered much of the old 

world, from Canton to Stoke. The economic framework is less 

clear but is hinted at on occasion* It served the jparochial 

needs of settlers and was tied to a small population, basically 

that of rirnida for the first four centuries or more. The
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region was served primarily from the Persian Gulf. There 

then appears to have been a chance in the demand for imports. 

The Portuguese and the Indians met much of this demand, ship

ping direct from India. This connection continued into the 

colonial period alongside the still valuable but less predom

inant Gulf trade.

The massive influx of Chinese wares after the fourteenth 

century, and the Iranian competition with a new and varied 

range of glazed wares for export, are other interesting feat

ures of the collection.

Some little way has been made in the matter of the local 

and coastwise manufacturing and trading techniques. The open 

clamp was the principal kiln; the wheel was not used though 

vessels were sometimes turned on a dolly. There is marked 

site variation of decoration and treatment of rim shape within 

general form and decorative range of the region. This is 

dearly visible only with a detailed record of the minutiae of 

shape and decoration. There seems to have been little local 

trade in ceramics. The normal range of trade in local wares 

is probably less than tenJcLlometres. The coasting trade was 

restricted to large water jars and thejRiigmatic sandy buff 

ware which occurs only in Shanga. The less specialised were 

made locally in the settlements where they were to be used. 

Potters mArkfl appear, as they do further south, in the fift

eenth century and indicate a change in manufacturing methods, 

though the techniques remain the same. It is felt that these



marks indicate joint clamping.

The report provides a useful dating framework into which 

the stratigraphy at Manda and in the Bondages can be fitted 

and which can serve as a basis for future archaeological work 

in the area.

Perhaps the most significant contribution of this work is 

that in addition to providing information of direct archaeol

ogical interest, it gives extensive and detailed illustration 

of the ceramics themselves. It insists that there is a vari

ety of form, texture and style which has hitherto only been 

hinted at; and a range of artistry in the everyday implements 

of this community which no briefer, less prolifically illust

rated report could suggest.

The technical and artistic information available in the 

collection, particularly insofar as the sherds are almost all 

from archaeological provenances, is sufficiently important and 

interesting in itself to warrant this study. Minor contrib

utions are made to the history of the nineteenth century 

European export wares; some progress is made in the study of 

the repertoires of the Islamic wares, particularly the Islamic 

Monochrome and the Black on Yellow wares; and there are 

advances in the study of the range of Chinese export material. 

Our understanding of the local ceramics is broadened and the 

illustrations and descriptions are a fine comment on the 

wealth of creativity even on the humblest of vessels within a 

versatile local tradition. Several new shapes are recorded and
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their distribution discussed* Less pleasantly » the decline

of the local craft is noted after the eighteenth century*
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liiso Jacquetta Hawkes* rocent paper entitled "The Proper 

Study of Mankind" has caused less vituperative correspondence 

than one night have expected. It is possible that the sort 

of men in the archaeological profession who do not like to 

read Pindar after dinner, or who cannot do so save in trans

lation, are also the sort of men who consider it unnecessary 

to respond to &s. Hawke s' lampoon. In general that is a wise 

reticence, and I make so bold as to challenge her on one point 

only. It is that her distinction between the "Frankenstein's 

monster" and the work of those of "strong historical imaginat

ion", between scientist and artist (whatever these terms mean) 

in archaeology, is quite inappropriate. The union of these 

two approaches to knowledge is surely firmest in archaeology 

if in any profession.

Rawson pinpoints the two extreme views of the study of 

pottery in his recent book dealing with the aesthetics of these 

artefacts. He observes, "By taking an existential back-step, 

so to speak, we are enabled to witness in humanity's pots a 

virtually unlimited variety of concrete realisations which un

cover and authenticate his life and action, his world of mean

ing. "1 One trusts that even 1«b . Hawkes will look for something 

more prosaic than that. Rawson proceeds in almost the same 

breath to display an odd intellectual schizophrenia; he main

tainb that whatever the actual case may be, it is certainly
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dear that pots* even the simplest, can only bo "mere facts" to 

those of us who classify them academically. lie* Hawkes rightly 

objects to such a sterile view of academic study# It is to be 

hoped that the aesthetic and academic distinctions drawn by 

Rawson and Hawkes are hallucinations. It is not possible to 

study ceramics without an intimate knowledge of the variations 

in shape and surface of pottery and of its modifications by 

generations of potters; this knowledge will result in a pro- 

found appreciation of the artistic qualities of the vessels and 

the beauty of the forms. The figures illustrating minor variat

ions and the "specialist" treatment of the pottery are integral 

to the full enjoyment of the vessels and no appendix on aesthet

ics need be proffered. The aesthetics announce their presence 

through the illustrations; the exaltation of potting needs no 

pseudo-artistic commentary.

There is no purpose in recording a group of artefacts with

out attempting to glean from them all the information one can 

about the community which used them. It seems odd that Hs. 

Hawkes should need to draw attention to this commonplace; no 

"scientific" archaeologist would deny it or operate without it 

uppermost in his mind.

The purposes of the present paper are therefore to record 

the pottery tradition of the North Kenyan coast with a view to 

publicising its variety and beauty; to study through the pottery 

as far as is possible the life of the communities involved and 

their economy; to attempt to apply a relative and absolute
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chronology to the collections with a view to the easier 

dating of the settlements* and to add some valuable art- 

historical information about schools of potting particularly 

in Iran, India, China and locally, which is available in 

these Kenyan collections. None of these purposes oonflict; 

all will be dealt with in tandem in the body of the text 

and contrary to Ms. Hawkes* suggestion, will not be relegated 

to the appendices.

One appendix must however be written. Ihis is an 

illustrations rubric. One of the several failings of the 

'’artistic" origins of the discipline of archaeology is 

its lack of discipline; this is nowhere clearer than in 

classification, nomenclature and illustration. I append my 

particular solution with no injunction that others use it, 

merely with the statement ihat I use it and am best understood 

with reference to it.

Complications arise with sophisticated statistical 

analyses at this early 3tage in the woric. lio computer 

was available and ihe technical problems of making detailed 

cros&-3ito comparisons are formidable, given the varied 

nature of the aondages and excavations, as are the varied 

specific archaeological criteria which need better 

comprehension throu^i more excavation and the publication of 

tiie existing site reports. At ihis stage a resolution of 

these difficulties (vdthout computer and site reports) 

cannot be attempted. A detailed index and concordance 

gives tiie information needed for tiie Manda report to be
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completed; this was a preset function of this paper.

In the illustrations and the text I have described not only 

the stratified material but also the post sixteenth century pre

dominantly unstratified material# Much of it has been hitherto 

ignored and on occasion its study has been actually discouraged 

as archaeologically irrelevant. The material culture of the 

past is the brief of archaeology. The sixteenth to nineteenth 

centuries are part of that past. Our knowledge of the Swahili 

architecture and carpentry of that period is considerable; our 

knowledge of the ceramics of this period is negligible. The 

ceramics of the period are to be seen in quantity in surface or 

immediately subsurface locations far more commonly tlian in mus

eums. It is apparently debatable that Archaeology should con

cern itself with museum collections though one is surprised to 

find this so. It remains irrefutable that the study of fragment-
—I"""’’

ary evidence in surface and subsurface locations is the true 

province of the ^Archaeologist even when this evidence sheds 

light on more recent historical unknowns than are in some quart

ers considered respectable. The ceramic interest and the 

archaeological interest ore both plain#

It would be a curious state of affairs if it were archaeol

ogical practice to study nineteenth century copies of earlier 

historical documents of unknown date and provenance with a view 

to clarifying the social and factual significance of both for 

the mediaeval period* while it mm anathema to do the same 

thing with artefacts of more or less known date and provenance.
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This so much the more curious since In the Lamu Archipelago the 

case for the historical exercise has already been made*

My thanks are due to the British Institute of History and 

Archaeology in East Africa for the studentship, part of which 

I used to do this work. I am particularly grateful to Mr* 

Seville Chit tick, whose interest and support has been very 

much appreciated. In addition to the generous preliminary 

analysis facilities provided by the Institute I should like 

to give special thanks to their employee Simon Reuben for his 

unfailing assistance and friendship both in the field and in 

Nairobi. I am also indebted to the students who on various 

occasions spent time on the sorting, especially Gerda Lindquiat, 

Doreen Bolnick and Bridget Hughes. Some of the preparation of 

illustrations was done with the assistance of friends and I 

would like to thank Bridget Hughes, Ann Heffeman and Nicola 

Sandford in particular for their preparation of some of the 

tracings from my drawings. Acknowledgement of their assistance 

is in the indices to the illustrations in the form of their 

initials suffixed to entries. Habte Argaw*s help with filling 

the sections has been of very great value.

I am extremely grateful to Dr. James Kirkman for his company, 

advice and help. These I value tremendously. James de Vere 

Allen and Omari Bwana at the Museum in Lamu were always ready 

to assist in the day-to-day business of the fieldwork and I am 

most appreciative of their friendship and hospitality. Nothing 

in the Archipelago can be done without the help, friendship and
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interest of the local people...or without their boats. I am 

immensely grateful to the people of the villages in the area, 

particularly to Muhammad Famau for all that he did and to the 

headmen and officials of the islands.

i’he officials of the Kenyan Government have showed noth

ing but interest and encouragement and my thanks to them are 

that this report will be at least a beginning in the work of 

emphasising the wealth and fascination of this intriguing 

aspect of a local culture whose contributions to Kenyon 

civilization have been and will continue to be considerable* 

liy wife's patience, support and interest have been at 

times monumental and throughout a crucial factor in the 

completion of the work.
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itfL AtlPflttfttiQn to the Qarly history of the 

north Kenyan Coast.

Studies in the early history of the East African coast invar

iably concentrate on the period after the arrival of the Muslin 

settlers who appear to have founded the famous Swahili towns. 

There has yet to be a good assessment of the pre-Muslim period. 

The archaeological evidence for these early times is scanty and 

the documentation thin and often obtuse. Mr. H. N. Chittick 

speaks of microlithic industries evidently dispersed along the 

length of the Swahili coast. He attributes these to an unknown 

people, "probably allied to the Bushman and Hottentot peoples 

for which probability he gives no evidence. He presumably re

lies upon the logical probabilities that since so many other 

places in Africa are known to have been occupied by "Bushmen 

and Hottentots", or short, steatopygfous hunters and gatherers 

before the arrival of the Bantu-speakers, then this area also 

was so occupied. He may also have seen stone tool collections 

which he feels are reminiscent of known Bushman assemblages 

elsewhere in Africa. This is the more enigmatic the

little evidence there is suggests a very different group of 

people on and along the coastbefore the arrival of the Bantu- 

speakers, and since the surface collections presumably giving 

rise to those comments seem nowhere to be found in the national 

Museums in East Africa. If one could locate these collections 

they would be very important subjects of study. There are rock
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paintings in the Amboni caves near Tanga in northern Tanzania# 

but there are no answers to questions about their authorship# 

age or accompanying tool assemblage.

Nothing of this phase in human development# either repre

sented by stone tools or cave paintings# is known from the 

north Kenyan coast.

AtKwale and its environs# Hr* K. C. Joper has conducted 

some fascinating work on early Iron Age sites associated almost 

certainly with an early influx of Bantu speaking agricultural- 

ists* This work and the same scholar's work in the Usambara 

mountains reveals a pottery tradition for the first millenium 

AD which shows only a vague resemblance to the local pottery 

of the coastal sites even in the site which is early enough to 

be more or less contemporary.

The isolation of the coastal culture from those upcountry 

is pointed up by the fact that there is a consistent theme 

throughout Swahili history up to the eighteen forties# that the 

coastal peoples rarely or never penetrated tlie vast "nyika" 

plains behind the coast strip* It is just vaguely possible 

that there was some kind of communication from the Vanga area 

inland towards the Usambara and hare mountains of northern Tan

zania and some slight ceramic evidence would support this*

There is logistical logic encouraging one to look at that route 

if at any at all between the Juba River and the southern Kozam- 

bique coast* At this point the hills come almost to the coast 

and it is possible to keep to the water and game stocks that
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these provide, following the ridges deep into the plains, 

reaching to the western foothills of Mount Kilimanjaro some 

three hundred miles inland before meeting difficult, dry 

"bara" scrubland. In terms of historical evidence for this, 

there is little. The famous passage in Ptolemy 3 sometimes 

used to show a coastal knowledge at that time of upcountry 

routes towards Kilimanjaro (or the Simien mountains of north

ern Ethiopia* a division of interpretation largely influenced, 

one suspects, by the domicile of the commentator) is inter

nally just as consistent with the thought that the information 

came via travellers* tales down the Nile. Even if the refer

ence does reflect coastal knowledge (and that knowledge as 

described by Ptolemy is vague enough) of the Kilimanjaro area, 

it gives no indication of direct coastal involvement in the 

affairs of the area, still less of a trade run staffed by coast 

men.

tfith regard to this possible coastal involvement in up- 

country trade, the polished semi-precious stone beads from 

NJoro River Cave,4“ Hyrax Hill,5 the Nakuru Burial site^ and 

Ngorongoro? have raised an eyebrow or two. All tho stones used 

for these beads are available on or around the central and 

western highland of Kenya and the Kilimanjaro-Ngorongoro region, 

although perhaps camelian is not so easily found* Dr. Leakey 

is aware of the odd contrast between these beads and the rest 

of the finds# For example, in her Njoro report Mrs* Leakey 

notes that "the whole series of stone beads shows a most skill
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ful and careful workmanship in marked contract to that of the 

bone beads and pendants which are extremely crude although 

made from more tractable material1,8 Leakey plays tentatively 

with one solution for this odd phenomenon. It is clear that 

the raw material is available without importing from the 

coast or from across the northern desert. SHe observes that 

"these finds may be taken to indicate that such beads were 

manufactured locally; but it is possible that foreign influ

ence was responsible for the inception of the industry".9 

That "foreign influence", if present, would undoubtedly have 

been coastal. 3ven more interesting than the stone beads in 

those stone age sites is the presence at the Nakuru Burial 

site of a piece reported to be "Faience".*0

Commerce between the coast and upcountry may find its 

origins over two and possibly three thousand years ago. But 

there is nothing to suggest that the people of the coast con

trolled it or operated the caravans across the Nyika. Prior 

to the nineteenth century, the contacts, such as they wore, 

seem all to be purely commercial find involving no upcountry 

movement of--population even, on expeditions. The pattern 

appears to be one of upcountry caravans, jealous of their con

trol of^ the routes*, bringing the commodities of theinterior 

to the coast for exchange there. There is some late evidence 

which may, if assumed valid for earlier times, help to explain 

the of this isolation of the coast. All down the

coast in the eighteenth and nineteenth century the Swahili
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were "allying" or acre commonly paying their mainland neigh

bours (often apparently with grain) not to interfere with the 

fields close to home; in these circumstances they had small 

chance for mounting an expedition up country. They were stop

ped, in the Kilwa area, from moving freely at all on the main

land.^1 Dr* J. Lamphear emphasises that the initiatives in 

upcountry trading seem all to have been held by the mainland 

tribes. 12 The operations of the Kamba in the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries conceivably shed light on the way in 

which the caravans were organised.15 Produce deemed urofit- 

able for coaat_trade was collected in a few centres over a 

period of a little-less than a yQ«r ?nd than a caravan of 

porters was organised* perhaps within the clan or a group of 

clans, and apparently using professional porters, whose re

wards were not land but a share of the trade (a process not 

yet fully understood). The caravan marched to the coast in 

time to meet the coastwise shipping running with the monsoon.

The monsoon which seems to have attracted the most attention 

is the north easterly. It was the vessels from the north east _ 

African coast and from the Per^a^ChddL_and Arabia^which were 

the basis of the trade at the_coast. The items for trade are

very gpnii^y to those listed by the ancient writers! ivory and__

rhino horn with possibly a few slaves out, and beads and cloth 

in. The caravans based in Kitui are still remembered. It is 

worth remarking that salt and iron appear to have been at least 

os important items of trade as ivory and slaves in the southerly
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Tanzanian routes* and one suspects that this is an element of 

the commerce that has been under-recorded not only by the 

slave-conscious missionaries and early European travellers 

but also by the writers of the more ancient documents*

In the absence of earlier accurate information about this 

commerce it is not possible to say how much of the demonstr- 

able wealth of the pre-seventeenth century coastal settlements 

is attributable to their being the termini of these upcountry 

route st and how much it depended on the mainland plantations 

and the mangrove stands* however* this function was clearly 

very important, even if not quantifiable. The lack of coastal 

control over this apparently vital ingredient of tlie economy 

is the more interesting. It is a lack of control which is 

complete, even to a remarkable ignorance of the vast world 

which lay just two miles inland of the coastal towns.

Pliny exemplifies this isolation from the hinterland nice

ly* ue records that "it is said that in the parts interior 

from the east coast there are people whose whole face is flat 

without a nose; and that some have no upper lip and others no 

tongue* tee hear also of people who have no nostril or any 

opening in the face beyond a single hole through whioh they 

breathe and through which they drink by lueana of an outer 

straw* the grain of which, growing wild* they eat. home tribes 

use nods and gestures instead of speech, and before the time of 

Ptolemy lathyrus, king of Egypt, were ignorant of the use of 

fire"*
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Tli© continent behind the coast was unknown* dreadful* and 

perhaps no re significantly* apparently a natter of indiffer

ence to the coast* It renains to historians and archaeolo

gists a different world. The indigenous population of the 

coast prior to the coiling of Islam and apart from the appar- 

ently rapidly absorbed settlers from overseas is a mystery* 

Ptolemy* whose work may well have rested in part on the 

Periplus of the Erythraean Sea as on Hippalus*^ refers 

nervously in a famous passage to the "Han Eating Ethiopiansw 

living over the water from Rhapta. These people were appar

ently jiaetoraliDts and were* like Pliny*s people* toil* Ehret 

is in the process of trying the somewhat dubious if theoretic

ally valuable techniques of glottochronology on the Dahala 

language on the mainland opposite and south of Lamu.^ The 

people described in the early references seem to be tall past- 

oralists and not bushmen hunters* Ehret can see in the Dahala 

language a C us hi tic base with elements of Bantu and Somali and 

is at present of the opinion that the Cushitic seem to have 

entered the language in two phases* the earlier and fundamental 

contribution around 2000-1500 BP and the other considerably 

later* possibly as late as four or five hundred years ago* but 

probably somewhat earlier* This later intrusion would undoubt

edly be the Ororno language moving south* The earlier elements 

are most interesting* If it really is the case that Ehret 

finds he is able to prove his hypothesis* southern Cue hi tic- 

speaking agriculturists would be the most likely candidates for
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identification with, the dominant population in the mainland 

behind tlie Lamu ^archipelago • Thus there might soon emerge 

the picture of the north hast African coast at the turn of 

the Christian eraof^lightly before which shows tall _paet- 

oral nomads in the nom, with "tall" farmers* related to the 

dominant populations in the south eastern Ethiopian High

lands* occupying the area south* The demarcation line on 

the few palaoecological inferences we can draw might be 

around the Juba diver* Hhret also feels that there was an 

jjast Hilo tic influence in Dahala followed by Bantu. The 

Bantu cannot have reached the area until after the third cen

tury AD and is most unlikely to have reached it until consid

erably later* Crude glottochronological guesses at the start 

of Bhret's work suggest to him that one should consider a 

time-depth of around 500 - 1000 years for the Hast Nilotic 

influence. This Heist Hilo tic element is very interesting in

deed and work is now going on in an attempt to identify assoc

iated economic and other behaviour traits through the lexicon*

A date somewhere in the third quarter of the first millen- 

ium after Christ is the most likely for the arrival of Bantu

speaking people into the area.

The early date of AD 102 assumed by Elliot^ for the 

arrival of Arabs from Himyar is inconsistent with the rest of 

the evidence. These Himyarites are said to have encountered 

"kishuru" people in the area between the Juba and the Tana.

The word Washokoro is# as Hlliot pointed out,used occasionally
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by i okomo of tlie Giriama. Those lULshuru have hitherto been 

assumed to be Bantu-speakers because of the etymology of their 

name. This assumption is not necessary. The Kishuru night be 

remembered in a Bantu word coined during trie early years of 

Bantu penetration into the area to define non-Bantu speakers. 

This becomes the more likely in consideration of the rest of 

the collection of stories made by hlliot. According to these* 

the Iu.sh.uru lived not only on the coast between the Juba and 

the Tana but also "from the sea for a fifteen days journey to 

the Abyssinian border". "ho other tribe but the Aishuru 

live there." Thus far* these people could as easily be south

ern Lthiopian highlanders as Bantu-speakers; indeed they are 

much more likely to be so. Then follows the curious twist, 

billot goes on to record that the Kiskuru moved south "to the 

..amafcand .Aiungway a" 19 pushed south by the "christianised Ilin- 

yaritic tribes from Abyssinia". If we are to give any credence 

to this at all* the scenario is of a ^emitic-speaking group in 

the Horn or (from the little we know of the distribution of the 

Semitic speakers) from the hills around the Upper Awash Valley* 

pushing the Aishuru south out of the plains of what is now 

southern Somalia and over the Juba. This still ties in with 

the presence of tall pastoralists in the Horn* unless the Sem

itic speakers themselves were pastoralists. hitherto the assum

ption has been that they were farmers.

The overall picture of the population of the area between 

the ^orn and the Aambezi iiiver is thus exceedingly vague and
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confused in the north and simply empty in the south.

xi is not yet known if anyone lived permanently on the 

coast itself, as opposed to the hills behind, before the 

ninth century, .-.tone artefacts were found at Kilva, but 

none have been recorded found north of tlie Tana diver on the 
coast, and indeed no pre-Islamic levels have identified in 

any of the coastal archaeological sites of the area. Ibn 

ilanqal has a reference to an area south of what seems to be 

the north ^ouali coast which he disconcertingly c-Allp "cold" 

and which he claims is "miserable ’, with a sparse population, 

and with cultivation only in the neighbourhood of the King's 

residence, host interesting of all is the assertion that the Kiw 

and the cultivators are "White Zanj"• ̂  The possibility that 

pre-Islamic settlers from outside Africa settled on the coast 

must be considered more carefully elsewhere.

As one might expect of merchants, the early writers are 

very much more specific and consistent about commodities than 

about people. The impression one receives is of imports of 

grain, oil, ghee, sugar and cotton cloth from India, and 

woollens (?), copper, tin, silver (apparently worked) and 

wine. The exports were aromatic gums, cinnamon, tortoise 

shell, rhino horn and ivory. It is not clear when the appar

ent early need for imported grain shifted to an ability to 

export grain. Jiillet was exported by the end of the eight

eenth century. This improvement is probably associated with 

the establishment of plantations on the coast in the middle
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ages.

Slaves seem only to have been important in the commerce 

through the more northerly ports. Ivory seems to have been 

a more important export from the southerly ports. This is an 

interesting thought given the preference in India and China 

for the more easily carved* less brittle and more McolourfastM 

soft ivory from Hast Africa. Nov that the elephant herds are 

gone from the Abyssinian plateau it is not easy to establish 

what kind of ivory those animals were carrying. Since the 

people in the area have taken the trouble to wipe out the 

species in the entire northern highlands one is drawn to the 

conclusions that the effort was profitable to them* and that 

the elephants in that area very likely carried the favoured 

soft ivory. Today* the few elephant herds left intact in the 

Ethiopian Highlands* tiny pockets of a few animals* bear the 

soft ivory. If by the turn of the Christian era, ivory was 

already more abundant in the markets along the east African 

coast than in the Red Sea* the difference is less likely to be 

a measure of the type of ivory or the economy but more of the 

greater antiquity of the commerce in the north and more advan

ced depletion of the herds.

Slaves on the other hand seem to have been more easy to 

procure from the north than from the south. The numerous wars 

of the early Aksumite empire and the well-organised trade 

routes right down into southern Ethiopia and through the west

ern borderlands into the Nile valley seem to have been more
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fruitful oi slaves tnan the areas behind the hast African coast.

it is not clear when cowries become important export commod

ities for the ^ast African coast, They are not mentioned in the 

early records, which nevertheless are specific about the export 

of tortoiseshell. Certainly in the post-Tortuguese period, and 

in a slightly different form today (to agents for tourism) the 

trade has been very large, catering particularly for Indian 

markets# horice reports that two to three hundred tons a year 

were exported from £ate alone.^ One would suspect that the 

stinking heaps of suffocating shellfish massacred in hundreds of 

thousands annually could not but extinguish the species most 

favoured within a few years. The trade in the quantities horice 

mentions and which one sees carried out at so little profit to 

the collectors today cannot last and by the same token cannot 

have been begun long ago#

There are no early references, and very few in any period 

before the nineteenth century, to the export of mangroves# The 

trade in wood is often specified for other places along the 

Indian Ocean littoral but never for the hast African coast. This 

is a commodity for which there has certainly been a steady demand 

in Arabia and particularly in the Persian Gulf for the two thou

sand years concerning this paper. The antiquity of the mangrove 

industry is therefore an enigma. The Swahili language has a 

highly sophisticated and complex vocabulary for mangroves and 

the business surrounding their exploitation# This is a feature 

often used to argue antiquity for the occupation thus treated.
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At present there is no evidence whatsoever to permit discussion 

on the matter of mangroves.

The famous comment of A1 Idrisi* s9 that an important item 

for export from "ttulanda" on the northern Swahili go^t v»* 

iron, ̂  hag been disoussed elsewhere with reference to i*anda.23 
Since Al Idrisi also mentions high gu^nty iron with reference 

to Sofala,24 a reference of equal obscurity, and the only 

reference for the export of iron from the £ast African coast, 

the matter is best left there. There is no evidence that this 

item was ever a central export element in Swahili trade. Out

side Manda there is little enough evidence of this although 

"Indian steel" seems to have been an item of import later.

The Aksumite fleets do not seem to have made regular sort

ies far outside the Had Sea, in any direction, much less down 

the coast beyond Cape GuarcLafui. It is reasonable to suppose 

that there was insufficient disparity in the nature of the 

exports from the two areas to make such sailings worthwhile.

The obviously second-hand nature of the Creek documents from 

this early period suggests that the Creeks were not involved 

directly in sailings from the Red Sea ports either. One is left 

by simple process of elimination with Arab, Persian and Indian 

fleets, all of which are known to have had some interest in the 

products available on the east African coast and all of which 

were in a position to provide the necessary vessels* The reri- 

plus remains the basic text for the listing of ports along the 

coast which were in use in the pre»Islamic period. It refers



settlements
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to a number of ouch ports, most of which cannot be fixmly 

identified today* Opone, tlie principal port for the gum, 

frankincense and slave trades, was in the north, generally 

felt to be in the region of has uafun* -' It was but one of 

several emporia on the coast of the Horn. South of that are h

"^erapion", probably a few miles north of uerca; hikon, prob- \ 

ably xort hurnfordj the Pyralaean Islands, which seem to be 

the group of kenya; the place called the Channel, which, 

if taken disjunctively with the fyralaeans, might be a water

ing place on the west Bide of ^mbusaj and henouthias Island, 

which is very likely hangibar.^ hhapta, apparently the fur

thest south and a large trading centre, lay beyond* ihe 

identifications set out above are, of course debatable but no 

alternative is better supported than this* batoo agrees 

broadly with them and adds that hhapta probably stood between 

the Pangani diver and the kufiji delta. ̂  Chit tick prefers to 

think of the settlement of ilenoutliias as being possibly the 

island of nafia^0 but does concede that it may as easily have 

referred to Zanzibar or Pemba* Per him, Hhapta "perhaps lies in 

the mud of the ttufiji delta"

buch. speculations are of interest but for present purposes 

need not detain* The overall commercial information is less 

ambiguous* i'he reriplus notes that the trade of the coast is 

at the time of writing in the hands of the people from muza who 

are farmers of this enterprise* Huza is thought to be in the 

region of mocha by i^atlhew^ and stated to be xjooha itself by
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Chittick* iiapharitis, undoubtedly in the Yemen, is assumed to 

be iiimyar by Chittick* Chari bael, the ruler of iiimyar mentioned 

in the Periplus, is identified by Chittiok as karib'il*-^ These 

traders are said to have settled on the coast, intermarried, and 

were apparently speaking the local language* They may have 

carried their local wives home to Arabia, spoken the local lang

uage for commercial purposes only and never have settled on the 

coast, while retaining a monopoly over the trade* This is less 

logical and runs in the face of the documentation which insists 

that some at least settled* The unfortunate fact is that there 

is absolutely no archaeological evidence as yet of these perman

ent pre-Islamio settlements*

It is curious, given the later history of the coaet, that the 

export of gold from Zimbabwe via bofala is not better understood. 

It has often been assumed that in the more northerly Jwahili 

settlements, as at kilwa, the transshipment of gold for ports in 

the Persian Gulf and India was an important part of the economy* 

equally, were that true, these northern towns would presumably 

have muon to gain in handling goods destined for bofala and Zim

babwe t in short, a flourishing business in coasting goods depend

ed upon the gold trade* Such a traffic is not readily visible in 

the archaeology. kLthough it is true to atay that the early 

locally-made pottery doen uppa/ir to have some affinities with 

that of the bantifc-speaking groups from the south and from Central 

Africa in the ~.arly Iron Age, the connections are tenuous*

It is very tempting to make a connection between the dates of

*
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the foundation of the Juahili towns and of the Zimbabwe mining 

exercises (both towards the end of the last millenium) and the 

collapse of most of the Jwaliili settlements and the decline of 

the power of the Aonoraotapa (both in the sixteenth and seven** 

teenth centuries).

This would, however, be too simplistic a view of the relat

ionship between nonoinotapa fortunes and Swahili wealth, inhere 

is very little inferential evidence for the effect of the gold 

trade on the northern towns* nevertheless, it is probably 

true that one should consider this gold trafficking and the 

associated coasting in an assessment of tlie economic life of 

the northern settlements, There is no doubt of the cruoial 

part played in the economy of its southern settlements by the 

trade with Central Africa*

Ancient coins have been used to speculate not only upon the 

tourist market but also upon the early trade contacts with tfast 

Africa. Several hoards have been reported, which usually in

clude collections of doman coins from the imperial period, with 

particular emphasis upon Carus, Constans and Constantiusf there 

are also a few from Byzantium, the Ptolemies and the T*ang 

dynasty. Mixed with these (one hoard came to light in a shoe 

box in the Zanzibar museum and one came out of the revolution 

in 1963 in a sweet tin) are often bung, Portuguese, British Pro

tectorate and even Congolese coins from the time of Leopold*

The tendency has been for modem archaeologists to dismiss 3uch 

collections as worthless commercially, useless academically and



therefore beneath t.ieir dignity and calling to record.* How** 

ever, ultimately useless or useful as such hoards may or nay 

not seem to be, fortunately most of them have been recorded 

and the information is as useful as the inscription at Kiziu>- 

kazi, which after all tells us what we knew already* that 

there were nusliias on the coast, but which is apparently, 

though "unstratified", more worthy of attention* If noone 

else, the numismatists stand to gain* It is reasonable to 

assume that not all of these hoards have been left in the 

guest-room cupboard by forgetful wives of the British civil 

servants who brought them from England as hobbies or reminders 

of home* The collections offer the only non-documentary help 

to the leriplus and other pro Muslim references to the Mast 

African coast, none of which has received archaeological veri

fication. The large number of Roman coins re-opens the quest

ion, closed for the moment by archaeologists, that there may 

have been the direct trade between the Bed Sea and the Mast 

African coast that the documents refer to. It is also possible 

of course that these coins arrived after transsnipoent at Siraf 

or another gulf port* This circuitous route has the advantage 

of making use of all the documentation without damaging credib

ility with speculation about the gap between Mogadishu and 

Guardaful and of explaining the total lack of anything from 

Alexandria and the Red Sea in the area south of the iiom with 

the possible exception of two small vessels from unsatisfactory 

levels in i^anda and likely imported later than the fifteenth

23
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century.

Given the strict Imperial Chinese ban on the export of 

caa: , the presence in hast Africa of not one but several T'ang 

and Sung pieces is an interesting comment upon both the ineff

iciency and the necessity of these repeated bans* It remains 

of interest why this specie should be regarded as of value so 

.i.ar Irom home* The first known hast African coinage comes from 

the reign of Abu ibn al haaan at kilwa* dating from the late 

twelfth century* The absence of coin currency before this 

did not prevent handa from becoming by the twelfth century a 

town of commercial importance and material wealth which not 

even Kilwa was destined to overshadow*

The appeal of specie is difficult to understand* and if it 

were stimulated by some social uncertainties of which we are 

not aware in this early period* one would have expected to find 

more. Is it too frivolous to consider these southern hoards as 

the small change in a rersian sailor's pocket? It would seem 

that the sailors coming to the Lamu archipelago were of an al

together different type since* to my knowledge* no hoard has 

been found in that area*’

This ban on the export of cash has been cited as a cause 

for the rise in exports of Chinese artefacts ^  in the thir

teenth century* This is well documented. In 919 a regulation 

was introduced permitting the sale of "silks* brocade* porcelain 

and lacquered wares’’̂  in payments for imports* But this is too 

early to explain the rapid increase in Chinese ceramic exports
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to the Indian Ocean area* This did not take place until one 

hundred and fifty or* more properly* two hundred years later. 

There had been bans before* and the commercial activity in 

ceramics* which were the only recoverable artefacts of those 

listed by Kuwabara* while there was by no means the volume of 

the fifteenth century* for ceramics at least* therefore* a 

different cause for the sudden rise in exports must be sought* 

The alternatives would be to show a change within the Chinese 

commercial structure which emphasised the proportion of ceramics 

over lacquered ware and doth in the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries* or which resulted in a massive burgeoning of all 

previous Chinese exports* measurable by the ceramics* Neither 

of these alternatives is tenable at present.

At least one contemporary sees the problem as being less a 

matter of government export regulations and more a matter of 

security* £>ulaiman,^ a merchant involved in the trade* blames 

"des frequents qui edatent a Khanfu"^ and also the insecurity 

of the sea route beyond the Indian Ocean.

In the years of change of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries a few historians gave a great deal of cred

ence to the possibility that Phoenicians* Chinese* even Greeks* 

settled the coast* They were always in a minority and they are 

products of their time in that some European settlers found it 

hard to relate the poverty and technical simplicity of the 

people they settled among with the sophistications advertised by 

the ancient ruins of Zimbabwe and the Jwahili coast*
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The Phoenicians are supposed to have coasted to the Zambezi 

valley and then moved inland, settling in the Hiem flyyja 0f 

modem Zimbabwe* There is no evidence for Phoenician presence 

south of Guardafui. The stories of Phoenician circumnavigation 

of the continent are at best vague and depend for their credib

ility on a complex and suspect argument about how close to the 

wind a Phoenician vessel could sail and what way she could make 

in a head current at the Cape Verde on the other side of the 

continent.

Talbot Smith refers to " a ruined mosque on the island of 

i-iageni off the coast of the Jubaland Province of Kenya Colony 

said to date to a pre-Islamic period and to be connected with 

the worship of Astarte Phoennetian (sic) Goddess of Love". This 

is dubious stuff. Wo such tradition for any building now ob

tains on the coast, and if it was "said" by anyone it was said 

by recent European visitors* By the same token the "half for-
Ok

gotten tradition of a Worship of ̂ Golden Calf in connection with 

Lamu, Patte and other places in the Lamu District of Tanaland" 

are now completely forgotten.

hr* Brouwer's connections between the minaret of Kizimkazi 

at Zanzibar, the towers at Great Zimbabwe and his ill defined 

and exemplified Phoenician prototypes are, like the rest of that 

absurd book, spurious.^

The Greeks oertainly were interested in the lied Sea, as were 

the Womans. Until the beginning of the Christian era there is 

no evidence that either group of merchants was sailing regularly
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beyond the Bab al Kandab. But tliere is no doubt that the imp

ression left by both on the Middle Bast and by the C-reeks on 

areas further east and south was in some part at least, aided 

by the export of Greek artefacts for several centuries into the 

Christian era, from Alexandria* Coins in quantity from Hellenic 

Mgypt, Imperial Home and early Byzantium occur all along the 

Swahili coast*^

Mr* C* tf* Haywood^ refers to an "urn" shaped like a Greek 

amphora. He says it is greyish in colour; Chittick resists this 

suggestion, pointing out that most Alexandrian amphorea are pink

ish. I suspect that his real reason for discussing Haywood's 

statement is that he rightly finds him an unreliable raconteur 

elsewhere. In fact, in the Ethiopian collections of the east 

Mediterranean amphorae, representing as they do what was avail

able in the Hed Sea at the right period, one sees that they are 

by no means all pinkish and would easily, in salt water, be of a 

firmly greyish cream colour. However, a greyish cream storage 

jar, unless carefully recorded, has to be more likely a cream 

paste jar from the Persian Gulf* Neither the coins nor the 

doubtful amphora are evidence of either Greek settlement or 

Greek merchants on the Swahili coast.

The fleets of Home, described by Strabo^ certainly ran from 

the Bed Sea to India via northern Somalia and made the journey 

fairly often after the Yemen expedition of 25 B* C* But this 

was still probably not the normal mechanism. Before the Yemen 

raid the tendency was to tranship to Indian (and Persian?)
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bottons somewhere in the Bab al Iiandab area.

There is no reason to assume that the Red Sea-based fleets 

of the next six hundred years behaved differently. If they 

passed Bab al Mandab they relied for their East African pro

ducts on picking them up on the northern Horn or the Arabian 

coast in the Aden area and then proceeded East. By the same 

token the Indian vessels seem to have borne north of west and 

left Guardafui to the south. The Reriplus of the Erythraean 

Sea and the few other references to the East African coast are 

notoriously vague and one suspects that this is because the 

"feeder” coastwise traffic north from the East African coast 

was not in the hands of the Red Sea merchants and the inform

ation concerning it was at best second hand, or by courtesy of 

a handful of adventurers from the north. There is no ground 

for thinking of regular sailing south of Guardafui by Roman or 

Hellenic vessels.

Direct Chinese trade links with East Africa have also been
4.2muoh discussed. Tuan Chi eng Shih was not writing for a 

client who took contact with Africa for granted; his account is 

tinged with adventure if not with plain fantasy. Similarly 

Cheng Ho*b famous voyage to the East African coast^ was a 

matter of comment, and clearly outside the normal run of commerce.

Tuan Ch*eng Shih, writing from accounts of others in the 

ninth century fails to resist an account of the exotic palates 

of Africa - speaking of blood-and-milk whisks. He also indicates 

that ivory and ambergris are exported from the coast, and some-
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tines the locals sell each other* There is also the crucial 

information that the ladies are clean and well behaved! plus 

<$a change, heither Tuan Oh* eng nor any of hip countrymen 

appears to have savoured these delights for himself before the 

visit of Cheng Ho in the first half of the fifteenth century.

The direct Chinese contact with Oast Africa was negligible 

until the sixth decade of the twentieth century. Prior to 

that, trade articles from each terminus were carried via Pers

ian Gulf or Indian porta in nozWifrican and non-Chinese bottoms, 

host of the trade was carried on through Canton, which is reg

ularly referred to in the Arabic sources. 44 But there is no 

doubt that goods were traded at other Far Eastern centres also, 

such as Lung lien in northern Vietnam and probably several 

other places in Annaia^ and Java.^

The Indonesians are a persistent theme in the historiogra- 

phy of the Last African coast. There are Arabic references to 

the arrival of the waq Waq. from the Far Last. Al Idrisi's 

reference is the most famous, indicating, that at least some of 

these Far Eastern visits were less in the way of settlement and 

more in the way of raiding and trading or both.

Nevertheless, there was settlement also. The Indonesian 

traits in Malagasy societies are not just restricted to music 

and boats. It is generally accepted for example that import

ant Malagasy customs concerning adoption, name taking, the 

judicial position of the women, and several cults concerning 

the death of a Ling, and concerning burial in general, are
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derived from Indonesian practice.

It has even been tlmt tha ftommi nn nf fihft iwftyl y

Iron Age in Africa are related to those of da hunynh and KaL- 

anay in douth-east Aaia.^ This is a far fetched comparison 

though some more specific links* as with the burial jar lids 

cited from Madagascar by Golheim* might well bear scrutiny.

The build of the hgalawas of the southern coast of Gast 

Africa and of the twin masted outriggers of Madagascar and 

West Africa has long been in the centre of discussion about 

Indonesian inspiration in boat building on the hast African 

coast. ̂  If one may discount the independent invention of the 

very specialised form taken by the hull and twin mast, and the 

more generally similar, functionally comparable outrigger* one 

would expect the idea of this type of vessel to come more or

less direct across the ocean to Africa* along with its makers. 

Jones is particularly interested in & link between the Celebes
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and Africa. ̂  The alternative to this direct route* a diffus

ion of the idea all round the north coast of the Ocean* would 

offer vessels along that coast* from Indo—China or at

least Siam* to India and the Persian Gulf* and on to the banar- 

dir and the Lamu area. Juch a chain of similarly inspired

vessels does not occur* although in Ceylon there are twin—masted 

boats.

There are many other Indonesian - African links* particul

arly with Madagascar. This is perhaps the most notable in 

linguistics, where Dahl"" and several others have drawn attention
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to the similarity between Malagasy and the Borneo language of 

^aanjan. There is some debate as to how dominant this 

is# as opposed to the African element#^ but there is no doubt 

as to the existence of the link.

itifaatever form this contact took — colonisation# or diffus

ion through trade with the settlers in Madagascar (and the 

latter is the most likely) - the direct contact is clear to 

most historians of Madagascar, further, while the boats and 

the xylophones^ are common features of societies south of the 

Lamu area# they are absent in the Lamu area itself# and appear 

always to have been. The diffusion of these appears to have 

moved out from the south and not to have reached the northern 

coast.

The Indonesians# like the Homans# seem never to have been 

blessed with the sand of Manda between their toes. In the hands 

ceramics only one sherd is even remotely similar to any pottery 

in areas where Indonesian connections are proven in Africa.

There is Just a possibility# though lacking in proof yet# 

that the problem of the Indonesians can be settled with a more 

logical reshuffling of the evidence. If there are Indonesian 

traits in Somalia and to a lesser extent along the Swahili coast, 

particularly in the south; if rice was imported with the Indo

nesians and the lexical links of the word for it (mchele) are 

Indians if many of the Indonesian lexical influences in Malgache 

take the Sanskrit form;^ then it is at least logical to con

jecture that the Indonesians# like the Shirazi after them did
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not sail direct across the sea (it is a difficult crossing 

though not impossible direct from Indonesia, 55) but came round 

the Indian Ocean northern shores and down the coast from 

Somalia to Madagascar. They would, in this hypothesis, have 

met well-established pastoral communities in the north and 

fanning and hunting communities on the Swahili coast and would 

have pressed on until the more welcoming, moire easily command

eered coasts of Madagascar appeared. Thence, a secondary wave 

of Indonesian traits may well have diffused through the agency 

of the communities in contact with the new settlers. This 

would have had to take place after the second century A.D. to 

satisfy the Sanskrit evidence and before the eighth century 

A.D., since while plenty of stories abound about other visits, 

settlers and traders after that time, none refers directly to 

Indonesians. Such speculation is entertaining, and is of 

value in encouraging the reconsideration of the evidence; it is 

not any more probable as yet than the more standard theories.

The early settlers on the coast are connected with the prob

lem of the arrival of certain floral domesticates. Rice and 

bananas are thought to be Far lias tern domesticates. The route 

or routes by which they came to Africa are unknown. Rice was 

apparently not used in the Kile valley until after the arrival 

of the Arabs. ̂  The archaeological finds on the East African 

coast and the few documentary references offer no suggestions 

of an Egyptian presence in any form. One would not expect rice 

or any other crop to be "diffused" successfully into an area
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without an intensity of contact which would be visible in the 

archaeological record. The chlorlstic schist bowls and lamps 

of the coast are very similar to those in Madagascar, 57 and 

the presence of such a lamp in Aden5® and another in Fustat 

is also interesting* but this is no indication of direct links; 

indeed given the range of such vessels in Africa and Madagascar 

these two lamps emphasise the lack of contact with both north 

and south. Furthermore , the popular faience beads of Egypt are 

entirely absent in the East African material reinforcing the 

argument of the isolation of East Africa from Egypt between 

3000 B.C. and 1000 A.D.
\

If rice came to the coast from the North, it more likely 

came direct with the Arab sailors rather than from the Nile 

basin. Further, it most likely came only with settlers, not 

just with seasonal visitors who could not tend it properly. On 

present evidence it cannot therefore have reached the north 

Kenya coast before the establishment of Manda in the ninth cen

tury. The possibility that rice came as a fellow traveller 

with the Indonesians is superficially attractive. In the 

absence of evidence to the contrary it must be assumed that the 

cultural traits brought from Indonesia, which might include 

rice, would have been diffused without the agency of Indonesian 

pioneers all over the area of dispersal. They would have been 

diffused by contact and example. There is little enough evid

ence in the Swahili sub-culture in the Lanu archipelago, and 

one might have assumed that these Indonesian traits did not



diffuse far enough north. Grolfeanelli, however, is confident 

that some Indonesian traits are engrained in Somali culture.59 

This begs questions about the antiquity of the Somali presenoe 

on that coast, and the possibility that, since Grotanelli doc

uments some of these traits among the Boni (not altogether 

convincingly ),^® they might also have been on the coast among 

the Bantu*speakers who were absorbed subsequently into the 

Islamic society of the towns. It challenges one more product

ively to consider whether rice was at all one of the Indones

ian traits. A far easier argument would have it that rice was 

not introduced by the Indonesians direct, at least not to the 

northern coasts, unless they themselves came to those coasts 

from the north after a circumnavigation of the northern shores 

of the Indian Ocean. More likely it came with settlers direct 

from Arabia, the Persian Gulf or from northern India, since the 

Swahili word for it is mchele, which seems to be Indian in 

origin. The arrival of rice with these settlers, who are al

ready documented as having definitely come, and as having built 

the first archaeologically verified permanent settlements so 

far found, would be the least fanciful.

It is generally assumed that bananas reached Africa early 

in the first millenium AD with Indonesian settlers, or settlers 

who hAd been subject to Indonesian influences, and nothing pre

vents consideration of the arrival of rice at the same time.

The settlement of the coast by anyone before the ninth century 

remains problematical, and rice is not likely to have been

34
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cultivated on the coast until the arrival of the permanent 

settlors from Arabia and Persia. After the ninth century it 

□rust have rapidly established itself* and al Idrisi notes* two 

centuries later* that rice was not only consumed but also ex

ported.^ Ibn Battuta^ discerning palate submitted itself to 

rice with "flesh* fish or fowl" at Mogadishu. ̂  Bice presup

poses a more regular occupation of the coast than monsoonal 

visits by its would-be farmers. Given the absence of known 

settlements in the area* the presumed predilection of the pre- 

Kanda inhabitants of the area for the hinterland* and the 

total absence of other Indonesian influence in the area* the 

possibility that the knowledge of rice-growing reached the 

harm area from the south is minimal. Apart from a chance grain 

impression the discovery of rice in the archaeological record 

is unlikely given the fact that rice is generally threshed by 

simply flicking over the stalks with the foot and in most 

places there is no specialized equipment other than the storage 

bin which is likely to remain for the archaeologist.

Bananas may have reached Africa south of the Swahili area. 

This is quite likely. They may however be partially of indig

enous development with fifteenth or sixteenth century additions 

of new South-east Asian strains. Like rice* they must have 

reached the northern coast at latest soon after the ninth cen

tury for al î ias,udi writes of the people on the coast eating 

bananas.

Bananas may well have been grown by farmers behind the coast
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long before the ninth century , but this crop may be explained by 

the arrival of Bantu*»speakin£ farmers with cultural HriVs to the 

south and south-west, not by coastwise contacts. However these 

might have reached the Lamu area, a widely held botanists* view 

is that bananas in East Africa must have been derived from 

ancestral material originating in Malaysia. ̂

Millet was in Ethiopia by the turn of the Christian epoch. 

Regrettably, al Masfudi omitted the Latin and English names of the 

species in question, but one might propose that the bananas *md 

millet he saw on the coast would be a natural adjunct of the cul

ture brought with Cushitic-speaking settlers of the hills behind 

the coast. Unfortunately for this theoretically satisfactory 

conclusion the ceramic traditions on the coast show nothing in 

their form, shape or decoration which would suggest antecedents 

in a tradition from the southern highlands of Ethiopia. Pew cea>- 

amic parallels with northern or western traditions, however 

slight and dubious, appear in the early coastal collections, 

least of all in the cooking-pot repertoire. Strong similarities 

do however encourage one to see a southern and south-western 

Early Iron Age connection. At all events, like bananas, the crop 

appears to have a much longer history on the coast than rice.

The connection with southern Ethiopia is of great interest.

Cosmas Indicoplcustos claims to have been far enough south to see

an albatross on an Aksumite ship on a regular run down the coast
64servicing an Aksumite expedition inland for gold. It is this 

story which permits the fanciful to connect the architecture of
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Aksum with that of Zimbabwe* The Akamai tee are said, to be 

trading with "Central Africa".65 It would be tempting to see 

Aksumites marching inland from the Zeila coast or, possibly, 

even marching up the Juba or the Vabe Shebelle to Kaffa and 

the other gold-bearing areas of the highlands for their gold*

Be that as it may, the links between Southern Ethiopia and 

the coast seem certain to have been there and need immediate 

and careful attention#

The East African coast may have been as muoh in commercial 

touch with the south Ethiopian highlands as the Aksumite Empire 

was with the traders of the northern highlands and the western 

marches# Indeed one should read Cosmos Indicopleusies as noting 

that the Aksumites were also sending caravans into the south*

It would be curious if so difficult a journey as that from the 

coast, through the Aksumite lands and through the mountains to 

the south, was made when the relatively easy and short routes 

east from the southern highlands were not used*

It may be that despite the availability of natural resources

in the inhospitable coastal hinterland, their exploitation was

no competition for a long-distance trade overland from the

southern highlands of Ethiopia) a situation comparable to that

behind the Red Sea ports* Killer66 postulates a route from the

Swahili coast, possibly from the ityralaean Islands via the Omo

valley and via the Wabi Shebelle valley* Killer also sees the
67

possibility of a route running along the Chercher Hills to the
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northern ogaden and the <Seila area* These are aid likely 

routes especially given what little is known of oral trad

itions along all three routes. Datoo points up difficulties 

in these land routes6  ̂but these depend on a questionable 

interpretation of the functions and trade mechanisms of the 

routes* All three are eminently logical routes for commerce 

between the southern highlands and the coast* Elephants , 

while extinct in north eastern Sthippia, are not extinct in 

Hararghe province, and the few herds left still range across 

the line of the northernmost of these southern routes propos

ed by killer, and produce the soft ivory which doubtless 

comprised the ancient exports to India and China mentioned 

both by Periplus and in the Chau Ju Kua.^

Certainly such a route across the northern Ogaden existed 

in the fourteenth century and after* Celadon, reported at a 

dozen or so sites in the Hargeisa area, ̂  at Dagahabur,^ and 

Ghana* lias an, was clearly imported in some quantity and is

associated with stone-built towns generally accepted to have 

been involved in long distance trade*

Beforejthe ninth century it naama that the cultural influr- 

oncos on the coastal strip came from the hinterland* from 

Southern Ethiopia and possibly from Southern Kenya* The model 

this suggests is of people farming on the fertile ground cn 

and around the game-rich Mundane hills behind the coastal strip, 

and hunting not only for meat but for ivoiy end rhino hem*

These people went down to the QOaatat certain times of the year
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vhen the monsoon brought in the dhow from the North (eome time 

between November and January) and conducted trade with the sail^ 

ors» selling ivory* rhino horn, tortoiseshell and surplus grain 

in return for iron tools* (spears and bush knives likely at a 

premium) glass and possibly cloth* One need not seriously con* 

aider that they took Homan coins also J

The modern inhabitants of the Mundane Range are the Boni* 

Their language is Cushitic* Presumably on the strength of this 

Dracopoli claims that they came from "the southern regions of 

Abyssinia” They comprise a very small group; Fitzgerald in 

1898 noted that fewer than 1000 were left*^ Perhaps the same 

number are in the forest today* One suspects that theirhunting 

and gathering way of life* obtaining a small surplus for luxur

ies* is an established balance with its environment* not the 

ravaged remains of a hypothetical catastrophe which it is com* 

monly believed to be* The Bantu-speaking farmers have left the 

area but one would have to establish how much they affected the 

Boni than the coastal edismbas of the island populations do today 

before suggesting that their departure heralded the decline in 

numbers of the Boni from a hypothetically larger tribe into the 

tiny group it now is. Nevertheless* stripped of its drama* this 

idea that the Boni represent a larger group of non-Bantu-speaking 

farmers* possibly without iron* living in the area before the 

Oromo attacks* remains attractive. Most would then have left* 

moving south or into the towns off the coast* like the Bantu- 

speaking refugees* and the rest would have adapted to the life
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of the forest, or nay have been those living like that before, 

either as a submerged or subservient caste attached to the 

farming community or as specialists within it.

Fitzgerald and Bliot describe tfee &>ai bringing ivory, 

rhino horn, ambergris and rubber to the shambas of the coastal

Islamic settlements in i)odori and Jangl creeks taking away
76millet.' The same happens today though the nature of the 

trade goods has changed a little and the trade is now along the 

Ilokowe-Kiunga track, not coastwise. This is essentially the 

model imagined for the relationships between the early coastal 

towns and the immediate hinterland, although the farming com

munity not client to the coastal towns has disappeared. Khret's 

work and comments on the Bahaia might apply to the Boni also.

While it is clear that Bantu»speaking groups were above the 

Tana in the first ailleniua AD. it is not clear where, or who, 

they were, or what thsy were doing. They could have been slaves, 

or esoaped slaves of the ooastal citizens (if such there were), 

or they could have been early Iron Age farmers, moving Korth up the 

congenial agricultural lands between the Nyika and the coast, or 

they could have been & mixture of these elements.

These Bantu-speakers were certainly well established in the
77ninth century during which at least some of them ware Muslims.

They extended well into modern Somalia. Al Istakhri for example 

says "The land of the Zinji is more extensive than the land of 

the Sudan. It does not adjoin any other country except the land 

of al-iiabasha and lies opposite to Yemen, Fars, Kerman and
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India." Al Ilaa’udi points out that the population of Berbora 

is a mixture of Habaaha and Zinji.^

There seems no reason to doubt that the Zinj of the Arab 

documents are the Bantu-speaking black farmers of the coast , 

and not Somalis* Al Idrisi notes that 3arswa adjoins the land 

of Zinj and says that the border of the land of Zinj is three 

days and nights by boat north of Hulanda.00 Mulanda is not 

easy to identify, but strong favourites are Malindi and Msnda. 

Seventy-two hours* sailing north of either town would bring one 

very close indeed to Barawa and one must read Al Idrisi as say

ing that the Zinj occupied the whole of that coast. lieinhof 

and Storbeck both associate the Wabi Shebelle river with Al Mas* 

udi's description of the northern border of the Zinj as the 

"Upper Hile"?^ Matveyev lists both possibilities and the diff-
op

erence between the two is indeed slight.

Gastaldi's sixteenth-century map shows Zinj right up in the 

Guardafui area at a time when the Somalis were apparently still 

in the small area on the north-facing coast west of Guardafui. 

None of this is much more than informed speculation, but the 

very useful idea remains of coastal farmers with close cultural 

links with South Ethiopia and the Upper Nile# Specifically 

they were already in residence behind Witu at the beginning of 

the era, and soon afterwards were joined peacefully by Bantu

speaking farmers from the south. Neither the farmers nor the 

hunters to the north would have any internal reason for being 

attracted to permanent settlement on the infertile coral islands

78
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or on the less fertile and. thickly-bushed Immediate coast* The 

slightly higher ground behind the coast was altogether more 

congenial. Templar "a survey of the ecology of the area also 

suggests a higher rainfall and more forest - even as late as 

the first millemum AD — and lie says".•«Jo long as man lived by 

hunting he probably avoided the coastal strip to a great extent. 

When he did visit it he possibly confined himself to the clay 

lands, which were, perhaps* more open, and also to aoma of the 

better drained parts. '*̂ 3 We might expect the same to apply to 

the farmers. Only some time in the first millenium AD do farm

ers from the south, speaking Bantu, enter the area, and they 

probably remain a minority for some time. Bantu-speakers do 

not seem to be on the coast at the time of the Periplus and may 

well not have arrived until the second half of the first millen

ium AD. The Swahili language has many aspeots of "proto-Bantu", 

carrying, for example, seventeen of the eighteen presumed 

classes in the class concord system and containing a lexicon in

cluding 44/- of the starred forms. ̂ 4 This could perhaps be com

pared to the or so of Romance words in English. Swahili is 

very African, and particularly it is a very Bantu language. If 

the symbiotic relationship between Bantuand the Early Iron Age 

in this part of Africa is correctly assumed, on present evidence 

the Bantu-speaking farmers were not on the coast before the 

third century AD.

If the hypo thesis that the Bantu^spesldng farmers entered an 

area already oocupied by Cushiticgpeaking faxmersis correct, e
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difference in agricultural practice might be visible* As yet, 

no archaeological evidence indicates pre-Bantu-speaking groups 

farming in the area. This may well be due to the haphazard 

nature of archaeological survey undertaken along the hills b*» 

hind the coast* The only firm indications come from Soper's 

work in the Kwale area, where pr^-Bantup-speaking farmers, if in 
the area, did not use the same settlements _and almost certdinly 

did not use iron* In this respect the traditions recorded by
O P

Cerulli J are wealthy of note* According to these, the Oromo, 

already pushing south along the coast around the Juba valley 

before the fifteenth century (and possibly as early as the sev

enth) , met resistant faimer groups fighting with wooden arrows* 

Finally, having retreated across the Tana River, the fugitives 

learned to use iron points*

Iron was certainly at Manda in the ninth century and at 

kwale in the third, so the seventh century date suggested for a 

southward Oromo push might veil explain the destruction of nox>- 

Bantu farming groups north of the Tana*

The early pre-Bantu farmers would not be expected south of 

the Tana after the third century where they would not signify in 

competition with the iron-using Bantu-speaking agriculturalists* 

If the hypothesised early northern incursion took place any post 

seventh or eighth century agricultural settlement on the main- 

land north of the Tana is to be expected to be under the protect

ion of Bantu) speaking groups* Likely those groups allied them

selves to the island trading settlements exploiting only the
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mainland ooaot in patehee opposite the islands and not oor*oom- 

ing thewselvos with clearing and faraing the fallia behind.

‘fhe establishment of poaeanamt ooaatal settlements wae 

clearly naaocrtated with the trade in ivoxy and otier 

but cannot be justified ateply in tarsia of that trade# June now 

f ofituro of the relationship has to be sought In the ninth cen

tury which would account far the aattlaaant of hands at that 

ttee, If uhret'a gtettoohronology is right* one night nxpoot 
uxoalia to bo moving aouth at the end of the first railloniuw. 

hid this force the Cuahiti# farmers and ths. nntu flutters togeth

er and force both onto the islands# fad the hunters into oubject- 

teuV, She latter poooibility la indicated by the subordinate 

position of the deni to too .iona.ll in ths nineteenth eentuxyj the 

former jo: ’«ont unlikely* uather thou mates the rapid end waxy 

araetlo change of eoonoay and social structure teplled by a move 
to the islands* the farmers would move sway south, Vhi* is 

exactly the rosponee apooified by the numerous traditions oneaag 

the i.yika and aegeju - indeed in the retreat arena the traditions 

mention a move Jouth from a place or area called dhungweytu It 

seems dear that ofcungwaya legends among ths peoples of the 

control highlands of Kenya* and the ^hanbela* are recent innovat

ions* and the original legends were only with the i JLjikendn# 

Uiret'a identification of those tenigreoits from the north as 

Unsaid is lees oatisfactoxy historically* Whatever it sight 

have in its favour gtettochronologleally it would be the only 

evidence of (as opposed to store generally --act Cfeshitie;
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groups south of Guardafui before the sixteenth century.

while such internal changes need not affect the basic trad

ing pattern, they may well affect the reliability of the prov»- 

ision of export goods at the right time of year when the ships 

could take the monsoon into the area* The disruption caused by 

the social predominance of those not producing or storing ivory 

i and other goods for which the traders came might well encourage 

the traders to establish a well-protected post capable of 

s to ring goods out of season. They would very naturally choose 

one or more of the little islands of the Lomu archipelago.

In addition to these conjectures, the documentary materials 

and oral traditions (which monition no such economic reasons) 

describe the arrival on the coast of refugees from various 

unpleasant futures in Oman and Persia, whatever their reasons 

were, settlers certainly came to iianda in the ninth century, and 

established first a mud-hut settlement, but very quickly after 

that a town with at least a nucleus of stone buildings The 

building material was dressed coral, all of it dead coral, the 

fineness of texture used depending on the amount of dressing 

required. The overseas connection in the first foui?* hundred 

years of the life of .the settlement was,, if the pottery is any

thing to go by, vary strong with the port of Siraf. It is the 

undoubtedly strong link with Pars that makes the modem tradit

ions about miiracp. origins of the pre-Arab people of the coast 

particularly interesting.

in the fourteenth century, the archaeological ceramic finds
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tentatively suggest a slight reorientation of trade T to 

embrace more Arabian material. The architectural evidence is 

more forceful* at least for the kilwa area* In recent times* 

from the seventeenth century onwards, Omani interests in the 

area have been great*

The seaward-facing trading settlements were not associated 

with Phoenicians, Greeks or Homans, and, though economically 

affected by them, not directly integrated with the watu wa 

bara (the people of the mainland)* They were closely tied in 

with coast-vise trade north to Arabia and seaward trade north 

east to the Persian Gulf and north India. These links were 

in trade and in family ties but the settlements on the coast 

were not simply Isolated colonies. The Jwahili language is not 

founded on Sumerian structure^? but on Bantu* These settlers, 

while preserving genealogical and commercial links with their 

points of origin, came to stay and intermarried locally* There 

is a bewildering array of legends and historical references to 

the arrival of different groups of these settlors. In many 

cases it seems possible to relate these arrivals to persecut

ions in the points of origin and this helps to explain the 

finality with which the settlers appear to have established 

themselves on the hast African coast, it also offers an explan

ation for the rich and cosmopolitan yet firmly indigenous 

Swahili culture.

While most of the pro-Islamic settlers certainly came from 

the Awftd-fV1 peninsula, there is the possibility that they may
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also have cone from elsewhere. Early Indian settlement in the 

area is much debated. It has been accepted by most historians 

that the Indian presence on the Hast African coast is from the 

same regions of the subcontinent with which there was histori

cally-known trade. These are the Indus delta, Cutch, Kathiawar 

and Gugerat, and the coast down to the Bombay area. Of Indian 

merchants reaching Africa from these areas there is no doubt. 

Francis Gilford*s famous retraction of some of his statements^ 

about Idndu references to Indian exploration still leaves one 

with the basic observation tliat Infliflnp knew a very great deal 

about the continent of Africa and that their knowledge was by 

no means limited to the coast. The Periplus of the Erythraean 

Sea refers not only to trade between Africa and north-west India 

but also to the Indian settlement on Socotra.^ Not only did 

the Tamil states maintain large merchant fleets in the tradit

ion of their predecessors, who wore so successful that there was 

"no year in which India did not drain the Homan Empire of a 

hundred million sesterces",*^ but also men from the Indus delta 

and from Cutch settled at Bahrein in the seventh century A. I).

It is, from this kind, of information, a short step to a deduct

ion tliat Indians were settling on the Jwahili coast as soon as 

there were trading towns to settle in.

iiathew speculates on the presence of Indians on the coast 

possibly even as early as the eighth century. He notes the 

naldive cowries and Indian beads and the Indian systems of weights 

and measures. There is little factual evidence of Indians in



residence on the coast until the documentation provided by the 

Portuguese* There is circumstantial evidence such as the fact 

that the Indian influence is seen in the shouldered and trumpet— 

rim bowls with geometric incised patterns on the neck. These 

vessels, along with related vessels certainly imported* occur 

from at least the ninth century onwards at Manda* In the secure 

days of the British "residency" in Zanzibar, the authors of the 

Zanzibar contribution to the iAapire Exhibition in 1924 were able 

to asserts "Whan the Assyrians were defeated by the j&apire of 

the Chaldeans, hedes and Persians in 606 B*C*, the Chaldean Aing 

Babonidus encouraged dhow trade by opening up sea routes between 

Babylon, China, India and Bast Africa • the direct result of 

which was fast immigration of Hindus to Africa*

We have sinoe learned more caution* There is no doubt of a 

commercial marriage of interests between the north-west Indian 

coast and the East African coast from on early period. How 

early that period is, is open to question* If stone beads or 

the imported bead blanks are an in̂ i-nn contribution to African 

economy then the connections are three or four thousand years 

old. However the doubtfully Indian beads of the Leakeys' excav

ations, like the definitely Indian beads of the fifteenth ana 

sixteenth centuries on the Swahili coast, indicate trade items 

only, not settlement* The demonstrably Indian features in the 

Swahili architecture, such as a large covered praying area, 

nicked ogival arches, and corbelled vaults, domes and occas

ionally arches, are none of them indicative of extensive Indian

45
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settlement although they almost certainly indicate the presence

Indian fleets on the coast before the fifteenth century are 

not a feature of the records, though one feels logically that 

they must at least occasionally have come and there are occas

ional close parallels in local and north-west Indian ceramic 

traditions* Shat deep-sea commerce seems to have been very much 

in the hands of the Persian Gulf fleets and Swahili fleets.

There is no doubt that some* if not all, of the Indian trade was 

carried on by transshipment at Bandar Abbas, Siraf or some other 

Gulf entrepot* This pattern is visible right into the nine

teenth century, 93 Particularly tantalising axe the traditions 

of the arrival of the WaDebuli.94 The tfaDebuli are remembered 

as being the first immigrants (though presumably after the ab- 

sorbtion of the "men of huza"), and as white* Sir John Gray 

has summarised the evidence for the WaDebuli*-^ They were 

apparently in positions of some importance in sixteenth century 

Ailwa. A commercial link of some kind existed between the 

Bahmanis (with whom Gray associates the wahebuli; and Bast Africa 

exemplified by Abyssinian •settlers* and slaves there. Rhyming r)Ff>

and the iiahnaniff were the first to use cannon while the ./aDebuli 

are credited with the use of cannon.

These Indian connections cannot all be accepted uncritically; 

■the generalisations about African origin are not enough to prove 

Swahili coast connections* Africans there were in the Daccan,

couplets in southern Swahili are similar to those in the Daccan*
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but they are seemingly associated with Ethiopians (Habshi) and not 

East Africans (Zanji) • Habshis are certainly regularly featured 

in the histories of western states of India, and those of the 

Daccan; as important military leaders (like Yaqut Sabit Khan \ 

Habshi and his son Ikhtiyai>-al Hulk), scholars such as Sheikh 

Sayyid al Habshi Sultani. The biography of Malik Ambar, who 

ruled the west coast of the Ahmadnagar region of the Daccan be

tween 1602-26, emphasises this Ethiopian connection. Similarly 

the MJanjiraH Africans of India and the Deccan are more likely 

etymologically to be southern Ethiopians i non-senitic forest 

peoples, for whom the contemptuous general term "Gangero" was 

used until recently despite the concurrent specific application 

of the term to a small group in ICaffa province# While it is true 

that Zanj names occur not at all in material so far collected, it 

is clear that they too were contributing substantially to the 

life of West India and principally by their work on the plantat

ions# The evidence as it sits to date sees Habshis more widely 

spread geographically, for instance into the Deccan, and socially, 

for instance into the aristocraoy, while the Zanj seem to have 

been labourers on the coastal plantations# The specifically East 

African link with the Deccan, then, is not proven strong#

The port of Daybul, invaded by the Arabs and Islamised in the 

ninth century and destroyed in the middle of the thirteenth cen

tury, may at either of those times have disbursed emigrants in 

significant numbers, some of whom could have come to the East 

African coast# Khan identifies Daybul with the modern Banbhore,



about 60 kaa* east of Karachi, and hag conducted very interest* 

ing excavations there* In many respects the pottery assemblage 

is very similar to that found at llanda, particularly concerning 

the range of Sgraffiato and other Persian lead glazed wares*

The early Indian contacts with the hast African coast were 

there* he know of the use of Z&nji as well as Habash on the 

coastal coconut and rice estates, particularly on the Gujarati 

coast of the middle ages.

In the pre-Portuguese sites of the Lamu region this connect

ion with north western India is underlined by the presence of a 

collection of sherds from storage vessels, small pots, and most 

commonly, carinated ledge rim bowls which are most unlikely to 

have been useful as commercial containers. These pots are well 

fired, harder than their local equivalents and attractively 

decorated in the restrained way appreciated in that period, with 

elegant scalloping on the neck junction and often sharply corn

iced rims* They were mostly for cooking* They may, for their 

technical superiority, have been imported for the domestic 

luxury trade but they may just as well represent the physical 

presence on the coast of a few Indian families taking care of the 

Gujarati commercial interests in this important area* The Portu

guese found the "banyans" to be very powerful in the commercial 

world, and in an attempt to isolate and undermine this position 

they were forbidden to conduct business with them* 96 There were 

direct sailings to and from India*9^ Indian masons were employed 

for the construction of Port Jesus j an Indian, liuhammad Rukn al
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Din al babuli became Sultan of Kilwa. hookerjeo, on no grounds 

presented, observes that India "had trading settlements...all 

over the east ooast of Africa" This exaggerates and is ill- 

founded but there dearly is no doubt of Indian settlement of 

some kind. It remains to indicate the commercial interests of 

these settlers, and also to indicate a terminus post quern for 

their arrival, a model as to the nature of their arrival (be 

it rush, flow or trickle), an observation on non-oommercial 

reasons for their arrival and an assessment of the size and 

composition of this population.

The legend of the ^aDebuli is clearly oentral to the hist

orian's task since it would, if understood as presented above, 

be an early indication of Indian arrival. The pottery is of 

importance to the archaeologist since Indian influences are 

tangible and dating may be possible.

Although Arab communication with the coast and settlement 

there is fairly well documented long before the emergence of 

Islam, it can only have been on a small scale, and must have 

been in different places from those carrying the later settle

ments. After the intensive study of the offshore islands it 

is almost certain that these early settlements were on the 

mainland and apparently much less anxious about the intentions 

of their mainland neighbours than their successors in the 

Middle Ages.

The Arabs, from the first settler to the larger ninth and 

tenth century settler groups, seem to have so closely identi—
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ficd tiieiaaelvos with thoir new hones that Islam did not spread 

rapidly in the settlements. Xf the presence of the pro—Islamic 

Arab settlors spoken of by the hook of tianj is to be credited 

this slowness to adopt Isloia in later years nay be no re compre

hensible. As late as the tenth century Alphas*udi describes 

Qanbalu as part iiuslim and part Zenj^ (or black) , ^anbalu 

might be Zanzibar, but wherever it is* it is interesting to note 

how the new religion was Been by Al xlas'udi to attract only the 

immigrants* The non-Muslims are described not in those terms 

but by their colour. In the mid-twelfth century Al Idrisi100 

says that the towns south of Barawa are pagan, and Iban Yaqut

is oven less charitable, feeling that the whole coast south of
1011-ogadiahu is pagan. This agrees with Ibn Hauqal who in tlic 

tenth century declines even to honour such heathens with a 

description. Ibn xlajid also, while noting havens of Islam 

(he uses, I think, the term meaning "place of sozmon", not mean

ing simply district as Tibbetts would have it),1^  observes 

that "on the coast of the mainland above Zanzibar they ore infid- 

eisM.1^4 sits ill in geography with the assertions of the

other observers but it supports the basic contention that Islam 

was restricted to the trading towns and possibly only to elem

ents of those. The early settlers from Himyar had presumably 

been totally absorbed by the time Islam as an Arabian unifying 

force had come to hast Africa. One curious reference is that 

found in the Chao Ju kua and quoted by Alliot.^** It runs as

follows:
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"The country of the Tseng Po is on an island in the
South of Hu Ch*a La (Gujarat?)# In the west it bounds 
on large hills} its inhabitants are of Arab descent and 
observe the rites of the Lohammedan religion; they wear 
blue cotton cloth and 3hoes of red leather; their daily 
food consists of rice, or flour cakes and roasted 
mutton# Their villages are mostly built terrace shape 
in the ravines of their wooded hills# The climate is 
warm and there is no cold season# The products are 
elephants* teeth, raw gold, ambergris and yellow sandal 
wood.
Hvery year the country of Hu Ch*a La and the settlements 

on the sea coast of Arabia 3end out ships to barter with 
this country, the articles of exchange being white cloth, 
porcelain, copper and red cotton,"

This passage lias often been taken to refer to the Last 

African coast# The direction south of Gujarat is taken os the 

licence of a secondhand account# Certainly in most respects 

the description would fit the Last African coast, but there are 

three major difficulties aside from the poor directions# Pirst, 

if the direction is more accurate than we allow, the rest of the 

description fits Ceylon better than Last Africa; second, sandal 

wood was almost certainly not a major feature of exports from 

Last Africa; third, there is absolutely no other document and no 

archaeological evidence, to support the statement concerning the 

nature of the settlements, indeed not only are there no terraces 

but few enough ravines# The description concerning the settle

ments would theoretically fit better the hills behind the coast 

but this does not meet any known historical or archaeological 

evidence# we know of Persian, North V/est Indian and Chinese

interest in Ceylon which was certainly a more crucial place
106economically than Last Africa# Given these difficulties it 

would be better not to use the Chao Ju/Kua in attempts to recon—
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struct the arrangements on the coast before the building of the 

Swahili towns*

The tradition that a group of I.uslim settlers arrived on 

the coast at the time of Marun al Rashid (eighth oontua^r) is 

supported only by the discovery in Zanzibar of a dinar of Ja# 

far al BaasuridL, who was a wazir of Iiarun al Rashid. This coin 

is dated to 793 AD but is not found in an archaeological coi>- 

text and its provenance in Zanzibar is therefore not at all 

reliable* Other traditions are equally difficult to substant

iate* The brothers Julaiman and 0a1 id, joint rulers of Uman 

are said to have moved to the hast African coast as a result of 

having been defeated by the Ummayyad array sometime in the eighth 

century* Though I know of no Ummayyad military campaigns there, 

this may refer to the embarassment of the Ibadhis of Uman after 

their defeat by the Ummayyads at Wadi9laKura in 760-61 AD*

These men settled on the bast African coast and intermarried*

They may be the people whom de barros called the hmozaidi, or 

(presumably) al hu Zaidi, that is, Shi9ites*^^ The present 

population on the coast is predominantly Sunni, but this suggest

ion that there might be some Shi9ite influence in the area 

appears elsewhere in the history of the coast* As noted above, 

de harros (and thereafter Stigand, Coupland, Triningham and 

Guillain) speaks of people who would seem to be Shiliteo, who 

came from Al Aksa (near Bahrain^, founding the towns of lierca 

and Mogadishu, liombasa, Temba and Kilwa among others*^®® Al 

Las*udi twice visited bast Africa, on a Sirafi ship for one trip,



and on an Umani ship for the other*

The contacts with the early huslim world of the Arabian 

Peninsula and the Persian Gulf are clearly to be taken seriously 

even if the traditions are vague and disparate* The group of 

emigrants about whom we know most are Shirazi; that about which 

we know least is that of the 5hi'ites who* though they could 

theologically have come from Persia also9 seem not to have done, 

and appear to be a distinct group* Professor Lewici and Dr* 

bchacht have done some extremely important work in the western 

budan attempting to isolate the Khariji, and more particularly 

ibodhi, influences in Sudanese historiography with a view to 

assessing their contribution to the early history of Islam in 

that area*^ ^ ^chacht has attempted, among other tilings, to 

identify an Ibadhi architectural type* This includes the use of 

wooden minbars instead of steps built into the structure, of 

interconnected minbar-mihrab niches, and of a step minaret, often 

on l y  a few steps high* lie goes on to isolate features of budan- 

ese mosque architecture which, though not always demonstrably 

Ibadhi structures, may suggest tha* influence*^ " These region

al features inciuda the short square tower with prominent comers 

and a cupola, so common in the architecture of the hz&b* Ilories 

has published a short description of the mosques of 2J* Ghana 

and draws attention to the use of the small meditation room at 

the qibla end of the roof and occasionally (when there is a 

tower at the minaret) set in the base of the tower* ̂  This is 

known in iiausa as the "haluwa", and while by no means firmly
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associated with the ibadhis* is not well^integrated into the 

Sunni architectural tradition as understood in that area* By 

the sane token the "chumba kidogo" (simply j 11 «mqii room'*) 

on the roof of the new Hodha mosque built on the waterfront at 

Lamu is not easily understood as a regular feature of Sunni 

mosque architecture* This and the step minaret often occur in 

mosques on the North Swahili coast which are still used* It 

is worth noting, that tower minarets* indeed minarets of any 

kind on the Swahili mosque of the period before the seventeenth 

century* have not been found* Further, only in the very south* 

at Gedi and Ungwana* do step minbars occur in pre-seventeenth 

century mosques* Elsewhere the minbar is not extant and was 

presumably of wood* In all cases north of hwana* the pre-seven

teenth century mosques do not have a door in the qibla end of 

the wall to the right of the mihrab. These features might 

possibly hint something of the kind suggested by Jehacht were it 

not for the fact that an intercommunicating minbar/mihrab niche 

complex occurs in the mosque recently deserted at bindeni and 

thought to be of the seventeenth or early eighteenth century; and 

that the haluwa in the Lamu mosque is so late and built at such 

a time of architectural upheaval that one might think as much of 

a French minstrels gallery as of a survival of a submerged 

Ibadhi theme some five hundred to a thousand years deep* Neither 

is it yet apparent that bchacht * s isolation of these architect

ural features really does exclusively suggest an Ibadhi* as 

opposed to a more generally Khariji* influence or indeed* as he
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himself says, simply to "an archaic feature of Islamic relig

ious architecture which has survived especially in remote and 

isolated distriots".*12

Nevertheless, something happened in the thirteenth cent

ury and something again changed the taclc though not the 

direction of the Swahili culture, in,the sixteenth century*

The relevance of these modifications to the Ibadhi or Khariji 

question must be established, even if only negatively. The 

late thirteenth century break noticed by Chittick at Kilwa and 

associated by him with the new Nahdali dynasty, purportedly 

from the lemon, is a break seen also in the Lamu archipelago.

In the northern case there is no satisfactory historical 

evidence of new dynasties from outside, but the Black on Yellow 

ware cuts across the sites in the thirteenth and fourteenth 

centuries banishing Jgraffiato vessels and preceding a larger 

influx of Chinese pottery in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen

turies. bgraffiato does not linger on into the fifteenth cen?- 

tury as it does at JJngwana* it is a temptation to see the 

arrival of the Black on Yellow ware in the north earlier than 

Chittick supposes for the south. Luch slim stratigraphical 

evidence as exists in the Lamu archipelago shows the Black on 

Yellow vessels below the first occurrences of late thirteenth and 

fourteenth century Chinese pieces. The characteristic north 

Swahili coral stone architecture, perhaps represented at its 

earliest (outside handa) by some of the tombs at Bondo, and rep

resented in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries at a couple of



uozen sites is the hams archipelago region, is simple ar>d 

functional with restrained carved geometric decoration.

The apparently new architectural modes and the ceramic 

change might reflect the final decline of oiraf and Kish, and 

the supremacy of Hurmua. They might also reflect the rising 

power and commercial interests of uden, now free of 1'atimid 

domination* Chittick, with no evidence but excellent instinct, 

notes this possibility when he hypothesises that the Black on 

Yellow ware Is South Arabian* The presence of Ibadhis in the 

neighbourhood of both ^den and nuxmua is interesting in this 

regard* It is not, of course, firm evidence of any kind, but 

it is interesting to speculate thus on Ibadhi interests in hast 

Africa before the Jmani influx of the post eighteenth century 

period*

hr* J* de V* alien has drawn attention to the fact that__th£

plastic arts do seem to go through another fundamental change
113of style in tiie sixteenth or seventeenth century. The 

austere, geometric patterning on the carved coral borders to 

the mihrabs of that period and the elegant geometric panels on 

the tomb at Bondo certainly support this thesis when set against 

the much more baroque tendrils and painted fancies, elaborately- 

carved plasterwork and ornate furniture of the later period* 

Particularly, the guilloche pattern disappears completely by the 

end of the seventeenth century. The guilloche in West Africa 

hAfl been tentatively associated with the Ibadhis* It is just 

possible that an early, austere and possibly heretic hhariji
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Influence accounts for the earlier art forma while a Junni re

vival of influx in the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries 

accounts for the later* This is highly speculative, but it 

does point up some extra interests in Chittiok'a reappraisal 

of the chronology of the Pate Chronicle and his assertion that 

the habahanis likely did not come to power until the sixteenth 

century* Could the ousted dynasty, the Batawi, have been her** 

etios? There is no evidence for this, but it is of interest 

that just after the time Chit tick suggests, in the late six

teenth century, the artistic and architectural styles show 

gigpg of changing*

Chit tick draws attention to the Nabahani dynasty of Pate and 

it is a useful focus* ̂  His Bondages in the town of Fate show 

that the fourteenth century settlement was not the thriving and 

important town **hi**h the Pate Chronicle would have us believe*

It is not as certain as Chittiok would have us believe that 

the town was non-existent in the early thirteenth century*

Whatever his Bondages may have suggested, it is a fact that 

Sgraffiato of a twelfth or thirteenth century date has been found 

on several occasions in the town end it is possible that there was 

some grnflll settlement at Pate before the beginning of the fom>» 

teenth century* It is nevertheless indisputable that, ae he 

points out, according to his reappraisal of the chronicle, the 

habahani arrived from Uman in the fifteenth century and took 

control of the town in .the sixteenth century. These Nabahani 

intermarried with the ruling house, the Batawi and it is through
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their connection that they presumably found their way to power* 

The Babahani are presumed to be the Bebhan of Unan who were 

Ibadhis* It is a matter for conjecture whether a Sunni would 

many a heretic Ibadhi; it is for certain that an Ibadhi would 

not marry a paean Sunni* It should be assumed that the Batawi 

were Kharijites and probably Ibadhi. Attention should be drawn 

to the arrival, recorded in the Pate Chronicle, of the Hatiimi 

from Barawa "and their country was formerly Andalusia'*• Andar- 

lusia of course also has Ibadhi connections* The date offered 

by the chronicles is in the sixteenth century AD, a date called 

into question by Chit tick's general destruction of the chron

ology suggested by the chronicle. However it does seem that 

Ibadhis were in Pate in strength by the sixteenth century and 

ruling the town. It also is worth recalling Allen's observat

ion that both the Hatiimi and the Habahani today emphatically 

deny that their families had ever been other than Sunni. He 

concludes that we might care to see the rejection of the early 

motifs of Swahili material culture, including a rigid rejection 

of the use of the guillocho, as a late sixteenth or a seventeenth 

century claim for legitimacy as Sunnis on the part of the ruling 

class of Pate* Pate being in the dominant position she was, would 

likely set the pattern for the entire archipelago. The political 

impetus for such behaviour is easy to see* The Umanis, already 

interested in controlling the area in the seventeenth century were 

themselves of the Ibadhi persuasion* It is possible that the re

surgent Swahili independence referred to by Borg115 and demons tr-
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able by the persistent rejection up and down the coast of foov 

eign overrule, be it Portuguese or Umani, made it politic 

for the ruling class of Pate to assert their independence by 

denying the faith of the Umani. The Paman of Siu are the only 

ones who can claim consistency of purpose in this regard; it 

is nevertheless true that it was the people of Pate who at

tempted to take Lamu and thus help retain llazrui legitimacy 

over the northern coast at a time when the llazrui were taking 

a Swahili stand against the Umanis in the early nineteenth 

century.

It is certain that there was a major cultural upheaval in 

the archipelago in the late sixteenth and seventeenth century 

not entirely explained by the Oromo and Portuguese. The 

arrival of new clans from Iberia and Uman and a determination 

to resist Umani political pressure, combined with a revived 

interest in counterbalancing Umani maritime interest in the 

archipelago with those of Gujerat, could well indicate the 

causes of this cultural change.

Nothing is known of thf» jthgnlftgr or even rwnflf» and,origins 

of the rulers of l̂ anda. llanda was clearly -fln important town 

until the thirteenth century and only then did Bui, Uiu, Dondo 

and Jhanga offer serious economic competition - only oven 

later did Pate manage to wrest economic supremacy from all. A 

consistent theme of the ceramic imports is a heavy preference 

for the glazed wares of the Siraf and Bandar Abbas coast. The 

water jars were, and remain today, a steady article of trade



from Basra, but the predominant connections were with Iran* 

There seems therefore to develop & picture of a Shi#i, if not 

an Ibadhi circle of trade, embracing Basra, Uman, 3iraf and 

Bandar Abbas, and it is significant that Ibadhi influences are 

referred to in Sind Hin the middle ages" by Lewici* One 

wishes that he wore more precise - since it is with Dabhol 

(Daybul), the principal port of that area, that the Manda peo

ple seem to have had some contact.

The Shirazi traditions are a better substantiated and 

related subject* The jport of Siraf, port for Aasf^ind there-
furx

fore the most important port in Shiraz during the ninth and 

tenth centuries, had very clear connections with East Africa* 

The home port of one of A1 Kasfudi,s transports was Siraf and 

there are many stories about the arrival in the East African 

ports of Shirazi settlers.

Many of these stories reach modem folk thought via the 

various copies of the Kilwa Chronicle* Chittick has applied 

the same careful analysis to this document as he did to the 

Pate Chronicle, and emerges from his labours with the conclus

ion that the suggested date of arrival of the Shirazis in the 

tenth century and their arrival direct from Siraf are both 

false contentions* He convincingly asserts that the Shirazis 

first arrived in the Mogadishu area and then slowly moved 

south, arriving in Kilwa in tho second half of the twelfth 

c e n t u r y . T h e  evidence of ninth century Tin Glaze and Jasan- 

ian Islamic pottery on the South Somali coast emphasise this
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early contact between the north Swahili coast and the Persian
64

Gulf. 117

The Shirazis were Shi'ites and are said to have been Khari- 

jites, and it is in their influence on the Bast African coast 

that one may solve the riddle of the Ibadhi intimations of the 

northern coast. If Chittick is right that the Shirazis landed 

in the Mogadishu area and slowly moved south, then it has to be 

assumed that some at least stayed in the northern area and did 

not proceed south. It may well be that a model even less dis

tinct than the slow southward penetration suggested by Chittick 

should be considered. The constancy of the Persian Gulf trade 

with the East African coast and the domination during the 

middle ages of the Persian side of that trade permits consider

ation of small groups of Shirazis coming at different times to 

different places and settling on the coast to carry on trade. 

The southward movement may indeed have occurred, but in a much

le^s well organised and coherent way than suggested by either
11A / CW.w*,Chittick or Freeman Grenville'1 (from whom he/Aclaims to have 

taken the idea). Neither does any of the material put forward 

by Chittick preclude the possibility of direct Shirazi emigrat

ion to the southern Swahili coast. They may as well have gone 

to both those places and to many others direct, though later 

than the first movements to the northern sites.

That Baid, it is true that the earliest record of Shirazis 

on the coast comes from Mogadishu. There is a tomb there pro

tecting the body of a man surnamod al Khurasani (AH 614/AH 1217)



and in the inscription over the qibla of the mosque of Arba1 

ftukun is a dedicatory inscription dated AH 667/aJD 1268-9 and 

referring to one Khusrau ibn Muhammad ash Shirazi.^^ Pers

ians , indeed Shirazis, were certainly in Mogadishu by that 

time# Hut these northern swallows may well be late arrivals 

or at least not heralds of a Shi*ite summer# liven at Kilwa 

where there was a Shirazi dynasty, there are no other mosque 

inscriptions to Shirazis, and if they were subscribers to, or 

of that part of the Shi*ites persuasion which had sympathy for, 

Kharijite susceptibilities about the impropriety of raising 

men above their station, then this is what we should expect# 

Meanwhile there are other inscriptions referring to other 

Muslims at this very early period# In Mogadishu, the dedicat

ory inscription on the Jamia is dated 1st Kuharram AH 6% (14.

8. 1258 AD) $ that on the mosque of Dakhr ad Din is dated Shaa^- 

ban AH 667 (Apr. 27 - May 6 1269 AD),120 In Zanzibar at the 

Mosque of Kizimkazi Diabani, there is the famous Kufic inscript

ion to the "high and great shaikh As Said Abu Imran Musa, son of 

Hasan, son of Huhammed..#" and dated to Dhulqa*da AH 500 (1107 

AD).121 There were other Muslims on the coast at this time who 

were not Shirazi but were, in at least one of the cases quoted, 

Shi,ite# There were settlements of like-minded Muslims in the 

area before the coming of Chittick*s royal line of Abu ibn al 

Hasan# Movement between these settlements in the form of 

intercommunication along the coast was doubtless already estab

lished and a network was in use into which the Shirazis could
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fit. No pioneering down the coant, no slow establishment of 

lines of communication need be considered* The domestic pottery 

along the coast is nnazingjy similar for the early period, part

icularly along the northern coast, and the pastes differ often, 

implying a homogeneous community the length of the coast. Kilwa 

domestic pottery does, however, show marked differences from 

that of the north despite the postulated ease of movement in the 

area between Mogadishu and Zanzibar. It is therefore necessary 

to conclude that either insufficient work on the locally-made 

pottery of the southern coast has been done, or that the Abu ibn 

al has an dynasty and its subjects had no lasting contact with 

the northern coast; at least not long enough to pick up a wife 

or tiro.

Attention paid to the Shungwaya stories has been alluded to. 

The archaeologist is far less likely to give credence to any 

such myth than the anthropologist capable of winnowing the truth 

more effectively. The idea of so many tribes spread over so 

vast an area all having exploded from Shungwaya, an area on the 

southern Somali coast, at the instance of an Oromo attack from 

the North, stretches the imagination tight - the subsequent 

population explosion has been truly prodigious; the «ashungwaya 

must indeed have been a nation of heroes, if only in retreat.

Shungwaya itself, if Bur Gao as lias been suggested by Grott- 

anelli,^2 iB a post-fifteenth century town and, pace Grotanelli, 

Cerulli and others, it may not have been a town at all. Nothing 

in the Arabic text of the Book of Zanj supports a description of
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Shungwaya os a town though it nay have been an area* The 

possibility that Shungwaya may be on Pate Island125 is highly 

unlikely* It does not disabuse one of the assumption that 

Shungwaya is a region north of the Lamu Archipelago and south 

of the Vabi Shebelle, is associated with Bantu-speakers, is 

likely near the mouth of the Juba where many Bantu-speakers 

lived, and some still live, and is probably the furthest area 

north for their extensive settlement* A further assumption is 

that this is the first area from which most of the farmers 

were forced to move south under pressure, be it military or 

economic, from pastoralist intrusions* The time for this is 

not given reliably in the traditions and historians studying 

the problem are disunited, each with as weak an argument as 

the next. Since the Promo themselves wore well down the north 

Swahili coast by the sixteenth century and may have begun to 

make their move south of the Juba in the fourteenth century or 

earlier, it might be reasonable to conjecture that Bantu-speak

ing Northerners moved south, intermingling with ths existing 

Bantu-speaking population sometime between the fourteenth and 

sixteenth centuries* The Cromo do seem to have moved south 

from the Juba very v w y  quickly, reaching llilifi in under a hun

dred years* This assumes that the desertion of the coastal 

Swahili towns is correctly associated with the coming of the 

Cromo, and the dates for the desertions are correct.

Morton feels that only the Segeju and the G-iriama have genu

ine Shungwaya traditions*12^ Brins, more charitably, gives the
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true Shuagwaya legends to the Kilindini, Bajun, Segeju, Digo, 

huruma, GirjLama and Pokomo,1^  all of whom incidentally, 

either certainly or almost certainly, were affected by Ororno 

pressure pushing them south. Brins dismisses tlie claimed 

authenticity of the myth amongst all others.

The connection between the Shungwaya myth and the Ihirazis 

is almost certainly a late innovation derived from a misread

ing of Krapf and may be discounted for the present.126

Within this enlarged Bantu-speaking population it nay be 

possible to see the appearance in the, archaeological indicat

ions of the newcomers. KirkmanJs finger-impressed vessels and 

their relatives in tho Lamu area immediately spring to mind as 

being phenomena in the local ceramic tradition which admirably 

suit the hypothesis that these refugees were settling in the 

Swahili Jtowna of the coast north of the Tana, and behind tho 

Swahili towns of the south Kenya coast.1 ̂  This would also ex

plain the nnj1! ifmt^flp|,QArflnf»a of these phenomena in the north 

although it would not explain the far higher percentage among 

infjj.gftnniiQ motifs of ^ngawnll impressions in the South than 

in the Berth. That would have to be explainod by a more popu

lous settlement of the kilifi area than of the areas north, 

implying either a greater resistance to their absorption in the 

north, perhaps as a result of extensive and established devel

opment of the hinterland and a heavier population than the kilifi 

area or an inability to settle in the hinterland and safety for 

only a few in the Swahili towns themselves (the most likely),or



a fiin resistance to their migration south of Mombasa and a 

consequent build-up of refugees near to the extremes of the safe 

settlements. Using these last two hypotheses there is, Just the 

faintest chanoe that some may hare moved up the Sabaki to Ukanv- 

bani, in the process carrying with them that most uncharacter

istic of potting features in the Dentu^speaking world, the 

potters* mark, and also the Shungwaya myth.

Attractive candidates for a barrier on the south are the 

dreaded Zimba. The Zimba are described in such a stereotyped 

way, as cannibals, savages, ruthless in civilian massacre, 

rapine and destructive of property, that they are a scarcely 

credible group. They are said to have swept up the coast from 

the south, possibly from Madagascar, possibly from the mainland 

opposite Madagascar. * Ur. J. C. Miller was presumably led to 

compose his very convincing "kequiem for the Jaga"^^ on a sim

ilarly subjective impulse. The Zimba seem a truly diaphanous 

figment of imagination of several generations, but it is clear 

that there were several disturbances of the peace behind the 

coast south of Kilifi in the sixteenth century, of a kind hardly 

conducive to agriculture, always a vulnerable occupation.

The first Portuguese vessels on the coast were those of Da 

Gama in 1498, though if their vessels suffered from the sane 

depredations from souvenir hunters and vandals that the modem 

monument to their arrival in Halindi has, they certainly would 

have needed more than a Swahili or Hindu pilot to bring them 

safely to India, llalindi remained a favoured port of call for
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for the Portuguese thereafter* The Portuguese wore destructive. 

They imposed their exclusive commercial system and underlined 

the fact that their vessels carried arms by demonstrating their 

firepower on a large number of Arab, Swahili, Persian and Indian 

hulls, which showed a remarkable propensity for sinking with no 

more violent a response than a curse from their passengers* 

Coincident with the ravaging of the seas by these pirates 

came the Oromo, by land* They were to hold the area between the 

Juba and the Tana from then right into the twentieth century* ̂ ̂  

It is not d e a r  whether they really came down like a wolf on 

the fold, or whether, with their great herds and non-urban way 

of life, they destroyed the farmland and emptied the towns in an 

equally effective but less militant way. There are no records 

of armed confrontation and there is no archaeological evidence 

of burning and pillage* The towns just seem to have died on 

their feet* Similarly the settlement of the kijikenda on their 

hilltops is preeminently sensible for farmers growing millet and 

rearing cattle for whom the lowlands of the coastal strip are 

economically most undesirable* It would not take a ferocious 

Oromo to move the new settlers into the hills* i-iuch is made of 

the Oromo refusal to permit Jvahilis to trade inland* Until the 

nineteenth century they showed no desire to take the risk of 

breaking the hold of the Uordai Oromo over the mainland between 

the Juba and the Tana. At that time of course, the Oromo were 

well aware of their new importance in the economics of coastal 

commerce with the hinterland, and reacted to this situation to
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their own advantage. It is important to mitigate this impress

ion of intransigence by observing that at exactly the same time 

that the Swahili claimed to be thus importuned they felt safe 

enough to establish plantations on the and* in the

case of Bvana Simba of Witu, even to flee there from the in

lands and set up a new Sultanate. Nevertheless* the Swahili 

phrase "Shamba ya bars haina imara"^2 sets the tone for these 

mainland adventures.

Oromo violence may not be so mythical as Zimba appetite but 

one suspects that the Oromo have suffered from a bad press as a 

result of the loss of the coastal towns. At no time in this 

history does the archaeology show signs of a fundamental change 

of economy* though vacillations* particularly in the importance 

of coastal plantations* do seem likely. One is thus safer than 

usual in reading history into the existing economy. The estab

lishment of one trading settlement on the coast in the ninth 

century followed by over a score more after the fourteenth century* 

necessitated a regular local food supply and encouraged the export 

of products in the direct control of the settlers. Thus coconut 

plantations* rice paddies* and mangrove stands must soon have 

been exploited* and the farmers of the area south of the Tana* 

and pioneer farmers from the islands with shambas on the main

land* would have found excellent markets from their millet - and 

indeed ftll the agricultural products mentioned would* and still 

do* make very lucrative articles of export for Oman and the

Persian Gulf



There is no evidence to suggest how important the slave 

trade was* Slaves certainly left the coast for India, and 

were doubtless imported to the archipelago from Kilwa and 

Central Africa to work on the plantations, but, one certainly 

doubts their importance os an export commodity from the 

Horthern coast* The Ethiopian export trade in slaves was very 

much more important, as its predominance in the Indian material 

suggests* Whatever the volume of trade may have been from hast 

Africa, the hinj revolts in Basra show its antiquity. But 

there is no evidence for regular slave-raiding expeditions.

The system was much more likely to have been the acquisition 

and despatch of a specific number to meet a specific order from 

a slave employer with a specific project in mind, be it a build

ing contract in Basra, or a new plantation in Cambay*

The disruption of trade at the time of the coming of the 

Portuguese preceded the Cromo invasion of the northern coast by 

less than a century, and this double disturbance, the one threa

tening the dhow trade and the other destroying the coastal towns 

and the plantations, combined to cause a major contraction in 

the economy of the northern coast and a number of Swahili towns 

in the area* Towns on islands, like Faza, Siu, Pate and Lamu, 

benefited from the reduced economic competition from the coastal 

settlements and were able to attract all coastwise trade to them

selves* They were also able to arrive at a modus vivendi with 

the Oromo which did not usually result in the re-establishment 

of the mainland shambas but did permit the continuance of trade
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in ivory, rhino—horn, tortoise—shall and hides, and maybe also 

timber*

Inuring the late seventeenth and early-eighteenth century 

after the decline of Portuguese power on the coast, the Omanis 

and other South Arabians, themselves political failures on the 

coast, seom to have had a great deal of anay ever economic and 

social-life, hany seem to have settled in the area end it nay 

be to the changing of social emphasis from Shirazi to the 

South Arabian that the .obvious change in material culture 

during the .sixteenth century, is due.
This is best documented by Allen, but can be summarised as 

a movement away from the austere geometry and cut coral of the 

oarly period to a more baroque style involving intricate tracery, 

wall hangings and elaborate foliate arches to mihrabs. The 

famous and beautiful Al Inkishafi poem describes this new 

wealth as already, by 1820, a past glory. ̂ 3  Though it was 

short-lived, it remoulded Swahili material culture. Thio flow

ering of Swahili culture seems to coincide with the decline of 

Shirazi political power in the Lamu area and the rise pf locally- 

baaed Swahili families ruling small Swahili states, the largest 

of which was Pate. Buttressing the economy which had lost so 

much .after the _ loss of coastal settlements- and the disruption 

of Indian C m  An »era the Omani merchants, and possibly

also Indians. Indian merchants and financiers played an import

ant role in the establishment of Sayyid Said's economic power in 

Zanzibar in the nineteenth century, but they are rarely mentioned
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earlier* Their domestic pottery* very closely related to that 

of Gujarat and Cambay, is found in quantity in eighteenths cen

tury levels and may represent the presence of Indian families 

rather than of merely commercial contacts. Whichever is the 

case, to judge from the ceramic record, trade with India 

burgeoned in the eighteenth century and was showing signs of 

doing so by the end of the seventeenth century* Those new 

infusions of cultural stimuli, from Arabia and India set the 

Swahili culture off onto a renaissance of great vitality and 

originality# The architectural traditions remained what they 

had been for five or sir hundred years, but the domestic inter

iors changed dramatically, carrying the old Swahili ideas 

through into new interpretations of wall decoration, furniture, 

metallurgy and of oral arts and literature which resulted in 

the remarkable culture still extant today*

Only,JLn the field of ceramics did the old traditions crumble. 

Paced with the mass importation of the late Islamic Polyciiromeo, 

earthenware pots from India and a po3itive_J’lood of^Chinese 

porcelains (an inundation initiated by the Portuguese in the 

sixteenth century and carried on by them and the Dutch in the 

seventeenth), the Swahili pott e r  muwt have raised two hands in 

horre^ and gone off tojaaka halwa or ta writs poems* Tltf_ qualir 

tv of locftl pottery after the sixteenth century- dor.lines 

sharply and irrevocably* The fashions were for imported items, 

the money was there to buy them at prices lower and in quantities 

higher than ever before, and the local potters could not compote*
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Since the architects, carpenters, weavers, goldsmiths and 
silversmiths met the new stimulations so successfully it is 
interesting to speculate^why the, pottara did not. One 
important^ reason for the failure of the Swahili potting 
tradition in the Lamu archipelago ia tha fA/»t thAt the - pot

ters were women. The natural conservatism apparently 
concomitant with the craft of pottery combined with the 
social disabilities and extremely restricting controls on 
domestic life of the wives of strict Muslim husbands - or at 
least of husbands living in a strictly Muslim environment. 
What little of value was left in the Swahili ceramics craft 
became dominated by men. Unable to meet the new competition 
by experimenting with new shapes, decoration and textures, 
undercut by the low prices of mass importation, and living in 
an environment unconducive to initiative or the exercise of 
business acumen, the-_good.JLadies neased^ to-fight. Their

a rare example of that
situation where a water jar and a ccoking pot_stand witness 
to a lady*s surrender.



ISLAMIC POTTERY

"Does a n y  potter make a pot in haste for the 
sake of the pot itself and not in hope of 
water?
....The first is for the sake of the second, 
like mounting on the steps of a ladder."

Jala lu*ddin RumiJ

Jala lu*ddln Ruml. The Mathnavi ed. & trans.
R. A. Nicholson, London 1925-60, vi. 288>-4, 2891-2.
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T.ro GLAZE WAiS

The Islamic I1 in Glaze ware is white glazed on a pale yellow^ 

buff soft earthenware. The fabric is closely akin to the all

uvial yellow fabric of lower Mesopotamia though a proper 

physical analysis is important for establishing the true relat

ionship between these two. It is markedly different from the 

pale yellowish buff, so-called "straw yellow" fabric of the 

eighth-century Chinese types of lead-glazed vessel.

As has been pointed out before, the Tin Glaze wares of 

Mesopotamia and their derivatives are not coated with a tin 

oxide glaze at all.^ Dayton, who has at least chemical analy

sis rather than guesswork to his credit, notes that "the white 

glazes are typical alkali glazes...with a high calcium content, 

but contain no tin".2 Lane*̂  gives a closely dated description 

of Tin Glaze wares. The danger of his conclusions is that they 

appear to be based on the dating at Samnrra,^ dating that is of 

dubious value.

Lane claims (no grounds given) that blue splashed tin 

glazed wares only came from Mesopotamia, and that the predomin

ant splashed colours in the other areas of production (Egypt, 

Syria and Samarkand), were green and purple. He also notes 

the different 'candle grease* texture of the glazes from these 

peripheral kilns. He limits the production of lustre wares to 

the Baghdad area. As regards origin, we are at present in no 

position to argue with lane and must accept his statements.



Concerning dating, however, it is worthwhile being a little 

more cautious, A summary of Lane#s dating is as follows:

Plain tin glaze: 836 • 882 AD (Doec he mean 892 AD?)

Brown and Yellow splashed glazes: C860 • C892 AD 

Greenish or brownish monochrome: C892 «• early 10th century* 

Thus, splashes in yellow, red, brown or black are thought to be 

ninth century* Since he specifies brown and yellow ac being 

typical of the later "Samarra" period we are led to expect a 

€836 - 860 AD time bracket for the reds, very dark browns and 

black.
Wmfmm VBRInMI lWPpp M f jKVQK

Egyptian vessels in this glaze do not appear before the 

tenth century, during which century the Mesopotamian material 

disappears. Thus it is important to establish criteria where

by the tin glazed vessels from these areas may be distinguished, 

’dandla-grease* glaze, while a term not in the mainstream of 

current trends in the methodology of nomenclature is, unlike 

much of the current trends, explicit enough. There are no "can

dle-grease” glazes at Manda. The Manda glazes are of a clear 

lustrous ambitty kind. Later (presumably tenth-century) Egypt

ian vessels have unglazed bases. All the diagnostic sherds of 

bases of tin glazed vessels at Manda bore signs of glazing.

The vessels in collections from Egypt have a greyer cream paste 

which is coarser and sandier than Mesopotamian pieces. One 

such may be at Manda. ̂ but needs to be compared directly with 

Egyptian and bamarran material to see which it more cloaely fits. 

It is important to improve on these criteria. Meanwhile it
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is necessary to assume first that Lane is right about the decline 

of production of the glazed wares in Mesopotamia in the tenth 

century and second that the 'candle-grease* bare—bottom tests 

are valid ones* On these assumptions our material from I-anda is 

pre-tenth century or at very latest early tenth century* The 

terminus post quern is much less satisfactorily established* The 

early ninth century date depends upon the of bamarra.^

In biraf^ and at mandat tin glazed sherds occur regularly (in 

Hands almost always) with basanian Islamic material* The tin 

glazed material could thus be from the seventh or eighth century. 

Little guidance is available here* At llanda C14 dates associated 

with this pottery are:

N W  tt -5531780(1170) & 110

MU* ii 3301470(1430) 1 110 8

Thoy do not at present assist us in the dating of the pottery 

sequence* The temptation is to note the eighth century with 

approval and assume that the dating provided by Lane for the tin 

glazed ware is about right* It is salutary, however, that --as— 

anian Islamic material would by the same date have been arriv

ing in hast Africa (in the seventh century) and that tin glaze 

is invariably with it* It is in any case unlikely that Cl4 dating 

will help, given its wide standard error, even if a happy clue toil

ing of results is achieved with further sampling*

The material from biraf is much more accurately dated and more 

satisfactorily excavated than at bamarra and a careful study of 

that sequence is recommended when it is published in full* At
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Siraf the dating offered by Lane is to some extent supported. 

Plain and blue-splashed sherds occur in Period 2a (c825-50).

"The first fragments with turquoise or brown decorations do not 

appear until Period 2c" and "Fragments bearing a combination of 

turquoise and brown occur in Period 2d only"^ Period 2d is 

thought to be about the end of the tenth century.

Chittick^ mentions a fragment of lustre ware "probably of 

the eleventh century" from a Sgraffiato/Yueh context in Period 

lib (eleventh century) at Manda# This sherd is unlikely to be 

as late as the eleventh century unless it represents an Egypt

ian import, which it does not. It is probably a vestigial sherd 

from the earlier levels# Nevertheless such evasions must be 

tentative, albeit attractive: Kirkman has Tin Glaze at Ungwana 

in an early thirteenth-century context.^ There is also a Tin 

Glaze sherd at Bui. None of these sherds from late levels in 

East Africa has the characteristic "candle-grease" glaze or a 

coarser, greyer cream body that is associated with Egypt#

These sherds, being four, weaken arguments about vestigial occ

urrence, but at present there is nothing to distinguish them 

from the ninth-century material and we must assume that that is 

what they are# Most of the forms have little in common with 

other Islamic wares or Chinese material after the tenth century,

and the Bui sherd represents a form certainly well-established
12by the tenth century in Chinese white wares.

Whitehouse prefers a date for the first appearance of the 

tin glazed wares in the first half of the ninth century; he
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observes that "the occurrence at Qairawan of tin-glazed tiles

with lustre decoration, almost certainly exported from Baghdad

in 862, strongly suggested that the technique of making tin-

glazed pottery was established in Iraq by the middle of the 
13ninth century",

The shape of the tin-glazed vessels is very reminiscent of 

T'ing White wares^ and there is no doubt that the rather com

plex (and technically impressive) production of the opaque tin 

glaze at the time of the import of the white T'ing wares is 

connected with an attempt to produce local copies of the more 

expensive Chinese originals. The nicked rims and the internal 

vertical ribs^ are additional and conclusive evidence of this 

relationship. The wide flat footring which seems a feature of

the T'ang white ware repertoire, and was found on such a vessel
16 17at Samarra, is found at Manda in Tin Glaze.

Chinese pieces had doubtless already received the close 

scrutiny of the Mesopotamian potters. BaihakI notes the 

presence of Chinese pottery in Baghdad at the end of the eighth 

century. Many of the pieces were probably jars carrying export 

commodities like s c e n t ^  but many others were certainly the fine 

white bowls.

It appears that T'ing white ware continued to be produced
20well into the twelfth century but while the matter of the 

stylistic distinction between T'ing and T'ang remains subjective, 

and while the attempts to distinguish the two depend upon the 

study of Imperial and virtually complete wares, there is little
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of value for the archaeologists. Ribbed and nicked bowls occur 

in T'ang dynasty material but I have found no description or 

illustration of T*ing vessels with this combination. Thus very 

tentatively one suspects a T'ang date. Imported ceramic collect

ions in the Middle East strongly suggest a ninth century date 

for the arrival of T*ang white wares in the Middle East. For 

example, the presence of obvious Islamic copies in early ninth- 

century levels at Siraf shows that T'ang white wares were made 

and exported by that time even though there is no known kiln 

site in China with such wares that early.

It is virtually certain that Tin Glaze vessels were made in 

the Mesopotamian area from the first half of the ninth century 

to the end of that century or the beginning of the tenth. The 

presence of kilns near Baghdad exporting lustre wares places 

one of the areas of manufacture. It is not yet known if there 

were others in Mesopotamia. Whitehouse found what appeared 

to him to be glaze ovens at Siraf but he has not as yet said what 

kind of glazed vessels he thinks were made at that pottery.

The copper red in the tin glaze2^ presents a very interesting 

technical problem. The tin glaze itself acquires its opaque 

milky texture and colour by being fired in an oxidising atmos

phere which seals the metal oxide into the glaze. The red, how

ever, is the result of the subjection of copper oxide to a 

reducing atmosphere whereby pure copper is left in the glaze.

In certain Ming vessels the oxidising atmosphere was used for 

firing, but red copper flashes were produced by very rapidly



lowering kiln iioat, thereby reducing "the copper oxide , And then 

by raising the heat again in an oxidising atmosphere once the 

copper was sealed into the glaze. This appears to be the only 

satisfactory way of obtaining copper splashes in an oxidising 

kiln; and one is left to conjecture whether the piece of Tin 

Glaze with ruby splash found at kanda was a result of a conscious 

manipulation of kiln temperature or was the result of an error 

or accident during firing. It is also possible that the copper 

was added accidentally or otherwise to the glaze before firing 

and was sealed by the glaze before oxidisation could take place.

The potters had copper for alloying with gold for the creat

ion of lustre colour for the glaze. A logical outcome of this 

access to copper would be its use by itself.

An interesting feature of the lustre classes is that the 

sherds bearing only lustre appear to occur slightly later than 

those bearing lustre and blue splashes. The occurreiice of the 

sherd in Level 2 of MH 1 at Kanda is not very significant, this 

being a nixed late level. A time bracket for this phenomenon is 

not available from the excavations but Lane2^ implies a mid-ninth 

century date for the beginning of the mixture of colours. Lherds 

bearing yellow and brown are consistently later than blue and 

yellow, or yellow by itself. This is particularly interesting in 

view of Lane’s remark that "about AD 860 a biochrome palette of 

brown and yellow was regularly adopted".^ This is, of course, 

quite consistent with the Kanda findings sequentially, but Lane 

gives no reason for his assumption of an 860 date and, if this is
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baaed on Gamarra, could be wildly wrong. Nevertheless it is 

reasonable to remain confident of, more loosely, a late ninth 

centuiy date for brown and yellow and a mid-ninth century date 

for blue and yellow} and marginally earlier ninth century date 

for the yellow by itself* At handa yellow-splashed tin glazed 

sherds are rather fewer tlian the blue-splashed variety; they 

number 67 while the blue-splashed sherds number 149* In no 

case is the design of the yellow splashing clear* There is no 

•ribbing* on any of this group. Indeed, while the collection 

is too small to encourage categorical statements, it would seem 

that the ribbing of vessels, on plain or blue splash types, is a 

phenomenon of an early period of Tin Glaze production, failing 

to survive to have the now colours used in conjunction with it.

bchnyder^ feels tiiat the lustre variant is not only a 

recognisable phase within the Tin Glaze ware, but is also geo

graphically distinct. He sees the possibility that the lustre 

was made in the Basra area, before 871 * In 871 the Zanj Kebel- 

lion may have encouraged the potters to leave Basra and move to 

Jusa and hgypt, thereby starting up those two apparently deriv

ative industries, lie goes on to say that there is every likeli

hood that though lustre wares were begun in Kgypt and Persia, that 

the Polychrome nustre, a little of which is at handa, was nover 

made outside Lesopotamia.2  ̂ It is apparently assumed in his 

article that this material ceases to be made by the beginning of 

the tenth century.

Wilkinson is also of the opinion that the early Tin Glazes
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(and he ia less specific about their colour features) was made 

in southern Mesopotamia in potteries in the region between 

Baghdad and Basra and only later in Persia and Bgypt.

The lustre colouring outlived Gariy Tin Glaze vessels and 

appears on the twelfth and early tliirteenth century liayy 

pieces, although these later pieces are brighter and yellower* 

Those late pieces cane particularly in bichrome with blue, re

iterating the late ninth century predilection*

Jchnyder speaks of a "poorer quality" in these layy pieces 

but does not define* Certainly Tin Glaze material is friable 

and the glaze in almost all cases at hands is seriously decay

ed* On the grounds of association, however, with oasanian 

Islamic and early Chinese white and lueh pieces, and consist

ently earlier than Jgraffiato, it is possible to say that 

almost all of the Tin Glaze found at i-anda is from the early 

period of its manufacture in southern uosopotamia*

The Lustre classified as from hhages generally has a darker, 

more glossy, more thickly applied glaze than anything found at 

handa. Perhaps this thick, soupy glazing is wliat is meant by 

poor quality*

The Persian material also gives a different motif range, 

less concerned with geometric or abstract designs and more pro

liferate with animals, birds and people* Pope rightly points 

out that there is nothing in Tin Glaze from hamarra wliich 

carries a motif of an animate being.

The lustre on these vessels is tlie "Arabian Lustre" of silver



or copper oxide applied by itself or mixed with other colours 

underglaze and then fired in a reducing glost kiln during which 

the colours invariably flow. The lustrous brown of the few 

l'anda examples would suggest the use of copper oxide rather 

than silver oxide. Indeed this difference may be useful in the 

establishment of quantifiable distinctions between the late 

Persian and the early Mesopotamian lustres, the former, with 

their brighter yellow colouring more likely originating in 

silver oxide. In this as in the glaze, the neutron activation 

analysis of the constituents of the feature will be of great 

assistance to the clarification of the complex natter of the Tin 

Glaze materials.

On no occasion was a blue— splashed^ Tin Glaze sherd found 

below yellow splashed sherds and of the ten occasions when 

sherds of both kinds wore found in the same excavation six times 

the blue splashed sherds were significantly higher in the 

sequence than the yellow splashed, and of the four occasions when 

the two kinds were found in the sane strata, only two can suggest 

rough contemporaneity, and the other two strata concerned are 

upper mixed levels.

The blue may have been first introduced as an embellishment 

to the yellow splashes. Of the nine times in which the two kinds 

occur in the sane excavations, on one occasion the blue—splashed 

representative was below the yellow and blue sherd but the 

latter was in a mixed level at the top of the cutting; on three 

occasions the single-coloured splash occurs above the multi
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coloured variant; and on five occasions the two kinds occur 

together.^

Lustre and brown splashes with blue-splash vessels occur 

together on three occasions; on two of these occasions the 

sherds are contemporaneous, and on one the lustre and blue 

sherd is earlier. Prom so small a sample no conclusion is 

possible. There is no significant difference in the sequences 

between the occurrence of blue splash and lustre and brown.

A veiy interesting feature of these distributions appears 

when one sets the occurrences of splashed glazes against those 

of the monochrome tin glazes, of which there were specimens at 

kanda of (apart from white) a deep royal blue, olive green and 

reddish brown. It can be seen that the monochromes are gener

ally slightly earlier than the splashed wares and that the blue 

monochromes appear very slightly earlier than the blue splashes 

and the brown monochrome very markedly earlier than the brown 

splash sherds.

A consistent feature throughout the tin glaze * period' is 

the monochrome white vessel which is present in quantity from 

the lowest levels and periods throughout the minor vagaries of 

the other colours and their combinations. This may not accur

ately reflect the distribution because it is quite likely that 

the absence of colour from some sherds classified as of white 

vessels is fortuitous, and that the fortuitous absence of a 

second colour on sherds under a monochrome splash heading have 

both biased the proportions somewhat. A further difficulty is
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that there is a largo number of glazes certainly * tin glaze* 

but too worn and badly blinded to permit more accurate classi

fication* Ho fewer than 78/̂  of the total are in this group.

There is an interesting small group of speckled glazes*

The group is too small and fragmentary to render commentary 

useful on the distribution of this speckling over form or 

shape* The speckling is yellow (two in early Period I levels) - 

which is probably an early 'lustre' and blue (3 in post-first 

occurrence levels where firmly stratified).

Such speckling is not a usual feature of Tin Glaze collect

ions* It is possible to make vessels with this speckling 

accidently, simply by having elements of copper or silver oxide, 

or cobalt or manganese oxide well mixed in with the glost slurry. 

These may then have been accidents, or may offer yet another ex

ample of the experimental, innovative nature of the Mesopotamian 

potters, even when under pressure to replicate the form of 

competitive imports.

The standard of potting in the Tin Glaze wares varies enor*- 

mously. Some of the glazes are brilliant copies of Chinese 

white wares; considering the entirely different materials the 

Islamic potters were constrained to use, and the riskiness of 

the procedures involved in producing these opaque glazes at low 

temperatures, the skills required were of a very high order.^2 

The same cannot be said, however, for the production of the 

body, which is often below standard and sometimes a caricature 

of bad work. Indeed the majority of the collection is lump.
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Huge tear marks and poor kiln control during the gloat firing 

resulted in dramatic blemishes, including regular scuffing and 

pinholing.^ It would seem that the majority of the vessels 

made were bowls, and that of these bowls .were

moulded. The mouldings often included widely-spaced vertical 

ribs on the interior of the bowl, following the style of the 

T*ang and T*ing wares. These bowls generally have a footring 

which was excavated. On the flat bases the string marks from 

a very irregular mullet are commonly seen. In many cases, the 

bowl (or the mould) was not centred, or the battledore slipped, 

and a wide variety of shapes of footring appear on the same 

vessel.^

The rims were often everted and Chinese-style nicks cut 

above the ribs on removal of the vessel from the mould. Averted 

rims account for a high proportion of the total rims recovered 

and are on all the section fragments of footring bowls that were 

found. The footring bowl is a heavily conceived vessel with a 

crown moulded interior and turned, or possibly Jiggered, extea>- 

ior. At the interior groin is a rounded step changing the 

direction of the curve towards the centre of the base.-^ In a 

few exaggerated cases this becomes a r i d g e . V e s s e l s  of this 

class carry the ribs and rim—nicks. It is not possible from a 

study of the vessels from lianda to recognise individual moulds. 

The footrings have been excavated so erratically that the posit

ion of the internal step vis—a?*vis the ring and the thickness 

of the base is also erratic. The sections of the rings are



variations of* the pigooi>-toe* kneed* pinched heeled* square 

and buttress* It is gratifying to note that while each vessel 

shows an inconsistent footring section* in no case in the 

Hands collection does the section change type* The mean of 

means wall thickness of these vessels is 3*92 mm* and these 

bases have a moan diameter of 11*6 cm* This form is cliar act er

istic of blue splashed bowls* 74/J of these bases have blue— 

splashed decorations and 12*4*^ are monochrome white* It is 

not possible to distinguish any relevant chronology for the 

use of blue splash or monochrome white on these bowls*

The other main class of footring bowls is much more finely 

potted and often bears tool marks on the outside wall* indicat

ing the use of a rib template* jig or fettling knife for shaping 

and thinning* The average wall thickness of this class is 

9*9 mm* and the mean base diameter 10*6 cm* _ only slightly 

smaller than the ribbed bowls* 50/° of the bases of this form 

are from white monochrome vessels* These bowls occur earlier 

than any other Tin Glaze form in Kanda* but* in view of the 

small collection and the heavy concentration of ribbed vessels 

in early levels* the significance of this must wait* They have 

no internal mouldings and are entirely plain* They do* how

ever* like the other bowls* have highly eccentric footrings. 

These rings also appear to have been excavated and a slight up

turning at the inside junction of the ring and base indicates 

where the tip of the battledore has been held*-̂  The excavation 

appears not to have been performed on a fast wheel in view of
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the marked eccentricity. A slow wheel might well have been 

used# These bowls were moulded probably on a crown mould and 

then their walls were thinned* maybe by jiggering* and their 

footrings cut# r’ootring forms include buttress* round* 

straight kneed and heeled; of which the heeled form is the 

most common. On occasion it would appear that the battledore 

groove at the edge of the base went all round* thus producing 

a plaque base.-^ There are three bases with very thick rims 

accounting for about half the diameter; two of these have the 

moulded interior step and the other is plain.^

There is a large class of flat-based bowls#41 These bowls 

are of two kinds# These have smaller bases with a mean of means 

thickness of 6#5 mm. and a mean diameter of 9*7 cm. Of the 

class, a group of 8 are bases to wide bowls of the kind support

ed by the footring bases, and 4 have straighter walls at a more 

obtuse angle from the horizontal. These latter have a broader 

base (as would be expected) of a mean diameter of 13.8 cm. and 

a coincidentally higher mean of means thickness of 7.4 mm.

These two types appear to be contemporaneous at Kanda. No 

section fragment is available. Konochrome white and monochrome 

lustre glaze types are represented. One should perhaps expect 

the straight rims to match the form suggested by the smaller 

group of flat bases* and an everted form of rim to suit the 

bases with more curvaceous walls# One of these flat bases is 

finely beaded and markedly smaller (mean thickness 4.75 mm. and 

base dia. 2#5 cm.) than the other vessels. The form of the



whole vessel is not clear, ̂

harge, not to say massive, ledge plates with a mean diameter 

of 33# cm, and a mean of means thickness of 9*4 mm. occur con

sistently later than any of the other forms They represent 

only a small proportion of the total Tin Glaze assemblage and 

although this is distributed tightly in the late Tin Glaze lev

els, they are even there a small proportion of the Tin Glaze 

material.

Of these ten plates, eight are decorated with blue splash; 

three are monochrome white vessels. The ribbing of the bowls, 

inspired by the Chinese imports to the Persian Gulf, appear to 

have been well appreciated by the clientele. The potters used 

the feature on these plates, - a very un-T'ing thing to dcr'̂  - 

and on three examples that were recovered from Kanda, the step, 

found on the base circumference of bowls has been placed (inev

itably as a small ridge) at the shoulder of the plate.^

?rom the rim collection it is possible to distinguish three 

main form groups - bowls with everted rims, bowls with straight 

rims, and high-sided bowls with straight rims# Bowls with 

everted rims represent by far the greatest proportion of the 

collection. The largest class of these everted rims comes from 

vessels similar to that illustrated on PI. 7# It is not poss

ible to establish what proportion had footrings and what proport

ion had flat bases; neither, in terms of studying external form, 

is this particularly important, but it is not unreasonable to 

assume a proportion similar to that of footring bases to flat
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bases, The mean of means thickness of this class of everted 

rims is 5*2 mm. and the mean diameter is 20.5 cm. The rims 

are gently everted with no suggestion of a ledge and the walls 

tend to 45° somewhere near the mid-point. These moulded 

vessels are generally in later levels than first occurrence 

for the ware in the most reliable sondages and appear in such 

cases slightly after the bowls* sometimes first appearing in 

last occurrences of bowls. This may not be dating evidence 

since the plates would tend to have a longer service life.

Those vessels were made in aonoclirone white and blue splash 

(9 examples 22.5/^ and 10 examples - 25/j respectively)* and are 

the only rim forms in which the monochrome moderate olive glaze 

has been found. This is also the case for monochrome dark 

greenish-blue except for the little lamp mentioned below. Six 

of the seven monoclirome brownish orange vessels are in this 

class* and the exception is closely related - one of the more 

sharply everted rims. The solitary rim of the small Group of 

very pale groenish-blue sherds is also in this class* which also 

carries a wide range of the splashed colours: one brown and yel

low* two polychrome and five lustre.

A closely related class is that of a very similar form but 

with much smaller dimensions.^ V/e are fortunate in having a 

section fragment which shows the full form of the vessel. There 

is a small group of slightly more abruptly everted rims* From 

these four rims* only one could offer a diameter (10 cm,)» The 

mean of means thickness of those sherds at 5*5 cna. is signif—



icantly different from the other everted rim bowls. The glaze 

type distribution in these is unclear.

There are 21 sherds with everted ledge rims and walls at an 

angle of roughly 4-5° near the nip-point.43 One is considerably 

larger than the others, having a thickness of 8.5 mm. and a 

diameter of 22 cm. The others, with a mean of means thickness 

of 4»2 mm. and a mean diameter of 22 cm., are rather more fine

ly potted. Two everted ledge rims occur with significantly 

deeper angles to the walls,tending to 55-60° just below the 

rim. These are slightly thicker than the previous ledge* rim 

class (4 mm.) and only one offers a diameter (18 cm.). These 

measurements mean little at present.

There are nine bowls with gently upturning walls ending in 

a straight rim. These have a mean of means thickness of 4.45 mm. 

and a mean diameter of 19*6 cm. and are of blue splashed and pale 

bluishr-grey monochrome glazes.^ There is unfortunately no indic

ation of the base form of these vessels but they are identical to 

Chinese bowl rims of the period and this might suggest either a 

straight-sided flat base or a footring. A similar bowl, less 

rounded and of an unrecognisable glaze-type within Tin Glaze, is 

considerably finer and smaller, having a mean thickness of 3mm. 

and a diameter of 11 cm.

The plot thickens even further when one wishes to discuss the 

classes of straight rimmed bowls. In very few cases do they 

offer indications of vessel shape. The main group is of sherds 

of a mean of means thickness of 6.2 mm. and a moan diameter of
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20 cm. , with a roughly 45° angle subtended by the wall around 

the mid—point of the upper body* These are in blue-splashed 

or monochrome white glazes.

Squally mysterious is the small group of straight rims 

with the faintest suggestion of an eversion around the mid

point of the upper body.-^ The mean of means thickness is 

4*1 mm. and the mean diameter 20*8 cm.

A very much better clue to vessel form is offered by a 

single straight rimmed sherd subtending about 40° from vertical 

with a slight carination around the mid-point of the wall.^2 

This little carinated bowl has a mean of means thickness of 

J.5 mm. and a rim diameter of 7 cm. There are three rims from

straight rimmed drum bowls, hone of these offers a hint as to
53which glaze type within Tin Glaze they bore. One has an in- 

thickened rim with two horizontal incised lines on the exterior 

below the lip. This is very reminiscent of the styles of Sasan- 

ian Islamic and Siraf cream wares.

There are five small dishes with shallow walls and vertical 

(or in one case in turned) rims. One section fragment is avail

able and has a flat pinched base. It is most unlikely that 

such small vessels had footrings and the existing base probably 

represents the others as well. One example each of these is of 

blue splash, speckled blue, green splash and monochrome white 

glazes while the fifth is indeteiminate.

A small Tin Glaze lamp has been found. 54 The glaze is a 

monochrome deep blue. Tin Glaze seems a rather odd glaze to
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use for a lamp, in view of its sensitivity to seconds^" heating; 

the lamp is perhaps an indication of the elemental nature of 

the desire to better one*s neighbour, as an incentive for sur*» 

passing reason and utility, in the purchase of household items. 

The earliest forms are those which are directly comparable to 

T*ang vessels, that is the bowls with everted rims and those 

with straight rims. These vessels remain common throughout the 

Tin Glaze period. The straight walled bowls appear very slight

ly later than the everted forms, first occurring as they do in 

the fill against the sea wall in LPC and in Level 5 of LPB, well 

above the everted form in LPB and LPA. There is one particularly 

interesting sherd with a monochrome bluish-green glaze, in col

ouring exactly like the Lasanian Islamic green glaze, but defin

itely in a ’’tin" rather than an alkali glaze. The sherd is of a 

bowl base with the familiar moulded step on the base periphery. 

The heeled footring is irregular in height and in width. This 

bowl seems to have been made in conscious imitation of the 

Sasanian Islamic glaze.

This bowl is one of a small group of vessels (four in all), 

with this monochrome green glaze. One sherd is the handle of 

a small lamp. This is a vortical ring handle (15 ran* vertical 

diameter and 9 mm. horizontal diameter) with a roughly 9 

square section. The thickness of the lamp wall is about 5 mm. 

and the depth of the lamp was probably around 10 mm. The other 

two vessels are also bowl forms, with a slightly hollowed flat 

b a s e s . O n e  of the bowls has three spurwnarks slightly plucked,
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on the interior base and three on the exterior*

Tin Glaze sherds have also been found at Bui in the middle 

and lower level, but not in the earliest levels* These occur

rences seem to represent aiuaII monochrome white—bowls with st

raight or very slightly everted rims of a diameter of around 

10 cm* Only five vessels are represented*

The overglaze painting also known to have been used on Tin 

Glaze is not always easy to identify at a cursory glance* The 

paint flows deep into the glaze and indeed, in cases of bad 

glaze decay, the painted areas are left more or less intact 

because of the resistance offered by the admixture of the paint 

to most if not all of the thickness of the glaze.

There is a small group of vessels whose glaze has in most 

cases disappeared, and whose decoration is an overglaze brown 

or purple brown paint work* In no case is a sherd able to in

dicate overall pattern, but enough is visible to show a free 

boldly drawn floral design and an intriguing formalised tendril 

centre* These are quite different from the simple geometric 

ribs and splashes of the rest of its collection* The paste of 

these vessels is marginally higher fired and harder, and is 

coarser.

ho analysis of the paint was feasible though it should be 

done* It seems to be a manganese lustre paint. Apparently 

similar vessels were found at 3iraf.-^ Blue black painting

under a very badly deteriorated glaze was found on vessels of
57a similar paste at iJamarra*
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decayed as those at Handa, are not quite the awe colour as the 

purple browns at l ands* ievortheloea they acre In other partic

ulars closely related*

They arc also parallelled, if not directly duplicated In 

the wasit collection* Unfortunately It was not possible to 

find the relevant . asit sherds, but those described in the 

report"^ nuat In some cases very closely compare# Neither the 

dating at aeit nor that at Saaarra lo secure (but the presence
ci\r UJoitiV'
there of thoee vessels ia worth noting* Home, at least, of 

thoao vessols are thought to have been ^adc In lover Mesopotamia'*'* 

and to have been in production towards the end of the Abbasid 

caliphate# Uenothing of the kind was node at Kinaanshah in ti& 
tenth and early eleventh century**0 but the date offered by Pope 

la too late for the Honda uaterial as indeed It probably is for 

the Wasit, and possibly the Jauarra, vessels# At Hands, these 

vessels are in levels of first ocurroncs or at all events In 

early levels of Period I and aro likely to have been Imported 

therefore in the ninth oentuxy#

In later levels at innda, none of which aro considered well 

sealed, there are three sherds, apparently of three different 

vessels, which sre tin glased and haw* black overglase paint*

2hs aotifs are indiscernible. Dieec vessels are moulded and 

have the internal guided riba mentioned as of T*ang inspir

ation.

Another overglaso painted vessel calls for particular atten

tion# fhe motif ia in a strong dark blue, and calligraphic#
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The body is a fine compact yellow paste, much like the other 

tin glazes. The sherd is strongly reminiscent of the ninth 

or tenth century Nishapur bowls illustrated by Wilkinson*^

and numbers 31 > 25, 24 of the Islamic Pottery Exhibition
62catalogue of the Victoria and Albert Museum. The thickness 

is very even, between 6.5 and 7 mm. and the potting of a 

finer standard than that of the other blue and white vessels 

in the Manda Tin Glaze collection.

These four vessels may represent Persian kilns making the 

derivative Persian Tin Glazes after the ninth century. Their 

slightly late Period I contexts would agree with a tenth cen

tury date. The exact origin of the vessels is a matter for 

more careful physical and chemical analysis in all the middle 

eastern collections and in Iran itself at likely kiln sites.

At present no more can be done than note presence and likely 

local chronological context and provide a provisional impress

ionistic description.
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Xhis material has been oooprebenaively described by hope, 3 

and occurs in many sites in the * oraian Julf and occasionally 
in the .:ed ^oa area* for example at Petra. It ia assumed to 
be i:eraian* and its style certainly ia strongly ronirJLocant of 
Soaanid art. The paste* however* militates against a Persian 
origin. It ia of the fine* alluvial yellow material common in 
the lower ileoopotaraian region and indeed ia indistinguishable 
riacroaeoplcally froa the day ueod in export vessels from 
Basra until the present day. For a brief discussion of the 
possibility that gush clay was used at Hmsf* eoe the seotion 
on "Kiraf I'aroo". ilkinson says that he regards this material
oa ieoopotcTiian and observes that "there was no glased pottery

64in Jasanien times and probably not in the Bmayyad period’’.'
He adds that the alkaline glaae (used on the Basanisn Ialar.io 
vecoela) was not used in ■ ersia until the twelfth century.
Khan* on the other hand, reflects the more generally accepted 
view when he describes the B.-nsanian Islamic material at Banbhore 
as "alkaline glased Usmayyad Pottery11* and dodges for the nonont 
the issue of whether it wna wade in Iraq or Iran* at that period.

KVem if one retains the original theory that these vessels 
wexo made in Iran* Wilkinson seems a little uncertain of the 
period of production of this material. Very siiiilar pieces were 
in production nine hundred years before the foundation of Handa* 
but thcoo are plainer and coarser. ilkinaon ascribes a coventhr-
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potted jars and basins.71 Chit tick 2 likens the basins to iionan 

Mortaria, a very valid formal comparison. There are a few much 

more finely potted small bowls and jars. The large mortaria 

bear no applique or carved decoration though are sometimes 

heavily rilled. The straight wall basins, or vats, are restrict

ed in decoration to the various patterns based on the chip carv

ed motif in association with geometrically arranged incisions.
75

The large jars' carry a far wider range of motifs, in applique,
74incision and carved modes.1

The green-glazed sherds predominate, representing about 75/» 

of the total Sasanian Islamic assemblage. There are also more 

green-glazed vessels than a strict 2:1 ratio with blue vessels 

would suggest. But the collection is not large or complete 

enough to bear statistical examination of significance of this. 

Neither indeed is any other collection. A similar green prepon

derance in pre-ninth century collections has boon noted however. 

Siraf ware occurs with Sasanian Islamic in the lowest levels of 

LPK, KHH, above isolated Sasanian Islamic sherds in MB. These 

wares at HLanda 3eem to arrive contemporaneously with Siraf 

wares. Whitehouse * s study of the wide range of stoneware and 

earthenware made in Siraf leads me to doubt a pro—ninth century

date for Siraf wares and suggest that the Sasanian Islamic
s

assemblage is from the last years of the production of these 

wares. Certainly they were manufactured well back into Sasanian 

times, but these vessels are a late phase of the work. The 

presence of these vessels does not indicate a pre—ninth century
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date for the lowest levels at Kanda*

There are three types of base represented in the Kanda 

sherds. The predominant form is a flat foot rim (58*4/̂ ) 

splayed, and often with a bevel before the flat* The base on all 

these sherds is hollow. ^  A small class of thinner vessels 

(arrund 10 mm. mean thickness) displays a less sharply indented 

base and a less violently splayed foot rim. The average thick

ness of these bases is 15* 44 mm* There are three very massive 

bases.

The second base type also exhibits a foot rim, but only a
76small area of the rim is the standing surface. The proport

ion of all Sasanian Islamic bases of this tip-toe ring base 

is 32.3* and there is little variation of form* All rings are 

squarish in section, and all are heavily thickened at the in

ternal groin, making a total thickness from standing surface to 

internal groin very great indeed by comparison with the wall 

thickness; it is of the order of three times the thickness*

This heavily-thickened interior groin nay well be in order to 

take extra weight thrust on the base junction by the small 

standing surface of the tip-toe foot ring. Vhen dry, a far thin

ner junction could easily take the weight of any vessel; the 

thickening can be explained either as a clumsy mistake or as a 

measure to prevent sag and warp in the shape of the vessel before 

final firing. The phenomenon is too consistent for the former 

possibility and thus one concludes that the vessel was of a very 

considerable size to need such precautions. The extra thickness



provides these large vessels with good stability; it could be 

that the potters consciously left the base heavy for this 

reason. These bases are set commonly or smaller, lighter 

vessels than the flat rim bases 7^

The third base type, comprising only 11.6/- of the total, 

is a flat base without a foot ring. The wall tends to curve 

downwards before reaching the base.' The base is slightly 

indented, leaving only a small area as standing surface.

There is a marked thickening in this type of base as in the 

second type, although the feature is not so exaggerated. The 

reason for the thickening is probably the same: that at leather 

stage and during drying the fine angle of the wall can only be 

maintained and the weight of the vessel sustained by a strength

ening of the base junction. This type of base falls into two 

classes a small thin base (one example lias a mean thickness of 

10 mm.) and a massive base for a very large vessel (three ex

amples have a mean of means thickness of 25*5 mm.).

Hone of these bases was found with sufficient wall for one 

to ascertain the shape of the whole vessel but a study of 

known shapes from elsewhere and from contemporaneous wares from 

the same region gives some clues, a discussion of which follows 

later. There was no significant stratigraphical difference 

between these three base types; all appear to be contemporaneous.

A largo number of rims was found which displayed a very 

great variety of vessel form. Of the 73 shapes, 37 ( 50.T/J) came
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fron pots* All the pots were placed in one category. Without

exception the rims of these pots are lipped, and 27 of these

arc slightly in thickened also, ^  A bimodal distribution appears

in a histograph of both moan thickness of sherd and diameter of

rim. This bimodality suggests two groups of pot, and is dramat-
80ically exemplified in two very similar sherds ? one almost half 

the size of the otlier, The first has a mean of means thickness 

of around 8,9 mm, and a mean of means diameter of 10,6 cm,, but 

no more than is to be expected in that larger pots have thicker 

walls and smaller rims. With two exceptions this group consists 

of necked pots with the nock slightly incurved. The fact that 

the straight-necked vessel is in the lowest deposit in which 

this group is represented probably means nothing. There is no 

other evidence for suggesting that its provenance (MHHB) is any 

earlier than L1B7 a , where the next lowest sherd occurs. The 

only body decoration on this group is the incision of one or two 

horizontal lines on the bulb of the neck in 50^ of the sherds. 

There are a few of the long-necked out-thickened rim jars known 

from the earlier "Partliisch-Sasanidische” tradition so abundant
0 4

at Samarra. (Commoner, however, are the short-necked, broad, 

high-girthed jars generally with the neck slightly intumed./ 

There are also bowls and vases. The bowls are divisible in 

two classes; those with everted rims and those with outfolded . 

rims,^^ The vessels with lipped rims are much more common. 

Seventeen vessels are represented (23,2h) and these are all heavy 

straight-walled, wide-mouthed bowls. The walls are ribbed
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horizontally on the exterior and occasionally slightly so on the 

interior* The lip is wide (always at least twice the thickness 

of the wall) and is formed by folding the paste baok on itself. 

Wide grooves occur on the upper flat surface. The rim in all 

cases is slightly inthickened. The simple outfolded bead lip 

small bowl type found at Jamarra is not found at all at Kanda.

A very small group of bowls (5.4^) is much more thinly potted
85and smaller in size. These vessels have slightly everted rims.

The mean diameter at the rim of these vessels is 15 cm. and the

mean of means thickness is 8 mm. All of these bowls occur in

upper levels and consistently overlie the other bowl shapes.

There are two other types of vessel, that with a straight
86rim and that with a straight thickened rim.' ' Between them, 

these two types account for 25* of the total rim assemblage. 

Within the straight-rimmed type there are two classes. There is 

a solitary small bowl with a square rim and a single groove 

along the top surface. All the other sherds of this type are 

from large vases with heavily carved designs on the exterior
O  rj

walls. ' In two cases the rims are slightly bulbed at the lip.

There are also several thickened rims. These fall into four 

classes. Class 1 is of 7 flat—lipped thickened rims, hone of 

these rims sherds shows sufficient wall section to permit one 

to reconstruct a vessel form. In most caseB the wall is vertical 

for a short distance and then takes a sharp inward concave curve.

A horizontal groove on the exterior of the area directly below 
the rim occurs on two of these sherds. The solo representative
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that would imply a party of forty or more for some of the mort- 

aria?®) and that the smaller vessels were drinking-water jars 

and small bowls* One lamp was found in Jasanian Islamic pot-
95tery; this is of interest because of the unsuitability of 

the glaze* Joe betide the young lady who omitted to check the 

wickj The sherds, which were from a level of burnt material 

showed very serious damage by fire. The application of post

firing heat turns the colour (be it originally greenish or 

bluish) a dirty sea green and often produced patches of a deep

ruby-red, and the bubbling, pin-holding, re-annealing and
96crawling are very serious. There is an amusing example of 

97clumsy healing.

The paste appears to have been fired fairly low which is as 

well for such poorly joined coil work. It is not known at what 

temperature range this very early glaze was fired but it is 

clear that the potters had difficulties with crazing and with 

bubbling. Clearly such a piece of information is easily obtain

ed and experiments on the shords should be undertaken, ho 

attempt seems to have been made to check this, it being a 

universal phenomenon with ^asanian pottery. There was a great 

deal of creep during firing, and indeed there are signs that the 

glaze was so viscous that it crept before so much as reaching a 

kiln. The result of the creep is a very uneven distribution of 

the glaze - large, sometimes grotesque, pools and blobs of glaze

settle above applique decorations and hang from the inside of
98

jar nocks. This alkaline glaze is described by Lane> as



"Parthian glaze", and has a very long history of use from the 

third to the sixteenth century.

It would seem from the 3tratigraphical evidence that £asai>- 

ian Islamic material was entering East Africa after the tenth 

century; and that very small quantities were probably imported

right up to the Portuguese period. The presence of the little
99bowls and pot3‘ in thirteenth to sixteenth century levels is 

significant despite the fact that not all the levels in quest

ion are unmixed. These types do not appear at all in the 

lower levels despite a veiy high representation in these levels 

of other Eaaanian Islamic types. It is also worth noting that 

the incidence of the older heavier bowl and pot types drops 

dramatically in the same levels in which the little bowls and 

pots appear. These former may be regarded as either a vestigial 

population or representatives of change in taste. Only the

medium size pots continue throughout, and into the nineteenth 
100century. 4 Xirkman has a vessel of Eaaanian Islamic type in 

P’ort Jesus which came from a galliot sunk off the Port in 1676.

A single sherd of the same material was found at Xkokoni in a 

surface collection, and again at Ilbui in a fourteenth century 

context with no single pre-fourteenth century sherd in evidence. 

Isolated sherds are also in collections of the fourteenth—six

teenth century from Dondo and 3ui, and in surface collections 

from Kiunga, Tundwa, and Lamu. It is in fourteenth to sixteenth 

century levels in sondages all over the islands, but always in 

very, very small quantities. H« Pierre Zorin finds the material
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in consistently fourteenth to sixteenth century contorts and 

Khan, in his report on Banbhore observes that "this type per

sisted to the later periods also and several of then were
101found in the upper levels"* It is clear that this ware 

continued to be nade throughout the period from the sixth to 

the seventeenth century at least and can only offer exclusive 

close dating assistance if the foms are closely studied* 

levertheless those later finds are exceptions and the entire 

post-tenth century collections on the hast African coast repre

sent *0005/- of the ninth-tenth century handa collection, and 

the basic assumption of a ninth-tenth century date for the ware 

remains generally valid, if the ware is the predominant import 

as it is at handa. All of the post-tenth century sherds are 

from fine, small jars and the heavy vessels described in the 

handa material are totally absent* These more delicate chapes 

are therefore apparently indicative of a later school*

The flat bases appear to bolong to the large basin rims 

although no complete section has been found* I include a reconst

ruction from imagination of one such vessel taken from two sherds
102from different places. The large pots all seen to have foot- 

rings* The walls attached to the bases are all slightly convex, 

in contrast to those on the flat bases which are all straight*

This convexity is what one should expect in consideration of a 

jar* It is not clear from the i^anda material whether any Jasan- 

ian Islamic vessels had round bases — certainly none have been 

found; but the small pots are presumed to have had round bases.
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ISLAMIC 3GRA?FIAT0

Quite the largest group of sherds in the Hands. collection 

is the Sgraffiato group. Its preponderance is due largely to 

the coincidence between the period of manufacture and the pros

perity of Kanda. Sgraffiato is a common group of wares made in 

many parts of the Middle Mast over a long period of time, and 

should thus be a very useful indicator of commercial links and 

of absolute chronology. Dr. Kirkman justly notes that "An 

intensive study of Sgraffiato.. .is long overdue: and would great

ly assist the problem of dating the many sites in the Indian
103Ocean, where there are neither inscriptions nor coins." 

Unfortunately, common ware though it is, it is highly enigmatic, 

ho very satisfactory relative chronology ha3 been established 
between types from the different kilns, and indeed the attribut
ion of a particular sherd to a particular kiln is an extremely 
hazardous task. The present collection at least offers a few 

time markers.
./hat little is known about the ware has been the work of art

historians working on fine—quality whole or almost whole vessels
104

preserved in the Museums of the Middle Mast and Europe. Little 

archaeological material has been available and the regional and 

chronological points of interest have been worked out in terms 

of complete vessels. Thus very little of the published work 

helps the archaeologist to identify his myriad fragments. A 

long and conscientious pilgrimage to the museums does, however,
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convince me that all of the Sgraffiato material at Landa is 

Persian in origin and is thus part of the general Iranian/

Last African trade pattern between the eleventh and fourteenth 

centuries*

host of the material is in the form of open bowls* The 

interior is slipped and glazed; the exterior reveals the hard 

earthenware pink fabric, fettled on a wheel* A jig was not 

used, as the attempts to thin and smooth by paring left irreg

ular fettling marks, slight splits with the grain and occasion

al chittering, giving the impression that the clay was often a 

little hawse by the time the fettling was begun. The footring 

bases were excavated on a wheel. The pots appear to have been 

coil built but some sherds show signs of external fettling on a 

wheel.

The material is divided into four main stylistic types, 

Hatched, Champleve, Simple and Plain. A fifth, and closely re

lated, type is the group without Sgraffiato etchings but in 

other respects the same material. This has in the past been 

included in the Sgraffiato spectrum. In the report it is 

appended to the Sgraffiato under the title Larly Islamic Lead 

Glazed Polychrome: a good reason perhaps for the previous habit 

of calling it just Late Sgraffiato*

Received opinion has it that the splashed designs represent 

attempts by potters of the Lear Last to copy splashed T*ang 

stonewares. The colours associated with this splashing in the 

handa collection certainly reinforce this opinion, as does their
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early occurrence.

The collection at *Ianda site within a tine bracket bounded, 

by the tenth and the tliirteenth centuries*

The -arly Patch Polychrome Simple Sgraffiato is the subject 

of discussion for several authors. L a n e ^  describes similar 

vessels as of the "3amarra" tradition. It is not useful to 

retain such a designation, but Lane's general observations that 

these vessels were made at several places in the Iraqi - Syrian 

region remains the basis of modem opinion on the matter. Noth

ing more specific can be certain at present, though Lane mentions 

Lamarr a, Baghdad, and Al kina as likely kiln sites, and even 

Susa, though little enough proof of this has emerged from the 

work undertaken there by the French iiisaion. Lane also mentions 

tho presence of similar vessels from Afrisiyab (Samarkand), 
including wasters, and from liishapur.

The closest similarities to the glaze types in this collect

ion are with the Lishapur sherds in the British museum. The

type described in the site reports from Nishapur also fits the
106handa material fairly well. Only Afrisiyab has good evidence 

for causing one to think that a kiln site has been found. Lane's 

suggestion that these vessels were made in Mesopotamia is con

jecture, though credible; his statement that they began to be 

made immediately after the introduction of the T'ang splashed 

wares to the area is acceptable.

It i3 reasonable to assume that the potters of the Middle 

Last would attempt a cheap local replacement of the expensive
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and rare imported article as soon as possible after its first 

appearance* ^videnco from hishapur, where ouch vessels are 

dated by coins to the late eighth century or early ninth 

century support this assumption*

The I-anda excavations by no means rule out a ninth century 

date for these vessels, since thexj are finely associated with 

Jasanian Islamic, Tin Glazed and Siraf unglazed wares* However, 

none of these vessels appears in the lowest i-anda levels and a 

slightly later date, towards the end of Period I is more accept

able. Perhaps a date in the tenth century would be more likely 

for the first occurrences of the type in iianda.

The Hast African overseas trade links as suggested both by 

the tradition and by the earliest pottery assemblage of thef * ' ‘ ' • mtv ■ T' '
Iianda excavations were predominantly, if not exclusively, with 

the Iranian Gulf. In connection with this, though historically 

several places on the Gulf are known to have had some associat

ion with Hast Africa, Jiraf is the most commonly mentioned.

Whitehouse feels that Sgraffiato does not appear before the 

middle of the eleventh century, on the basis of his oxcavations 

at Hiraf. If this is the case, and the assumed immediacy with 

which the Hasanian and Tin Glazed material reached iianda aftor 

production is correct, the earliest Sgraffiato in Hast Africa 

is unlikely to have come from Hiraf• Thought must bo given to 

more extensive commercial links with other towns in the Persian 

Gulf or the northern coasts of the Indian Ocean* The two areas 

most attractive for consideration are the Kesopotamian seaboard



and the Sind seaboard particularly Basra and Banbhore respect

ively* In this latter regard it is interesting to note Kirk- 

nan *s comment that the Hatched Jgraffiato he has at Gedi is 

"unmistakeably of an Eastern rather than a Western type; ident

ical sherds were found at Bhanbor in Jind" J ̂  The subsequent 

account of ideas concerning the origins of the types found at 

Hands adds weight to Dr* Kirknan*s statement, in that it points 

to predominatly "hastem" origins. It is equally interesting 

to note that the western "Kinai" polychromes and the other 

related cream bodied wares and the moulded MLakabiM types are 

not present in the hast African collections.

Dr. Whitehouse describes the earliest Sgraffiato vessels at 

Siraf as plates and dishes with a yellowish glaze splashed with 

greens and browns. It is not altogether clear from the prelim

inary reports what these plates and dishes look like. Neither 

is the description and illustration of the splashing clear, 

nevertheless it may reasonably be assumed that these splashed 

glazes are indeed like those found at Ilanda.

The date of first occurrence suggested by Whitehouse, (post 

1055) is slightly inconsistent with the poriod for first occur

rence, at Ilanda, though ,.?hitehouoe,s original feeling that the 

first occurrences at Siraf might be as early as between 977 and 

1055 was more consistent. There are also some difficulties with 

the description of the materials. The polychrome and brown 

biohrome bowls and dishes of the first period at Ilanda do not 

accord with such descriptions as we have from Siraf i neither need
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they if* the material from Manda is earlier* There is rather 

more agreement that the hatched vessels occur slightly later 

than the polychrome and brown bichrome glazed vessels. At 

Siraf these vessels are regarded as being later than first 

occurrences and perhaps late eleventh century* Despite the 

absence of close dating at Manda, the sequence of pottery en

courages the acceptance of a late tenth century to early 

eleventh century period for the earliest Hatched vessels. Mr* 

Chittick found Hatched sherds in the earliest levels at Kilwa 

and for excellent unconnected reasons regards these levels to 

be from the late tenth century. Talbot Rice gives a ninth or . 

tenth century date for this same material using quite different 

criteria*

If the colour distinctions which occur among the Sgraffiato

at Manda are significant features of the general development of

Sgraffiatos, the polychrome, brown and brown bichromes are early

(perhaps late tenth or early eleventh century) and the yellows

and monochrome greens suggest a later date. The Sgraffiato in

East Africa certainly occurs over a long period. Pope's dating

of the polychrome Hatched vessels has them beginning in the

tenth century and reaching a peak of production in the eleventh.

Pope feels that the "Aghkand" ware as he calls it was probably
109made in Adharbayyan possibly in Aghkand itself.

The yellow and green splashed wares which Pope describes as 

"the Green and Ivory type’̂ ^are not dated closely by the Middle 

Eastern collections, but Pope is sure of the origin: "we can
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confidently assign (them) to Ilazandaran". He makes no distinc

tion between the use of Hatched, Champleve, or Simple techniques 

but generally terms these ivory and green glazed vessels as

"Amul" and gives an eleventh to thirteenth century period to
111

them, Karabacek is of much the same opinion. This fits excel

lently with the consistently late date in the Sgraffiato seq

uence of the yellow and green vessels in the Honda collection.

If this date is reliable (and Pope offers no reasons for depend

ing upon it) the predominant yellow and green group among the 

Hatched ware suggests an eleventh centuiy date for the first 

occurrences of that part of the Hatched ware collection. Neither 

does Pope*s broad time span for the production of these glazes 

prejudice consideration of the Ungwana and Kilopwa Hatched 

vessels as evidence of imports as late as the thirteenth century, 

and not as merely vestigial sherds* However the term "Amul” or 

nAmol" is more generally used to include not only its glaze types 

described above, but also the green and yellow splashed vessels 

with green line or underglaze painting added. Nothing of this 

green lined material occurs in the Hast African collection*

These green lined vessels are felt to have been made toward the 

end of the period under discussion, namely during the twelfth 

and thirteenth centuries* It is therefore possible to deduce 

from published and museum material precisely what the Hast African 

archaeological collection shows, that this kind of ware was com

monest in the eleventh and twelfth centuries and is occasionally 

to be found in the thirteenth century, by which time the overall
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rate of import of Zgraffiato had dropped dramatically and conse

quently certain late types are absent in Swahili settlements.

Dr. Kirkman found a Hatched vessel in Period I at Kilepwa, 

and two more in slightly later levels. Phase I of Period I is

dated by Kirkman in the thirteenth century, as are similar
112sherds from Ungwana.

These are late dates for the arrival of Hatched wares in

Hast Africa, and are important as indications of the period over

which such wares were imported.

This is the material which Lane describes as "Zendjian 
"115Zgraffiato, and he notes a later polychrome splashed ware for 

the same area, bearing nashki script. He claims that this is not 

common until the twelfth century. The only evidence he offers 

for this is a vessel carrying the date 1134 in the Berlin Museum.

A piece of this occurs in the late levels at manda in a context 

which would independently suggest a late twelfth or early thirt

eenth century date. Lane suggests that there was a limited 

period of production of this material in the twelfth century 

which may well have been restricted to one potter, Abu Talib. 

Lane*s reasons for reducing the production to one potter are not 

convincing, but the twelfth century date suggested for the appear- 

ance of polychrome nashki pottery is reasonable conjecture. The 

kanda evidence, ouch as it is, would support a late twelfth or 

early thirteenth century^for the manufacture of this type of 

vessel, supporting an earlier rather than a later date rather more 

readily.



Lane gives a tenth to twelfth century period for Hatched 

wares*^ The type he seems particularly to have in mind are 

the plain yellow vessels, often with a green rim* which he 

claims imitate silver work* Lane gives no reasons for his 

suggested date and we may feel free to modify his conjecture in 

the light of the East African collections. The East African 

material and Pope’s slightly longer period for the production 

of these vessels accord more readily with each other than Lane’s 

suggestions with either*

It is very interesting to attempt to use Fleury’s suggested
115sequence of Kufic styles and their dates for studying the 

small calligraphic collection, and using that it is quite likely 

that what he would call “Simple" Kufic script on these yellow 

wares, as on the other glazes of the Hatched group occurs earlier 

than the mid-eleventh century and, given that its calligraphic 

degeneracy is not advanced, dates more probably from the tenth 

century* This accords perfectly with the Manda stratigraphy and 

associated finds. Kirkman’s late Hatched sherds are not callig- 

raphic and the Hatched calligraphic vessels at Kanda seem to be 

early manifestations of the Hatched ware in East Africa* The 

handa material suggests a time bracket of late tenth century to 

eleventh century for the calligraphic Hatched Sgraffiato with a 

likelihood that the material ceased to be imported by the mid

eleventh century. It should be noted that though he deals only 

indirectly with nashki material Fleury also would apparently 

argue a late date for this calligraphy*
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The Manda excavations indicate that the polychrome Hatched

vessels and the yellow and green hatched vessels occur earliest

at Manda. It is not at all clear at l ands how long the Hatched

Sgraffiato continued to be imported* The "Late" Sgraffiato

described by Dr. V/hitehouse in the Siraf deposits is Hatched
116and is dated between the eleventh and twelfth centuries. It 

is not clear what the glaze colours are but if they are green 

monochrome, or variegated yellow and monochrome yellow, this 

would happily support the findings at Manda; most of that part 

of the collection is late in the sequence and the bulk of the 

population occurs well below the first occurrences of the four

teenth century Black on Yellow ware, and invariably, if found 

late, is in levels containing vestigial Tin glaze and Siraf 

unglazed material. It is my belief tliat the few Hatched vessels 

that were found by Dr. Kirfcraan represent the very latest imports 

from the Iranian Gulf. Sgraffiato may well have boon importod 

right up to the time of the arrival of the Black on Yellow wares.

I regard the two wares as chronologically discrete but contiguous.

The occurrence of the Champleve type slightly later than the 

Hatched vessels was noticed at Manda and is confirmed at hilwa.

It is clear that at Manda the Hatched vessels occur in proport

ionately greater abundance in the lowest levels of occurrence 

than do the Champleve types. There is no indication from the 

stratification what sort of period may be represented by the gap 

between the first occurrences of the two; but both occur initial

ly in association with early Chinese white porcelain and only the
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Hatched material occurs with Sasanian Islamic material in initial 

appearances in clean levels. The Champleve first occurs vrith 

Hiraf wares and cannot have been very much later* If it is 

correct to date the end of the early has anion exports to the late 

ninth and tenth century* then the Hatched types first occur in 

Honda in the tonth century, and if it is correct that the Siraf 

vessels persisted in popularity of use through the tenth century 

and later than the Sasanian material, then an early eleventh 

century date for the first occurrences of the Champleve is the 

most likely* This material seems to be accepted generally as 

having come from the Garrus district of Western Iran, and wasters 

have been found at Yastkand, but no date has been established 

archaeo logic ally for them. Hr* i/hitehouse does not mention them, 

and this could be right if his material is all post-1055* The 

predominantly yellow, yellow-brown and green colours found at 

Manda on the Champleve vessels confirm Lane*s description. Kirk- 

man has Champleve types at Gedi, Kilepwa and Ungwana in thirteenth 

century contexts and does not regard the material as vestigial. He 

also has it at Has Iikumbuu in, at earliest, a late thirteenth 

century context.

Pope • s description of the Kurdistan Champleve concurs well 

with the finds at Manda although it is maybe the exception which 

proves the rule suggested by Kirknan that most of the material is 

•‘unmistakably Mastem”. He describes the creamy (I take this 

to be pale yellow)x as a colour of socondaiy importance and 

mentions that sometimes the yellow has random streaks of green
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with the brown. No polychrome Champleve occurs at I'landa at all. 

Pope*3 period for these types (he sees them as a ware) is from 

the tenth to the twelfth centuries. This then is slightly later 

than the period for the first occurrence of the Hatched vessels 

but is contemporaneously declining in popularity with the 

Hatched vessels. Pope is one of the authorities who is sure 

that those types come from the Garrus region of Kurdistan; he 

adds that wasters have n»4 oniby  been found at*Yastkand but alsoh
119at Ghezelozond. This Champleve is the "gabri" ware mentioned 

in some texts. The tenth to twelfth century is an admirable 

period for the Handa material, but the thirteenth century date 

for the Champleve elsewhere on the coast at first sight jars 

slightly. The period of the manufacture and export of the 

Chempleve types may well have lasted longer than Lane or Pope 

believed, or Dr. Kirknan*s vessels may be the very last of im

ports of vessels made many years earlier: they wore, after all, 

in the service of immigrants many of whom are likely to have 

cone from established homes in the Iranian Gulf.

Kore satisfactorily, the glaze colours of the Champleve 

pieces at Ungwana are likely (though not certain) to be late if 

the Kanda colour sequence has general reference, and a period 

for import from the middle tenth century to the late twelfth 

century is not inconsistent with any of the evidence. V/ithin 

that period the glaze colours may have varied according to the 

Kanda pattern; they appear to have done, but the sample is too 

small for certainty.
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The early marbled polychrome Simple Sgraffiato types are 

not described in the literature. Similarly the Flourish type 

of Simple Sgraffiato is unmentioned in the literature unless 

it be the eleventh to twelfth century "meaningless scribble" 

type referred to by Lane. This date fits with the consistent 

association of Flourish types of the Simple Sgraffiato with 

Hatched or Champleve material, but its slightly later first 

occurrence than either^,rv fche Landa material would suggest a 

mid—eleventh century to thirteenth century braokot for the 

Flourish Sgraffiato, emphasising the likelihood of a shorter 

time towards the beginning of that period.

The apparent contemporaneity of the appearance of the Floral 

Scribble version of the Simple Sgraffiato and the Champleve 

suggests at latest a mid—eleventh century date for the introduc

tion of that material. The period of popularity seems contemp

oraneous with the Flourish and Garbled Polychrome types 3ave 

tliat the scribble floral vessels are predominant in the immedi

ately pro-Black on Yellow levels. It is not clear, given the 

sondage nature of the excavation, if this preponderance is

significant. There is no doubt, however, that these designs
120are known to be twelfth and thirteenth century elsewhere. In 

all cases the first occurrence is probably in the eleventh cent

ury, since it closely follows the first occurrences of Champleve, 

and in all cases the peak population is somewhat later, in 

twelfth and thirteenth century levels. Within this period the 

colour variations appear to operate as rough chronological markers.
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iUTCHSD SGiLUfYI/JCO

The shapes of the bowl form in this group are varied* but

fall into three main groups : small with straight rims, ̂  large
122with straight rims or out thickened rims* and restricted

123 124
bowls. There is also a 3nall group of charger dishes.• **

There is only one example of the restricted bowl shape.

This has a rim diameter of 11 cm. and a mean wall thickness of

6mm. The bowl is gently carinated in the upper body and the

wall above the carination is straight* leading to a straight

round lipped rim. The glaze is pale yellow and yellowish

green splashed. This bowl is unstratified from Kanda.

The charger dishes are three in number and are very hand- 
125some. The glazes on these are: on the first* a monochrome

strong green* akin to the "apple green" described by hr. kirk- 
126man ; on the second, dark yellowish green* pale yellow and 

reddish brown splashed; and on the third olive green splashed 

with reddish brown. Two of the rims are frilled: in one case 

the section is of a flat lip inclined outwards at about 45° $ 
the frilling being negative; and in the other cose* the frill

ing is positive on a flat lip. The great thickening towards 

the base is thus potted in order to take the strain of so wide 

and heavy a vessel on so small an area of load-bearing when the 

vessel is moved. This thickness is twice that of the rim and 

appears clumsy in section. The potter has, however, hidden 

this massive thickening by constructing gracefully curved walls



around it* The need to strengthen the walls of a vessel when 
by nature of its function it is to be moved many thousands of 
times in its lifetime is the more obvious when the rim diameter 
is considered# Cne is 28 cm# across* and the other measurable
one is no less than 37 cm* across# In two of these three

examples, Kufic motifs are incised on the interior wall* The 
large green dish has a lodged rim with an estimated diameter 
of 33 cm*; on this the inscription is on tho ledge.

There is a group of open* straight rimmed round lipped

bowls: 12lf*cmr, very open with a wall angle of no less than

50^. Three come from below the levels of maximum occurrence 

but not from the lowest levels of occurrence for Hatched mat

erial, and of these two have yellow and green* and one has 

yellow and brown splashed glaze* One of those bowls has a 

frilled rim. The two rim diameters available are 19 cm. and 

24 cm. These vessels are considerably oarlier than the other 

bowl with a diameter of 23 cm. which comes from a very late 

Kanda level. Despite the slight discrepancy in the diameters, 

the wall thickness (4#75 cm*)* general form and detailed shape 

of these vessels demand that the bowl3 be put in the same group.

There is one group of more finely potted open straight rim

med round lipped bowls with a rather less open wall* subtending 

to around 30-35°. 128 Those are all from the latest levels of 

Hatched Sgraffiato in lianda. All but one of the seven have the 

greenish yellow/yellow green 3plash typo of glaze* and the 

exception has a dark yellowish green/strong groen/reddish brown
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polychrome sploshed glaze* The mean of means thicknoos is 4*1
mm. # suggesting rather finer potting of smaller vessels with a
mean diameter at the rim of 19 cm., but this is slightly

forced sinco one of the vessels is markedly smaller than the
rest, with a mean thickness of 3 mm. and a rim diameter of 

129around 13 cm* It also is the exception with the polychrome 
glaze* This vessel taken out of the group, the other vessels 

give a size reflected by a mean of means thickness of 4*3 mm* 
and a mean rim diameter with very little variation of 20 cm* 

This is not very different from the earlier open bowls, but 
does nevertheless imply that the later bowl3, apart from being 
less open, are also slightly more finely potted and rather 
smaller* There is no useful distinction in glaze range between 
tho two groups. These minor variations are not sufficient to 
indicate a change in the function of this type of bowl in Kanda 
society*

130The shallow cornice rim open bowls with a beaded rim come 
from the hatched levels, are glazed with the pale greenish 
yellow/yellow green splashed glaze and have a standard size of 
5*5 mm* mean of means wall thickneos and 26 cm* at the rim 

diameter.
There is a group of four thin beaded lip straight rim bowls 

with a constant rim diameter of 20 cm. and a constant mean of 

means wall thickness of 4*4 mm* These are all monochrome very
pale greenish yellow and all come from tho Late hatched ograffi-* 

131
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i'here is also one bowl rim which iB very slightly everted,t^

one straight rimmed bowl with a thick external cordon immediato-
133ly below the lip, and another with a slightly flapped straight

134rim. hone of these is in reliable levels at iianda and are 

described for the ceramic interest only.

x'iiere i3 a single sherd from a large pot glazed on both 

sides and exhibiting the early green, brown and yellow T*ang 

style splashed.

'i'he hatched vessels represent 18.&- of all the Jgraffiato

vessels recovered, and come exclusively from -anda. i'hey are

in all technical particulars similar to those found at Gedi;

of these hr* kirkman notes that "I'he bgraffiato with designs

with a Hatched background is unmistakeably of an eastern rather

than a western type; identical sherds were found at Bhambore 
136in ocinde."

This attribution to the eastern centres of Islamic ceramic 

technology is undoubtedly correct and the association with the 

sherds from Bhamboro supports Bice^ feeling that these vessels 

are from the ninth or tenth century, observing that "thinly 

engraved designs which are very similar appear on metalwork of 

the period".

All the Hatched sherds from lianda carry glazes which are 

combinations of various greens, yellow, green and yellow, or 

green, yellow and brown. Of 21 hatched bases 18 are purely 

pale yellow and all but one have the hatched motifs surrounded 

by an incised single or double circle, with a diameter roughly
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that of the base* The splashed colours cure thus predominantly 

on the interior vails of the vessels* Nine of the vessels are 

plates (the measurable diameters are 20 exa., 23 on., and 26cn.) 

and the rest are bowls* The exact shape of these bowls is not 

altogether clear since there is no example of a full section* 

but a study of the rims and bases together suggests the most 

likely range of overall shapes* Tho mean of means base diamet

er is 10*2 cm. and the likelihood is that these bowls are 

shallow and wide with gently convex walls.

Kufic script is used as a motif on 14/* of the Hatched
138vessels including one of the plates and two of the dishes, 

host of the examples are not legibile but one carries a repet

itive motif of the letters, meaning "onM. Other sherds show 

the Kufic in a slightly debased form and purely in an ornamental 

capacity* i'lury suggested tenth or eleventh century date for 

most of this simple Kufic work on pottery has been referred to

a l r e a d y T h i s  calligraphy is not so dramatically debased as
140.would, to judge from his illustrations- ,>: imply a later date.

At the same time the stratigraphical evidence strongly resists 

a later date* showing the Kufic sherds consistently early in 

the Hatched Hgraffiato sequence* Other related motifs consisted 

of hatched curvilinear blocks running in irregular juxtaposition 

round the cavetto. These abstract motifs persist slightly long*- 

er than the flower motifs and the Kufic* but appear at about the 

same time*

A flower motif is employed on 39/* of the vessels of the
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Hatched group at Kanda. The flower is in the base circle and 

highly geometric.141 It is picked out in simple lines and the 

background slip at the edges is hatched to increase the con

trast. The flower is a standard quatrefoil with a four point

ed leaf backing it. This motif appears slightly earlier than 

the equally stylised tendril motif.1 These flower bases 

occur initially in Sasanian Islamic levels, whereas the tendril 

motifs appear at about the same time as Champleve material.

The initial occurrence of both simultaneously is in the only 

pit where the two occur together in an early context.

Tendrils are found on the bowl walls in about 25/ of the

bowl population of the Hatched types, on the bottom of one of 
143the three plates, and on about 27,■> of the base centres. Care

fully executed geometric designs are rare in any of the Sgraffi- 

atos at Kanda. Three bases only show concern by the potter for 

more than the slightest geometric accuracy.

Bands of hatching enclosed in random curvilinear shapes are 
144common on bases. None have occurred on walls. Two such 

shapes opposed occur occasionally. Other examples of this dec

orative style are not sufficiently complete to be convincing in 

respect of the minutiae of execution.

"Lattice11 Sgraffiato of the kind mentioned by Hr. Parries 

and Pope in Iran]4^ occurs at K a n d a . O n e  has a tight lattice 

work backing on an unrecognisable fragment of design, and much 

more widely spaced lattice work occurs in several other cases, 

amounting to around of the total hatched collection.
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Only two hatched bases do not have a circle with a root if

inside it* Both aro from first occurrence levels*

The green hatched bowl with the everted rin is unusual also
147in the incised design. It shows that the design (which is 

indistinct) was divided into panels; similar indications are 

given by the fragments from four other bowls, of which only 

one is hatched# This is a reminder of the minor variations 

between the decorative alternatives available to the potters 

of these different types of Sgraffiato*

On one occasion only does hatched design appear on the 

same sherd as Champleve, and although the very fragmentary 

nature of the material does not permit firmness on the point,
y

it is at least likely that this exclusiveness is significant* 

There is no stratigraphical significance in the distrib

ution of the forms of the hatched Sgraffiato vessels# It is 

worth noting however that the two small dishes with frilled 

rims are both from the very lowest levels of occurrence of 

the Hatched ograffiato#

Of the footring bases all of the 0£- which can indioate 

initial wall angle at the groin, fit the angle for the slight

ly curved wall bowl with the everted or straight rim. In 

addition to these and the rims, 30 other similar vessels were 

represented by body sherds# The total number of bowls in the 

collection is thus 114 of which only 28 show rims# Of these 

rims, 10 are everted and 18 are straight rims#

Only two vessels in the Hatched group have flat bases#



Only two vessels in the Hatched group have flat bases* All 

the rest are of the heeled and kneed type.

SSUmm.  aSHAWFIiffP

The term Champleve is lifted from metalworking and enamel

ling and refers to the gouging out of wide areas of a vessel^ 

surface, creating "beds" for the enamel. In Sgraffiato pottery 

the slip is cut away over large areas revealing the red or pink 

body. These beds are then painted, hearly all of the Champ- 

leve beds and associated incised lines are brown. The range of 

browns is very great, extending from yellowish brown and brown

ish orange through to very dark browns in the moderate strong 

and greyish ranges. Very occasionally there are olives and 

brownish greys. The value of the chroma also varies but is 

generally high.

Design is very difficult to establish on the Nanda fragments. 

Nevertheless a few observations can be made. There is a small 

class of vessels which have a broad Champleve circle on the 

inner groin. This acts as a base for simple incised decoration 

up the walls. Some pieces suggest that this decoration may 

include stylised arabic but this is not certain. Another design 

is a double cordon in the base inside interrupted at random 

points by short champlove stretches. Above this circle are 

calligraphic designs in Champleve. In no case do the Calligraphic
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motifs combine to mean anything in Arabic or Farsi. Similar 

interior wall designs occur on a circle of a single incised 

line in the base. In one case (a bowl base surface find from 

ShangcJ the calligraphic motifs are more closely spaced and 

mounted on a cavetto periphery band. They form a frieze 

round the lower body.

Vessel shape is consistent. Almost all of the sherds are 

from bowls with shallow splayed footrings. The usual shape at 

the rim is straight or very slightly everted.

One other major group of designs among the Champleve wares

is that in which small patches of slip are left in a large bod,

and this "blob1* decoration is interrupted by a series of bands 
14-9of slip. ̂  This "blob" Champleve is never associated with 

hatching at *.anda but it occurs on vessels with ordinary Champ- 

love and is used to represent a collar or foliage, or sometimes 

a bird's wing. None of these corporate designs occur at Kanda. 

The "blob" decoration is used abstractly. There is no satis

factory evidence to suggest a different date or period of 

import for this distinctive type.

Two sherds have closely spaced incised curves with the 

Champleve patches along their length, stretching from rim to 

base.

There is no discemable chronological sequence for the 

various glaze colours and combinations. The Champleve vessels 

were, unlike the Hatched vessels, largely monochrome (64/*); of 

the polychrome vessels splashed glazes account for 2Z* of the
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collection and. striated, vessels account for 1 £-•

Ho single brown polychrome or green and brown sherd appears 

in the Champleve from Aanda. 32 ~ of the Champleve sherds are 

yellow and brown splashed, and of these 29,J occur at lowest 

levels of occurrence for Champleve sherds and are present at 

the lowest levels in eleven out of the seventeen pits yielding 

Champleve. Of the other six pits, five earliest occurrences 

of this ware are yellow monochromes: yellow monochromes also 

occur alongside the yellow and brown splash on three occasions. 

One first occurrence in these six pits is a yellow and green 

splashed sherd which is one of only two in the whole Champleve 

collection. The earliest occurrences of yellow monochromes 

represent only 19'/* of the population of these sherds. It is of 

course conceivable that some of the yellow monochrome sherds, 

particularly those from the lower wall, come from bichrome 

vessels.

The impression is that the yollow and brown bichromes are 

the commonest early Champleve colours, yielding to yellow mono

chrome, which is much commoner in the later levels. The number 

of yellow and green vessels is not enough to make any contri

bution to the sequence of colours.

Ho Champleve sherd had an everted rim at Handa, and the
150

largest group was of straight -rimmed round'lipped bowls.

There was also a large dish, 25 mm. in rim diameter and 3*6 cm*
152high.^ One other rim cones from a dish of uncertain shape.- 

Although most of the Champleve bowls are of fairly standard
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size (th. 5*5 nun* rim diameter 21 cm, base diameter 9 cm,), 

one is much smaller (th, 5 mm, rim diameter 12 cm. base dia

meter 5 cm.),

A Champleve sherd was found at Hidabu, near Larnu, in the 

bottom levels of a small sondage put in by Mr. Chittick; this 

and the discovery of Hatched sherds on the beach east of Lamu 

and at V/iyuni argue that there was a settlement in the neigh

bourhood of Lamu, probably to the east of it, at latest in 

the twelfth century,

A surface collection made by Mr. Chittick at Siu also in

cludes one Champleve sherd. Sherds of Simple Sgraffiato are 

also in this collection of Mr. Chittick and are all of the 

late green, green speckled and yellow and green types. This 

vestigial Champleve in such company can hardly argue for a 

pre-twelfth century date by itself. Nevertheless, the distrib

ution is clearly early, although possibly slightly later than 

the Hatched vessels. A period of import and use after, but 

soon after the earliest deposits of Hatched vessels is most
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There is a very large amount of Sgraffiato which bears 

incised linear designs of a wide variety, but does not use 

hatching or Champleve techniques* This, as a group, is 

called Simple Sgraffiato* There is a considerable note of 

caution to be sounded however* In view of the fragmentary 

nature of the material from xianda, there is almost certainly 

a small part of this collection which does in fact come from 

another type of vessel.

The number of sherds thus confused is probably slight and 

undoubtedly does not affect the overall conclusions* Simple 

Sgraffiato is divided into several sub-types, l^»3e^according 

to the type of motif employed.

CALLIGlSu-iUC

Several sherds of straight rimmed open bowls have deep calli

graphic (or pseudo—calligraphic) friezes enclosed by parallel 

lines top and bottom* Three of these sherds wore found in a 

reliable context associated with T*ing, Siraf, Tin Glaze and 

Hatched Sgraffiato sherds. However, they do not occur in first 

occurrence assemblages of these early wares and do not demand

a date earlier than the eleventh century* There is also a large
154group of dishes with a mean rim diameter of 31 cm. One of



these dishes is significantly smaller than the others* having

a rim diameter of only 26 cmj^ and one significantly larger,

measuring some 39 cm. The others are closely clustered around

31 cm. The walls are thick, with a mean thickness of around

9*3 mm. This does not have any significance for seriation

since it is a feature of earthenware dishes that they are

markedly thicker walled than bowls of a similar capacity. In

this particular case the lower body thickens dramatically in

comparison to the upper body. This is unlikely to be the

result of bad potting. Dishes have to be lifted and moved

regularly, often with a load in them. Since the strain is

principally concentrated on the base junction, this thickening

is a natural technological solution. It is amazing that this

thickening, which looks so grotesque in section, is hidden by

very graceful lines when the dish is seen complete and from
156the surface. The rim is flattened, inclining outwards at 

about 45°t sometimes slightly concave, sometimes slightly 

convex. The calligraphic markings run around the ledge rim.

One other sherd bears a calligraphic inscription. The
157inscription is in hashki and the characters are distinguishable-. 

This sherd is curious in several ways. The principal decoration 

is on the exterior, the glaze is on both interior and exterior, 

and the shape is unique. The sherd strongly suggests a carin- 

ated bowl. The glaze on the exterior is brightly splashed in 

yellowish green, very pale green, and yellowish brown. The 

glaze in the interior is too badly damaged to ascertain the
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original colours*

Another sherd of interest bears a fruitlike motif in the

base* This sherd comes from a mixed level and a relative date
1*58cannot be obtained for it.* The base diameter is 9 cm* and

the bowl form above it is certain*

A large bowl from menda with a splashed polychrome glaze

is divided into radiating oval panels of double parallel linos,

each connected with the rim by a double line leaving the panel

half way up and reaching the rim half way between the two panels*
159nach panel has a wavy line incised up its centre*

In I-ianda these sherds appear consistently with the Champleve 

material* There is insufficient evidence to discern their relat

ionship with the Hatched material, but it may be accepted as a 

reasonable assumption that these vessels are predominantly an 

eleventh century or possibly twelfth century phenomenon*

The difficulty with this classification of all calligraphic 

material together is the comparative material from Gedi where 

there is a piece of Sgraffiato from a fifteenth century context 

which offers the only direct formal comparison with the carin- 

atod bowl* (not close)* although it bears no calligraphy. In 

view of the fact that this is only a formal comparison and the 

motif is quite different, and that the context at Gedi is not

sealed and only in an area where a fourteenth or fifteenth
160century date would least strain the evidence,- it is reason

able at present to suggest that this ilanda calligraphic piece 

is genuinely earlier, and contemporaneous with the other pieces*



The famous and rather pedantic date of 1055 for the intrusion 

of ilashki on the Arabic calligraphic 3cene is not seriously 

challenged by the Ilanda material. The only sherds which could 

conceivably have been deposited earlier than the mid eleventh 

century, those of the straight rim bowls, are in very weak 

positions well up in the calligraphical distributions of the 

three early Islamic wares with which they occur. There app

ears to be no calligraphic sherd in the excavations which could 

support a definitive statement that this type of decoration 

came in a Sgraffiato after the twelfth century. None is found 

for example, in association with Black on Yellow ware in clean 

levels, and so one may presume that by the fourteenth century 

this material was not even vestigial.

The neatness of this is upset somewhat by the bowl found 

set in a tomb at Dondo.^ This has an interior frieze of calli

graphy. The preservation is extremely poor, but it would seem 

that the vessel is of the Simple Sgraffiato group, but with a 

Kufic frieze, possibly interwoven with palmettos. This bowl is 

of interest in many other ways. It i3 fascinating. It is one 

of loss than half-a-dozen Sgraffiato vessels on the entire 

Swahili coast which are glazed on both sides. The exterior 

decoration is unique in this collection. It is coloured a very 

pale cream and then decorated with a carination cordon band of 

bold slashes of russet gold under a horizontal line and a 

frieze of repeated double garlands in the some rich colour.

The closest parallels to such decoration are in the Mesopotamian
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159 1
Tin Glaze repertoire. The bold freehand work and striking 

colour contrast on the exterior must have clashed violently 

with the undoubtedly more constricted intense sgraffiato work 

under darker, loss contrastive colours on the interior. It is 

a great shame that the vessel is so badly weathered on the 

interior for it to be impossible to be certain of the colour 

combination there.

The little that can be said of it in terms of glaze, colour 

and decoration all point to a pre-twelfth century date, probably 

in the eleventh century, and yet the bowl has gazed out from 

the wall of a tomb which is almost certainly a full two hundred 

years younger.

The shape of the bowl is also unusual. There is a very low 

cerination with a raised round cordon above, the footring is 

extremely high and its shape unique. The rim section only has 

relatives in the late Islamic Monochrome bowl collection from 

its post-seventeenth century period. Clearly this bowl is of 

immense interest and it is hoped that a closer study of the 

unpublished museum material in the Middle Mast, Russia and 

Iran can help to place it.

What appears to be a very similar vessel is still in situ
162in one of the tombs at Dondo
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Several forms carry horizontal friezes of linear decoration 

based upon Arabic calligraphy. None appears to 3ay anything* 

and the calligraphy seems to have been purely decorative* It 

is markedly more debased than the earlier material 4cto the 

point where many letters are illegible*

The forms are simple bowls and dishes. Six are open bowls, 

with three of the four extant rims straight and bulbed and the 

fourth an everted ledge rim* hot enough vessels were recovered 

for very satisfactory statistics* This is particularly disap

pointing in view of the difficulty in identifying the size 

range* The diameters of the two straight rim bowls represented 

by rims with measurable diameters are 43 cm* and 28 cm* The 

diameter of the everted rim bowl is 26 cm.

The dish class is more coherent* There are four dishes.

They have a mean of means thickness of 9* 3 mm. and a moan diam

meter of 31»75 cm. which moans less since there is a large 

variation. The shape is nevertheless very consistent* The rims 

are all thickened sharply at the lip and the plane of the 

hollow lip is around 40° leaning outwards* These are all from 

the late levels of the Sgraffiato sequence and carry the late 

colour range. They fall therefore into the twelfth to thir

teenth century period*
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The commonest of the recognisable desiens found on the 

^graffiato at ftanda are tho flourish motifs on straight rin
ged bowls in browns, yellow and {preens (11 brown and yollow,

6 monochrome brown, 3 sploshed polychrome, 9 bichrome croon). 

There is no yellow and croon or sploshed yellow, neither is 

there a croon and brown. There is only one monochrome yellow. 

The colour rone© of theso vessels suggests an early period of 

first production for them, thouch the presence of tho yellow 

monochrome, and the lore© number of croons, indicates a loncer 

period of popularity than the callicraphic material.

There is one bowl, from a level of earliest occurrence, of 

flourish type, which has a slightly everted rim and a rather 

larger rira diameter (28 cm.) on walls of a thickness comparor- 

ble to that of the other bowls (5 mm.) • All but one of tho 

nanda bowls iias the heeled and kneed footrine, but the except

ion has a kneed flat base.

These bowls are distinguished by their paucity of incised 

decoration and by the independent motifs on the bowl walls, and 

less commonly (2 cases) on the centre. These motifs are not of 

any consistent form and are merely random flourishes of a 

stylus Two show some indebtedness to geometric dealer but 

remain flourishes. In all cases the flourish is on or close to 

the incised line, immediately below the rira on the interior.

On those vessels which do not have this line, the flourish



remains in the same position on the wall. It is interesting 

to note that in the two cases where the glaze is splashed un

evenly, leaving a dark patch on one side of the bowl, the 

flourish is in both cases in that dark patch. Two examples 

are not sufficient to be certain that this is a conscious dec

orative artifice, but the phenomenon is worth noting. Five 

other bowls have the flourish astride the top incised cordon, 

leaving an empty cavctto. In only one case is the motif well 

down the cavetto.

These Flourish Bowls appear in quantity later than the 

Hatched or Champlove sherds but first occurrences sure with the 

early ograffiatos. There are only a few reoidual sherds after 

the advent of the Black on Yellow ware. One assumes from the 

Kanda distribution a late eleventh to thirteenth century brack

et for them with their most common distribution in the twelfth 

centuiy.

Another small group is of straight rimmed bowls with fat
164lips pulled outwards and slightly hollow, * Below the rim on 

the inside is a wave pattern enclosed in a parallel line cordon. 

The fragmentary nature of the material prevents certainty but 

the impression given is that the walls are otherwise undecorated. 

A related rim frieze, but without the parallel lines, i3 found 

on one sherd of a small everted rim bowl. These sherds first 

appear in an early period associated securely with Basanian 

Islamic, Tin Glaze, Jiraf Barthenware and the Bgraffiato Hatched

and Champleve wares. But all but two of these that are in post—
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first occurrence contexts for these associated wares, the others 

being in the middle of the Sgraffiato Jimple period, associated 

with Champleve sherds. Thus a date in the eleventh century 

would perhaps fit these best. The class should thus appear at 

Kanda at about the same time as the Champleve, All of those 

vessels have a yellow, green and brown splashed glaze which is 

marbled rather than patchy and is unique to the form of bowl 

and the type of decoration, with the single exception of the 

calligraphic bowls mentioned elsewhere. All the vessels are 

bowls and all but one are straight rimmed open bowls. The 

colours are green and combinations of green and yellow, and 

brown and combinations of brown and yellow, with the green group 

most heavily represented.
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There is a large collection from Kanda of Simple ograffiato

whose incised designs are imaginatively executed in a partially
165or totally abstract swirl of garland and curlicue bonanzas.

This loose curvilinear scribbling lends itself particularly
166

well to making semi—abstract floral compositions.'

Vessels in this group are decorated by all the glazes rep

resented in the Kanda collection, except the very rare blue. 

55«T/̂  of the glazes are green, either green monochrome (22^)

or green variegated (23.7,-). of these vessels have



yellow or yellow and green glazes, and 25*3 % have brown, brown 

and yellow or brown and green glazesj 5.1̂  of the collection 

has the early trichrone splash.

5?he yellows and yellow-green bichrones are consistently 

later than the brooms , brown bichrones and the polychrone 

splash, and are never associated in a primary context with 

Jasanian Islanic or Siraf vessels, this despite the fact that 

the few early trichrone vessels could theoretically, according 

to the glaze sequence, have been made tliat early. TJie poly

chromes and brown splashed glazes show no significant diffea>- 

ence in sequential distribution* Green occurs throughout the 

scribble floral ggraffiato distribution but the significant 

change is that green monochromes occur in consistently higlier 

3tratigraphical positions than green variegated 3lierds of 59/ 

of all nonochrone green occurrences are the latest example of 

Simple ograffiato found.

iiiis supports the discovery of green variegated sherds associ

ated with flourish and Calligraphic imaterials to the exclusion 

of tiie green monochromes* It is not possible to detect any 

difference in sequence between the yellow monochrome and the 

yellow’ and green bicJirome vooselo, which both have a high pro

portion of tlieir population in the uppermost Sgraffiato levels 

(40/* and 50, <; respectively)* It is possible however that the 

considerable difference in percentage of sherds in the uppermost 

levels between these and tlio monoclirome green suggests a slightly 

later vogue for the latter* This possibility is strengtlioned by
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the general colour distribution of glazos for the Dimple 

•^{jraffiato which, indicates the absence of the monochrome groans 

associated with initial occurrences of blraf and Tin Glaze 

nares* Dome of this material certainly occurs early* chords 

very similar to the early glaso range sherds from hands are

found at hishapur in what is said to be an early ninth century
167

level and are definitely there later* The "meaningless 

scribble" material is also at xTistat^^and at Jamarkand.^*^ 

bane claims that it is also at Kish and Kureh in the eleventh

and twelfth centuries, though X liave boon unable to see these 

sherds* Despite the generally eastern flavour of much of this 

material some of it is apparently more closely associated with

the ".jnul" style and may well cone from one of the centres near
170the southern shores of the Caspian. : /v. r0,ni;; ,

27/ of tlie ^cribble floral bowls liave evortod ledge rims 

and the other 731 are all round lipped straight rimmed bowls* 

There is no at rati,graphical significance in the distribution of 

the two shapes, and tliero is no suggestion that each form takes 

distinctive colours*

One straight rimmed round lippod bowl was found which was
171different in shape from the others. In the upper region of 

the lower body the wall turns sharply towards the vertical* As 

with all the other bcribble floral vessels , the base has a heel

ed and kneod footring, varying to a heeled straight footring at 

points. The incised decoration is on the upper exterior body, 

and both the interior and the exterior are glased* The interior
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is a brown and green splash whereas the exterior is variegated 

green. This vessel is associated with Hatched Sgraffiato in a 

satisfactory context and is thus an early example of the 
Scribble type. In a very few cases, none were well stratified, 

there are sherds carrying the painted green incisions, general

ly associated with ’’Anul” types. These types are felt to be

from the twelfth or thirteenth centuries and were found from
172the period at Tamnisha. There is no dating or stylistic 

interest in tho Kanda sherds.

• i

ffiABi

Some of the bowls have a single line running round below the 
rim on the interior and the rest of the vessel has no incisions. 

These are all straight rimmed point lipped bowls, and are in 

variations of tho green glaze. The variations aro fifteen in 

yellowish green with olive grey or strong green splashes or 

striations; nine in yellow green with brown splashes; six in 

monochrome yellow; one in monochrome green and one in yellow 

with green and brown splashes#

It i3 of course impossible to indicate from so fragmentary 

a collection as that from Manda the proportion of these vessels 

to others in view of tho fact that only the rims differentiate 

these vessels from the l&fcly lead Glazed vessels. It is also 

impossible to tell how many of these are from Flourish bowls;
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but it ia significant that whereas only one sherd (5 ) of the 

flourish bowls was glased yellow, 19^ of the Plain Gordon 

bowls are glazed yellow, yellow and green, or variegated yellow, 

exhibiting a rather later range of colours# equally important 

is the fact that of those occurring in levels of first occur*- 

rence for Jiaple Jgraffiato, a high percentage is of variegated 

greens and the single yellow brown bichrome. Dependent upon 

the glaze there would thus appear to be a considerable overlap 

with the Flourish Jgraffiato, but that there is likelihood that 

the Plain Cordon pieces carry on later than their dose rel

atives.

There are four jars represented by fragments in mottled 

green glazes and a T»ang style trichrome Tliree body frag

ments, unfortunately from three different bowls, offer some 

concrete indications as to shape* It would appear that horiz

ontal blind handles were applied below the neck, on the upper 

body, and that the jar form was very similar to those hailing 

from the Far -ast in Jung times* All of these jars are from 

the latest Jgraffiato levels at hands and are H  oly therefore 

to have been made in the twelfth or thirteenth century.
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-VESSELS mmiAfiKOSTIC BY SGRAFFIATO MOTIF

Unfortunately by far the largest number of the finds of 

Simple Sgraffiato sherds bear no recognisable motif at all* 

These have been considered from the point of view of glaze 

colour and form alone.

There seems to be some indication of change in vessel form

and 3hape over the long Simple Sgraffiato period, bliile the

straight rimmed flat lipped bowls with the marble polychrome

glaze and zigzag interior frieze appear early in the Simple

Sgraffiato sequence, the majority of them appears in the middle
173and upper Sgraffiato levels. • In these same levels exclusive

ly is a large group of similar bowls, each of which also has a 

polychrome glaze. Five of the nine have a polychrome glaze but 

it should be noted tiiat this glaze is not marbled. Of the four 

remaining, two are splashed glazes of dark green on yellowish 

green, one is strong or deep yellow splashed on a predominant 

moderate brown, and one is moderate olive splash on a strong 

yellow green.

The variety of size among these vessels precludes their 

consideration as a group in those terms although shape and glaze 

combination clearly ally them. It should be noted that the 

polychrome sherds are the earliest in this group and one of 

the variegated green examples is similarly from an early Simple 

Sgraffiato occurrence. A vessel of this latter kind has been 

found on the surface at Shanga, in circumstances where one
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would be very surprised indeed to have to consider a pre

thirteenth century date for it*

Two of the early bowls in this croup liave a slightly flap

ped rim*

Some idea of the shape of these bowls may be obtained from 

the rather larger couple of straight rimmod round lipped open 

bowls with polychrome glazes from a middle Simple Sgraffiato 

level with the same angle of wall as the flat lipped bowls 

These bowls both have very small bases in comparison to the 

rim diameter, and in order to cope with this the lower part of 

the body is considerably thickened, in fact to close on twice 

the thickness of the wall below the rim* The rim diameters 

of these are 33 cm, and 26 cm,, and the measurable base diamet

er (heeled and kneod) is 5 cm. The wall thickness above the

base junction is in one case as much as 1*3 cm.
175There are three dishes. ' One has a rim diameter of 28 cm,

176and an overall height of about 3 cm. The mean thickness of
177the latter two vessels is 6 mm, with a low deviation. The 

wall of the first vessol is near vertical, and those of the 

other two subtend to about 35° below the straight rim. In all 

cases the lip is flat and flanged, horizontal in the first 

case and inclined out at about 45° in the other two cases, and 

hollowed. These dishes have polychrome glazes and occur early 

in the sequence for simple Sgraffiato.

There are two bowls with rounded nip points. One, from a 

lftte oimple Sgraffiato level lias a vertical straight round



Upped rim emerging direct from the nip point.178 Xho glaze is 

monochrome strong bliĵ ih green and the diameter at the rim is 

18 cm. The second bowl is also late, and was found on the 

surface at 8hanga. It has a slightly waisted, slightly 

everted round lipped straight rim emerging direct from the nip 

point. The glaze is also a monochrome green, but rather light

er than the other vessel being more in the moderate yellow 

green range. These should perhaps be associated with the other 

simple bgraffiato bowls with more gentle external nip points 

all of which are from late levels.188

There are two straight rims on vertical walls. They give 

little indication of the overall form of tho vessel. One has 

a round lip and tho glaze, a variegated green, is applied

externally also. Below the rim on the exterior is a row of
181thumb pressed dimples. The rim is 16 cm. This is probably 

from a vessel very similar to the Scribble S&raffiato floral bowl

which was recovered almost intact and revealed a vertical walled
182bowl on a wide footring. This dimpled vessel is from a late 

Simple Sgraffiato context.

The other rim is flat lipped and flanged, the flat area is 

inclined outwards at about 45° • The rim is slightly waisted.18^ 

This, the very small diameter (9 cm.) and the thinning towards 

the bottom (6.5 mm. at the rim and 3 mm. at the base of the 

sherd) strongly suggest that this sherd is from a jar or pot of 

some kind. It is a groat shame that we do not havo more of this 

unusual vessel. The glaze is polychrome splashed and the slierd
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±3 from one of the levels of first occurrence of Sgraffiato 

ware*

Two bowls with round lipped straight rins of a common

diameter of 22 cm. and a mean wall thickness of 6 ram. cone

from late levels in Hr. Chittick*s trenches at Kanda. One has

a yellow brown splashed glaze and one is of variegated greens.

Prom the same place and also from the latest Sgraffiato levols

is a pointed lipped straight rimmed bowl with a diameter of

18 cm. and a variegated green glaze. The little green glazed
184animal heads at Manda are bosses from flying buttress hand

les. There is no indication from this head, or the similar
185 186one from Kilwa or those from Samarra, . as to the shape of

vessel which carried these handles.

8#  of the Hatched vessels represented in Kanda have 

splashed glazes; of this number 20,* are polychrome splashed, 3»6, 
are green and brown splashed, 1 •&/<> are yellow variegated, and 

75/* are green and yellow. It is likely that this figure should 

be higher because many of the sherds in the monochrome group 

(19/0 are very small, that is to say with a maximum diameter of 

less than 10 cm. Further, of twenty-one hatched bases at Manda 

eighteen are purely pale yellow and this offers a much higher 

percentage of yellow monochrome than the sherds from the walls



would sustains thus the splashed colours are predominantly on 

the walls of the vessols, and the following figures are based 

upon wall sherd counts*

Between the various types of glaze represented in the 

Hatched Sgraffiato pottery (Splash, Monochrome and Striated) 

there is no convincingly different chronological distribution.

All the hatched vessels are in green, greenish yellow, green 

and yellow or brown and yellow glazes.

It is clear that any difference that there might be in 

date between brown, brown bichrome, and polychrome and the 

yellow bichrome group must be small, if existent at all* The 

yellow, variegated yellow and monochrome green sherds are never 

first occurrences on Hatchod Sgraffiato and always first appear 

either with yellow and green or above it. It is not, of course, 

certain how many of the all-yellow sherds come from a yellow 

and green vessel, but it is likely that few did.

The yellow and green sherds are seen in general to be rather • 

later than the brown group in the Simple Sgraffiato class, and are 

the commonest glaze colour in the earliest Hatched levels. In 

twenty-three cases of the thirty-three pits in which Hatched 

Sgraffiato occurs at iicnda, the earliest Hatched sherds are 

yellow and green splashed and the number of 3uch sherds in these 

lowest levels amounts to 5 of the total population of yellow 

And green splashed Hatched sherds, hoot of these glazes are 

associated with i.ishapur and dated to the ninth and tenth centur

ies. The Manda collection is content with this.
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On the other ten occasions the vessels are polychrome 

splashed, representing 32J of the population of such sherds. 

There is no satisfactory indication of an earlier assemblage 

with the polychrome group than with the bichrome group, so an 

extrapolation from the Simple Sgraffiato evidence would suggest 

that the polychrome group is rather earlier than the others.

This is not certain although it is tempting in view of the fact 

that the colour distribution is otherwise similar.

Of fourteen occasions when yellow monochrome or yellow bi

chrome (with brown or green) are in levels of first occurrence 

of Simple Sgraffiato, four are associated with first occurrences 

of Siraf ware, all are associated with Siraf or Tin Glaze mater

ials, and all are above the first Saoanian Islamic occurrences.

Of ten occasions when splashed green and green bichromes with 

brown are in levels of first occurrence of Simple Sgraffiato, 

five are in association with late Sasanian Islamic material and 

not with Siraf material. Of six occasions in which brown vessels 

occur in the lowest levels of occurrence for Simple Sgraffiato, 

three are in levels where brown is the only Sgraffiato glaze 

represented at that level. Of twenty^-seven occasions when brown 

bichromes or polychromes (with yellow or green) are earliest 

occurrences of Simple Sgraffiato, eleven are occurrences where 

browns appear alone before all other colours, and of these 

eleven, six are the yellow brown and green splashed vessels 

which are said to be copies of the famous T*ang splashed wares, 

and certainly give every appearance of being conscious copies
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of that type.

A small group of trichrome splashed glazes have the colours 

running into each other in a more marbled way than the 

3plashed effect of the T,ang-in3pired vessels. Those are all 

associated with the wavy band group which occurs late in the 

Sgraffiato sequence and are as a group distinct stylistically 

and stratigraphically from the early splashed vessels.

This suggests forcibly that the browns appear earlier in 

Iianda than the greens and yellows and possibly tliat the greens 

may have preceded the yellows by a short tine. The latter infers 

once is probably unwarranted. However it is worth noticing that 

the early Calligraphic material is exclusively of browns and 

greens and supports a suggostion that the splashed greens# though 

not a3 early as the brown# are earlier than either the yellow 

equivalents or the yollow and green combinations. All the dishes 

are glazed with the yellow* green and brown splash combinations. 

Of the bowls# four are in the splashed polychrome# two are of the 

yellow and brown bichrome# one is monochrome brown and four are 

splashed greens.

An interesting feature of this is that the majority of the 

early Hatched sherds have yellow and green splashed glazes. In 

all eases where Hatched Sgraffiato is preceded in the sequence by 

Simple Sgraffiato sherds# the glazes in the simple sherds (repre

senting 10/<i of the total occurrence of the Simple sherds) are 

always in the brown splashed group; JZ° of the Polychrome sherds 

of all Hatched types also occur in the earliest levels for the
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Hatched occurrences, so it would seem that the polychrome is an

early mark of both simple and Hatched types.

Thus, tslnze colours of those Jgraffiato wares offer some 

useful clues to relative dating. Variegated green-ond-brown and 

brown bichromes appear to be the earliest glazes, with vsrlegntod 

green, polychromes and green with brown bichromes all absent in 

the Champlove and stratigraphically ratlier earlier than tho 

yellow and brown bichrome, which occurs commonly in the earliest 

Champlove levels and in no context certainly before the Champ love 

material*

The yoliow-and-groon, yellow monochrome and variegated yellow 

occur slightly later, and the variegated yellows are not at a 

peak of popularity until after the beginning of the Champlove 

period. The monochrome greens in all coses occur first in assoc

iation with, or slightly later than, the first occurrences of 

yellow monochrome and generally contemporary with, but in no sig

nificant pattern vis a vis, variegated yellow. This speculative

ly suggests twelfth and post-twelfth century period for this 

group, incidentally, many of the greens are matched on sherds 

in the stores in the Jritioli Museum, labelled "Garus" and dated 

to the twelfth century. The "apple green" scribble Jgraffiato 

of hr. Milkman is at Godi in tho thirteenth and fourteenth cent- 

uries. ' The sane colour pattern is reflected in the small 

stratified collection from Bui.
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SPUR KABKS
156

Thirteen vessels only (all bowls) have spur marks* Of these 

one has spur marks on the base* and all the others have then* in 

the cavetto* The base marks have glaze clinging to then of the 

same colour as that applied to the inside* Those bowls wore 

therefore fired in batches of vessels with the same glaze* ho 

bowl has spur marks on both sides, implying that the stacking 

was only two vessels high* No form other than the bowls was 

found with spur marks* In all cases the number of marks is 

three, suggesting a pontil with three castellations. All of 

those examples are on Simple Sgraffiato bowls, on vessels with 

colours suggesting a late date in the sequence* This night poss- 

dbly mean that the practice of stacking in the kiln may only have 

been a late development in the potteries making Sgraffiato wares.

m & m

A large number of sherds from the Sgraffiato vessels were 

drilled for repairs.

The habit of repairing these vessels, one common for other 

contemporary wares, reveals the certainty that many of these ves

sels may have been recorded in abnormally late levels as a result 

of the abnormally long life afforded the vessels by this repair*

In addition to the likelihood of a longer life being
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represented by the repaired vessels* the need to repair shovra 

a supply which did not meet demand* In this circumstance a 

longer life for all mgraffiato vessels than for more easily 

supplied contemporaries should perhaps be assumed* in tliat 

the rarity value will naturally increase the shelf life of 

the vessel.



w\ia* ISLAhIC rOLYCHROI^
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There ia a large group of vessels which are of the same 

paste and have the same range of lead glazes over white slip 

as the Mgraffiato* but which have no sgraffiato decoration.

It is likely* of course* that some of the smaller sherds in 

the group are from Sgraffiato vessels* but most are not. The 

ware falls into two groups* Marly Polychrome and iiarly Mono

chrome; both are* however, put together and in deference to 

the fact that many of the monochromes are mottled* and that 

polychromes are in the majority* the collection is called 

Marly Islamic Polychrome.

These early polychromes are in the standard Sgraffiato pal

ette of browns* greens and yellows. But that palette is rather 

more restricted. 27«5/“ of the collection has a monochrome 

yellow green glaze* 26)- has variegated greens* almost invari

ably olive-green splashed or striated on yellow-greens* 22.5/- 

are yellow-and-brown splashed. Of the others, 10.6/^ and 9*1/̂  

are of monochrome browns and yellows respectively* 19*6^ of 

yellow^-and—green splash* 1.5/̂ of green-and-brown splash* and 

less than 1 of polychrome and variegated yellow. Thus* most 

of the Polychromes are in fact Bichrome. This distribution is 

slightly puzzling. According to the colour classification* it 

is clear that these plain lead glazes should appear at the same 

time as Champleve* and the bulk of their population should be in 

the late Champleve and post Ciiamplevo period. The puzzle is the



largo number of variegated greens which seem to be spread evenly 

through the life of the ware* It would seem that the greens 

wore used on the Larly Lead Glazed pieces before they became 

fashionable on the other Sgraffiato types.
188There is a small group of bowls with everted ledge rims, 

the diameter of the rims of these bowls varies greatly between 

11 cm# and 28 cm. Two of these bowls are glazed in a monochrome 

green, three in a variegated green, and one in a yellow-and-green 

splash. All are in the top two levels of the Manda excavations 

and the colours used are in firm agreement with so late a date.

There are four other shapes of everted rim bowl. One, with 

three representatives, has a rounded lip with a false cavetto.1 

This has an average wall thickness of 5 mm. and a diameter at 

the rim of around 21 cm. It has a creamy-white glaze with a 

yellowish-green band on the rim. Another has a yellowishagreen 

glaze striated with olive-green. The third representative of 

the shape has a monochrome moderate reddish-brown glaze.

Representing the second shape there are four with an out-
189thickened rim. Three are of a standard size with an average 

wall thickness of 6 mm. and diameters of 23, 24* and 25 cms.

They are all yellowish-green mottled with olive-green. The fourth 

is smaller, with a wall thickness of around 5*5 mm# and a diameter 

at the rim of 20 cm. This vessel is yellowish green with darker 

green (olive-grey to greyish-olive) striations.

The third group is of angled everted rim bowls with a rim 

diameter around 25 cms* and a consistent appearance in the very
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latest iigraffiato levels at lianda, One of these was also found
191well down in the Dondo sondage, -

The fourth group consists of two open bowls each with
192grooved outthickened rims* One bowl is the largest in the 

entire collection, with a rin diameter of over 34 cms,, and the 

other is among the smallest, with a rim dianetor of about 11 cms. 

Both are of unsaticfactory provenanco but are in the *late 

green1 glaze group.

There are throe body sherds with bases which give evidence of

the presence of a bowl shape almost unique to the early polychro* >
193nes, A few examples exist among the Simple Sgraffiato.- The 

bowls have a gentle carination at a point rather higher than half 

way up the side of the vessel. After the carination the wall 

turns inwards. No single vessel has been discovered in Aast 

Africa with complete section extant. However there are enough 

fragments to offer suggestions as to the shape of these bowls. 

These are all tapered round lipped rims over a gentle carination.

One rim is straight and slightly bulbed above the carination, it
194is slightly everted and the glaze is monochrome yellowish-green. 

The rim diameter is 18 cao. Perhaps more significant is the 

large group of slightly restricted, slightly vaisted round lip

ped rims. The soction of these rims fits that of the base/body 

sherds and a strong inference is that these rims fit the carin- 

ated bowls. Of twenty-seven such rims, one lias a diameter of 

13 ems,, sixteen of 12 cms., four of 11 cms., and five of 10 cns. 

The remaining rim did not yield a reliable measurement. This
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uniformity is almost aa good, (though less convincing due to the 

smaller sampleJ for the basso* These have two dioioetors at 0 - 

9 cma. and one at fractionally below 7 one* It should be noted 

that those bowls are glased on the interiors and above the car- 

ination on the extorior. Tlie bases are all finger furrowed, as 

are the interior './ails below the carinations. Loss convincing 

for the suggestion that the rime and basec join, is the glazing* 

The glazing of the three bases with carinations is in one case 

greyish-brown-and-yellow splash (3A3), in one olive-green, yell

owish-green and moderate to dark brown, predominately green (jA7) 

and in the other, strong brown, pale yellowy-green, olivo-grey and 

very pale yellow-green, olive grey and very pale yellow splash, 

predominantly brown (2A9). In the first and lost cases the 

green and brown splashed areas are well glazed, but the yellow is 

merely a fringe bordering patches of unglasod paste. In all 

cases there are large areas of unglazed paste. The glazed areas 

are in excellent condition and the thought that there has been 

differential leathering of the surface is unacceptable. This 

very odd unglazed patching on the interior of the bowls is un

ique to the three bases. Lone of the rims thought to be assoc

iated has this phenomenon. Equally discouraging for an attempt 

to link the rims with the bases 13 the fact that the glazes on 

the bases are not of colour combinations to be found on the 

rims. Brown and yellow splashes are seen on two of the rims, 

bearing a splashed glaze of moderate reddish to strong brown, and 

orange yellow, and by three others with brownish grey striated
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witdi very pale yellow* Mo rims liavc the splashed x>lyohrorae 

and none have green and brown bichroaee. Hie glazes of the 

rime are commonly of the Mogg end opinaoh1* liind (yollovioh 
green), orange yellow splash with patches of very pale yellow, 

ihere are eleven such examples, and all of these liavo an ext

ernal glaze of strong yellow oplaohed with yellowish green and 

olive grey. Mottled green (yellowish green on a lighter yell

owish green) occurs on three rims, and a very similar olive 

green Liottle on strong yellowish green occurs on a further two 

rims. Ihe monochromes are represented by two greyish to moder

ate brown, and three pale yellow, fhore is no apparent strati- 

graphical significance in those varieties.

Vhe deep finger furrows emerging spirally from the base 

occur on three bases not showing the carination. fwo of these 

are predominantly brown glased, with strong brown, pale yellow

ish green, olive grey and very pale yellow splashing very simil

ar to the ones already described, and the third has an "egg and 

spinach11 glaze. Mo other aiierd in the on tiro collection lias 

such pronounced finger furrowing, i'his, and the similarity of 

the glazes and the configuration of the base sections, suggests 

that these bases nay also be associated with corinatod bowls. 

,jnong the certain bases in this group, two are shallow heeled 

and kneed footrings with a plaque, and one is a slightly hollow 

flat base, of the putative bases in this group, one is of the 

flat footring type, and two are flat kneed bases* fhe two poly

chrome bases suggested to be of this group have diameters of



7.5 cns. each and oo fit well into the standard overall noasuro-

nonts for this group* The ogg and spinach base, however, is

considerably larger, with a diameter of 12 cns.

The greatest number of Early Polychrome vessels are in the

shape of open bowls with round-lipped straight rinsJ ̂  Of

thirteen measurable vessels, the rim shape variations are but

slight, varying only in the length of the straight wall before

the lower body curves towards the base. Three of these vessels

are glazed in variegated greens* The rim diameter for those

varies greatly, being 14- cm3*, 17cmo., and 20 ems* This large

variation is a feature of the whole group* In only three casos
196are the bases extant. There are no flat bases* • and one heeled

and splashed footring base with a deep plaque* If the glaze

distribution through time is to be accepted, these are twelfth

century or later. Two other straight round-lipped rims cone

from a regularly curved open bowl with a rim diameter of around
19719 cms. Ho hint of the type of base is available. Both bowls 

have a vivid yellow glaze speckled with reddish brown. There is 

also a straight rim with a flat lip inclining at about 45° in

wards. This has a variegated green glaze and a diameter of 
198

12 cms. '

There is a large collection of bases* Five of these are 

flat, and forty-eight are heeled and kneed footring bases with

plaques. There ia no significance in the distribution of glazes 

over these two types. The average diameter for the footring 

bases with no deviation above 10/̂  or so is 8 cns. The except
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ions to this occur in the flat base group where there is one 

diameter of 4.5 cm# and two of 10 cms. and 11 cms. respectively* 

ljie rest of the diameters in this group fall into the general 

category. These are all bowl bases.

Twenty-six of these early polychromes and monochromes are 

mended. This represents a little over 10 ^ of the total number 

of vessels of this class recovered from iianda. This is a high 

proportion and indicates the value attached to these vessels.

It also adds a cautionary note that these vessels probably 

stayed in service for many years after their arrival on the 

coast before being discarded and, like most of the imported 

material, are perhaps not very accurate indication of the term

inus ante quern for the strata in which they are found.

These vessels were used throughout the bgraffiato period and 

what little stratigraphical evidence can be brought to bear on 

them indicates that they follow the general glaze variations 

through the period. They are exactly conterminous with the 

Jgraffiato deposits and are clearly very closoly connected with 

that group of wares. It is a disappointment tliat 30 little is 

known of these vessels outside Africa and that the nanda coll

ection is so scrappy and inconclusive, kuch of the material 

is so fragmentary that it is not even possible to be certain of 

the splash range of the glaze on some fragments.
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ULAM1Q m m

Thero la a small elaaa of vessels with the characteristic 
pink paste and lead glass* over a white slip of the Jgraffiato 
early monochrome sod polyohrone groupe, which has a quite 
distinctive body treatment*199 Shape is difficult to discern 
from the material at hands and it would seen that few acre 
helpful pieces have been found anywhere else* The rin is that 
of a vertical wall bowl with an out-thickened lip* The wall 
of the bowl curve© inward son© 5 on* from the top but the 
shape of the rest of the bowl la uncertain. The curve in the 
wall and the top-heavy s'lape strongly suggost a flat or low 
ringed wide base* and the most usual treatment of such a base 
in this early Islamic group of wares is a broad splayed foot
ring* The shape aeons to be standard* with a regular diameter 
at the rim of between 21 and 14 cm. Unlike all the other Isles- 
io lead glased bowls the interior is not the principle area for 
decoration} indeed one sherd is not evenly glased at all on the 
inside - glass has been splashed on* leaving bare patches of 
paste. There are no incisions or other decorations on the 
interior* The exterior surface is divided into a series of 
panda by vertical applique ribs* -ach panel la devoted to a 

standard pattern of a rectangle of two parallel incised lines* 
divided Into a series of horizontal bands by further pairs of 
horizontal incised lines* and with each band decorated by a 

zigza g of pairs of incised lines* In the crook of each zigzag



la a wedge-eiiaped impression* of tan frened by an extra 1 reload 
?• The aiirdlarlty between this daooratlon and elenants of the
wider and more decorative range of the aoanian m  ns ala

200la too close to be accidental, The precise nature of the 
rolatlonehlp between the two wares la not eloer.

Glass variations within the snail group of axenpleo fro©
Koada are considerable* ihe principle oolour la a rich yellow* 
lah-hrown or geld (five exanplaa;* ihi* brown la also found 
splashed with yellowleh-ereen and olive green on two sherd** 
oxia abend la predominantly olive green oplaohed with yellowl*b- 
green*

All but one of thews abend* arc eacluainily aoeowlated with
olraf stonewares* Jaaanlan Ij1adot iin Glows and early JgraffU

201a to vessels, Shus at hands an eleventh eontuxy date for thee*
carved bowl* la In order*

Khan mentions this vara in a paragraph referring to *ths
202fOMtiUn Influence In the culture of bhanbore? ilia literature 

on i oralan eeranice la allant on thla type of vessel* and while 
conceding the similarity of glass and paste to the Servian notarial
of the period* one should not be prepared to forego consideration

B*.
of. Northwest laAiar.itaolf aa a poaaihle area of otrtglw for thla 
ware* i)r* Saqvi w  speafca of ahnilsr naterlal ooourlng In several 
altos of the aaao period In iiorth-westsxn Pakistan* near the 
modern Iran but further east end south than the area generally 
mmt  by *i exilian* whan dloouealng eerenioo* At Uianbcre Hjp* 
willotta report* a pradoeinantly tenth century oolleotlon of
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Chines* vessels. There is & large number of Yueh and T*ing 

sherds. At no point does either Khan or <illetta make explicit 

the relation between this collection and the carved bowls or 

indeed any other ware but a ninth-eleventh century period must 

bo assumed. Zorin hae the vessels in several Madagascar sites
pQC

in contexts not contradicting the suggested .-anda da to - and 

that at Banbhore» /nitohouse makes no mention of this i-*atorial 

at Jiraf. Jiraf declined sliarply after the fall of the Buyids 

in 1055; if this ware had been brought into -ast Africa, the 

Indus valley and i-adagascar before tl»at time, it would certain

ly have appeared in pro-1055 ^iraf, when that port was one of 

the most important entrepots in the Gulf, with particularly 

strong connections with ianda. Its absence in Jiraf strongly 

suggests that the ware was not on the market by the mid-eleventh 

century. At Ianda, however, its association is with pro-twelfth 

or early twelfth century wares, and at Banbhore its premmed 

date is somewhere between the ninth and eleventh centuries. The 

type occurs in no other place on the xvenyan coast, and in view of 

the uniquely early poriod in which i.anda was occupied, being the 

only excavated pre-twelfth century 3ite, this is what one expects 

of an eleventh century type. Thus a short later eleventh cent

ury period for the use of the carved bowls is suggested. The 

ilwa excavations present difficulties for this suggestion.
206similar bowls were found tliore in thirteenth century levolo.v 

Until wo have details of the naturo of the kilwa deposits carry

ing these vessels, this particular discussion cannot be pursued.
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The Islamic carved vessels wore not at all common 
imports to Hands. They represent a tiny part of 1;* of the 

eleventh century assemblage? but if the very short late 

eleventh century date suggested is a correct one, the ware 

will prove to be a very useful indicator for the dating of 

associated materials.

An interesting footnote to this is the question of
207the apparent presence of this ware at -.amarra. This is 

as firm an indication as any of the suspect nature of the 

iiamarra chronology.
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BLACK rm

Very little is known about this ware* It does not appear 

in the standard texts on Islamic pottery. Dr. Kirkman found 

this ware (hio E* 29fX) in the pre-mosque period at Cedi,^^ 

thus in the twelfth to early fifteenth century levels. Mr* 

Chittick lias the material at Kilwa^^ where he feels it to be 

characteristically fourteenth century, but with first occur

rences earlier* The fabrlo is glased strong yellow over

painted with black linear patterns. On occasion a greenish 

blue or a bluish green infill paint is also used* Mr* Chittick 

observes without documenting his reasons that there is some 

evidence for saying that the vessels were made in the Aden area. 

The samples seen by me of the immense overlay of surface finds

at the important site of Kaud as Saila did not include this
210ware. Dr* Kirkman observes that a lot of this material has

211been found in the Hadramaut* There are indeed Black on 

Yellow ware pieces at the museum in Aden, but these do not give 

much assistance in ascertaining an origin for the ware* The 

close similarity in shape of both flat base and footring base 

bowls between vessels of this ware and those of the Sgraffiato 

range, particularly in late Sgraffiato types, is likely to 

prove significant, although at present the precise meaning of 

this similarity is not dear* In lianda the ware appears con

sistently with the last occurrences of Sgraffiato materia?., 

most commonly with later varieties of the Simple Sgraffiato*



It apixjara to immediately suporaede the Straffiatos. J. 3* 

ivlrkraan' a excavations at Ungwana and Godi }iave offered more

accurate dating for thio late period than the iumda excavat

ions* At bngwana. a solitary sherd appearo in Period II 

Cl250 - 1350) and tlie main group of 0.0K. One is in Period 

III (1350 - 1450); later occurrences are in the fill of ionb 

B (Period IV, 1450 - 1500). This suggests a fourteenth 

century date for the ware* ..r. 1irknan observes that "Its 

absence from the lowest levels at Godi, hilepwa and Ungwana 

indicates tliat it does not go much beyond the fourteenth cen

tury*, .(the ware is)...uncorjaon after the middle of the thirt

eenth century. ' 2^2 1 take Mthirteenth" to be a misprint for

'‘fourteenth'1, hr. Pierre Zorin finds this ware at liahilaka in
213a context which makes a fourteenth century date acceptable.

The short "life" of hlack on Yellow ware makes it potentially 

useful for dating.

'The forms are all bowls. 'There are two typos* straight- 

rin bowls 2^ a n d  cverted-rla bowls. 2^  There is no strati- 

graphical significance in tlie distribution of these two typos 

which we thus assume to have been imported contemporaneously*

50/3 of the bowls had straight rims* 27*5 # liad everted rims

with ledges and 22*5 had slightly everted rims* Sixteen bases
04 f. 217

wore found at Honda, of which three wore flat and square,- -

five had splayed footrings with deep base cones (in fact two of
fttheso bases wore spinners) one had a shouldered footring* 

three had straight hoolod footrings* tlireo xiad very low shallow-
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hetlod fcotxinco and oca had a Xov shallov-Jieeled footling 
M  * plao.ua base.- fi» glaoo on alaoat all the short* was 
vaxy badly deterioratsd a d 12* usual condition l a m a  a dab* 
lc&ta uatt vivid to strong yellow. JSlaok linear painting is 
tha decoration* In no easa la tha vhola of tha eorterlor 
glaasd* ljxcq la only a short overlap of gloaa covering tha 
lip* 40, of tha oiierda with distlngulzdiahle patterns on than 
bare interlacing double wavy lines forwtag a fries* around the 
aroa belov tha rla on tha Inside*220 % , fron lewis with 
everted ritio# hove pendonto of nested triangles on tha in tar-

op 1lor wall* The ladies on all the everted rlaa which are 
welL-oneu^h preserved for decoration to be dear carry a wavy 
black line* 222 A comparatively large class (26, ) is that with
several wavy lines ell encircling the arse below tha rls on the 
interior wall but not interlacing*225 One ria hao pendant dia
gonal hatching* 15 of the saople have a single wavy line rua-

224ning round tha interior wall below the lip* In one aeee the 
black wary lines are augmented by blue splaaived patches* K» 
design is dlaoemible frou tha sherd* It is dear that tha 
sultlple wavy line frleses below tha ria, whather interlaced or 
not, wort by for tha soot popular designs*

ft* paste is greylsh^pink and contains « vary large anount 
of quarts* ft* quarts does not appear under the binocular 
aiorosoopo to be a tamper, ft* clay was collected with the 
high quarts content already in it* r'reehly broken aoctiono 
thus reveal lustre-dusted surfaces* ftiia ciiaracterlotic
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differentiates the paste of Black on Yellow ware from earlier, 

Sgreffiato and later Islamic wares* One is led, tliorefore to 

expect a different origin for the Black on Yellow ware. H. lu 
Chittick has suggested a Hadramant origin for this material 22  ̂

and it would certainly seem that this odd Islamic paste sug

gests an area outside the Persian Gulf. Dr* Kirkman has 

suggested a Hadramaut origin and his argument is straight

forward and likely "on a trouvd beaucoup dans le hadramaout
226et il sc peut qu#elle en soit originaire"*

227Of the rims, 14.5/* have lacing holes. * It is interesting 

that the sherds with lacing holes come from the levels where 

Blade on Yellow wares are most abundant. This fact, together 

with the very short period of popularity of the ware, suggests 

that these bowls had short lives. Such an assumption would 

limit the "tail” of vestigial sherds in levels from periods 

after the cessation of manufacture and import of this ware.

The presence of the two spinners is particularly interesting. 

These vessels represent a very low ebb in craftsmanship 6nd 

would normally be thrown away with the wasters. It is worth 

noting that they wore obviously considered saleable items on 

our coast. In this connection, the Jawankhalok wasters in the 

Par es Balaam museum provide another puzzling example of the 

sale of vraste pottery on this coast. At Bui, Black on Yellow 

vessels were found in the mid-settlement levels, and straight 

wall bowls appear in the topmost levels at . Shakani,

In 1966 Mr. Chittick picked up three 31ack on Yellow ware
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sherds at Shanga. Two were footring bases and the third was 

an everted rim. The sondage put in by myself In 1971 reveal

ed six footring bases and another everted rim, but also seven 

straight walled bowls and one flat-base bowl were recovered; 

this considerably upsets the Kanda proportion of variations 

within the ware and highlights the impropriety of resting too 

much conjecture upon such ratios, and fragmentary collections.

Three sherds were also surface finds at Hondo, one being 

an everted rim and one being a footring bowl base; body sherds 

occur in the upper levels of the Hondo Bondages. There is an

interesting low splay footring plaque base from one of these
228Bondages. " An everted bowl rim was also found at Lamu. This 

rim has the wavy black line running along the eversion. An 
interesting surface find is the Black on Yellow rim from 

Wiyuni (Lamu), which has a green monochrome painted everted 

rim; this is the only one of its kind found. Other surface finds 

are from Iiashundwani, Hatondoni, Pate and Uziwa.

One sherd, with a large tear mark, sits in the study coil-
229ection of the British Institute in Eastern Africa. Its 

origin is not clear, but it does show that on occasion, the 

glaze covered at least part of both walls of a bowl, and 

reveals a repeated wavy line decoration which is more expansive 

than the more austere examples in the North Kenya collection.
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BLUK ADD W11ITE

The history of the early Persian blue and white wares is

still very unclear. The straight rim bowl in the Ashmolean
230museum which is illustrated by Lane and that from the Ileit-

231linger collection are the two best parallels in published

material to the small group found in the Lamu j-rchipelago in
232fifteenth century levels. The fi fiiw century date suggested 

by Lane is consistent with the date deduced for the lovels at 

Shakani, Londo, hands and Lhanga in which the Black and Yellow 

vessels are joined by early examples of the Islamic Monochrome 

ware. Both are in association with Persian Blue and White 

vessels. Pehervari also lends his voice to this consensus, bas

ing his position on his Iranian excavations and art historical 

work. These vessels presumed to be of the Timurid period 

are found consistently earlier than the few rather poor quality 

fragments of Kubachi blue and white ware from the latter half 

of the sixteenth century, found on the surface at hands and 

Lamu. Many small body sherds from the hatch and swirl rims and 

honeycomb parallel cavettes of the style of Kubachi bowls indi

cate the presence of these v e s s e l s , b u t  not one good section 

fragment has been brought to my notice.

The difficulty with this seemingly comfortable identificat

ion agreement of date is that both the Timurid type and the 

later Kubaclii type of Persian blue and white vessel also occur, 

and indeed more commonly, in pink, or a well-levigated cream,
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earthenware• In those oases the blue is painted onto a white 

slip* There is no certain chronological distinction* The 

earlier of the two found at bhakani is croan and the later is 

pink; the only stratified vessel at Dondo is white and the 

surface scraps aro pink. Those pink fabric vessels with a 
will to slip aro not mentioned by Lane, but the motifs and over

all surface appearance are readily recognisable in his illust

rations and in the collections he cites. The pink fabric 

variety seems to be a contemporary development to that of the 

Islamic Monochrome vessels and inspired by the success of the 

early white-fabric blue and white version imitations of the 

Jhineee imports* They would therefore, be slightly later than 

the first of the Tiourid vessels. A late fifteenth century date 

for the first of these pink fabric vessels night by logic be 

preferred, but it should bo noted that the stratification does not 

yet exist to prove the point. The first appearance of both 

pastes in these blue and white vessels is in the fifteenth cen

tury. A particularly interesting piece with the blue painted 
into ograffiato grooves comes from the surface at x'ate.̂ - There 

is satisfactory correlation between particular shapes and fabric 

colour. All of the collection are bowl fragments, there are a

few gwwii straight rim bowls with rim diameters in the neighbour-
236hood of 10 ons., and a few shallow straight rim bowls. •- There

aro also two everted rims from bowls about 10 cias. deep and
237some 30 oms. across.

Another thoroughly exciting bowl comes from a soffit in the



mosque of the domes at hwana* Since hwana not been ex

cavated and is close to the Lamu archipelago group of sites,
238

I note thi3 bowl here* It appears to be of a fifteenth

century date, and is of a pink fabric* The original vessel

was a superb piece with an extremely beautiful floral cavette.

There is no material which would indicate a Syrian origin

or a fourteenth century date. Lane notes that these vessels

were made at hashed and Airman, basing his assertion on 
239

literary sources*' Bandar Abbas is very close to these

sites* It appears to have been the most important port for

the export of these blue and white wares, and the presence of

these sherds implies ships from that port in the Last African

frrade* A transshipment at Uman is most unlikely for ceramics

of any kind, least of all these poor quality vessels* What

transshipment was known to have taken place did so at Bandar 
240

Abbas* ’ The enormous quantities of Islamic Iionochrome 

certainly came to the archipelago from Persia and can only, in 

these quantities, have been shipped direct - and presumably 

from Bandar Abbas which was also providing the Butch and 

English (and later the French) with a high proportion of their 

Islamic wares, including Persian Blue and ./hite wares.

Raphael le hans, of the Butch -;ast India Company, observed 

in 1660 that the best of the Persian Blue and White, made as 

it was by Chinese potters brought in by Shah Abbas, or by their 

students, "is difficult to distinguish from the Chinese 

ware"* ̂  The Swahili apparently had no such difficulty.
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While they had access to the .Persian material they dearly 
preferred the Chinese, importing veiy little of the Persian
Blue and White ware*
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-’ha tiny fragment of bluo on blue xeroian pottery la

tantalising. It io altogether too small to be of ceramic

Interest, given the considerable amount already known,

Baric greenish blue ovoids are mounted on a border, in a

field of light greenish blue. The body fabric is a pale

pinkish buff with sand and grog temper* 'The piece is in
242

a fifteenth contury or early sixteenth century context.

if’itsgorald noted "i’orsian encaustic tilesM on the
243tombs in the .\iunga and Chiamboni areas. • There are 

still small fragments of the dark blue on light blue tiles 

in private hones in tho area but none visible on the tomb3. 

The vandals have been at work.
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rUilPLB PAlIfTBD 

(Kanganese mrple)

Two pieces of this ware were found at i^anda in top levels,

suggesting a fifteenth or (less likely) sixteenth century
244date. ' The paste of one sherd is a pale buff pink; the 

transparent lead glaze thus yields a pale pink or mauve col

our. The other sherd has a buff paste, and the glaze is thus 

greyish-pink. The vessels are both bowls with a mean wall 

thickness of 7 mn. One shows a footring (dia. 7 cm.) very 

ill made and therefore impossible to class; the other shows 

the wide ledge rim of a bowl 20 cm. in diameter at the rim. 

Both vessels are underglaze painted with broad manganese 

purple linear motifs. 'The lip of the rim has a toothed pur

ple band outside a line running along the ledge, and the ledge

carries intumed double chevrons pendant from a line running
245parallel to that supporting the panels. ' On occasion the 

areas enclosed by these purple lines are filled with patches 

of bluish—green. It would seem that the blue patches were 

applied first and the lines added afterwards. Bo other motif 

is discernible but there is in the base a form which could 

well be part of an acanthus motif.

Several other fragments have been found on the surface at 

i.anda, Uziwa, Biu, Faza, iiambore, V/iyuni and Jhanga. All the 

sherds are as fragmentary as the stratified ones, but one does 

have a toothed border next to the lip, and two have purple
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cross-hatching covering the entire ledge.

A second form occurs in the surface collections* It is of 

a deep dish or shallow bowl with a straight vertical rim 17 cm. 

in diameter and with an average wall thickness of 8.1 ran* It 

is presumed that these vessels had footring bases. There are 

two, both from Shanga. One bowl with a wide ledge everted 

rim has two parallel purple lines next to the rim, supported 

by a linear arcade reaching across the shoulder, and down into 

the centre of the bowl. One other sherd associated with the

arcade bowl has a large hatched area on the body of the vessel,
246suggesting a sunflower motif. The blue emerges as an indep

endent motif on one Iianda surface find, where a bright blue . 

band runs round the body.

The top stratified levels at Uchi, She Jafari, Jhanga and 

Shakani also carry these sherds. The associations in all these 

cases are with oarly Islamic monochrome and appear to be slight

ly later than Blade on Yellow occurrences which are more abund

ant below those lianganeoe Purple levels. The floral and geomet

ric patterns on the ledge rims of the bowls from these excavat

ions are all too fragmentary to assess the overall design.

There is one charming little finely potted straight wall bowl 

with a delicately everted rim, from the Mambore surface collect

ion. It is marred by a plucked bleb or kiss scar on the rim. 

This is the only sherd from this ware on which potting standards 

drop this far.

The I'landa dating in the fifteenth century is supported by
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Kaiknai^s work* Those vessels wore found at Gedi*^^ At Gedi 

the first example occurs at the end of the fourteenth century 

or in the early fifteenth century and occurs roost commonly in 

the late fifteenth century levels* As Dr* ikAxkman points out 

"this class appears to be the same as the F group found on the 

Baroda Jail site with a coin dated 1453 *• 1511,r* The sherd 

at Iziwa was found on the surface associated exclusively with 

fourteenth to fifteenth century celadons* Black on fellow 

pieces and late fifteenth century and early sixteenth century 

blue and white fragments; thus a late fifteenth century - early 

sixteenth century date is suggested by this find also*

The base fragment bears a spur mark from a tricorn ring*

These bowls were fired upright. Lamu Museum possesses two
249handled jars in this ware also* A few more such jars were 

seen still in use in homes in Siu* Pate and Lamu. There is no 

reason to believe that* despite the fact that these vessels 

are still in hones and fragments from jars have not been found 

in sixteenth century contexts, these vessels are necessarily 

later variants of the ware. For the present it must be assumed 

that the period of production of this ware is discrete to the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries*

The origin of the ware is uncertain* It is however certain
‘250that the ware is Iranian* Pope mentions Manganese painted 

wares, but the "basanian feeling”'2^1 is not apparent in the 

East African sherds* While this may be less a feature of the 

sherds than a measure of the feelings of Pope and the present
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writer, a more certain distinction is that no North Kenyan

sherd has recognisable animal or bird forms* All the
252

motifs appear to be geometric or floral. In addition
r\onr

neither body treatment,^technique of decoration nor vessel 

form are characteristic of the Sasanian tradition*

Furthermore Pope's wares from West Persia in the seventh 

to ninth centuries and from East Persia from the ninth to the 

twelfth century are three hundred years earlier than those on 

the East African coast.

The influence of Far Eastern potters of the same period 

on these potteries of the Islamic world is exemplified here. 

Some of the pot sections are more than reminiscent of the 

Far Eastern Stonewares jars of the same period. The potter

has simply scaled down the overall size and made allowances
253for the different fabric.
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The Islamic iionochrome veosols are found in the latest 

handa levels* It is thus thus of little value to make inde

pendent observations about variations through tine of this 

material* It is nevertheless worthwhile to set the impress

ions obtained from handa alongside the conclusion of Kirkman 

and Chittick drawn from better stratified material elsewhere. 

The glaze is a simple lead silica applied direct to the body 

without a slip* The effect of this absence of a slip is that 

where the glaze is applied unevenly (as it invariably is in * 

this ware) the colour is patched and its tone markedly modi

fied according to the thiclmeso of tho glaze by . the buff or 

pink body* In a few cases thore are patches of bad short 

glazing but these cases are rare* In addition* the potters 

mottled and speckled their glazes* The glaze is sturdy* 

suffers little from attrition or shelling and often shatters 

the fabric along a break. On cooling the glaze mildly shivered 

parts of the fabric* In other cases* particularly on the buff 

fabric* the glaze crazed on cooling* The conflicting behaviour 

indicates a lack of uniformity in kiln control and in measures 

against mismatch*

. The paste is of two types, buff and pink* The two appear 

contemporaneously at Gedi* There is no evidence in i*anda for 

the belief that the buff paste arrived earlier than the pink* 

although the buff-bodied vessels are more coiamon in the late



fourteenth century and fifteenth century, than in the later 

levels* 50/̂ of the buff-bodied vessels are in levels of first 

occurrence of Islamic i*ono chrome whereas only 4Z- of the pink 

bodied vessels are in a similar position* Although it is not 

possible to distinguish any difference in the first or last 

absolute dates of buff or pink bodied wares, a higher pro

portion of the former was imported in the early monochrome 

period, that is to say fourteenth century to mid-fifteenth 

century and pink wares took a much larger proportion of tlie 

market after the mid-fifteenth century*

Kixkman gives a careful account of the relative sequence 

of the glaze colours* In general, the Agenda finds tend to 

confirm his conclusions* The earliest occurrences are, with 

only two exceptions, all greens and blue3* host of the greens 

are bluish or strong green* There are also olive greens* One 

group of bluish green sherds is speckled with black* Among 

the pink bodied sherds the green is bluish only, from dark 

to strong* Among the buff bodied sherds the variety of green 

is greater* The same is true of the blue glazes on the buff 

paste* In the lowest levels the colours are moderate strong 

greenish blue, moderate blue and doep purple* Among the pink 

pasted sherds, there is no purple, but the other two colours 

are represented. This is in accord with Dr. Kirkman's finds 

at Oedi. hut contraxy to the situation at Gedi, speckled 

vessels do occur from the very beginning in speckles of pui>- 

ple, daik blues, lighter blues and blue browns.
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over 45/» of tiie total number of Islamic - oiiocnxoineo are 

blues and nearly 53/' are greens# Of these greens 5Z * are true 

monochromes or mottled or speckled with other greens# iliis 

also Is In accord with hirkiaan'o finding that green "celadons" 

and blues predominate# Of the first occurrence buff bodied 

vessels, GO/- a r e  g r e e n  and 55/- are blue# ilus is in contrast 

to tiie early pink bodied vessels where the green and blue 

glazes are distributed evenly between the two main colours# 

in the case of both pink and buff bodied wares about 5a of all 

green and blue occurrences are in the lowest Islamic honogjupoo# 

levels#

ihe distribution of tne later colours at uodi is not so 

clear at nanua# nignt blue and palo lavender (this is a white 

glaze, rosed by the paste benoathj, like mottled and speckled 

fonus, are contemporaneous with the early oedi typos# -there
p  5 4

are two manganese purple sheixia only, " anu only one bo.ua. 

glazed mono chrome sherd# unfortunately all of these cane from 

the surface; a suitable place for the black in view of the 

dedi evidence that black is a late type but not a suitable 

place for manganese purples, thought to be early manifestat

ions of monochromes# It should be noted that the black sherd 

(on a buff body) io tiie only one in the entire collection to 

be glazed on both sides at a point well down the wall# I n i a  

is a marked difference from the Uodi collection w/iere "*x>wls 

were generally glazed on both aides. 255 fragments of two
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black glazed jars cone from the I lain Pillar Tomb at Onwe. The 

Omwe finds do not help with dating.

The predominant green and blue glazes change over the fif

teenth century. Initially, and more characteristic of the 

buff bodies than the pink, glazes of strong green, or yellow/ 

yellowish green sometimes speckled black are the commonest; 

followed in almost all other cases by blues, (including 

mottled blue glaze and a purple on blue speckled glaze). This 

situation is changed late in the monochrome period when the 

few buff bodies still used carry blues in preference to greens. 

With the exception of the mottled and speckled glazes mention

ed the others are later os Kirkman observes from Gedi, probably 

mid-fifteenth century to as late as the eighteenth century.

Host of the vessels in this war© are shallow open bowlB
256with everted rims. T}ie*e everted rims are lodged on the 

inside, the ledge inclining inwards and sometimes demarcated 

further at the lower edge by a differential cordon, hleven 

vessels of the buff group have very short ledges, in width less

than twice the thickness of the rim. These are proportionately
257deeper bowls than the others and are glazed in mauve, grey 

speckled with b r o w n , o l i v e , ^  olive speckled with black 

and strong blue,""0 and pale olive, moderate greenish blues, 

and with strong green speckled with black." " There are also 

six pink paste bowls of this kind, three are light blue speck

led with deep p u r p l e , o n e  is strong bluish green,"0 r one is 

a brownish mauve, speckled with strong blue and one is
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moderate blue. Jome of these are late colours by the Cedi finds 

particularly the grey and mauve, and the speckled varieties may 

also be put into a late category at G-edi. However fifty of 

these bowls, of which four were pink, were found in deposits

of first occurrences of Islamic Monochrome. The grey speckled
266

buff rim1j and the olive speckled vessels are later occurr

ences but the other speckled varieties are from first occuiv 

rences. Mr. Kirkman's "mauve" is possibly a more accurate term 

than the same word in my vocabulary, for while I attempted to 

distinguish thinly glazed vessels with a blue glaze (looking 

mauve) from true mauve glazes, when in doubt (and some sherds 

are so ill glazed that there is doubt)' I called them mauve, 

that being the impressionistic colour. The nanda evidence 

therefore suggests a date for this type of bowl slightly later 

than the wide ledge bowls and supports the glaze distribution 

suggested by hirkman, with the exception of the speckled vari

eties, which occur from the outset in the Islamic Monochrome 

period et lianda.

The largest group of rims is from everted rim bowls with a 

wide ledge. There is no doubt that iwixfcman is right in seeing 

these ledge rim bowls, especially the green ones, &3 strongly 

influenced by the heavy ledge rim Chinese celadon bowls. The 

massive and high footring with small diameters are also remin

iscent of the Chinese celadons, Exactly half of these are buff 

bodied and half pink bodies. 70a  of these appear in first 

occurrences \as against 40^ of the short ledge bowls,/. Cf t.iose
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appearing in first occurrence all were glazed in colours which

are early elsewhere on the coast. This pattern, with the wide

lodged bowls more common in the early period and the short

ledges becoming more common in the latter half of the fifteenth

century, confirms the impressions gained by i-irkman elsewhere

or the hast African coast. It is significant that Islamic

Monochrome found on the later coastal sites are, when ledged,
267all of the short ledged type. ’ Although all the vessels from

Manda are bowls, one restricted vessel, probably a pot of some
268form, was found in Pate in a fifteenth century level. This

has a yellowish green glaze. The neck only was found; it is

a straight cornice rim, vertical on a gently inclined wall, the

rim diameter is 9 cm. and the wall, remarkably thick for a pot

neck, varies in thickness between 9«5 cm. and 8 ram.

Thor© are several 3nall classes of open straight rim bowls.

Three small bowls have straight lips, two flat ledge lips 
269inclined outwards' and one outward sloped flat lip with a 

270groove set in. The first two of these bovls arc from 

fifteenth century levels in Handa# Of those with plain flat 

lips one has a black glaze and the other lias purple speckled 

on a moderate blue glaze.

There is al30 a delightful little carinated bowl with a

very carefully applied strong blue glaze, applied internally

and onto the external wall from rim to carination. The rim is
271 _

flat, delicately frilled on the outer edge, and beaded. —  The 

carination is beaded. The gap between tnese two is filled by



another cordon, resulting in a corrugated upper vail* The 

wall is 6*5 cm* thick, below the corrugation, and the rim

diameter is 14 cm.

A rather larger group of open bowls, both numerically and

physically is that of round lipped, straight rimed, curved 
272wall bowls. Of seven examples in this group of good pro

venance, three are glazed with strong green on pink bodies, 

two have black mottled on strong green on buff bodies, and one 

each has green mottled glaze of strong on yellowish green, a 

aoderato blue glaze mottled moderate blue on a pink body, and 

a moderate blue glaze speckled purple on a buff body# The 

green glazed pink and the mottled blue pink bodied, and purple 

speckled on blue buff bodied bowls are not in early Islamic 

Konoclirome lovols and are probably from the middle fifteenth 

century, or later. Host of the surface find bowls and those 

from the top levels of the later coastal sites of the area, 

such as Kiunga and Bui are in this category# The black speck

led on green buff bodied vessels are from early monochrome

levels# Three similar vessels came from Pate and imply the
•3 cortainly earlier tran the f<ink and they carry t*/, gr<*r» 

same chronological distinction# Two similar vessels with mot

tled blue glazes on pink bodies wore found on the surface at 

Shanga and lianda#

There are two base forms, flat and footring# Of the flat 

bases, only one is in stratification and is associated with 

late fifteenth century Chinese Blue and uhite sherds and late 

ograffiato sherds. It is almost certain that Sgraffiato was
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not imported, in the fifteenth century. It is rather more like

ly that these sherds are residual or that the level is disturb

ed. None of the flat bases is of assistance in the matter of 

dating. The flat bases are a small group, representing only

7 or 8'/o of the total base collection; all the others are foot-
274ring bases. &/<> of the footring bases have plaques, ' a 

fifteenth century phenomenon in Manda. The footring is in 

one type differential with the inner groin on a lower plane 

than the outer groin. In the other type the two groins are on 

the same plane. The rings show considerable variation but 

there is no stratigraphical significance in the distribution 

of the various forms; 34$ are kneed and heeled, 32?° are butt

ress rings, and 17$ are torus and heeled rings. Thus in ext

ernal form 47$ are kneed and these, with the related torus 

form account for 64$ of the vessels.

There is no discemable stratigraphical difference in size 

among the pink paste vessels but the buff paste accounts for 

86?̂  of the lighter smaller vessels. It accounts for less than 

1 $ of the heavier form. The buff vessels in the light form 

are certainly earlier than the pink, and they carry the green 
glazes in about the same proportion as the rims. But in the 

heavier form, none was in an early level; indeed only two were 

in firmly stratified contexts at all and each was associated 

with late fifteenth to sixteenth century Chinese material.

All the torus rings are in buff paste and are exclusively in 

secondary or late Islamic Monochrome levels. This last



observation runs against the general suggestion from the rest 

of the collection that the buff pastes are more common 

earlier# It may be explained as an accident of sampling, an 

easy matter in the stratification of the late levels, or by 

the concentration in late occurrences of buff paste vessels 

in the torus ring base form.

No single section fragment is available and it is quite 

impossible to tell if the few flat bases were fitted to a 

special shape or if they were used with the full shape range.
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L j'S i] KOJKXSMUra

The ierolan Monochrome voaeolo found in otratdlfiod con t ox to
275before the coventeonth cantury are irith one oxcepticm bowls.

In or shortly after the seventeenth century this predominance 

ceases* Then most of the vessels of thin ware are imported in

the form of pots* 'The moot cormon shape is the hi/^ebouldored 

jar with comioe rln and blind stirrup handles on the shoulder* 

The glaze on veoools of this phase of the Konoohromo tradition 

has only rarely been well-preserved; more usually the piocoo 

still used in houses arid lying around the tips liavc severely 

eroded glazes* The glaze on those Late monochrome vessels is 

different in composition from the harly Islamic konoclirone glaze; 

it is very much more friable and is usually badly blindod. It is 

common to find no more than ten square ens* of glaze on the 

whole pot. The rest of the surface is pitted and rough, ofton 

a millimetre or so lower than the paoto surface below the glazed 

areas* The very friable yellow paste in which all these late 

pots are made was clearly ill-suited to the task to which those 

vessels wore put* It is primarily because of these noticeable 

difference in the fabric that the late Monochromes have been 

separatod from the main Islamic Monochrome descriptions* The
4»a  flllfMMMltn Okh t f  | inu| f O M M  Qjfl
interior io usually much better presorved than the exterior* 

Constant use with wator ray have disintegrated the surface by 

differential contraction. The continual wetting and drying of 

the exterior, as opposed to the constant humidity of the



interior, may account for its destruction by water entering 

through the craze which is characteristic of this, as it is of 

the earlier monochrome ware.

The most commonly represented colours of glaze are in the 

green and yellow chroma. Pale bluish-green and yellowish 

green are particularly common. These vessels are found in 

great quantity and were obviously imported in considerable numbers 

probably mostly during the eighteenth century, but possibly also 

during the first half of the nineteenth century.

There is no reason to associate the buff paste with the Mes

opotamian buff pastes; despite the obvious differences in 

durability, it is very difficult indeed to distinguish under the 

microscope from the buff pastes of the Persian wares of the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

There are some distinctive shape features in these late bowls.

The commonest base is a low footring base with a mild carination
277just above the groin.' There are no everted rims at all and

a very common rim is a curious bulbed straight rim sharply
278pinched or grooved just below the lip on the inside. ’

Only one of these vessels, a bowl base, was found at Manda, 

and that was from a surface level. The presence of this sherd 

does not necessarily push the period for the late Monochrome back

to the sixteenth century; other late material was found on the
/

surface at Manda; for example there was nineteenth century

material
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There is in the archipelago a large population of glazed pots 

of clearly Persian Gulf origin* They fall into two form categor

ies , jars and bowls. The jars are coil built and the pots are 

turned on a slow wheel, like the monochrome bowls* The small 

jar shapes are in some cases very like Far Gan tern shapes; but
* • , )  y;. * v •. i • • vV . , . 4 i ,

the overall Persian Gulf flavour of the shapes is undeniable. 

There was an attempt to distinguish types by fabric hardness; the 

resulting average difference of 1 Kohfs degree was unconvincing 

and not of itself indicative of differing origins for the ves

sels* The vessels form a distinguishable type within the general 

late Persian Islamic tradition, varying significantly from most 

vessels in the Islamic monochrome ware only by virtue of the 

matt glaze and the different shapes.

They are potted in a pink earthenware related to the pink 

fabrics of the Persian monochromes and sometimes give the impr

ession of having had a mild, perhaps accidental salt glaze. On 

other occasions, the glaze is more clearly a friable version of 

the Islamic Monochrome in greenish yellows and, rarely, yellowish 

greens. Where local people were prepared to comment on the 

vessels at all, they all resisted any suggestion that they came 

from Basra. The unopposed consensus was that they were made in 

Persia and arrived in the Lanru area in the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries* This locally-attributed eighteenth 

century date for these wares is not at variance with the



collections. All occurrences are from the surface at Lanru, 

Ehola, Eiu, Eohakani, iiaohundvana, Ungu, Suakini, Kiunga, Uchi 

Juu, Kdungamvini, Magugu and Kipungani. Since it is felt that 

none of the coastal sites had permanent settlement from the 

middle of the sixteenth century to the first half of the eight

eenth century* it may be that the locally affirmed eighteenth 

century date for the first arrival of these wares is correct.

The small jars are in two sizes performing two separate

functions. The small type carries around three litres. The
279neck is gently drawn in and the rim is folded. Thumb-press

ed applique boss handles are on the shoulders of most of these 

vessels. The exterior glazed area comprises the top and a 

variable proportion of the lower body. The base is flat and 

the wall above it is always unglazed. The usual height is 

around 26 cmc. and the girth between 18 and 20 eras. The rim 

diameter is between 8 and 10 eras. The "base and rim diameter 

are always within a centimetre of each other. The formal simil

arities between these and the reconstructed Islamic Monochrome 

pot and the complete pot from Kilwa in an Early lead
p O I

glaze^ are so consistent and close as to insist on a tradit

ional relationship,

The larger jars can carry upwards of twenty-five or thirty 

litres. One with base and rim diameters of 18 cms.f no less* 

is a very large vessel. Assuming the same proportions as the 

smaller vessels, this stood over half a netre high, probably 

around 55 eras. Fragments from the shoulder of a second vessel
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of similar size have also been found*

The bowls are all straight rimmed, and a very characteristic 

feature of them is the deep groove below the lip on the interior, 

which accentuates the slightly thickened rim, or at least gives 

the impression of a thickened rim* All the plain straight rims

have a slight out-thickening. Thus this thickened rim appears
\

to be de rigeur for these bowls* Footrings are common bases, 

but the flat base is only represented once*

It is not clear when these vessels ceased to be imported, 

but a closely related, very much better made - possibly wheel 

turned - small pot, which is assumed to be derivative and 

successor, is in a private house in 3iu and is said to have 

been acquired at the end of the nineteenth century. This implies 

a maximum span of about one hundred and fifty years for the 

import of the hand-built jars and slow wheel turned bowls from 

the middle of the eighteenth century* This conjecture fits well 

with local opinion and can stand for now.
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ISLAMIC UNGLAZED WARES

INTRODUCTION

All of these vessels are grouped into five major fabric 

classifications of Islamic Pink, Grey, Cream, Sandy-brown and 

a very porous thin grey "Gudulia" fabric, so-called because 

this is the fabric found all over the Islamic world in vessels 

built to keep water cool. Some of them, in the first three 

categories, are known to have been manufactured at Siraf in the 

ninth and tenth centuries, but all five fabrics are found right 

through the last eight hundred years in the Swahili world. The 

vessels generally associated with Siraf occur initially in the 

lowest levels at Manda and are at all times closely associated 

with Sasanian Islamic ware. The soft cream and pink types 

disappear with the end of Period I at Manda and, being thus 

strictly associated with Tin Glaze and recognisably of Sirafi 

origin, may serve as time markers for Swahili commercial contacts 

with Siraf. The number of individual vessels imported seems to 

have been considerably less than the number of Sasanian Islamic 

pieces, with which they were in direct competition, as general 

storage jars, though over which they had some advantage only as 

water jars. The smaller vessels, particularly the so-called 

"egg-shell cream" thin-walled flasks and small jars, did have 

a larger popularity. The heavy Sirafi jars went out of favour 

at Manda at the same time as the Sasanian jars, but, like the
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gracile and smaller Jaaani.an pieces , the MtR.ll unbiassed, grey 

Islamic vessels, particularly those loosely termed ‘'gudulia", 

continued to be imported in small quantities for many hundreds 

of years. « They occur very occasionally at Kanda and in better 

stratified late levels throughout the region until the seven

teenth century. After that there is no direct evidence of the 

import of these small gudulia but they do occur on the surface 

with sixteenth to twentieth century collections from Siu, Lamu, 

Katondoni, Jiyuni and Kililani. . The post sixteenth century 

period also saw the introduction of large heavy grey fabric water 

pots, in the old pink fabric styles, hany of these small fine 

pieces do not seem to have been made in Siraf, and are more 

clearly in the Iraqi ceramic tradition, plain or with simple 

incised wavy cordons, and a finely finished porous surface of a 

kind still achieved by the Basra potters. Also demonstrably in 

the Iraqi school are the large fifteen-to-twenty-litre wide re

stricted mouth porous coarse cream pots. These, like the fine 

pieces, are still imported from Basra.

The ledge-rimmed vessels with hatch incised ledges are more 

puzzling. These belong to no recognisable Persian Gulf industry, 

and the very friable sandy paste is not recognisably from else

where in the Swahili world. They are related to no regional 

ceramic tradition, and their origin remains a puzzle. Given the 

rim style and the fairly common white slip, one should perhaps 

look further east, along what are now the south Iranian and the

Pakistan coasts
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The finely levigated cream fabide of the many porous 

storage vessels and the collections of small vessels is of a 

kind immediately recognisable as from the Persian Gulf and 

identical even under the microscope to the paste of the 

porous storage jars now being exported from Basra* These 

slightly porous vessels play a very important role in the 

hot days of Mesopotamia, providing a source of cool water; 

as Barre puts it: "In den heissen Klima Mesopotamians be- 

nutzte men noch heute mit Vorliebe unglasierte Tongefdsse 

vreil sich in ihnen infolge der Durchgldssigkeit des Kateriels 

und der K&lte erzeugenden Verdunstung die in ihnen aufbewahrte 

Fltlssigkeit vorhdltnissmdssig Kdhl erh&lt* Grosse amphoren- 

fdrmige Oder bauchige , in hOlzemen Gestellen ruhende Gef&sse 

werden an einer von oonnenstrahlen geschtltzen Stelle des Hofes 

aufgestellt und tflglich, mit dem ftlr den Hausbedarf benfltigten 

Passer gefullt, des morgens in Jchl&uchen von dem n&chsten 

Flttsse Oder Kanal durch Tragtiere herbeigeschafft wird*"^®^ 

Given the important role played by these porous jars in life 

in Iiesopotamia and the fact that the climate has changed but 

little in the period under discussion, a narked conservatism

of form as well as function is to be expected* It is found
#

particularly in the forms and indeed shapes, of the wide mouth 

jars, the little narrow necked handled gudulias and the mould

ed and barbotine gudulias*



The form in question for the heavy vessels is invariably 

a largo fifteen to twenty-litre storage jar, either with a 

moderate low shoulder and slightly corniced rim, or with a 

globular body and hole mouth. It is the hole-mouth jar which 

is the most common among later assemblages. There are close

ly related but very much thinner vessels in late fifteenth 

and sixteenth century levels other than at Manda. No change 

in function is suggested by these newer vessels because, despite 

their being more finely potted, their capacity was doubtless 

the same. The late type is usually lightly incised below the 

rim, often rilled, A very similar vessel is still exported 

from Basra, but is markedly smaller, carrying maybe ten litres 

less. In none of these later cases is the interior bitumeniood. 

The cream fabric is obviously very similar to the Mesopotamian 

Gudulia and Tin Glaze material and indeed there may be some ovea>* 

lap in the recording between Tin Glazed sherds which have now 

completely lost their glaze and the sherds labelled "Biraf Cream" 

by Chittick in his 1966 sondages and by myself in this collect

ion, Mr, Peter Parries, who has worked with the Jiraf material 

and has also seen the Kanda material, considers that many of 

the Manda unglazed cream vessels are from Siraf. The kilns 

for these vessels are known and dated at Biraf, and the period 

of production in the ninth and tenth centuries fits well with 

the date assumed for the early levels at Manda and implied by 

the earliest Tin Glaze and Chinese stoneware occurrences, with 

which these vessels are associated, whitehouse is satisfied
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that cream unglazed ware was made at Siraf and possibly else

where on the Pars coast, for instance near Shirumi.

This fabric was clearly made in more than one place on the 

Persian Gulf and in view of this I have chosen to call vessels 

made of this fabric Islamic Unglazed cream eartherware, rather 

than Siraf Cream, This nomenclature embraces all vessels of 

this fabric, whether they are known to be from Basra, as the 

modem ones are, or from Siraf, as many of the ancient ones 

are.

The coarser paste of the larger vessels is also indisting

uishable from that used for the Sasanian Islamic vessels which 

were certainly not all made at Siraf. Wilkinson notes that 

Sasanian glazed material was made around Basra but never in 

Persia before the ninth century. The Siraf pottery comes very 

close to questioning that by making glazed vessels in the early 

ninth century, but the likelihood remains that much of the Sasan

ian Islamic material is from north of the Gulf. This opens the 

possibility for an Iraqi origin for much of the heavy unglazed 

material also. There is a possibility that the small vessels 

whose fabric is softer and a little less grey may represent a 

separate kiln for unglazed ware, but they can be refired at 

slightly higher temperatures to the harder greyer body very 

simply; it is not therefore certain that more than one kiln must 

be represented. But the geographical distinctions between hard 

and soft are not clear. At least some of the harder fabrics 

(3—5) found in the larger vessels indicate the Siraf kilns and
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at least some are likely to be from the Worth. Borne of the 

softer vessels must be from Siraf, where they are called Siraf 

cream egg-shell and Biraf cream by Tarries and Chittick, and 

some are in all respects the sane a3 the finer versions of 

the modem Basra jars. The few unglazed small pieces of this 

kind known to come from lower Mesopotamia and the large 

collections of such pieces are invariably harder (by about 1 

point) than most of the eggshell vessels in the Manda coll

ection. In view of this slight extra weight of negative 

evidence against a northern origin for the soft cream vessels, 

particularly the small thin vessels, I assume tentatively that 

most of these types are from Biraf, but remain sceptical of 

the general value of such attributions at present. The 

alluvial origins of the pastes would be sufficient to limit 

the value of discussion of origin by using thin sections. It 

may, however, bo possible to distinguish types slightly more 

satisfactorily, if not points of origin, by simple application 

of the lioh's scale to this oolloction after a framework has 

been established for the liesopotarnian and Birafi collections. 

ftaiVW dots i*o formal or shape distinction by area seems certain, earfri'wr. 

The flying buttress handle, sometimes with an elaborate button 

feature on the peak, is common on the Bamarra collection of 

small pots and jugs, and occurs at Wasit too. They are not 

reported from Biraf. The few fragments bearing tliis feature 

at lianda are all in the same hard (c. 3+) and rather greyer 

crea^^similar to that of the Bamarra vessels. This is hardly



sufficient to be categorical in any way* and the Kaxida matejv 

ial is too fragmentary to warrant further discussion on this 

point.

The cream varies in tone between yellowish and greyish, 

but this variation is slight and related to the slight differ

ences in hardness alluded to previously. The small group of 

vessels with a very slight pinkish tone are texturally very 

closely related to the other two cream groups, though their 

different shapes may indicate a different pottery within the 

Persian Gulf. The examples are too small for the shape dist

ribution differences to be significant at present. There is 

however one vessel with fabric of quite a different colour 

and texture. The amphora base with bitumen lining has a 

strong pinkish tinge to its fabric and is very much more rem

iniscent of the softer hawse fabrics used in Egyptian vessels 

than those from the Gulf. The question of the region of origin 

of the amphora is at least open; the Persian Gulf origin of the 

other unglazed cream vessels is clear. In view of the large 

numbers of Egyptian and East Mediterranean amphorae in Ethiop

ian collections, at a similar date or a little earlier, it 

would not be difficult to imagine a few such vessels being 

carried round the Horn to the Swahili coast.
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BITUHSIi - COATED VEiJSBIa

All vessels of this type are very heavy bulb jars with rims

straight on the exterior and thickened in a cyma reverse on the
•; 284

interior* In all cases the bitumen coating is on tho inter

ior only; and extends over the whole surface* The exterior of 

all the jars represented (6 vessels) is lightly rilled hori

zontally from the girth to the rim.

This type of jar, referred to as a "globular jar", is nen-
285tioned by ./hitohouse * • he mentions the bituminous deposit. 

Argument by logic i3 a dangerous procedure, but it does soem 

very reasonable to accept Vhitehouse • s suggestion that those 

jars wore lined with bitumen in order to store lamp oil. These 

vessels appear in Period I at hiraf and were thus being raado by 

825 AD.

The mean of means thickness of those vessels i3 2.6 cno. 

and the mean rim diameter is 18.8 cms. but the standard vari

ation is great. The largest vessels wo have has a rim diameter 

of 23 cms. and a massive wall of a mean thickness of 3*3 cms. — 

and a thickness of no les3 than 4.6 cms. at the thickened rim.

A great deal of debris is set into the bitumen. Included 

in the bitumen of one slierd for example are unidentifiable 

fragments of rodent bono, lumps of charcoal, shells and large 

quantities of sand.

The temper of tho paste is not easy to discern, but sand 

and shells were certainly used.
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Whitohouso describes lamps which ho says wor© also at 
handa. There ai*o no sherds from the 1966 excavations match
ing Whitehouse's description of the lamos, but tliere are 
three fragments of ouch a vessel from the 1970 oxcavations.
I suspect this claim that the handa fragments are from a 
lamp. The î anda vessel was definitely closed on all sides at 
the narrow end* /ibout two-thirds of this narrow end ore rep
resented by the i-anda sherds and the bitumen is settled
thicker in the point. This vessel is moro likely to be similar

.. . 286 to the jars from hamarra. "
Those aamarra vessels are alao bitumenised; they are signi

ficantly larger than the vessels described by Whitehouae (80- 
90 cms. as opposed to 40-50 cns.) It is possible, given the 
obvious nature of tlie shape of the vessel from handa, and the 
great difference in size between the Jamarra and Jiraf vessels, 
that X have misunderstood Whitebouse*s description. Wo await 
further illustrations from hiraf• The paste of this vossol 
is pinker, finer and softer than that of the Tellowish .Jiraf 
creams otherwise referred to. A remarkably similar tall, narrow 
amphora shape is found elsewhere in Iraq, from earlier periods.
A good idea of the possible shape of the nanda vessel is to be 
seen in the much earlier Uruk/ ><arka collection and is a handle- 
less bulb body waisted neck narrow vessel with a thick pointed 
base. ̂ ^Incidentally an indication of the consistency of this 
south hesopotonian material is the fact that tiiis ><arka vessel 

and the one at i*anda are 30 remarkably similar not only in
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shape but also in fabric*

GUDULIA

This is the material described by Whitehouso at Jiraf as 
"cream eggshell"• A large class of this very thin pottery 
(with a neon of moans thickness of 5»6 mm*) is in the form of 
open bowls with splayed flat bases of a mean diameter of 7.4 
cm. The paste is soft (Koh#s 1-2) and pale yellow. It 
appears to bo of alluvial origin. Ko inclusions are apparent* 

The other major form is that of a flat based pot with 
near vertical sides. This group is oven more finely potted,
with a mean base diameter of 10 cm. and a mean of means wall

290tliickness of 4 mm. One flat based vessel has a mild carin-
ation on the lower body, but in respect of thickness and base

291form is otherwise similar to the others. Several body 
sherd3 offer some assistance regarding the shape of this
carinated vessel; in one slierd the wall turns sharply inwards

292above the carination and appears to end in a vertical rim.
There ore sovon examples of this junction between the in turned 
wall and the vortical rim above. In one case the vortical
portion goes on for 3*7 cm. above the junction, thus forming

293a vertical walled neck. • In two cases the junction is beaded. 
Two of those sherds indicate that the upper body was elaborately 
decorated with incisions in designs of hatched and cross- 
hatched panels and bonds often associated with simple floral



motifs of the kind described below.^l)ne body shord is of on
in turned wall from the upper body, with a small decorated

295stirrup handle applique and a low bridge at the top. This 
resulted in either a ridged straight rin or a vortical nock 
like the other examples. In a second 3herd the wall turned 
to the vertical after the carination but thore is no indicat
ion of the nature of the rin. equally fragmentary are the
rims, There are four very finely potted straight rims from

296
vortical walls. They have a mean of means thickness of 
only 5.7 mm. and a diameter of 9 cm. These rims are all dec
orated with horizontal rilling. One body sherd from a cylin

drical vessel lias such rilling at its upper end and one may
suspect that some of these rims are from beakei^ohaped vessels.

2973 - 9  cm. high vertical nodes on pots arc also very likely.
298There ere throe domed lids; ' and thore is a liighly enter

taining flat base with a barbotine wave pattern applied to its 
base surface. This must have been a most uncomfortable place

for an applique decoration and cannot have boon a good stabil-
299ising influence on the vessel. This is perhaps best

compared in decorative stylo with the material emerging from
300ilira in the eighth and early ninth centuries, whore it is

301called i>arbotine ware, and with the harbotine illustrated
302by harre. The fragments suggest a common shape for these 

handles. A long sliaft with a round or ovoid section rose 
vertically or near vertically from the side of tho vessel and 
turned sliarply inwards at the top to meet the rim or nock.
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iliroe of the handles have a button applied to the shoulder*

One lias a doop furrow alone the boot:* One also has a barley 
sugar finish* button finial on the crown of the fly-

in# buttress handle is a oonrnon feature on the little gudulia
-____  306fron jaaarra*

ffho common form of decoration is achieved by incision of
307abstract and floral patterns and by rilling* 'There ore 

hovrever sherds from times separate vessels which wore decorated 
with applied abstract linear designs* In one case, a combine
ation of parallel linos and applied buttons is reminiscent of

308the motifs on Jasanian Islamic material. In another case 
deep niches were carved out, seemingly by a finger* This is 
a form of decoration noted by Chittick in liis gudulia ware 
finds at Kilwa, and is associated in this case with punclied 
circles of the kind so popular in ivory, brass and wood all 
over the Islamic Indian Ocoan world and extant in ivory spin
dle whorls from Honda and iato and in the ivory knife handle 

309fron Honda* These vesools are softer and yellower than
the so-called "relief" oarthenwaro of the Aisa excavations, 
and the motifs, while reminiscent of the ^asanid material, 

could well bo lower leoopotanian*
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OTIO ttJRaaBLS

There are four other vessel classes in this soft yellow
paste, l ost are repetitions of the "eggshell" forms in heavier
pottery. There are six rims from beakers or vortical nocked
pots, Tour are a distinct group which aro all out-thickened
and have slightly insloping riias and are decorated with horiz-

311ontal grooves along the thickened area. One, a cornice rin, 
is rilled, one is grooved and two wore first rilled and then a 
finger was drawn vertically across the grooves at intervals 
thus leaving rill panels. The average thiol ness of the rims 
of these vessels is 1,1 cm, and that of the walls is 5«25 nn.
The mean diameter is 17 cm, The other two sherds from vertical 
wall vessels of an indeterminate form must be described individ
ually* One has a probable wall thickness of 1,3 cm, and is out-
thick oned below the lip to 2,3 cm, the area of bevelling carries

312diagonal hatching,
The second sherd has a wall thickness of 6 rani, and an out- 

thickened bulbed rim with a round lip, and there is a small
frieze of diagonal impressed bend hatching on the shoulder of

313the lip, The maximum tliickness of the rim is 1,2 cm, The
second form is an amphora or jar of sorts with a high vertical
neck and a broad flatly in turned upper body of a mean wall

314thickness of 7 mm.
The third form, in ooi-iiaon with the “eggshell" wares, is a 

bowl; the base is flat and beaded and the bowl is open with a
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moan wall thickness of 1.15 cn. AI30 in thio group is a 

straight flat base with a wall whioh turns vortical shortly 

after leaving the base. The shape of the vessel io quite open 
to conjecture* It i3 possible that this is the base to a 
straight rimed beaker of the kind whose rims may be those

deocribed above* The other group of those heavier chords is
316handles* " All are of the fom previously described but are

very much larger (section: 3.5 x 2*1 cm. as compared with 1*4
x 1 cm*). Two of the five handles have fragments of wall at
the process and the walls have a mean thickness of 8 cm* with
no standard deviation* kour of the handles are plain but one

317is seen in section to be two cylindrical strips attached*

One has a moulded 3ido with diapers repeating in a line with
318paired V interpolations, and each with button quarters*

similar forms occur in vessels of the same colour paste,
I

with occasional sand and shell inclusions, fired slightly higher 
to a hardness of 4-5 on the lioh scale* In no case however are
these harder vessels of a mean wall thickness below 5 mm* Thio

319group contains eight handles of largo amphorae, four plain,
320one with a deop furrow running along the back of the handle,

?21 322one with & shallow furrow, v" ono with three such furrows,
and one with a rollei^-impreoaed pattern of a simple complement

ary fish opine motif along the centre of the sano area of a 
flat coction handle. 92 ̂ All but ono of these handles fit amph
orae with vertical necks, with the exception fitting a slightly

inverted node



.♦all nook Junctions of these high-ncokod amphorae are 

nuiaerous among the olierda. There are no fewer than nine* They 
all have incised or impressed decoration on the upper body; ^ - 
and the wall neck junction is always beaded* The area of decor
ation is never large enough to permit one to reconstruct the

325motifs usod# but ono sherd deserves 0]>ecial mention* Parallel 
horizontal incised lines divide friezes of triangular finger 
impressions# round disc impressions and concentric pinched 
circles* Those latter are the principal features of tho decoll
ation of tho ivory objects recovered from Panda*

It is clear that the vessel shape of those amphorae was not
unlike that illustrated by Adams in his classification of

326 .-eroitic pottery. These "neroitic" amphorae are Greco- 
ho man in inspiration# and are some hundreds of years earlier 
than tho handa vessels* ho direct connection between these two 
occurrences is likely# and handa was certainly importing from 
Shiraz rather than from the Worth* Significantly# however# 
there were forms which were common to tho whole Pile# Red Sea# 
and Persian Gulf areas over a very long period* Similar vessels 
were recovered from hamarra and ’asit* The same can be said 
for the straight walled bowls# Pekythoi and pilgrim flasks*

These vessels are coil—built and in general are well united 
at the Junctions* Occasional vessels however show distinct 
signs of the coils and sometimes the vessel has broken along 
the coil* The most common decoration is diagonal incised 
parallel lines between which are two rows of leaves set askance
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one to the other* There are also crudely oxocuted rosettes* 
xlio elements of the rosettes and the loaves are merely two 
Incised curved lines cut in such a vray as to fona a rough ovoid* 
Abstract patterns of short straight lines of ovoids within 
diagonal panels* comb point impressions and 2 incisions* comb 
point impressions set diagonally within square panels* and bands 
of cross-hatching* are all motifs common to this group of 

vessels and unique to them* • There are also a few sherds 
from amphorae with the frieze of horizontal parallel lines 

associated with horizontal zig-zags that is found on other 
classos of "Jiraf” wares and on Jasanian Islamic wares.

hearing in mind the very large size of these vessels and 
the fragmentary nature of the sherds, no attempt has been made 
to assess proportioned distribution of these decorations* The 
decorated sherds wore found to yield a negative result in a 
search for slight chronological variations of style*

One entertaining puzzle is a sherd which appears to be a 
handle to an amphora with a rather rococo button on its shoul- 
der.^2  ̂ It could also be several other things* the most likely 

of which is a Christmas cake centrepiece decoration*
A similar 30ft buff clay (iiOh 2-4) occurs with a coarser 

temper, and the clay itself is loos well levigated* The temper 
consists of grog* 3traw and pieces of shell; some of these buff 

pastes have a slightly pinkish tinge*
The forms represented in this paste class are similar to 

those already mentioned, but the shapes are distinct. There
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aro four open bowls with straight walls and straight rims with 
330rounded lips* In one case the rim is slighter out—thicken

ed* The neon of noons thickness is 9*1 ran* and the neon diz>- 
iaeter is 20 cm* It is not clear what sort of base these bowls 
had* But apropos form it is worth noting the plates of class 
III in the Christian i.ubian lottery classification."^1

There are also five body sherds fron amphorae* The average 
thioknos3 is 6*75 nan* and therefore very similar to the 30ftor- 
bodied amphorae. The decoration of the upper body is nevertheless 
quite distinct. In four cocos the wall is deeply furrowed horiz
ontally and between two 3ets of V-grooves is a deeply incised V-

332groove zigzag, after tlie fashion of the Jasanion Islamic vesoels* 
There are also two straight walled beaker forms represented by 

tiro  rims* One of these sherds lias a diameter of 41 cm. and has a 
hole in the rim* It is double-corniced and below the second 
cornice is a simple incised zigzag frieze supported by a horizontal 
incised line. The mean thickness of the wall is 6 mm* with no devi
ation. The second sherd represents a rather smaller slightly re-

333stricted vessel with a rim diameter of 13 cm. The rim is 
slightly inverted and the oomice rim surmounts tliree deep horizon
tal U—grooves. Beneath the tliird groove is a olioulder below which 
the wall turns to the vertical. The thickness of tlie wall at the 
shoulder is 1.1 cm. and the maximum thickness of tlie rim is 1.7 cm.

Two restricted vessels* probably jars of the same 3ort* 
are represented by two rims of identical shape* with walls in
clining at about 45° and everted sliarply at the top leaving
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a flat top. Tho man. of means thickness of these io 7.5 am* 
and the Moon dianetor 14*5 -acii of these hao a groove
running round the body bolov tho rim. delated to tlieso is a 

rla of similar form with a bead oordon. There is one overted 

rl^ of a very heavy bowl (dia. 42 on., moan thiaaieaa 1.3 cm./555 
•jix flat banes with slightly outward sloping walls were 

found. Tho average thickness is 1*3 cm. and the uoan diam
eter at the base is 12.4 cn.

Two of the oherda with this paste are black slipped on both
sides. They both ooiao from vertical sided shallow cornice

336rims of tho kind (undipped; illustrated. ~ The aeon of moans 
thickness of the walls is 9 mm. with virtually no standard devi
ation, and tho 1 .©an diameter is 19 cm. dthout deviation.

Jix blade-slipped coarse cream sherds wore found, all with 
the round r;ig~zag and horizontal rilling and grooving described 

elsewhere. Those sherds arc unlikely to belong to the more 
austere vertical walled bowl, and appear to be body sherds of 
vessels of an amphora shape. Ho rime or bases of suoh amphorae 
wore found.

Islamic cream vessels in a relatively hard earthenware are
337found in late collections. end soon to have had a life of

import between tho sixteenth and tiie nineteenth centuries. The
338earliest occurrence is in a fourteenth century context. The 

shape appears to be standard; it is a straight-necked jar with
out handles. The decoration is restrained if presort at all. 
most often consisting of a oordon of thumb impressions above



the shoulder or below tlio glrtlii Juch vousoln stand fifty to 

oighty centimetre* high and .-avc flat bases* ±he first 

ahape is a "carrot" j<jr with a long straight vail nock, taper

ing slightly towards the rim# the second popular chape is a 

high should ©rod jar with a eiiort usually everted rim# this 

second type is found with a plain neck and with arch buttress 

or flying buttress paired iiandlee over the nook junction# Both 

vessels stood around li&lf a laetre high and many still serve ac 

water storage jars in the archipelago# those latter, like the 

first type, are aado in all three colours of the hard unglassod 

pas toe but carry a more U n i  ted rajige of decoration than the 

ninth and tenth cantuiy articles# the v/alla of the lover body 

are iiworiably plain, and tliose of the upper body sparsely 

uocorated# A simple wav© comb-incised cordon normally suffices* 

One motif is characteristically late, not appearing in the early 

material at all; this is a frilled cordon*

while the small vessels, like tii© bowls, havo a very restr

icted distribution through time, being characteristic of period 

X, (the eighth to tenth century period in the hanu <j?ohipelago;, 

the large storage jars liave a longer history* Indeed, while 

tlioro clearly arc sotae ouah jars in the oarly periods at iumda, 

Islamic cream oarthenvare jars do not become common in the 

ceramic populations of tlm area until very ouch later*there 

is a number of these vessels still in use, and a few of these 

have found their way into private collections or the hanu * usoun 

collection# the date for those extant jars can only be guessed

215
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at* At present there is little no re to say on their date than 

that those vessels, simply because they are still conplote in 

some numbers, are very likely to be fairly recent. Their 

durability is creator than any other vessel in the cultural 

assemblage of the Swahili since they are permanently station

ary and are not subjected to extremes of temperature change.

There ore no direct comparisons in 3hape with tlie jars of 

the early period other than the straight neck, sloped cornice 

rim vossels nentioned above. The style of building is very 

conservative. The straight nocked sliallow cornice rim on a 

50-40 cm. high idle necked soft cream fabric jar which is still

imported from Basra has a pedigree of a thousand years on this
340coast. The thumb indented frilled cordons on some of the 

vessels are reminiscent of nothing younger than the Sasanian 

jar3. Nevertheless, there do appear to be some stylistic in

novations on these later vessels which could be noted. There 

are other reminiscent features. In addition to the frilled

cordons there are tho deep wavy lino incised cordons and collars,
•341often associated with rilling or bands of incisod parallel linos. 

These place the jars firmly in the tradition of western Iran 

and tho Sasanian Islamic ware. The predominant influences on 

those storage jars are from western Iran and the coastlands of 

IieLiOpotamia. But there is also a new range of shapes, partic

ularly of rim, which are quite distinct in inspiration from those 

of the upper end of the Persian Gulf.

The conmonost exposition of this different influence is the
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stopped cornice rin, associated with vessels with very mark

edly narrower rims fitted to vessels of much the same size and 

function. Both types of vessel are delivered with paired 

bridge or, moro commonly, flying handles, but in the case of 

the vessels known to be from the Persian Gulf this is an occ

asional matter, whereas on the narrow-necked vessels this pro

vision is almost universal* There is no good technical reason 

for presuming that this variation in tlie distribution of lian- 

dlos has anything to do with function, and a theory that it 

represents a different group of potters is preferred, support

ed as it is by other stylistic differences*

The closest parallels to this kind of treatment of the rim 

of a storage jar conos from north-western India* The narrow 

necked, twin handled, comice rim jar is a feature of the 

ceramic traditions of the north-west corner of the subcontinent 

for hundreds of years and in itself assists little with dating* 

It is, however informal conjecture to say that a post-fourteenth 

century date is likely* This would allow time for the founding 

and development of the Gujarati kingdom, and for the rise to 

commercial pre-eminence on the western coast of the Bahmani 

kings* The rim style is common to both areas, but perhaps more 

firmly associated with the Bahinanis*

A proper thin section analysis would be sufficient to estab

lish whether in fact these vessels are of Indian fabrics* iinough 

is known both of the fabrics of the Persian Gulf and of those 

of Gujarat and the Bahmanis for this to be feasible. Broken

342



fragments could not bo taken for the prosent work olnco the 

owners of these complete and often still used vessels would 

not have looked upon this with enthusiasm* 1 .oanwliilef the 

stylistic observation is that there is a post-tenth and 

presumed markedly later tlian tenth century influx of a common 

west Indian style* moot commonly associated in that sub-cont

inent with the fifteenth century* but continuing to be made 

v;ell into the twentieth century in the same areas* The fabric 

does not seem on the surface to be different from the Islamic 

vessels of the Persian Gulf with which it was imported and 

with which it is associated in the minds of its modem users* 

Tentatively supporting this idea is the occasional presence 

of tho Gulf style decoration on narrow necked cornice rim jars* 

It may therefore emerge that these vessels wore made under the 

influence of Indian pottery in the Gulf. It is more likely 

that* though strictly speaking remaining in the category of 

Islamic Cream earthenware* they should be separated from those 

of the Persian Gulf tradition and accepted as Indian imports.

In no case were vessels of this kind found in any stratified 

sequence* This implies that* if indeed in use* they were 

certainly not beginning to brook and go out of use by the six

teenth century* Being large storage pots they would certainly 

not have beon left behind when a settlement was loft* if they
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were still usable
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PINK FABRIC YESSFLS

A majority of the early large storage vessels are in a hard 

pink earthenware, invariably grogged, often with a very coarse 

grog temper. These, like their cream counterpart, carry on the 

shoulders and the short straight necks a range of motifs which 

is clearly very much in the Sasanian tradition. There are the 

inclined incised zigzags, the flared gouged hatching and 

impressed dot cordons banded by incised lines.

A principal jar shape is the massive straight necked in-
344cised band cornice rim vessel, sometimes with bridge handles,

345sometimes without. The rim is deeply rilled and below this

in the neck junction is a band of V groove diagonal incisions
346over a point band. The rest of the upper body is decorated

with bands of radiated diagonals and comb-dragged or simple

sharp or regular waves separated by horizontal rilling or
347

single lines. There is evidence for the repair of these 

vessels.

Vessels of this shape, though generally rather thinner, are 

very common in collections from post—sixteenth century sites. 

Features of these late versions are the inclusion of coarse 

line tempers often with straw added, the absence of the incised 

decorations, and the occurrence of vessels less well soaked 

in the kilns, often flashed, bloached and generally revealing 

a grey interior.

Another common shape is a tall inwardly inclined straight



decoration of this ware again generally falls into two separate 

groups.

One group of sherds with no rim or base or body shape sherds, 

is thinner (of a mean of means thickness of 1.4 cm.) and is 

hollow-cordon decorated.

The other group is thicker (1.9 cm.) and has bands of incised 

round zig-zags associated with incised horizontal rilling and 

point bands.

The unique feature about this small collection is that the 

two groups are not mutually exclusive. Two sherds have hollow 

cordons associated in incised horizontal bands of zig-zag. In 

one case the cordon is decorated with a point band. I strongly 

suspect that both of these sherds came from the same vessel, 

rendering the combination of decorative technique the more close

ly associated with the Sasanian/Siraf style.

There is one small vessel of this type represented by a 

bulbed body sherd of a mean thickness of 5.5 mm. This was 

clearly from a small pot form but the shape is not discemable.

SOFT PINK WARES

There is a small class of unglazed vessels in a paste text

ured very like that of the soft cream wares, but shaded a deli

cate brownish pink colour. The hardness (Moh 1-2) is the same 

as the cream wares also; like the soft cream vessels these were
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coil built.

There are two forms represented by the Manda sherds. One 

is a wide—mouthed vertical-sided basin or bowl with a straight 

rim of a consistent diameter of 19 cm. There are two such 

vessels, both decorated by horizontal incised lines;' "^one 

also has a few deep V incisions and the other has a series of 

bands of rilling, achieved by using a six-tyned comb. One of 

these vessels had a handle, but there is not enough of it 

left to be certain of its form. The handle was mounted on a 

bead cordon. It is not likely that the handle was vertically 

applied. This leaves open the possibility that these sherds 

are from enormous amphorae, perhaps a metre or more in height. 

The average thickness of these sherds is 1•1 cm. and since 

all the sherds are rims or from the upper body, so massive a 

jar is conceivable.

There are three certain amphorae represented in three cases 
by handles and in one case by a body fragment. These sherds 
suggest a mean wall thickness of 1 cm. One other handle, 

identical in form, has a white slip.

WHITE SLIPPED PINK

There is a large class of stonewares of Moh*s 3—4 of a pink 

fabric, coarse in appearance and lending to a greyish or buff 

pink in the centre. The temper is coarse ground grog. The
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body is slipped on both sides with a creamy white paste. The 

most popular shape is a large straight-sided bowl with a mean 

diameter of 45*5 cm. and an average wall thickness of 1,47 cm. 

Only one vessel has a rim diameter of less than 43 cm.^A (and 

is 32 cm. across). The wall subtends an angle of about 40° 

and the rim is back-folded out. Four of the ledges have a 

rounded zig-zag band incised along them. In the same form as 

the bowls but of a different shape is a single back-folded 

rim with a curved wall reaching almost the vertical at the tip. 

The diameter of the rim of this bowl is 34 cm. and the mean

thickness is 1 cm. It is therefore considerably smaller than
355the straightwalled group. ■>“

There is one other unrestricted vessel in the class. It is 

a bowl with a very slightly outward inclined wall, straight rim

and square lip. The mean wall thickness is 1.45 cm. and the
356diameter is 44 cm.

Two straight rims from yet another unrestricted vessel have 

been bevelled off with a knife when the vessels were already

drying. The points where the paste has been dragged into flat-
557topped ridges are clear.

Three hole-mouth pots are represented, each with an out- 

thickened rim made by out-folding. The average wall thickness 

is 1.42 cm. and the mean diameter is 31 cm. These measurements 

indicate a very large vessel indeed, and it is most frustrating 

that the overall form of the vessel is uncertain. A very 

similar vessel occurs in the grey collection.



There are 500 flat bases with walls subtending about 25°•

■*■116 average thickness is 1.95 cms. ond the only diameter 

available is 22 cns. t so we are clearly dealing with very sub

stantial vessels. There is no indication on any of these base 

sherds as to which of the forms they fit.

The very many body sherds indicate tlrnt tiro main motifs 

represent the decorated range for those wares.

borne vessels had applied belt cordons» and some had comb

ined patterns of bands of incised round zig—zags associated 

with parallel horizontal lines. There is no sequential distinc

tion between the occurrence of these tiro motifs and no attempt 

was made to quantify their relative frequency of occurrence.

The great size of the vessels and the uncertain nature of the 

overall surface treatment does not preclude the possibility 

that both types of decoration occurred on the sane vos3ol.
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DARK I'AlbTbD WHITE JLIPPhP PfflK

A small group of white slipped wares has a secondary coat

ing. The fabric i3 identical to the other pink coarse wares.

It is not altogether clear what colour the second slip was.

Some sherds suggest that the second slip was a pinkish grey or 

pinkish brown, others (the majority) show a darker slip which 

may most usefully be called black. Forms represented are 

massive jars with walls of an average thickness of 1.9 cm. with



straight vertical out—thickened rims of a mean dianotor of 23 

cmo# The exterior surface is deoply incised with bands of 

diagonals, horizontal rilling and round zig-zags, as well as 

point bands, in the usual style.

fifteen vessels are represented, of which all but tliree 

are in the massive coarse fabric pottery* The tliree, which are 

only body sherds, are thinner (l*54 ens* avorago) and the fabric, 

while the 3ame colour and liardnoss, and with the sane temper, is 

more finely levigated and compact, and the grog is ground fine, 

whereas in the othor type of paste the grog is coarse. The 

only design motif on these sherds i3 a hollow bolt cordon app

lied to the exterior.
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>&ITA JLI^PHP flOPC aOJFT

A paste of a similar colour but rather softer (Hoh 2.3) is 

represented in the white slipped pink wares class. The paste
a

is very heavily tempered by a supcijbundancc of quartzite and 

seemingly is sand, and the fabric is very striddly - especially 

in comparison with particularly film hard earthenware of the 

previous classes.

There are tliree closely related very large bowls, apparent

ly each with a spout in the wall. The fabric of those i3 more 

open, and closely tempered. All tliree sherds have incised 

parallel lines on tho outer wall. These vessels were coil built.



aThese bowls appear to have been shallow* perhaps 15 cms. in 

rim diameter of 40 cms. and has a mean wall thickness of 1.15 

cms. In one case the lip is grooved and the exterior wall is 

horizontally furrowed* each furrow being about 1.5 cms. wide 

and having an incised curve zig-zag band in it. A spout has 

been applied to the wall immediately below the lip.-^^' This 

spout is horizontally grooved, the rim is out-thickened and 

the lip is grooved.

All of the sherds represent coil built vessels of the same

form, a bowl with a slightly intumed square lipped cornice
360rim supported by a pronounced cordon. s Beneath the cordon

in all cases is an open cross hatched band of incised U

grooves. These bowls (there are 3) were fitted with short

wide vertical handles with two furrows (2 examples) or one

furrow ( 1 example) on the back. These handles are much more

surreptitiously applied than those of the other Islamic unglazed

wares. The top of the handle is fitted into the furrow between

rim and cordon and the base of the handle is luted immediately

below the band of hatching. The hatching was incised after the
561.

application of the handle. In one case the face of the 

cornice is decorated with an incised zig-zag band.

The size of these vessels* like the body treatment* is 

standard. The mean diameter at the rim is 40 cm. with very 

little deviation, and the mean wall thickness below the cordon 

is 9.9 mm. The thickening of the rim between cordon and lip 

is also very standard - 1.46 cms.
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One very odd absence is that of the '‘unglazed painted"
362pottery noted by Whit©house at Siraf, “and by Bibby at Qala

363
at al Bahrain. The absence is even stranger in view of the

364
apparent long popularity of this ware.' This material is 

certainly present in East Africa. It aa'at Kilwa/65 but app

arently in none of the north coast sites.
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GREY

There is a grey fabric collection but this is not entirely
a . 366

homogenous. One group is of large storage jars and everted
567

rim basins which are all in strict imitation of the pink 

vessels of the same shapes. There is room for suspicion of 

these grey vessels. All come from the "Mansion House" area of 

the Manda excavations. This building gives every indication of 

having specialised commercial functions and of having been 

burnt down. The "MH" levels produce vast quantities of the 

large Sasanian Islamic storage vessels, their glaze red patched 

and bubbled in the heat of the fire of destruction. It is most 

likely that these grey, short, straight rim unglazed jars and 

the large ledge rim basins are Islamic Unglazed Pink vessels 

refired during the destruction of the building.

There is, however, a large class of grey high-necked cornice
368rim storage jars often with twinned flying handles. ' None of 

these was found at Manda. Many of this class are still in use.



They are all from ourface collections# They are commonest in 

surface collections at Kiunga, Kiungomwina, Uziwa and the other 

pre-nineteenth century sites# They are not commonly picked up 

at oiu, T'aza and Lamu# These vessels are late revivals of the 

earlier ones and are almost cortainly imported between the six

teenth and eighteenth centuries#

A very interesting little collection was found at Aanda#

All of the rims of this class are out-tliickoned shallow cornice 

rims in walls subtending between 30° and 40°. The mean of means 

wall thickness i3 1.5 cm# and the mean diameter of the rims is 

46# 5 cm. There are a great many hollow cordon sherds, and one 

base which shows what could be the first of the cordons of a 

wall# The angle subtended by the wall at the baao is at 25° - 

50° not inconsistent with the bowl rims. If this is the case, 

the cordons decorated the underside of the vessel walls - an odd 

circumstance.

The paste is one of the finer type, with grog temper, but is 

fired a dark slate grey throughout# One sherd, howevor, shows 

a small patch of pinkish grey in the centre# It is possible 

that this body is merely the pink fine stoneware fired higher. 

The distribution at Landa doos not suggest, as it does for the 

heavy jars and basins, that these vessels have been refired — 

though this possibility exists#
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Ono snail class of rims is in a Grey finely levigated paste 

of il 2-5 and sugary texture • All the sherds are from ledge 

lipped bowls with an average thickness of 7.8 mm. with little

variation* Readable diameters are between 50 and 40 cm** with
369one exception - that being at 20 cm.

The ledges are all cross-hatched or hatched. A small body 

sherd from an amphora was also found. Ho indication of the 

size of the vessel was obtainable.
370One sherd was found in a satisfactory ninth century context.

371*Iost of the others are associated with Sgraffiato collections.

This unsatisfactory state of affairs leaves the dating of the 

vessels as a problem, nevertheless* none has been found outside

-anda and this would suggest a period between the ninth and 

thirteenth centuries for these vessels.

m  m m *

There is ono vessel in a grey finely levigated paste of a
372hardness of about 5» The vessel is wheel tumod* Tt has been 

cut3 presumably before firing* and this uneven cut line crosses 

a band of vortical furrow rilling.



The diameter at this cut line is 13 cm* This sherd presumably 

represents a portion of the lower body of a small pot. Sherds 

of this kind occur in seventeenth to nineteenth century coll* 

actions all over the area* One such from a surface collection 

at Kipungani, shows in its flat base* the mat impressions, 

indicating the article upon which it was stood during building 

or during biscuit drying*
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G^Y/liUiV GUDULIA

A small group of gudulia wares was found with a greyish- 

buff paste of a hardness of 2 - 3* The paste is slightly lust

rous due to tlie inclusion of what appears to bo small quartzite 

particles*

There are clearly handled jars of tlie same kind represented* 

Cne body 3herd, with a cordon mounted on a band of print impres

sions, is very reminiscent of the much heavier Jiraf ware 

amphorae* There is also a tall neck with two cordons on its
T O

upper portion* J{J A vertical handle was recovered intact 

except for the button on the shoulder. The form of vessel 

represented by these sherds is not clear; the shape is uncertain 

in all cases* though it is most likely to be a straight-necked 

pot or jar with flying buttress handles* The mean of moans 

wall thickness is 6 mm*

Four rims of beakers, vertical walled bowls or jars are in
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the collection. Three are out-thickened at the lip two are 
overlapped and one is bulbed.-^6 The fourth rim is markedly 
everted from an inverted upper body.^ The lip is thickened 
and has a deep single groove along it. This is strongly rem
iniscent of North-west Indian rim treatment and is almost 
certainly influenced by Indian work though the paste so well 
known in the Persian Gulf and not readily discernible in Indian 
mediaeval collections, argues for an origin in Arabia, Mesopot
amia or the Persian Gulf. The mean of means thickness of the 
walls of these vessels is 6.3 mm. For the record, the mean dia
meter is 12.2 cm. and that of the two overlapped rims is 11.25 
cm. but one of the overlapped rims is so variable that accuracy 
is impossible. It could well be that the other rims, of which 
we have much smaller portions, are as ill made. However, assum
ing that the average rim diameter is meaningful, one might 
expect a round pot of about 6 litres capacity.

These vessels are all from the upper levels at Manda and 
the earliest occurrence in a sealed context is associated with 
Period IV material. They are almost certainly all from small 
pots.

This suggests a fifteenth century date for the arrival of 
the ware. Examples of this ware occur on the surface in many 
parts of the archipelago, particularly at Wiyuni, Matondoni, Siu, 
Faza and Shela. Implied by this is the likelihood that this type 
of gudulia came into the area possibly even as late as the nine
teenth century. These two grey gudulia groups are considerd
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to be related formally and chronologically , though they prob
ably represent at least two different potteries.

CURIOSITY

I’Yom the surface at lianda cones a small bowl base which is
clearly from the Islamic world but a little difficult to locate

378exactly. The paste is a slightly hotter fired version of
the white or cream /.white fritty paste, commonly seen on nortl>-
era Gulf piocos of the sixteenth century. The glaze is strong

blue and there is a heavily incised geometric crooshatelling on
the centre, apparently acting as an anchor for a freer floral
scribbling on the cavetto. These incisions are filled with a
moderate very dark blue. If there is a slip it is a self slip.

A second sherd of some interest is a high fired thin body
sherd from a vessel of unknown form, with an apparently intent-

379ional random chitter and chip. The fabric is finely levigated 
and is largely pinkish grey in colour, with pink patches. The 
level from which the vessel cone3 could j^ormit one to think of 
a twelfth century to fourteenth century period.

A third puzzling shor'd is a wildly splashed thick floral 
painting on a soft cream earthenware related to but higher fired 

and less well levigated than the cream earthorwares of Jiraf and 
Basra. 580 The paste is fritty and a light blue tending to strong 
and dark blue and was probably underglazo pointed. The glaze
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has since disappeared* The history of this vessel Is unknown, 
a sketch of its painted motif on the sherd is reproduced*
This sherd is from the surface at Shakami and is almost cert
ainly post sixteenth century*
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"I had In Ar Ray a friend, a merchant from Isfahan, 
Trho was my host in his house. There I saw all that wets 

in it in the way of vases, sugar basins, wash basins, 
plates, jugs and drinking cups - nay, even ewers, cup3, 
censers, lamp stands and lamp holders and other utensils, 
all made of China porcelain and I was amasod at his good 
taste in all that elegance...”

Al Piruni. A1 Juualiir fi Ma,rifa t al Jm/ahir. 1

1. Trans. Krankow, F. "The Oldest Western Accounts of 
Chinese Porcelain.” Islamic Culture (Hyderabad )vi±, 
1953, p* 465.
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The mechanisms of the trade with the Par Hast are relative

ly dear* The north and north-eastern Chinese material in the 

period between the eighth and the ninth centuries was already 

being exported through Canton* This involved a mule porterage 

up the Can Valley and over the Mel-ling pass# reaching the Peh 

River at or a little downstream of Shiu-Kuan. It is not clear 

whether the pottery was transshipped onto barges, or brought the 

rest of the way down to Canton by mule*

It is odd that there seems to be few references to export 

through Ning-Po or Hangchow# or even Wen Chou; although these 

were certainly in action* After the sack of Canton in 878 and 

Huang Ch*aots assumption of control of much of the southern 

provinces# the northern ports seem still to have exported a little* 

When in 971 the Inspectorate of Maritime Trade was set up at 

Canton# the bulk of the trade seems to have reverted to Canton*

The exports from China in this early period are well known# 

precious and semi-precious metals (presumably of little interest 

to the Hast Africans)# cash (when it could be obtained)# silk and 

porcelain* The silk at least was also a prime export on the 

overland route through Samarkand* It seems that some Chinese 

stonevrares and porcelains may have been exported along this route 

also* A little certainly reached Iran this way* However it seems 

unlikely that this route could ever have been so important to the 

East African trade or to the Mesopotamian and »est Persian potters



as the pottery from the holds of the Sirafi and Indian ships.

Hegular direot sailings to Canton or the other Far East

ern ports are unlikely. Almost certainly this pottery came 

tp the Persian Gulf and parts of the cargo came on from there 

after transshipment. There seems to be no early indication as 

to whether the pottery was ordered from East Africa and trans

shipped in the Gulf, whether it was forwarded for speculative 

sale, or whether it was picked up on a more random basis as a 

minor part of tho main cargo. Certainly by the end of the 

fourteenth century the massive rise in quantity of Far Eastern 

ceramics puts this pottery into the same bulk import category 

as the Gulf wares. Before that, the small quantities of a limi

ted range of export wares from China suggests that the third 

possibility was the most likely.

A good deal of tranooliipment took place at ports around the 

Malay Peninsula, particularly at Kalah. A1 Mas'udi gives the 

route as: Siraf, Muscat, Kalara (Qillon - Malabar) The Nicobars, 

Kalah and Canton. ̂ For much of the period under review the Sirafi 

ships may well liave normally stopped in the Malay peninsula at 

Kalah and used Kalah as an entrepot much as Ayuthia was used by 

the Dutch towards the end. It is known that on oooasions at 

least, the Sirafis sailed the Chinese coast - but the impression 

given is that they were not in a position directly to dictate 

their needs in pottery, picking up or leaving merely what the 

Chinese chose to offer. This peripheral and unspecialised aspect 

of the trade changes dramatically when the Dutch and Portuguese
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begin more directly to select and even leave orders to their 

own specifications with the Chinese.

The revolution was not only in the commerce; it was also in 

the industry. Hobson makes an amusing observation on this:

"These foreign orders were not always an unmixed blessing to 

the Chinese potters, for the European merchants rejected the 

goods for the smallest blemish and those left on the potters’ 

hands being in foreign style, were unsaleable in C h i n a . T h e  

Chinese potters may well have winced a little at the detailed 

instructions to produce vessels they cannot always have approv

ed of: the more so at the sight of the wood or clay models which 

sometimes accompanied the orders. The East African market 

clearly did not subject the Chinese potters to such humiliations 

of good trade. It appears to have been strictly a passive re

ceiving market.

The course of the competition in the Indian Ocean carrying 

trade between the Gulf, Indian and European merchant fleets is 

surprisingly ill understood; modern and documented though it is. 

The rapid rise in the quality of imported Indian wares does not 

come until after the middle of the seventeenth century. It 

seems little to do with the whereabouts or commercial interests 

of the Portuguese.

Prior to the fifteenth century it might be assumed that the 

Far Eastern material came by way of the Persian Gulf. The contri

bution of the Portuguese in bringing pottery from the Far East 

via Goa was great, though there is little enough to quantify the
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carrying trade they took. They had certainly revolutionised 

the scope and volume of the Far Eastern pottexy trade. As de 

Cardi has put it, using *Umani evidence "On the Batina coast, 

Chinese ceramics were notably scarce and very little blue and 

white porcelain was found near Kalba, Khawr, Fakkan or Dibba, 

all centres which had carried on a flourishing trade with 

India before the advent of the Portuguese."^ They had, as in 

the 'Umani case, changed the emphases and even the routes with

in the Indian Ocean network, 
kx YkaY

It is tempting to ooo the rise in volume of Far Eastern 

material £  associated with the known predominance of the Port

uguese in the Far East carrying trade and in the Indian Ocean 

ports other than on the Arabian coast. It is tempting to see 

in this rise, a reflection of the historical assertions of 

Portuguese control of the long distance commerce of East Africa. 

Two puzzles remain. There is very little Portuguese pottery on 

the coast at all. European vessels of any kind do not become 

common until the nineteenth century. This does not support a 

thesis that the Portuguese traded heavily in pottery: but since 

it does not deny it either, and since (permitting personal prej

udice to emerge), the Portuguese ceramics industry had remark

ably little to offer anybody and might be expected not to be 

exported the absence of European pottery must not be an issue. 

Secondly, there was in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries a 

rapid rise not only in the volume of Far Eastern imports, but 

also of Iranian imports, particularly Islamic Monochrome. This



large amount of Gulf material might suggest that Gulf port 

vessels still plied Africa, despite the Portuguese control of 

the eastern and part of the western shores of the Indian Ocean. 

The Portuguese sweeping of the seas may well be overstated and 

these Gulf vessels may well still have been able to dust the 

African ports. The Gulf fleets were certainly able to retain 

some of the trade, and this doubtless reflected in the Mono

chrome ware. Nevertheless the Portuguese seem well in control 

of the bulk of the trade, particularly the Par Eastern pottery. 

They seem to have failed in taking all trade out of Arab and 

Persian hands, but to have left contacts with India firmer and 

more significant in the East African trade: a pattern retained 

to the present day.

This move, after the fifteenth century, of Par Eastern im

ports, out of Persian and Arab bottoms into those of the Portu

guese and the Dutch was reinforced by the British colonial 

presence in India; and by the predominance of British, French and 

American boats in the nineteenth century carrying trade. By the 

nineteenth century Guillain was able to observe: "La majeure 

partie de la porcelain est d'origine chinoise: elle arrive presque 

entierement par Bombay, dont 11 exportation annuelle de cet 

article, pour la cote d'Afrique, represente une valeur d'environ 

12,000 roupies; il vient aussi un peu de porcelain de Chine par 

navires americains.

Any account of Chinese Ceramics in archaeological circum

stances seems fraught with problems of nomenclature. Although
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in the past few years a great deal of important work has been 

done by Chinese archaeologists in identifying kiln sites, spec

ifying technological features and noting fabrics and shapes, the 

situation is still confusing. The problems of simple chronology 

are also confusing. It has been recognised for some time that 

chronological observations using dynastic markers are ill advis

ed. They bear little relation to technological changes and are 

suspect as indications of formal change. Nevertheless, for the 

moment they provide useful shorthand markers of time, despite 

their obvious limitations. All these factors make Chinese 

Ceramics an enthralling subject, but create obvious nighmares 

for the archaeologist dealing with Far Eastern imports.

This set of notes attempts to bring to bear to the descrip

tions, material seen in museums and private collections, publish

ed works of an art historical nature and the very few reports of 

Far Eastern Wares in archaeological circumstances.

The translations of Wen Wu, while often only abstracts, are 

nevertheless of immense value and one looks forward anxiously to 

the time when the Chinese work is published in an European 

language in full.
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t'AB KASTKBK 24 ) PQLYCIIHQHE

A snail croup of sherds vas found from bowls of standard 

size with everted rims* The bases are excavated with straight 

shallow footring3. The glaze Is very thinly applied, has a 

fine erackle and Is transparent, offering a pale brownish olive 

colour over the pinkish white base* The fabric Is hard, comp

act and tampered with grog and the occasional large piece of 

quartzite* It is well levigated and is coloured a pale cream 

with a pinkish tinge* The glaze extands all over the interior 

and to about the mid-point of the lower body on the outside* 

Whitehouse observos that Hit is likely that all the bowls wore 

slipped although the slip is invisible on some of the buff- 

grey fragments." The proviso is theccaso at Honda* The slip 

is not visible on any sherd of this ware, although there is some 

evidence for careful wot smoothing of the surface* The bases 

are unglazed. The interior is painted with abstract or floral 

motifs in green (greyish olive green/ moderate olivo green, 

strong yellowish brown and dark to moderate bluo.^ One sherd 

also has a very dark brown splash spot* In no case is thrre a 

sherd large enough to display a pattern of the kind clear on the 

bowl illustrated by Whitehouso.3 These bowls are found exclus

ively in ninth and tenth century levels in Honda, associated 

with Sasanian Islamic, Siraf Unglazed, Gudulia and Tin Glaze 

wares* They appear in Period 2a at Siraf, and thus a ninth cen

tury date is in order for then there also*^ They occur at othor
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excavations in the Persian Gulf at Daiyir, Bibi Khatun and 

Susa* The Bibi Khatun finds were from the surface and undat

able, but at Daiyir and at Susa the contexts are compatible 

with a ninth century date* Similar sherds have also been 

found at Brahminabad and Banbhoro. Xn the case of Brahminabad 

no date is certain for those sherds, but according to White- 

house^ the Bsnbhore dates for this ware "accords well" with 

the Siraf date. The origin of the ware is unknown. The glaze 

is of a feldapathic formula and is most unlikely to be from 

the Persian Gulf area. The ware is not rocognisably mentioned 

in reports of Par Eastern archaeological sites or in museum 

collections. The style of the potting, the form of the 

vessels and the hardness of the paste (Moh*s 6-7, nearer 7) 

all suggest a Far Eastern origin as yet unidentified. There 

is, as yet, no evidence to permit one to speak of it as speci

fically Chinese.
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mam wwa and grey

The white and grey group la extremely difficult to identify 

when in sherd fomu X confine myself in many cases merely to 

speculation. In view of the fact that these sherds are so frag

mentary they would make good chocks for analysis with respect to 

Sundius* observation that dolomite was added to enhanoe ointor- 

ing. This early period of technical development in porcelains 

is thoroughly fascinating.11

Very dear however are five white porcelain bowls from the 

T'ang period. The exact dates of these vessels are firmly est

ablished. They are in Samarra and Hands in pre-tenth century 

levels and Feng Hsien Ming found a vessel at Canton with a date 

of 858 AD. One must assume an earlier date is possible for this 

T'ang white ware and ascribe a generally ninth oentury period to 

its appearance in the Middle East. Two are superbly potted*12 

three are in a hard (7-8 Moh's) white porcelanoua paste with 

dead white glaze. A fourth is equally dead in tone, but greyish. 

There is no sign of a slip. One of the sherds is a base with a 

low bevelled splay footring with a diameter of 5»5 cms.1^ The 

base footring and lower exterior body are unglazed. The glaze 

is patch-crackled and in the crazed areas the dead opaque fatty 

white becomes tinged with olive and translucent. An indisputable 
T'ang shape which is faithfully reproduced in Islamic Tin Glazed 

wares is the open straight rimmed bowl with a slightly trumpeted 

wall. The lip is nicked at regular intervale and a rib descends



to the centre periphery from each nick.14 T M ff sherd ±a too 

snail to offer a rim diameter but would appear to have a size of 

the order of 10 cm. A second bowl is represented by a thin sherd 

(2 mm. mean wall thickness with a rim diameter of 11 cm.). It is 

a hemispherical bowl which appears to have had a copper or other 

metallic band folded on to the rim. It is noteworthy that des

pite the unmis take able signs of this bond the rim is glazed.*'

The other T*ang bowl is an open curved wall bcrwl with on out- 

folded rim. Two examples of this occur at Manda. On one bowl 

the base is flat and unglazed^ and similar to the first of tho 

shapes illustrated by Ingram,1^ indicating the longevity of this 

shape. On the other the outfolded rim is shorter resulting in 

the form of a beaded rim. This is the greyish sherd. I iden

tify this as a T*ang bowl because of the base, the deadnos3 and 

smoothness of the white glaze and the archaeological context 

which is strictly ninth to tenth century, being an assemblage of 

Tin Glaze and Sasanian Islamic wares. Gyllensvard calls it a
19"smooth and somewhat greasy surface, rather like jade in texture" 

Ayers prefers the jade comparison for Yueh white wares and prefers 

"silver” for T*ang.^ Another shard with the same white fine 

fabric and lard white glaze is from a mixed level in Manda, ass

ociated not only with Sgraffiato but with Islamic Monochrome 

sherds. It is doubtless in the same group and is of a very inter

esting shape. It appears to bo part of the upper wall of a 

restricted vessel with a narrow neck. The "break" across the body 

in the upper edge of the sherd exactly follows tho line of the 

wheel marks on the unglozed interior wall and its surface is
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exactly horizontal* It would thus seen to be a result of the 

potter *s knife rather than a late break* The glaze however 

runs right up to the unglazed "break" tlie demarcation line be

tween the two being ouch as to suggest that the glaze and the 

body wore "out" at the 3ano tiiao* A solution to this nay be 

that tlio potter used ooils to construct the area above this 

sherd and the sherd has broken off along the coil line* The 

interior wall profile doe3 reinforce the idea that coiling may 

have constructed this form which is a very difficult one to 

throw in high fired stoneware. Coil building seems extremely 

unlikely* given the fusion attainable by this feldspathic paste 

at 1200 C and above and since the slight bulbing or hollowing 

usual with coil breaks is not visible* Tho potter presumably 

then turned the vessel on a Jigger in order to smooth it*2*

The folded rim is of some interest* A perusal of Dr* Gyllon- 

svard'c account of the Kampe collection indicates that the fold

ed rim is a strictly T'ang feature* although it must be said 

that this is inferred from the illustrations rather than from 

the text* The text implies this distinction only by referring 

to such rims as commonly early T ,ang22 and making no reference 

to it in discussions of later periods* Similarly* the bowl with 

an outfolded rim in the Seligman collection2^ is ascribed to the 

T*ang period* Similar material was found at Samarra in what is 

certainly a pre-tenth century context* In Zainie's classific

ation of tho Sarawak collections* such bowls are "A*J*a" and 

"have not been found in association with the twelfth to four-



toenth century celadons. ..but more with earlier lueh pieces".2^ 

Gustaf Lindberg la of the opinion that this early white ware 

may well be the Iloing Yao made at Mui ch*in in the Hsing Tai 

region, mentioned in tho Tiao Shuo.2^ Bo Gyllonovard has foll- 

owed his classification* Hin Cheung Lovell, however, points 

out that white wares wore made at the oame period elsewhere In 

Hopei province and also in Honan province and Ssfiioh,uan province. 

The particularly interesting thing about the Manda white wares is 

that open bowls with outfolded rims occur in late levels although 

the T #ang glaze certainly docs not. On those late outfolded 

rim bowls, the predominant colour is a very pale olive or green

ish white, though in one caoo tho glaze is a mottled, very pale, 

yellowich brown. In all cases other than tills last, the glaze 

is more translucent than glassy, whereas the brownish glaze is 

opaque like tho T*ang sherds.

The "olive" glazed bowls all have a rim diameter of 16 oa. or 

17 cm. and the yellow bowl has a rim diameter of 19 cm.

Tliore is a pair of sherds with a slight bluish tinge to the 

glaze, all but one of those in sealed levels being associated 

with Sgraffiato and Siraf wares. When associated with Sasanian
30Islamic these occurrences are among the latest of those levels. 

The assooiatod Sgroffiato always occurs below as well as with 

those white ware rimoj thus those vessels are all from eleventh 

to twelfth century levels* These bowls represent a large part 

of the white wares at Manda and are from the Sung period# The 

date of the associated material would suggest a Southern Sung
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period for these vessels. The glaze is of the Ching Pai 

group. It is not possible stratigraphically to suggest a 

Northern Sung or Southern Sung group, but clearly both periods 

are highly likely to be represented#

The Te Hua kilns in Fukien province may have been produc- 

ing vessels as early as 1000 AD, In the excavations conduct

ed by Harrison in Sarawak these vessels never occur with blue 

and white vessels and are associated with Sung Material.

Cecilia Locsin finds this moulded ware to be "anathema to the 

generally accepted classical Sung Ideal"; be this as it may, 

the archaeological contexts in the Far East argue a Sung date 

for those moulded wares. The two best preserved of these 

vessels from Manda are unhelpful in any discussion of chronol

ogy, They occur in a fifteenth century context in an assemblage 

consisting mainly of Sirafi stonewares and hatched Sgraffiato. 

But their occurrence with these early wares is probably signif

icant in view of the fact that another vessel is from a sealed 

level where it is associated with vestigial Sasanian Islamic, 

early Sgraffiato and Siraf wares - suggesting an early eleventh 

century date for it,^" This certainly agrees with Harrison's 

assertion that these moulded vessels are Sung and indicates an 

early Sung date for their manufacture. In no case were the

sherds at Manda found in association with Yueh ware as Harrison
35found in Sarawak, but the early Sung dating for the moulded 

bowls remains a feature of both areas, A similar period for the 

appearance of such a vessel is indicated by the tenth to eleventh
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It is not dearcentury dates obtained from Santa Anna*^ 

how long such vessels continued to be made but the Phillipine 

excavations at Pmagbayanan R* Agra and the thirteenth to four- 

teenth century graves at Santa Anna indicate that the ware 

vanished before the arrival of Blue and White, but was present 

in the thirteenth century. ̂

The only recognisable good sections of Te Hua vessels in 

the Manda excavations are stoneware white-bodied moulded bowls 

with straight walls and low round footrings. ̂  A fragment from 

a similar vessel was also found at Wlyuni. There are two glaze 

variations with no stratigraphical difference 

The glaze is creamy white and very finely crazed* On the exter

ior wall the glaze covers only the top portion of the bowl and 

is irregularly unglazed* The base and rim are also unglazed*

The exterior wall is decorated with raised motifs of straight or 

curved lines in a vertical plain set in dusters* The rim dia

meter is 9 cm* and the base diameter 6*5 cm* There is only one 

sherd with this glaze colour and texture from Manda* ̂  The 

other glaze type is on a glazed vessel of the same shape and 

size* The grey glaze is entirely uncrazed but is slightly mar

bled on the exterior wall.^ After the same fashion as the 

white bowl, the lower portion of the exterior wall, the base and 

the rim are all unglazed* The body is grey* Unlike on the 

white bowl the exterior wall carries no raised decoration.

There are only two other moulded sherds from Manda which 

seem to be Te-hua*^ One is a body sherd with a white unorazed
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glaze inside, and an olive-tinted uncrazed white glaze over 

a moulded decoration outside. The motif of the decoration is 

not discernible. The other has a white finely crazed glaze 

over the same white body. The glaze is the creamy white 

mentioned before. The sherd is from the rim of a small bowl 

whose wall is moulded into a scallop wall. Both of these 

sherds are also associated with Siraf and Sgraffiato wares in 

the top levels of the "Manor House" fill. The creamy white 

glaze on a white paste of 5-6 Moh*s is certainly Te Hua. The 

other sherd is a mystery and has been put in this group, like 

the grey bowl above, on account of the moulding and archaeol

ogical contemporaneity rather than anything else. A virtually

identical vessel form occurs in a surface collection from 
. 42Siu. This little Te Hua style bowl meets all the basic re

quirements of fabric and glaze in order to fit the grey cate

gory of Te Hua. It does, however, come from a collection which 

is predominantly post fifteenth century (almost exclusively so) 

and it shows signs of having been overglazed painted or enamel

led in red. The other distinguishing feature is that while the 

section is similar, the rim diameter is markedly smaller and 

the cavetto is bulbed.

T*ing ware, emerging, it would seem, from the Ch'ien-tz'u 

Ts'un and Yen-shan Ts*un kilns in Hopei province^ was used at 

court and at first is odd in this collection. But as Lovell 

points out^ the ware was not strictly an Imperial ware.

Lovell notes: "The most striking fact that emerges from Koyama's
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and Ch'on Van Li's reports la the colossal scale of T ’ing

waro manufacture at Chion Tz’u Ts’un. If the heaps found are

waste and breakage heaps how much more enormous the output

must have boon. It ±3 quite obvious that T’ing ware was not

dependent on Imperial patronage, or its withdrawal (in the

Northern Sung period) would have caused a sharp decline, if

not tlio total collapse, of the industry. There is evidence of

its continual development till long after the flight of the

court to Hang Chou. " 45 This is quoted at length because the

obvious importance of T'ing wares on the open market, and the
proximity of the kilns to the easy export routes would suggest

a large export market for these vessels# 45 a
O a r e r  Sofia.®**

Harrison in her report on tho Bas^ collection speaks of 

T*ing typo wares#4^ She presumably refers here to tho strong 

possibility that white wares wore made at many other places than 

Chien tz’u Ts’un. Fion Helen Ming statest "Investigations have 

shown beyond doubt that the kilns which produced the famous 

T*ing ware in the Sung dynasty wore already making a white ware in 

the T ’ang#.."4^ It is presumably possible to oonnoct this with 

the statement of Lovell that T ’ing wares were made in a groat many 

kilns and^conclude that T’ing wares wore madQ in many places out

side Chien tz’u Ts’un. Perhaps Harrison is using the term'T’ing 

type’ for those ’Mon-Chien tz’u Ts’un' wares# It seems to me that 

tho term 'type' is ill used in tills sense that ’T'ing types' were 

inferior export versions of T ’ing, since it says nothing specific 

about the distinction between T ’ing and ’T ’ing typo'. I prefer
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to note the obviously S*ing vessels and doaoribe the other 
sherds in the hope tnat tasy may fit & more closely defined 
category as our knowledge of exported white wares develops*
It is likely that the tern X'ing will cone to be used in a 
more general sense to cover this entire school of white 
wares*

The formal distinction between T'ang end X'ing is not 
clear, but the work of Ingram has given some very useful

JO
guidelines* hone of the glased wall bowls generally felt 
to be characteristic of T'ing was found in the bast African 
collection* Ware, the physical distinctions in paste 
glaze texture and colour is not clear either* Lovell cones 
closest to using terms useful to the archaeologist by describ
ing T'ing glaze as leaving 'a characteristic ivory white colour 
which is quite uiuristahoablo* * * oho goes on to soy that
the Chinese describe it as "jun" — "unctuous"*̂  and observes HIt 
is this quality which makes the T'ing glaze warmer and more 
appealing than the colder and whiter glaze on pre-bung white 
wares*• Lore helpfully she odds that the glazo is rarely 
crackled, is usually thinly applied, is bubbled when thick and 
often has tear narks* While Mrs* Lovell has boldly stepped into 
the realms of technical description, the distinction between 
T’ang and iling is still difficult to ascertain - especially 
since it is solely with small sherds of export waro that one is 
dealing*

There is no doubt that sons of the earliest white sherds at
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Manda are T'ang, since a post-tenth century date would not fit 

the context in which they were found, but there are a very 

large number of white wares associated with the Sgraffiatos and 

not significantly with any particular type of Sgraffiato, that 

a general T*ing bracket will be given to them. These vessels 

are grouped by paste and glaze, and are simply described there 

being no clear way to ascribe them more satisfactorily to a 

particular area or kiln. Lovell notes that T*ing ware is rare

ly crackled. Two indubitably Sung sherds occur at Manda with

crazed white glazes. One is a body sherd and gives no further 
51information. The other is a very thinly potted everted rim

52of a bowl. The mean wall thickness is 2.5 mm. and the dia

meter 18 cm. These two sherds have very high gloss. The other 

all-white sherd is not crazed. One sherd from a fifteenth cen

tury level has a very similar glaze except that it is marbled 

on the exterior wall. It has a square bevelled lip which is 

unglazed, and the rim has a diameter of 19 cm.'^

A dead-white glaze is the characteristic of the hollow corn

ice rim bowl 10 cm. across the rim, found in a surface collect

ion at Bui. This vessel is most likely from the fifteenth 

century but there is no certainty of this.54

The largest is a group of bowls with a white glaze which has

a pronounced light blue tinge at the thicker areas. Two of the
55footrings have a low flat footring of a diameter of 7 cm.

Only the foot is unglazed on one, and the base also is unglazed 

on the other. In both cases the glaze has the lard white charac-



teriatlo of the fane or T'ing wares* One of these sherds is 
associated with Siraf wares and early Sgraffiatoo,̂  but the 
other is fron a mixed level*

From a well at Manda came a bowl base with a high thin foot-
57ring surrounding an unglazod base* The foot is unglazod, and 

the outside footring wall is only partially glazed* A deep U- 

groove runs round the centre periphery* The diameter is 6 cn*
An entirely different form is represented by a very roughly pot
ted bluish-white sherd from a restricted vessel with an everted 
flap rim of diameter 15 cm**̂  The body is not well smoothed; 
this extends to tlio internal structure seen in the section* The 
paste has many crevices and "air niches'1 in it* The glaze is 
crazed overall* The paste is no different from the others in 
this group* This sherd was part of a vase or jar of some kind 
and is associated with late Sgraffiato types and vestigial Sasani- 
an Islamic in what appears to be a twelfth to thirteenth century 
level* There is a fine and unique everted rim bowl in this 
group, having a lard-white unerased glaze with bluish patches in 
the few places where the glaze lias settled thickly. This rim 
haa a diameter of 27 cm* Unfortunately, this is from a late 
mixed level* This thinly-potted, smooth—glazed vessel contrasts 
strongly with a body sherd found with it, of a bowl with a U-
groove incised round the lower interior wall* The glaze is bad-

60ly pitted, heavily crazed overall and stops short oi t c groin*
Two other footring bases have unglazed foot and base but tne 

glaze is slightly different* On both sherds it has an overall
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pale grecnish-bluo tinge. 61 The last footring baeo ie no re
thinly potted and the glaze has a richer blue tinge* indeed it

62is almost a very very pale blue. In this case, only the bev̂  
oiled foot is unglazed and chatter marks show beneath the glaze 
on the base. One other aliord falls into this group of overall 
bluish vessels* It is an everted rim sherd with a diameter of 
15 cm.6  ̂ The glaze is crackled in places on the interior wall.

While most of the blue tinged sherds have white porcelanous 
bodies 9 two havo pale grey bodies# One is a body sherd from a 
restricted vessel* glazed only in random patches on the inter
ior wall, and with a finely crazod glaze on the exterior# The

64provenance of this sherd offers no dating assistance# The 

other is a moulded bowl base with no glaze on the lower part of 
the exterior wall or on the base or footring# The footring has 
a diameter of 7 cm. * is straight and heeled and differential, 
the base being low# The base is flat, save for a moulded bead
ing running round at about half the maximum circumference and 
parallel to it. This vessel is from a late Sgraffiatoi-and-
Black on Yellow level and is therefore at Kanda around the four-

65teonth century.
ah of those vessels with a bluish glaze arc in tuo filing 

Pai group of whito wares. These waves were made in many parts 
of China) Gyllonsvard lists Kiangsi, Chekiang, Fukien and 
Kwantung as provinces where kilns have boon found. Ho satis
factory classification by area or period of manufacture so one 
feasible at present despite 3asil Gray*3 rather vague indication
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that the Northern type displays "...bolder carving and bluer 
glaze on a rather heavy body".67 All of these sherds are in 
later levels than the white putative Tfing wares. Unfortunately 
most aro in mixed levels also and, although the principal assoc
iations numerically are black-on-yellow and fourteenth to fift
eenth century celadon sherds, Sgraffiato is also in association. 
Gyllensvard sees Ching Pai vessels as Sung products, and the 
Hands sherds shed no enlightenment on this point.

A group of sherds with a greenish tinge to the white are 
probably also in the Ching Pai group, but have other distinctions 
apart from colour. Of the two available footrlngs one is all

goglazed round an unglazed base, u and the other has unglazod foot, 
inner ring wall and base.^ Both are pinched, and have a dia
meter of 7 oia. The glaze is overall crazed, and the only decor
ation on the slierd is a shallow inoised line running round the 
centre periphery.

With a similar slight greenish tinge in aro as of thick glaze 
is an everted ledge rim with a diameter of 30 cm.7° Only the 
rim-, was found, so the extant of the crazing which was all over 
the sherd is not known. Shis vessel is presumably also from a 
bowl, of the kind referred to above. These sherds are associ
ated with Sgraffiato, Siraf and Tin Glazo, and the nature of the 
Sgraffiato associations suggests an eleventh-twelfth century 
date.

In another Honda level bearing artefacts from a similar 
period was a dish fragment with a white porcolanous paste under
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a glossy white erased glaze tinged with very pale olive groan.
The xim has a diameter of 14 cm, and is very slightly scalloped

72for about 2 cm, below the rim. A shallow incised line runs
round the lower interior wall, Two other sherds have a much
stronger greenish tinge - tending almost to a very polo green

73glazo. The so are in a similar assemblage to the sherd above 
but the presence in the same level of an olive celadon would 
suggest a slightly lator date, perhaps twelfth to thirteenth 
century, for the level and would therefore permit a later date. 
Both are overall crazed, as is a body sherd from a small bowl, 
and the other is on outfolded bowl rim with a diameter of 16 
cm, f This rim has a much more bluish-green tinged glaze than 
the others, whose green is yellowish. It may be significant 
that the bluish-green vessel is from a fifteenth century level.

While those other greenish sherds represent bowls, one does 
not. It is a body sherd, glazed on one side only, and with a 
very palo, thinly applied greenish-white glaze. No decorative 
motif is discernible, but the decoration visible oonsists of 
three inoised U-groovos running vertically, leaving two ribs 
between them, This thinly potted sherd with a mean wall thick
ness of 5.5 mm., offers no suggestion of form, save that it is 
not a bowl, and that the unglazed interior suggests a restricted 
vessel. It comes from a thirteenth century level at Kanda. A 

rather fragment of deooration appears on another body
sherd of a different vessel which has a similar but crazed green- 
ish-whito glaze.76 This sherd is also from what appears to be
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a thirteenth century level at Wanda. A third sherd, similarly

glazed greenish-white on the outside and unglazed on the inside,

comes from a mixed level associated with Siraf, Tin Glaze, Yueh
77and Sgraffiato and nine intrusive Islamic Monochrome sherds.

The likelihood is that this vessel is Sung and not later, but 

the context is obviously unsatisfactory. Only two bowls are 

represented in a greenish-white uncrazed glaze. One is from an
rjQ

eleventh or twelfth century level and although the shape is 

not clear, two interested facts are notable from the sherds 

first, the glaze stops short of the base of the exterior wall; 

second, the exposed body fires slightly red. On no other white- 

glazed sherd in the North Kenyan collection whose body was expos

ed during firing, has this roseate body been noted. Of the 

other bowl, only the rim is extant. It is a shallow cornice rim 

with a diameter of 15 cm. and with an incised U-groove running 

round the interior wall below the rim. This, is froma fifteenth

century level mixed with sherds from six hundred years and offers
79no suggestion for dating.

Making an obvious little group are four whitish grey sherds, 

whose grey is probably a function of a very fine overall craze.

In one case, where the craze has gathered, a yellowish-green 

tinge is visible. It is worth noting the third occurrence of the 

band of vertical parallel U—grooves leaving narrow ribs between 

them. This third occurrence is also on a body sherd which 

clearly does not come from a bowl. The frustrations are that, as 

in the other cases, the form is not clear and the context is of
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SOno help at all in ascribing a poriod to this shard. The 

interior of the sherd is glazed.
A vessol very similar to the everted rim vase with the blu

ish Ch'ing Pai glaze is represented by a rim sherd in this 
glaze group* There is no distinction to be made between the 
fabrics. The rim diameter is about the saute os the other rim 
of this typo, 13 cm. * but the nock is rather more pinched.®̂
This sherd is from a level in which it is associated with 
Sgraffiatos and Siraf wares. The type of Sgraffiato in this 
context suggest an eleventh - twelfth century date as the earl
iest for this vessel. The other two sherds with the very finely 
crazed glaze are both from fifteenth century levels* giving no 
good olue to dating. One is a spout*^ the other part of 
tho neck of a vase or jar. The fojnn of the vessels is not 
clear from either shord. These vessels appear to be from tho 
Sung period despite tlioir provenance* and are probably of the 
T*ing group of white wares. The jar neck* like the rim chord has 
a direct parallel in the same level* but with a white glaze. It 
is possible that these sherds and their parallels are from the 
same vessel and the dangers of studying Chinese ceramics through 
sherds alone are clear.

The pale yellowisb-brown or creamy-white tinge in the Te Hua 
moulded bowls also occurs on three wheel-turned bowls found at 
Tianda. One has a straight and heeled footring of 9 cm. with 
foot and inner wall unglazod only. The glaze is smooth and 
shiny and very finely crackled. The fabric is white* containing
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black and brown specks. This bowl is associated with a Yueh 

vessel* Dasani an Islamic and Tin Glaze material and a solitary 

Sgraffiato ahord. An eleventh contury date is in order for 

this level and this vessel is thus a very early white vore*

Chit tick describes it as T'ing. It is intriguing that the 

body and glaze of this vessel are very similar to the "Provin

cial*1 ware of Barbara iiarrison* aooribod putatively to Annan
, q6identified with sherds from fourteenth century levels at Kilvm.

At bhakani in an early level probably from the fourteenth cen

tury is a similar large delicately potted white bowl with a 

very slightly ovortod rin* diameter 17 cm* ‘ A similar bowl 

base comes from the fifteenth or sixteenth century* at Bui.

A "sugary** creamy white glaze on two flat based bowls from 

iiaiida boars no resemblance to any of the above mentioned white 

glazes and appears in early assemblages associated with Sir of * 

bgraffiato and Yueh celadons. Hie period indicated by the assem

blage is not earlier than tno eleventh century* not later than
88the thirteenth century.

Gno of these vessels is very large with a thick* flat base* 

diameter 12 on/ 7 The other is a smaller bowl with a base 

diameter of 4 cm.^ In both casos tho base is partially glazed* 

and in the case of the smaller base* fragments of red clay arc 

stuck to the glaze on the base* this clay has boon fired* and 

is possibly a fragment of pontil.

A rawgfr yellower poroolanous paste with a Hoh*a rating of 

6—7 and containing tiny iron spots is seen in one vase or jar
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rin in a levol containing a predominantly eleventh to twelfth

century assemblage but also containing fourteenth century
91Black on Yellow sherds. This paste appears to have been 

slipped with a fine white porcelanous material below the crazed 

creamy white glaze. The rim is rounded and slightly everted. 

Similarly in a class of its own is a straight rim sherd from a 

bowl in a white porcelanous paste (Moll's 6-7) with a very rough 

uncrazed creamy white glaze, badly pinched and bubbled.^2 The 

rim diameter is 15 cm. The archaeological context of the sherd 

is not conclusive but it is most likely to have been dropped 

some time between the eleventh and thirteenth century.

There is a group of grey-glazed sherds which all come from 

bowls with an unglazed band around the centre periphery, and 

unglazed groin footring and base. In all cases the paste is 

grey and in a very hard stoneware. In two cases (of the total 

of five vessels) the unglazod body has fired red.

Two bases were recovered, each with slightly pinched foot- 

rings with a diameter of 9 cm. The glaze on these two sherds 

is crazed. ̂  The one rim retrieved is straight and square-lip

ped with a diameter of 19 cm.^ One of these sherds, the low 

footring base, is associated with a mid-to-late type of Sgraff- 

iato and residual Tin Glaze and Siraf ware, and is therefore 

from an eleventh or twelfth century l e v e l . T h i s  early dist

ribution is not supported by two pinched footring vessels from 

Uziwa surface and Mashundwani surface, both with a diameter of 

7 cm., and a bowl with a high, square tapered footring, diameter
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5 onu, from Hatondoni surface. All the other sherds are from 

late mixed levels. Little can be said In general about the 
date of this material, other than that It would seem to be pre

dominant amongst the white and grey wares after the fifteenth 

century, but It is worth noting that the one early sherd does 

support the conclusion arrived at concerning the baro-circle 

green glazed vessels, that the first occurrences are consider

ably earlier than was originally thought.

A paste with a silver grey colour and more poroelanous tex- 

yure is used in two bowl footring bases, one from a fifteenth 

century level^ and the other from an indeterminate Sgraffiato 

level, probably thirteenth century.97 The glaze is in both 

cases bluish-grey and in the case of the later sherd is crazed. 

The groin area, footring and base are all unglazed.

A rather darker grey paste was used for a very crudely in-
98cised "arcade bowl" of the kind found by J. S. Kirkman at Gedi 

and Ungwana where the docoration occurs in sixteenth century 

levels as it probably does in Manda where it is on the surface 

only. The glaze is a dull brownish grey. The paste is very 

variable, being grey as doooribed in places, and pinkish-buff 

in other places. A function of this colour variation is the 

hardness of the paste, the buff being Moh's 5-6 and the grey 

being 6—7. This suggests a very uneven firing temperature which 

emphasises the low quality of the bowl, already apparent in the 

lumpy glaze and crude decoration. No portion of the sherd was 

exposed during firing, but it may be supposed that it would fire
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pink, aa Kiikznon's finds suggest* It Is very important to note 

the enormous colour variation of the paste within a single 

sherd* The vessel found at Ungwana by Dr* Kirkman is described 

as having a buff body* The Manda bowl is larger than the Ung- 

van a and Godi examples* having a rin diameter of 17 cm* A much 

better quality celadon of this kind is illustrated by Locain101 

recovered from Calatagan, Batungas, Philippines, and regarded as 

early iling* A sherd with an all-buff paste is from a fifteenth 

to sixteenth century context at Hands* ̂  and has an unglazod 

groin, footring and base* The glaze is in all respects the same 

as that on the "arcade bowl” and the pasts, a pale-yellowish 

buff shading to a buff-pink* This paste is the same hardness 

(Moh*s 5-6) as the buff on the arcade bowl* The footring is 

straight and heeled and the base has a shallow cone*

A very dark nauve-grey paste rather similar to the brown sherd 

mentioned above was used for a cornice rim bowl with a rim dia

meter of 14 cm* and a heavily crazed bluish-grey glaze* This 

sherd comes from a voiy oarly level associated with Siraf, Sas- 

anian Islamic, Tin Glaze and early Sgraffiato sherds* It is cert

ainly a tenth or early eleventh century level and this sherd could 

have been imported any time between 800 and 1050 AD* It should 

therefor© be classified with the other cornice- or outfolded-rim 

bowls from the same period, most of which have white glazes* The 

difference in paste typo is striking and the implication is that, 

although the form is a characteristic feature of early Chinese 

export bowls, those vessels wore made in several areas of China*
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The paste can give aomo guide to the regions concerned in 

producing these cheap export wares* but as yet there ie not 

enough information for such an analysis to be carried out.

Vessels with marbled glaze are certainly late. They 

occur most often with plain white but occasionally with grey 

glazes and are exclusively from surface collections of the 

po st-fifteenth century period.

There is a small group of body sherds offering no indicat

ion as to form of vessel and not filling previous categories 

of glaze and paste. These are listed overt
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I .  Paste: pale grey porcelanous, creamy grey slip, (Mol^s 6-7)

Glaze: greenish-grey, iron spots, crazed

Level: probably eleventh century

(LPP 2a)

I I .  Paste: pale grey porcelanous (Moh's 6-7)

Glaze: grey-green, clear, crazed

Level: fifteenth century 

(LPA 2)

I I I .  Paste: pale grey porcelanous (Moh*s 6-7)

Glaze: matt, grey-green, chicken skin

Level: twelfth -  thirteenth century

(LPH 2a)

IV. Paste: white (Moh*s 6-7)

Glaze: very pale grey-green, smooth

Level: twelfth -  thirteenth century

(LPB 2a)

V. Paste: white (Moh*s 6-7)

Glaze: exterior only, very pale grey-green, fine craze

Level: eleventh century 

(LPQ 2a)



A few overall observations can bo made about thcao white 

and jroy wares. At present, despite the objections of some 

that court ceramics terns ouch os T*ing should not strictly
ftXuy

bo used for export uaros, tho30 terras should bo used do

nioux. It la dear in any case that much of the material in 

this collootion ia of a high quality and not an automatic 

candidate for tho per jorative "export ware" label.

White wares were already being exported to Africa from 

China, presumably via tho Persian Gulf, in T*ing timo3 . The 

essentially conservative nature of the white wares is clear • 

in  that T 'a n g  shapes persist throughout tho period covered by 

the collection, are found, through the Ch'ing Pai vessels in

spiring much of what is exciting in the Blue and White vessels, 

and finally strongly influencing nineteenth and twentieth cen

tury European white wares.

Despite the years of 3tudy of complete piecos by fine 

scholars -  frighteningly litt le  is understood of Chinese white 

wares particularly of the "non-court" materials found in 

African and Kiddle Eastern sites. I t  has not been possible to 

carry forward a detailed and accurate account of the wares in 

question by extrapolating from published works into the East 

African collection. At several points established principles of 

typology and manufacturing predilootion in these wares have been 

questioned by tho Kanda material — and this usually in favour of 

something less precise. Specifically the common use of archaic 

shapes, and tho use of production techniques in representative
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of tho oonotruotion of finer vessels of the sane school and 

period should be noted* In general, the blue tinged vessels 

and the white T'lng precede the more strongly tinged Ch'lng 

Pal vessels and these the coarse grey vessels* The olive and 

greenish tinged whites are also early, (that is, apparently 

from an eleventh to thirteenth century period) and give way 

to the ooarser greens and grey-greens - and of course to the 

by then well established oeladon tradition*

The glazes of the T'ang are not crazed or crackled, where

as this is a common feature of the eleventh to fourteenth 

century period. The marbled vessels are post-fifteenth 

century.

The quality of manufacture and finish noticeably doclines* 

Common features of the post-fourteenth century vessels are 

dirty glazes, contaminated with placing sand, warping, short 

glazed vessels,^bubbling,^^nickling, blobbing, scuffing,^ 

appalling f e t t l i n g , a n d  often a hawse paste. The arcade bowl 

is a most unsightly pioco of lump; an aesthetic abortion, a 

functional also-ran and, one would have thought, commercial 

liability* Nevertheless it was successfully sold to serve its 

turn in gome family whose discernment or means were not those of 

its ancestors*

The delicately ovortod rims and rim nicks of the T'ang 

period arc raro in tho later periods, but folded cornice rims 

persists throughout, yielding proportionally to straight rim 

bowls after tho fourteenth century. The flat base, found but
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twice In the T *ang collection disappears altogether in the 

years following*

There is a large group of heavily potted open bowls from 

levels which are either associated with the late Sgraffiatoe 

at latest with the first occurrences of Black on Yellow ves

sels. They would seam therefore to enter the record in the 

twelfth century. Those are the so called "Baro-Circlo" 

bowls. The centre periphery has a broad unglozod bond* which 

feature is occasionally reproduced on the exterior above the 

groin. The feature is not confined to the white/grey collect

ion of Chinese vessels. but when it is found on these the shape 

is consistent and the glaze is grey and in almost all cooes 

crackled or crazed. It is in several cases clearly related to 

the To-Hua typo of glaze and is. of course, contemporaneous.

The shape is more consistent with the ooladon range than with 

the white wares and is illustrated tliere to avoid duplication. 

Thoso vessels are clearly in the tradition of the Yueh grey- 

green bowls glazod and fired on ring pontils. Indeed, though 

some were found in love la as early as that would suggest, thoso 

late and related vessels are a good example of the retention of 

archaic forms and manufacturing techniques in kilns firing 

vessels for export.

Dr. Kirkman is interested in the possibilty that those 

"Bare-Circlo" vessels, with their grey body forms, may be from 

Annam or Cambobia.^^ He believes that these vessels coosod to 

be imported in the second half of the fifteenth century and



and tentatively associates this with the Thai invasion of 

1467 and the consequent docline or collapse of the export

trade from Indo-China. These vessels seen to be in the Lonu 

collection earlier than the thirteenth century date suggest

ed by Kirkman as a terminus post quern but do not dispute an 

early to mid-fifteenth century terminus ante quern. The 

observation concerning exports from Thailand and Annam is 

taken up elsewhere.**®

These are statements from the Lomu collection. They may 

not hold t*we for the wares as a whole* Accounts such as 

this must be seen together across the sites before a con

sensus can be arrived at, better defining these ubiquitous

white and grey wares.
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The only Tz*u Chau in the Kenyan colloctiono 1b from a 

nixed level at Wanda.*** The paste is of the very dark grey or 

black typo, and the glaze varies between olive-grey and greyish 

olive-green. The interior as well as the exterior of this 

sherd io glased which according to Li Hui-Ping io a feature
112of the Tz#u Chou ware proper, and the exterior wall is incised. 

There io no visible slip, yet set into some of the grooves is 

a brilliant yellow colour. It looks as if it has been painted 

into the grooves. Elsewhere on the sherd the inoisions are 

loft to carry and therefore darker areas of the green glaze.

Li Hui-Ping describes as "the most representative of Tz*u Chou 

wares" the vessels with a black painted and incised decoration 

on a white ground. He attributes most of these vessels to the 

kilns at Tung ai K*ou. This is the closest to a description 

of the Ilanda vessel that Li Hui-Ping has, and it is clearly 

not accurate. Even the paste is rather darker than his "grey" 

would suggest. I remain convinced that this is a piece of Tz*u 

Chou ware and, after Li Hui-Ping, place it in the twelfth to 

fourteenth century period from a pottery In Honan or neighbour

ing areas in Shanjior Hopei.



1. CMTESr: CELADONS
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Apart from the laudable work done by the Locoine and 
113Einc Moore and the mtlior generally applicable commonts 

of Carla Zainie and the Harrisons, very little indeed has 

been done on the classification of Par Eastern export wares.

It is extremely difficult to know how to classify the 

celadons from the coast.

The collection from the North Kenya coast is largely of 

classes designed for export. The ultra carefully controlled
(XrJi

filing conditions.superlative standards of potting cannot be 

expected from these vessels. There are some very fine pieces 

in the collection but In general it is clear that nuch of the 

material bears only a family resemblance to the best of the 

celadons, as represented by those in the world*s museums and 

private collections. The celadon from East Africa is often 

poorly potted and badly glazed. There is even a waster of 

"sawahkhalok type" in the Dar os Salaam museum, which liad 

presumably been bought in Africa by somebody. A farther diff

iculty i3 that the pieces are almost always small 3hords only 

and judgement of ago or area of production by area or shape 

(criteria fundamental to the published works of tho art hist

orians) not always possible.

One must rely therefore upon paste, glazo texture and 

colour as much as on form. For the purpose of this survey 

I have assumed that the high technical sophistication of the



Chinese potteries permits one to presume a degree of stand

ardisation, of raw material, firing conditions and form which, 

despite the low quality of the export ware being studied, 

permits at least general conclusions about chronological and 

geographical variations.

I am unable to depend entirely upon the simplified Hunsoll 

Scale for describing colours. These very subtle variations in 

the tone and hue of green would be difficult enough in the 

complete Munsell charts, and are impossible to divine from the 

grossly over-simplified colour fan available throughout the 

period of research. The descriptions must therefore roly upon 

a personal assessment allied to descriptions given by others.

The term "Celadon" is not universally accepted as the most 

apposite of terms to describe the material. It generally 

carries the connotation of "green glaze", but also Implies some

thing about texture. The celadon is semi matt (liko muslin, 

says Gomperts)*^. This textural connotation sometimes leads 

people to spook of "white celadon". The matter is further con

fused by Harrison*s term "Coarse Celadon", used of a vessel with 

a glossy green glaze.

Coladon, the character in D,Urfo*s undistinguished play 

"A3treo" shows few signs of deserving to have this fine ware 

namod after him. In China, those vessels are called "Ch'ing 

Ts*u (Green-Blue Ware) and in Japan they are called "Seiji".

The Chinese tern is at onoe a compatriot of the ware, a simple 

description of the principal feature in common among the vessels.
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and free of irrelevant cultural allusions. "Soiji", while 

markedly more elegant and lexically more apposite is no more 

directly useful than "celadon”.

"Celadon” is now virtually free for All practical pur

poses of cultural allusions. D'Urfe may have been quickly 

forgotten had not this ware cast the glamour of the ceramic 

skill and brilliance on his pedestrian work. It is also advant

ageous in that it is common usage throughout the world, being 

recognisable to Oriental Scholars and to Anglophones, Franco

phones and Arabic speakers. To attempt to employ the more 

sensible "Ch'ing Tz'u" at this stage would bo futile.

The prefix "proto" is employed for pro-Ming or pro-Sung 

celadons by different observers. It is inaccurately used chrono

logically and implies a singularity of aim of a homogeneous group 

of potters, a striving for a generally accepted exactness of 

colour and texture, indeed a revolutionary concept of vossol 

fora, colour and texture, which is probably out of order in a 

discussion of celadons.

These vessels have been made for over a thousand years in 

various parts of China and Annam. There does seem to hove been 

an impulse among some of the potters to reproduce the exquisite 

colour and texture of Jade. But this would not explain the 

superb bluish greens and groen-blues of the Ju celadons. Any 

such aspirations have probably long since been forgotten for 

the laudable aim of producing good celadon. Good celadon would 

seen to be a green, bluish greon or occasionally greenish-blue
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glaze on a high fired earthenware* preferably highly foldo- 

pathic* offering, whatever the smoothness of the surface* a 

remarkable profundity and translucenoo In the glaze* The 

fabric is a high fired stoneware* never becoming a proper 

porcelain despite the highly feldopathic paste.

The use to which Celadons were put comes under discussion 

in Freeman-Grenville • s comments on coast ceramics. He draws 

attention to the magical properties of Celadon. His argum

entation is vacuous save for the observation that "it is a 

relic of former superstition* like our own against passing 

wine anti-clockwise (sic!!) of which the reason and origin are 

forgotten".^® Since the details of the "magical properties" 

are forgotten at best* it is wise to set Celadon imports alongside 

all others os meeting more mundane functional needs than magical.

The earliest Celadon found in the Bast African sites is from 

Manda* and was manufactured during the Yueh dynasty in China. 

These princes had their capital at Sh'ao Using in Chekiang Prov

ince and the vessels are prosumod to have been made in that 

province and possibly in the neighbourhood of that city* although 

it is also known to have been made at Lin-ju Hsien in Honan

Province. This material ha3 been found elsewhere in the Indian

Ocean region. It is at Somarra*11^ at Fustat**20 and was also
121recognised by Lane and Sergeant at Abyan in the Aden area.

One solitary sherd of a late and very crude jar was found at 

Kilva1?2

In the characteristic Yueh grey-green glaze* several open



bowls are represented at Manda.*2^ Rim diameters vary consid

erably between 16 cms. and 22 eng. Each vessel has a row of 

spur marks on the centre groin and on the base of the foot

ring. No oomplete segment is available but the number of 

spurs on the castellated ring pontil was probably twenty.

Each spur is set diagonally to the circumference on the centre 

but at right angles to it on the footring. These are from Per

iod I of the Manda excavations and these provenances confirm 

the Yueh date.

However, a very similar bowl comes from a mixed contort in

Manda. *2^ This was fired on a plain ring pontil of the kind

described by Gompertz. In Gompertz's excellent book on the

Celadons, he observes that the "normal Yueh manner1* was to use

**a circular ring of clay or...three small lumps".*2'* This is

in obvious contrast to the Manda information which indicates that

crenellated ring pontils were also used.

The footring is pinched (this is the "splayed" footring of

Gompertz and Savage) and the base is very low.1 ihls is al»

most exactly replicated by Palmgren. Palngren'e piece is

from the Ven Chou Yao. There is no certainty as to how long
-  128before the Sung period the Wen Chou feldspars were in use nor 

Indeed the potteries. It seems certain that the potteries were 

already operating in the T9ang period. The Manda provenances 

arc firm. The bowl form illustrated is definitely pre-Sung.

The form persists elsewhere into the Sung period in Wen Chou Yao. 

A  fabric analysis would be very valuable to ascertain the
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feldspar contort and double check Palagren's thesis that the 

feldspar (specifically from Vsn Chou) is not so large an ingred

ient as it is in the Sung vessels, and more generally the south-
129era vessels. There are no vessels at Manda with the paler 

fabric normally associated with Wen Chou and an ocular study 

convinces me that Palngren is right. If Palmgren is right, this 

collection is strictly from the north and early.

It is important to note the close similarity between this

bowl shape and that found in the Tin Close collection of the
1*0

same period. This is a fine example, but by no mesne the 

only one of the impact Chinese vessels had on the potters of 

the eastern Islamic world from as early as the eighth century.

The whole of the base is glazed, as is the footring except 

the foot itself. The glaze is a light greyish olive, patched 

with olive, and is crazed in patches. The paste has a hardness 

of around Moh 7 and ia grey; it contains sufficient iron to "brown” 

in exposed areas in the oxidising atmosphere.

There is a second type of bowl represented by two sherds, 

one being from the surface on a site thought to have been sett-
o m ,

led in the twelfth or thirteenth centuries, and are from an in-
13?dieputably first period of settlement provenance at Manda.

This is rather smaller than the unstratified vessel, with a rim 

diameter of around 14 cos. and a high, relatively thick heeled

and pointed footring.

Of the Yueh types, Shang Lin Hu wares only are known to have 

been exported in the period from whose levels these vessels



wore found In Honda. On the period aftow lovela in which

veooolo wore found in Honda. The peak of the Shang Lin 

Hu export trade was in the ninth century^ and a ninth century 

date ia appropriate for these bowls, found as they are in 

the lowest levels of Saaanian Islamic, Tin Glaze and Siraf 

wares.

A single base fragment of a straight wall bowl was found
o f r (flo a \ĉ w  .

in a twelfth century level̂ , This sherd has a more satisfact

ory glass, less patchy and showing no sign of crazing. The 

spur marks on the base periphery and foot-ring base are from 

a crenellated ring pontil like the other Yuehs but the base 

of the footring between the spuxwaarks is glazed*^ The foot

ring is very slightly different in section, having a small 

torus external profile and a straight interior wall. The base 

is very low as on the other bowls. The glaze colour colour is 

a dear pale olive, as much reminiscent of the glossy olive 

northern Celadons as of their greyer, duller, Yueh predecessors 

This glaze is associated usually with the Shang lln Hu kilns 

but the proxininty of Ning Po port to the Hain Hsien must in

sist on a closer look at these kilns also. The glaze is marred 

by siege sand accretions and rough, pale patches where the 

glaze is starved. Such patches are a feature of the other Yueh 

bowls also. This bowl is definitely later stratigraphically 

than the other two and is possibly of later manufacture also* 

Insofar as the shape varies and the glaze is slightly different 

and akin to the successor northern Celadons. One is thus



prevented from assuming automatically that it ie likely to be 

vestigial. If the period of shipment from China to East 

Africa were constant within a hundred years, the later bowl 

was not only imported but also manufactured during the North

ern Sung period that is to say before 1127. The thought that 

these NYueh" vessels were made so late is encouraged by the 

fact that Yueh type thin glazes of the kind described above 

occur in Borneo as late as in Sung sites, well into the thir

teenth century] ̂  Such late vessels do occur in Manda. But 

Yueh vessels only occur in post eleventh century levels in 

mixed or dubious contexts at Kanda, and only occasionally in 

twelfth or thirteenth century levels elsewhere on the Kenya co*s)r

so the matter remains unresolved.^ There is little doubt that,
hr***.

as Koyama sayst the general assumption holds tine that "the best 

Yu Yao ware was made from late T'ang to the Five Dynasties, 

continuing to some extent into Sung but completely disappearing 

in Yuan and Ming".1^6 Similarly there is little doubt that 

Yueh type glazes continue to be used well into the fourteenth 

century at least. Nothing appears late in this oollection 

which is in a reliable context and is in the Yueh style, although 

the idea of a thin greenish grey semi opaque glaze certainly 

persisted.

Considering the great variety of the celadons imported to 

the East African coast, a series of these later Yueh style 

vessels would have been expeoted in thirteenth century lovelc 

at Honda they been available to the merchants.
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One very finely potted Yuah type bowl base comes from a 

level which fits best in the eleventh century, on the basis 

of the associated Islamic vessels but is in a level which may 

well be disturbed* The glaze is more evenly applied And more 

generally and evenly crazed. ̂ ̂  The base and footring are 

completely glazed except for three (on the complete base pro

bably four) vague unglazed patches, reddened during firing.

▲ shallow U groove runs round the base periphery into which 

has settled a thicker deposit of glaze creating a darker grey

ish olive band. Another such base also egLetinq^a high thin 

heeled footring was found at Manda on what would appear to be 

an eleventh century level* A fragment of precisely the 

same kind of base was found in a fourteenth century level at 

Shanga.1*^

A very grey green glaze;very like the lueh type in texture

and gloss appears on a grey fabric in several late (fifteenth

century) levels at Manda* In no case is there any indication

of body shape; though the form is that of a bowl; neither is the

range of motifs clear, incised on the interior wall (in two

c a s e s ) ^  on the exterior wall (in one case),*^ In the fourth

case the vessel has swirl floral incisions inside and a single
142line incised below the rim on the outside*

These are the only examples from the north Kenyan ooast of 

vessels from the Yu Hung area of Chekiang province, found by

Dr* Kirkman in greater quantities at Gedi in thirteenth and
143fourteenth century levels*



Thor© arc several other sherds from straight rinnod open 

bowls* tvo base fragments*^ and a body sherd.^ These 

all share a glaze and pasta identical to the Yuch type des

cribed above. There are other bases which are similar save 

that,instead of spur pontilef̂ h^rot both on the centre groin 

and above the outer groin unglazed circles from ring pontils. 

These sherds come from late fourteenth or fifteenth century 

levels, based on the Islamic and better known Par Eastern 

associates* and could well have been imported as late as the 

fifteenth century. Gamer mentions bare circle celadons in 

the fourteenth century * but such vessels are known in the 

collections from T'ang onwards at least* In the study collect

ion in Nairobi* one of these sherds has been labelled by 

Harrison with the caption "fifteenth to seventeenth century"!^ 

A point in time at the very beginning of this period is the 

most acceptable for the Manda material. One other example of 

this "Bare Circle" celadon occurring at Manda has a badly worn 

glaze and* although the colour is close to lush wares* nothing 

certain can be said since the texture is not clear. The glaze 

is pinholed occasionally all over end intensively in the centre. 

One would suspect that the kiln was heated very rapidly from 

the base and that in a full kiln the heat was not regulated or 

spread evenly fast enough at the beginning of the firing. The 

paste is a darker grey than that of the other Yueh vessels and 

contains specks of white. It is nevertheless rather similar to 

the Yueh vessels and certainly of the Yueh type. The unglazed
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firoas are strong rod, unlike the Yueh vessels and in contrast with

the later Yueh type vessels with bare circles which are grey* It

should be noted that while the trench from which this sherd came

showed no signs of fire, it is just possible that this sherd was

refired in the highly oxidised building fire for whioh there is

evidence nearby at K a n d a . ^  The unglazed areas consist of the

bare circle Itself (an irregular bounded circle on the centre

groin) and the whole base, including footring inside and out.

The footling is kneed and heeled and differential, the base being

considerably lower than the wall plane, thus creating a veiy

heavy base. The base diameter is 5 cm. This characteristic

is noted by Harrison who observes that the thickening is sometimes
151conical in shape on the collections from the far tfast. The

oontext of this sherd suggests a period in the eleventh or twelfth

century and discourages a later date, being associated with vest-*

Period One Islamic wares and with early Sgraffiatos in the

absence of Black on Yellow ware. Thus, a Bare Circle celadon

appears in a Manda level two hundred years before 12ie generally

accepted date for the earliest appearance of such types. This

will remain a puzzle until this extraordinary find can bo seen in
ci caj

conjunction with finds of such vessels in archaeological v»nn<> 

described by Dr. Kirkman. Something similar occurs at Cedi be

ta, oen 1100 and 1450,152 the first half of which fits satisfactor- 

ily with the context at Manda. Thus, while if these types come 

from h-tgVi up in the Cedi period mentioned, a date according more 

or less, with the generally accepted period of production, their 

discovery at the beginning of that period would augment the inter*
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est of the Hand.a find* Unfortunately it  is not absolutely clear 

that these are from twelfth century Cedi levels* but the prospect 

is  an interesting one* The simplest deduction is that since the 

î are Circle Celadons in late descriptions are more firmly and 

less grey*

Harrison does not seem to think that these vessels are strict

ly in the Yueh tradition and tentatively suggests a south Chinese* 

possibly Axmamese origin for them* While there is no proof for 

this hypothesis* it  would certainly fit  with the common behaviour 

of r'ar Eastern ceramics* that archaic types are perpetuated long 

after their demise in the origin of manufacture* and remain com- 

mon wares particularly in the export-orientated kilns of south 

China and in the "provincial" kilns of the Annamese peninsula* In 

so conservative a technology as ceramics perhaps the different 

pontil type which gives the name to the ceramic type also suggests 

a different origin for the early and late "Yueh Type" glased bowls*

There are two other sherds with the Yueh glaze and body char*- 

acteristicc. 15, They are bases of a bowl or cup and glazed over

all* with patches of crazing* The base is of the hole bottom* or 

reoessed kind and the examples have diameters of seven and ten 

centime tree* The base is reoessed only slightly. Addis* when 

speaking of Blue and White wares sees this kind of base as being 

of limited time range and characteristic of the late fifteenth 

century* He argues that it is so unusual a base that it  must have

been the work of a limited number of people over a limited period
154of time* and potting within a very small region*



Harrison seems to accept this and to add to it  a comment that
281

the hole bottom celadon bowl found at Kilwa in a fifteenth century 

context has direct chronological and typological parallels in 

archaeological contexts in Borneo*. Be this as it may, the pale, 

yellowish green celadon base from Kilwa has a very different glaze 

from the olive, patch crazed, base from Hands* It has a late glaze 

and is dearly Lung Ghu*an.

The Hands sherd, however, is from an eleventh century context, 

associated as it  is  with the first occurrence in that pit of 

Sgraffiato and with late occurrences of basanian Islamic material* 

The recessed base is by no meflns common in Chinese technology and 

is  certainly associated with what X would regard to be a fifteenth 

century blue and white vessel in the Bar os Salaam collection* It 

Is not so complicated a feature as would lead one to see it as a 

wtechnology marker11* One would ntt feel free to offer it  as a 

period marker in the absence of many more examples than are avail

able on the hast African coast* The blue and white material from 

Tanzania does not ill shutoo with Addis*s conclusionsf but there 

appear to be no Yueh type comparisons either In Addxs’s mind or in 

the collections* Thus one is either led to believe tuat tiiio 

type vessel is later than presumed, in agreement with the shape 

characteristics of another ware i albeit vaguely rexâ ed; or to 

assume that this type of base was used also in tno Vuea rfaros* 

this being in keeping with the ware association and the stratigraphy 

ioal context*
A few generalisations could be hazarded about the Yueh vessels
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and the Yueh typo glaso* The Yueh vessels themselves are 

apparently discrete to ti#o forms in the collection t a group of 

straight rim heavy footring moulded cavetto bowls and a group 

of low footring straight wall everted rim bowls* These latter 

appear to be marginally earlier than the former but the distri

bution does not give enough occasions when directly relative 

sequences can be studied to ascertain that this is not chance*

After the eleventh century sherds from these forms decline 

in number and are either badly worn, or in poorly defined con

texts* The glaze type persists however on large straight rim 

bowls, considerably larger than the true Yueh* It is particul

arly, though not exclusively associated with the vessels fired 

on ring pontils and often called N Bare Circle Celadon" • No 

fabric analysis could be taken to ascertain the material relat

ionships between either Yueh and Yuah type "Bare Circle" vessels, 

or the pink-firing and the grey-firing Yueh material* Tkeee 

"Bare Circle" vessels appear in the eleventh or twelfth century 

upon the disappearance of the true Yueh vessels, and continue to 

be imported into the fourteenth, or even the fifteenth century* 

With the advent of the hung Chu'ana, these "Bare Circle" bowls 

appear to drop out of the market, occurring rarely in the fift

eenth century* The stratigraphy for these comments is slight, 

but seems to be in agreement with the dating for Class 25 at 

Cedi and at Kilwa.

The closest ports for the shipment of these vessels to the 

vest are Hangchou, King Bo and Wen Chou* It is known that the
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long land route to Canton through the Hal'Ling pass was fi 

used* The only documents of relevance to East Africa seen to 

refer exclusively to the south coast ports*

It has been decided to place the closely related but 

more heavy pot and basin form green stonewares In a separate 

section.
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Hone of these early bowls fits well with Eine Moore*s des

cription in her very valuable account of Si Ch*un exports to 

Sarawak, She does not mention the spur marks, and the tenth 

century date for manufacture for Tush type bowls would most 

likely be too late for a ninth or tenth century occurrence on 

the East African coast. More conclusively the paste of all 

the Yueh bowls at Manda is grey and not as pale as Mi's* Moore
iCLdescribes the 3i Ch*un copies.

It is worth pointing out that there are no sherds in the 

Lamu archipelago which answer to the description of the Si Ch*un 

sherds in Sarawak, It would seem that this largo group of 

export wares is for some reason entirely missing from the export 

consignments shipped from the Iranian Culf to East Africa* It 

would be very interesting to establish whether Si Ch*un was 

exported to India or the Iranian Gulf* Prom the literature it 

is  impossible to see any such vessel either in those collections
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or Indeed in any Middle âstern collection from further vest*

CHIU YEN

There is one ogee rim from a late Saaanian Islamic / Tin
f+rfrGlaze level at Uanda* The rim diameter is 14 oma* and is 

from an ever* The 14 cm* diameter of this rim, i f  it is from 

an ever is from a vessel 35 cms* or so high* The body is a 

pale grey and very finely potted* The mean of means thickness 

of the body in the sherd available is 35 mm*

There is no ogee rimmed bovl at a ll in any illustrated 

description, and this is most certainly from an ever* Similar 

rims occur on ewers from Yueh vessels of the five dynasties and 

early Sung periods illustrated in Comportz*
The glaze is a smooth, thin, very pale olive* These evers in 

this glaze are often attributed to Hunan, whence they are kno 

to have been exported in quantity through Canton* But in keep in/, 

with so much else in the field of Chinese export ceramics, there 

ia little  agreement* It is, very occasionally, crazed* ±hio 

glaze is of the kind described by Gompertz as Chiu Yen. Gompertz 

cites a T*ang poet and the "diversity of quality of Yu mo wares 

and concludes that the vessels from the Chiu ien Kina in ridden 

province vers probably in action right through the j.*ang period, 

through the Five Dynasties and into £arly Sung times* Yhe 

stratification at Kanda suggests a tenth century period for the
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ewer rim and supports Gompertz1 suggestion.

m  mbh  mrep

The relative paucity of Chinese export wares on the hast

African ooast in the early period says more about the condition

of China than about the î conony or aesthetics of the people of

the ooast. The export facilities seem to have been limited.

After the sack of Canton by Huang Chao in 878, and his subsequent

successful campaigns in Kwangtung, Fukien, and Che-Kiang, the

export trade was severely affected by the closure of Canton.

This, despite the defeat of Huang Ch'ao and his rebels a short

while later in 884, seems to have had far reaching effects. It

should perhaps be coupled with a dim awareness of the value of

the export market and a marketing organisation unfit to handle a

large output, least of all for export.

Nevertheless a little  trade did come from Canton after 884.

A1 Masudi tells us that 8irafi ships traded at Kalah and Canton

and sets out the routei Canton (where possible), Kalah, the hio-
157obars, Malabar (specifically Kalam), Ifuscat, Siraf•

In 971, the Canton Inspectorate of Maritime trade underwent 

a major reorganization to cope the better with a larger volume of 

overseas trade, lesser ports were also in the business by the 

qynd of the tenth century, in particular, Ch'uanchow Liao Chili 

(TongkAn), Hangchow and Mingohow.
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Volker quotes figures taken from T'ien Tse Chang for the 

annual volume of trade between 1049 and 105J. It amounted 

to 550*000 units of count, where one unit equalled one and one 

third pounds of ivory (the ,,Ch,inH). This represents a very 

considerable export trade of which an unknown proportion was 

pottery* It is worth noting that it is precisely in the latter 

half of this century that Chinese material becomes more common 

in the Manda deposits*

The whole subject of the kiln sites and typology of the 

Northern Celadons is confused and the few putative northern 

celadons from Manda do little to clarify anything*

It seems that all are in agreement that Honan province is 

the general area of origin for these vessels and that Chen Lin, 

near Kai Feng, was one of the pottery centres* The implications 

of the distinction between Northern and Southern Celadons, which 

appear to be synonymous with Northern Sung and Southern Sung, are 

that the Northern celadon is not only that celadon from Honan 

province but also that which was made during the Northern Sung 

period, between 960 and 1126, which latter year marks the thrust 

south of the Ju Chen and the deportation to l*anchuria of liaperor 

Hui Ttiuiig from K^i Feng Fu in Hnn^n province and the establish *̂ 

aent of the "Southern Sung" government by Kao ^sung in Hangchow



In Chekiang province in 1132.

It may not be useful to differentiate "northern celadons" 

from the Xueh vessels of the same period. The excavations on 

the -enyan coast have yielded no celadons which can be certainly 

called "Northern" though tJiere are a few in the oolleotion in 

the Har os tfalaam liuseum which carry the dark, oak green (dark 

yellowish green) glossy glaze which is said to be characteristic 

of the 'i-orthem celadons". Certainly these are different from 

the Xueh as defined, and from the Xueh type late southern types, 

•erertheloss they are no more "northern" in origin than the Xueh 

and are clearly related in terms of shape and decoration. One 

is tempted to take Hetherington#s observation that the northern 

celadons are so called for lack of accurate knowledge of their 

pro\ onanoc 5 even if one may be less attracted by the equally 

baseless oomment that "some may be attributable to Corea".159 

If there is little evidence to encourage the use of the term 

"northern", there is even less to support the term "Corean" or 

worse, "Innamese" for products of unknown irtinp alightly

variant finishes of a well known Chinese metropolitan style.
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In fifteenth century levels at handa are two sherds from 

different bowls, with a smooth, pale, greyish white porcelanous 

body and very pale grey/olive buff glaze. The glaze is thinly
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applied and very smooth, the only blemishes being & few pin

holes on the exterior wall of one sherd* One sherd Is from a 

bowl with a gently curved wall and slightly everted rim**^°

The other sherd is a base fragment, also from a bowl,^* with 

a differential footring 6 cm* in diameter, with a high straight 

outside wall and low, slightly heeled outside wall* The out

side wall is glazed and the foot, inside wall and base are 

unglazed* The interior wall is lightly incised, collecting 

thicker (and therefore darker) glaze along the incisions* In 

the case of the rim sherd the incised decoration is of the 

"swirl" type, being a series of random single line curves given

body in places by sweeps of comb dragged incisions* Similar
162sherds occur on the surface at ilanda* Bui and dhanga*

duoh decoration occurs on the vessels in group A 1 o of
16̂ 5Carla Z&inie's classification of white wares and nowhere else* 

Apart from a discrepancy of colour, there is remarkable simil

arity of size, since the vessels Zainie speaks of have an avex*» 

age height of 8 ems*, an average rim diameter of 18 cm* a foot

ring average of cm ."  and an average footring height of 1 cm*

The two sherds from iianda fit into these general size and proport

ion categoxiw *

The base fragment shows insufficient of the wall to give a 

detailed idea of the decoration, but it is undoubtedly of the 

same general fri-wd as the decoration on the rim sherd* in the 

centre is a floral motif* This is highlighted by a dark band 

of thicker glaze settled in a small U groove running round the
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centre groin*

If the pale olive vessels are the same as or close relat

ives to Zainie's Mwhitish to greyish with a green tinge as

I believe they are, they occur in Yueh and in "celadon" sites
165in Sarawak, that is to say the archaeological contexts of 

these vessels from the Far has tern evidence would support a 

date somewhere between the seventh and the fourteenth oentury.

Zainie refers to Feng hsien wing's invaluable article in 

which he notes that the ware is probably from the north and that 

it was on this ware in the I'ang and Five Dynasties period that 

"carved and incised decoration made their first appearance on 

white ware".106

The occurrence date at Kanda is probably a century later 

than the closing date for the period Zainie suggests, and indic

ates, assuming that trade time is relatively constant with all 

Chinese wares that the type has a longer tradition than Zainie 

was able to divine from the Far Kastem collections available 

to her* Here interesting perhaps is the fact that neither at 

iianda nor any where else on the Kenyan coast is there any suggest

ion that these vessels were arriving before the fourteenth 

century*

CHU'AH

The Lung Chu'an Celadons are highly fired stonewares usually 

solidly, if not heavily potted* They were fired in what seem to



h j m  boon vast settings of naybe as many os 20,000 • 25,000 

pieces* Tbs famous dragon kilns, consisting of an interccmnecb- 

ed series of chambers, fired these vessels* They were highly 

prised on this coast as in so many other parts of the world* A 
combination of their robustness and their popularity should 

lead one to expect a longer average life than the earlier, finer 

vessels, and therefore late levels might well contain pieces of 

lung Chu'an from an earlier period than the rest of the assemb

lage might suggest* This probably accounts for the confusing 

chronological evidence of the Lung Cbu'ans in the coastal sites* 

The tens. Lung Chu’an is adhered to as convenient, despite the 

fact that the main kilns seem to have been moved from Lung Chu'an 

to Ch'u Chou Put towards the end of the fourteenth oontuiy, and 

the fact that these export quality types were doubtless made in 

other places also*

The celadons produced in Chekiang kilns appear at about the 

time that the Yuch vessols disappear* The excavations in Sarawak 

lead Kiss Calais to the general conclusion that Yueh vessels were 

made from the seventh century to the t e n t h , a n d  that the Lung 

Chu'an celadons first appear in the Cung-Yuan period and proceed 

into the mid-fourteenth century* A similar succession occurs 

on the iiast African coast sites at least at handa, but the mid- 

fourteenth century as a final date for these oeladona is too 

early for the north Kenyan sites, where the Lung Chu'cns are found 

to have been usod considerably later*

It should be noted that there is no confusion in tills collect
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ion with the rather earlier Koryu celadons of Korea* It is

extremely difficult from the descriptions of the glaze colour

to distinguish between fenryuji and Shichikan celadons* To take

Tenryuji for example, Hobson speaks of a "poa g r e e n " ^  or 0f a

''sea green" and Gompertz, of a "pale olive"* It would seem

from the museum pieces that Gompertz's suggestion of a darker,

more brownish glaze might be a useful indicator of a Yuan or
171early King date, whereas the paler "almost watery" some

times bluish greens, applied very thickly suggest a Shichikan 

glaze from & mid Ming or late King period* It is difficult to 

see any useful chronological distinction between these in the 

archaeological record in the Lamu Archipelago* The low quality 

of much of the material suggests that these vessels may not 

fall into any of Gompertz1 s three major groups and are export 

wares for which different criteria may have to be developed*

They may have come from the same kilns as the finer vessels, in 

fact they probably did, but that is not proven* The term Lung 

Chn'an is usually applied to these celadons but in view of the 

absence of evidence for a kiln at Lung Chu'an itself, of the 

large number of other places in Chekiang where celadon was made, 

and of the low quality of the vessels, it is more acceptable to 

speak merely of Southern Sung, or King Celadons* Celadons at

this time were made not only in Chekiang province but also in
172r'ukien Kiangsi, and Kwantung* These two categories by period 

might be subdivided according to kiln site should such an identi

fication be oertain*



The paste In all eases in the north Kenyan collection remain

the same, being pale greyish white, burning red when exposed in

the oxidising atmosphere in the kiln. Insofar as comparison by-

description alone is concerned, most of this material, following

Palmgren, is from Ch'u Chou Fu and known as Ta Yao, although the

glaze variants described as Cho Y'ou, Hsin T'ing and Hang Chou
173type are also present. These vessels seem to have replaced the 

Yueh ones at about the time of the Sung removal to Hangchow and 

the consequent rearrangement of political power in the province 

to the detriment of the Yueh princes.

Some of these early Sung vessels reached the north Kenya 

coast but all of the material is from fourteenth and fifteenth 

century contexts or from surface collections. There is a slight 

visible stratigraphical distinction in the distribution of incised 

or moulded decoration of opaque and watery glazes.

Taking the collection at Kanda and fitting it to Bui, tfhanga 

and Bonds as controls, an interesting result emerges. It would 

seem that the moulded and plain vessels are later than those with 

incised decoration. This, of course, encourages acceptance of 

the art historical comments. The proportion changes from a maj

ority of incised vessels in the fourteenth century. There is 

also a change, associated with decoration, of bulk. The proport

ion of fine bowls to heavy changes with the decorating method 

and plain and moulded heavy based, thickly glazed vessels occur 

consistently above finely potted, incised vessels. Actual funct

ion was apparently not affected, since held volume and rim
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diameter does not alter significantly. It is not possible to

note such distinctions between opaque and watery glazes*

Neither is there any satisfactory dating to be had by shape ,

though a demonstrable coarsening and thickening takes place

during the fourteenth century and strongly pinched thick foot-
174rings are a feature of post fourteenth century levels.

There is a faint suggestion that straight wall bowls are 

slightly later than everted rim bowls , sinoe the bulk of the 

material from this collection is generally from the fourteenth 

and fifteenth centuries and in all etratified cases a pre-six

teenth century and has everted rims whereas the "late" "coarse" 

Celadons of the more southerly African collections occur in 

late fifteenth to sixteenth century contexts or later.

The paste colour is at once more significant and easier 

to describe, and identification is made possible from the sherds. 

Two rim sherds have the white or off white paste with a pale 

green translucent glaze attributed to the Ching te Chen area east 

of lake To Yang in northern kiangsi province, and of a late four

teenth century or fifteenth century date; probably within a

century of the revival of this immense industry by the Emperor
175Hung Wu. They are everted rims from small bowls. One has a rim 

diameter of 20 cm. and a U furrow has been incised as a band 

below the rim on the interior wall. The glaze is a pale bluish 

green uncrazed. The other has the same glaze, no incision and a 

rim diameter of 18 cm. These both come from the last period of 

occupation at Kanda suggesting a date there in or after the
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fifteenth century. All the other 3herda have grey or greyish 

white bodies* When thickly applied glaze is mentioned in the 

following notes# it refers to vessels where two fifths or more 

of the total thickness is accounted for by glaze.

The celadons from the north Kenyan coast are very fragment

ary and only a limited amount can be said about the shapes. Dr.
176Klrkman notes a similar situation in the Gedi collection.

Kirkman* s subdivision of the Gedi celadons into three regional 

variants is a very useful adjunct to the attempts of the art 

historians to classify by glaze colour and form* Most are
177dishes or bowls. Two exceptions are lids from large wine jars. 

The glaze is greenish olive in colour and the dome deeply fura> 

owed, leaving high ribs radiating from a flat top. The dia

meter of the rim of the vessel which fitted the lid was between 

13 and 14 cm., which would suggest a vessel standing between 

30 cm. and 35 cm. high. The glaze is of the kind evoked by the 

poetic descriptions by Hobson and Gompertz# of Tenryuji colours# 

and this particular sherd may indeed be an early lung Chu*an. If 

the glaze colour and thickness are useful criteria# the sherd is 

early King. Ths shape and decoration support a fourteenth to 

fifteenth century date# which is also strongly suggested by the 

context# of the sherd found below the surface being in associat

ion with black on yellow and early Islamic Mono chrome.

At Kilwa, the only Sung lid has inoised lotus motifs on the 

dome and a moulded flower on the crown* The several lids with 

moulded ribs and fuller lip of the kind found at Manda are all



from the fourteenth to fifteenth century period.

One very interesting bowl from Kanda does what it can to 

immunise the value of the suggested sequence from graoile to 

robust, olive to bluish or yellowish green, incised to moulded. 1 
It is a thin olive green glaze on a greyish body, potted remark

ably heavily, with a most unusual (and in this collection 

unique) thick, flat, square base. Moulded in the centre is the 

symbol Shu - the pair of books. Shu is one of the eight preo- 

ious things of Buddhism. The Shu is surrounded by symbols of 

Ju-i, the symbol of Buddhist doctrines. There is no full 

section of the bowl, but comparative material from other coll

ections would lead one to expect a straight lipped dished cav- 

etto bowl with a rim diameter of around 20 cm. or 22 cm.

A vexy similar greyish olive glaze (though crazed) occurs

on a straight rim bowl and a very slightly everted rim bowl with
179lotus leaves moulded on the exterior wall. This type of 

mould is the only one to occur on olive glaeed vessels and the 

earliest occurrence of moulding in the oeladons. The rim diamet

er is about 16 cm. in both cases and the archaeological context 

is certainly fourteenth century at the latter.

The presence in these levels of Sgraffiatos may suggest an earl

ier date for these celadons, though this statement cannot be 

made firmer since the vestigial Sgraffiato vessels may well have 

lasted into the fourteenth century, they were after all only 

superceded by the Black on Yellow ware in that century.
180Similarly glazed moulded lotus bowls occur at Kilwa and
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m  in drawers marked "Ming Celadons" by Mrs# Harrison.181 The 

Locsins found several bowls very similar to this in shape in 

their Santa Anna excavation in the Philippines' but none soon 

to have had the olive grey glaze of the Hands vessels# The 

Santa Anna bowls, in light green and pale blue green glazes are 

mostly ascribed by reference to Palmgren^s classification, to
183

the Chin Ts(un Kilns, while Gyllonsvaard ascribes some to Ta Yao#

Both kilns operated in the Southern Sung tine Ayers^ates vessels

with this olive grey glaze to the early Sung and suggests that

they have a southern origin, probably from Chekiang# The exact

colour occurs most often on vessels which he attributes to Li

Shul, in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but the curved lotus

petals occur on light bluish green vessels which he attributes to

Lung Ch*uan and dates to the twelfth or thirteenth centuries#

This accords well with the dating of these Lung Chu#sn vessels by

Gyllensvaard who also attributes a similar olive glaze to that
185seen at Kanda, to the kilns of the Lung Chu*an area# A similar

vessel to that suggested by the Kanda sherd is vessel number 118

on page 56 of the Kempe collection. Gyllensvaard is reluctant to .

more speoifio about the date for these than to put them in the
136Sung period and most likely the southern Sung# The Kanda finds 

would suggest a late date of manufacture for these vessels, found 

as they are in the fourteenth century levels and therefore pose-* 

ibly brought in during the thirteenth century# They would suggest 

a thirteenth century or possibly late twelfth century date for 

manufacture, at the earliest, despite the predominantly bluish
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green nature of the glazes attributed to this period In most of 

the big collections*

An unsatisfactorily stratified sherd of this glaze type was 
187found at lianda. It is a body sherd from a bowl which had 

incised groove ribbing on the exterior wall and a moulded floral 

pattern in the interior* The glaze and body of this sherd 

clearly put it in the same general category as the lotus bowls* 

but exhibits different decorative techniques* Whether these 

motifs indicate a different period is a question which the 

stratification of the sherd at hands cannot answer* However* 

since it is similar to the lotus bowls in all other particulars 

it may well be a thirteenth century vessel* Another such body 

sherd is from a mixed level of sherds from the eleventh century

to the fifteenth century and offers no olue to dating and no
188further information concerning decoration or shape* and a

slightly more greenish glaze appears on a body sherd from a
189small bowl decorated with moulded peonies in the interior*

This comes from hbui and is most likely to be in Mbui by the 

fourteenth century*

A surface sherd at hbui has a rim diameter of 14 cm. only 

and is from a small bowl about 6 cm* high* It has a thickly 

applied greenish olive glaze and is probably late fourteenth

century or early fifteenth century* relying upon the major
190period for that glaze and overall form* An almost exactly

191similar rim occurs on a Yueh bowl*

Incised decoration appears on few sherds in the Northern
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collection* and on fewer sherds still which offer Indications 

of the form of vessel from which they came.

There are several everted rim bowls with a diameter of between
19215 cm. and 18 cm. Beneath each overhang is a frieze composed

193of throe parallel incised lines set diagonally left to right.

This motif appears on a bowl from grave 25 of the work in the 

Philippines* and dated by the Locsins as "probably thirteenth or
4Q/

fourteenth century”. One of these sherds has a very distinct

bluish tinge* ̂  while the other has the classic pale yellowish
196green attributed to the fifteenth century Lung Chu,an3. Tho

interior walls are lightly incised with a sweeping curvaceous 
197floral design. Neither sherd in the northern collection has 

much to say in the way of dating. The one came from a surface 

colleotion at Hbui, and the other from a fifteenth century con

text at Kanda.

There are several a^aii bowls with mildly everted rims and with 

olive green or daik yellowish green glazes. These are very simil

ar to the bluish or yellowiah-greon vessels though with simpler 

external incisions* usually amounting to one or two parallel lines 

below the rim on the outside and occasionally an incised floral 

motif inside. The presence or absence of the floral motif has 

no ohronological significance among these vessels though one was 

tempted to accept as proof the evidence of an altogether too small

group that the plainer vessels were late. There seems little
198distinction between the shapes of the olive glazed bowls those 199

199of the yellowish green glazed bowls or those of the bluish green



glased vessels* A small relative stratigraphy experiment shoved 

the olive glazed vessels to be marginally earlier) but again the 

strength of the evidence in terms of numbers is probably too 

small* Over the whole celadon collection) however there is no 

doubt while olive glazed vessels occur most commonly in levels 

with the bluish and yellowish greens* proportionately they rep

resent only 13^ of the Celadon population in the fourteenth and 

fifteenth century population whereas they are the sole represent

atives of Celadon prior to the fourteenth century* The olive

glaze then appears to bo an early characteristic of the Celadon
201wares* The multiple crossed band described above is associated 

almost exclusively with the bluish and yellowish green vessels 

and is therefore probably a slightly later variant*

Incised olive green bowl3 occur in several other sites out- 

side lianda and in the few occasions where stratified) insist 

on being regarded as early celadon phenomena* Their presence in 

a fourteenth century level would of course permit consideration 

of their having arrived as early as their earliest occurrences 

in the twelfth or thirteenth century*

Olive bowls which are undecorated are rare* There is only 

one rim sherd20^ and a few surface body fragments* Enough of 

these exist for one to reconstruct an unincised straight rim 

bowl.204

There are several greyish white bodied celadons with thickly

applied glaze and incised floral motifs on the centre* Four
205vessels seem to be rather earlier than the others*
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Two come



from the fourteenth and fifteenth century levels at Manda; being 

contemporary with and later than the Black on Yellow occurr

ences t and two from the surface at Shanga and Manda. All have 

rather dark bluish green glazes. The glaze on two of them is 

overall crazod on the interior* and the bases on these two are 

very similar. The footrings have a diameter of 7 cm., are kneed 

and very slightly heeled on unglazed pink bases. The bases have 

been roughly excavated and are bevelled upwards towards the foot- 

rings. The floral motif on each i3 carefully, one might say 

tightly incised. The one appearing to be a peony, the other 

being a lotus spray. One bowl base in this glaze and body class 

has a mildly stepped centre groin of the kind associated with 

the Tin Glaze vessels. The base is unglazed and stands on a 

thin tip-toe footring. ̂

The fourth sherd is a base fragment of a large dish. The

footring is massive, to take the peculiar strains imposed upon
207a dish footling, and has a diameter of 14- cm. H- io piaohed 

$t is pinched outside and straight inside; only the foot is un

glazed, the glazing on the base being very carefully applied. 

There is a neat little omphales in the middle of the base. The 

glaze is of the same kind as that described for the other three 

bases, but is not crazed. The floral motif is in a quite differm

ent open style. The dish base has characteristics which link it 

with the pale green celadons of the fifteenth century and nay 

well be slightly later than the bowl bases.

Three bases similar in form have no such centre motif. They
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all have a light green glaze (I would call this a pea greenjj). 

Two, with diameters of 6.5 cm. carry curvilinear incisions sug

gesting that they supported walls with "swirl" abstract* or 

floral incised decoration. This type of decoration appears to

early in other collections. The discovery of these sherds on
203the surface at Mbui and in a late fourteenth or early fift- 

eenth century level at Handa v would not tend to support this

view. The third base has the same diameter and body character-
210istios* but differs in it*s glaze. The glaze is finely

crazed and pale bluish green. There are also two everted rims
211each with a diameter of 20 cm. with the same body and glaze. 

These like the base* are from late fourteenth and early fifteenth

century contexts. A dish base with a very similar form comes
212from the late surface collection. The footring has a dia

meter of 12.5 cm. and is slightly pigeon toed with the same 

extravagantly pinched outside wall. A much finer dish* very

reminiscent of the Blue and White dishes of the seventeenth
213century* comes from Shanga.

The centre has a carefully incised floral motif only a scrap 

of which is extant. The glaze is uncrazed* pale bluish green 

and does not cover the base, foot or inside footring wall.

A footring base with a tight incised floral decoration was 

on the surface at Dondo* and has a very thin pale greyish green 

glaze on a greyish white body.^^ The incised centre motif is 

encircled by a line on the centre periphery. The glaze is fair

ly smoothly applied but at one point there is a tear mark on the
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exterior wall just above the groin* At this point, whore the 

glaze is thicker, the glaze becomes a pale bluish green of the 

colour and texture associated with the thicker glazes of the 

vessels most oommonly associated with the fourteenth century*
•( a car-e

It in beeauoo-ef -eaooo laJae this, where a vessel in an export

situation indicates on one body the variations, or one range

of them, possible on an article when the kind of accuracy and

consistency important for an "Imperial Piece" is not at a 
TV*

premium, that leads one to be very cautious indeed about giving 

accurate dates for the vessels unless a series of other features 

can be determined to agree with the period suggested by the glaze* 

In the north Kenyan collection this combination of agreeing 

features often occurs but usually in vessels from levels which 

are themselves vague, being no more accurately attributable than 

to the one hundred and fifty years after 1400 AD* In view of the 

extraordinary ignorance about Far Eastern Wares it has been con

sidered worthwhile describing each little group of these vessels 

in the hope that at some stage a whole collection of reports of 

this kind, indicating other archaeological associations will 

permit a clearer understanding of the ranges and peculiarities 

of the export wares than is at present possible*

The glaze covers the outside of the footring but not the in

side or the base, which has fired a greyish pink* The footring is 

irregularly bevelled and the base is about twice the thickness of 

the wall* It lias a base diameter of 6 cm* I would speculate 

that despite the surface context of this sherd, it is earlier
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than the thicker glazed vessels* being from Dondo which appears 

to have been deserted by the middle of the fifteenth century* 

and carrying as it does a thin glaze of the kind closely assoc

iated with the early Sung celadons. No such thin glazed celad

ons appear in post fourteenth century levels any where else on 

the 2ast African coast. A base from Hidabu21'* has the same 

form and body characteristics but has a moulded chrysanthemum 

in the centre* so ill applied and^glazed that only four petals 

are visible. This is a very roughly potted vessel with a very 

unevenly applied thin glaze* which is grey-green. Both of 

these bases have a diameter of 6 cm. No thinly glazed rim 

sherds were found at Kanda but one expects a form for these bases 

similar to that of the thickly glazed vessels with similar bases.

These bases have a lower wall thickness of around 8 mm. and 

clearly supported medium sized bowl3. A group of incised rim 

sherds of such bowls has been discussed* there is also a large 

group of rim sherds showing no body decoration other than thickly 

applied celadon glaze. All have slightly everted rims and the

average rim diameter is 18.5 cm. with very little variation 
217indeed. Two of these rims have a finely crazed pale yellow

ish olive glaze and the one from a stratified context is associ-
p 4 Q

ated with fourteenth century Black on Yellow ware.

Thus the form of bowl occurs in Manda in the fourteenth cen

tury and early fifteenth century and is the predominant shape

among the early celadons in the finds all along the north Kenyan 

coast. There are a few variations in this bowl type. Prom the
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surface at Shanga cones a small bowl base with a diameter of
2195*5 cm* The footring is straight and heeled, and unglazed 

only on the foot* The mildly coned base is glazed* The glaze 

is a finely crackled light bluish green*

A very closely related vessel, stratified below the first 

is similarly glazed but has a lower, rounded footring and a 

gently everted rim.

There is also a slightly everted rim sherd with a grey green

glaze with an incised band of parallel lines below the rim cav-
221etto on the exterior and a nicked rim* These two sherds are 

both associated with Black on Yellow wares and are assumed to be 

from fourteenth century contexts*

These bluish and yellowish green plain celadons were found 

all over the islands*222

There are three tantalising small mis-shapes represented by
223five sherds, which have diameters between 55 cms* and J8 cms* 

They appear to be from kerb lipped ledge rim basins, but satis

factory comparative material for the shape has not yet oome to 

my attention* A ll are of the yellowish green glaze on a grey

ish white body fabric and from late or disturbed levels*

The base forms fall into two very distinct categories* There 

is a gracile group which seems to support everted rims and
Ok

occasional straight rims, and there is the robust group* The 

gracile g r o u p ^  is usually fully glazed or notion ally so on the 

base and stand on footrings thinner than the body with a consist

ently straight outer profile, though often heeled* The footring
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bases are unglazed* The famous moulded fish centres are very 

rare in the collection. Only one was found in an excavation* 22^ 

The massive construction of these Late Lung Chu*ans are veil
pp/:

knovn from other sites. The range of footring is illustrated. 

There is as much variation in the glazing strategy of the bases

as there is in the cutting of the footxings* A generalisation
227which holds for this collection is that low foot rings are not

common* The heavy base is wholly or partially glazed and held 

high off the ground on glazed square or pigeon toed footrings.
p p o

In a few oases there are spur marks from ring pontils in the
229base or of disc batts used in kiln stacking* Where such

definite marks do not ex±st9 it is clear that the glazing of

the base is not regarded as important. It is often partially

covered with carelessly brushed glaze.

For the most part these heavy bases supported everted ledge

rim bowls* but one at least was from a bow cavotto straight
231rim round lipped bowl. That was the vessel to give to baby. 

The base is so heavy that the bowl would be very difficult to 

knock over in use.

The grey green glaze also occurs applied very thinly on 

these everted rim bowls with a steep wall and a lodge rim. The 

diameter of this rim is 21 cm.2^2 This type of vessel unfortun

ately is from a mixed level in two of the three cases. In the 

third case a twelfth century date is in order* using the 

Sgraffiato associations as a guide* This supports the generally

early date suggested for this type of glaze* and the shape is
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also apparently early.

There is a base sherd in this glaze group with a straight 

and heeled footring with a glazed baseJ^^The footring is 5 cm. 

in diameter and the wall leaves it as a very low angle. The 

same glaze also occurs on a small hollow ledge everted rim 

bowl with a diameter at the rim of 14 cm?5^This comes from the 

surface at Kanda.

This shape may well have been the template for the ledge 

rims on the Islamic Monochrome vessels. It is suggested that 

the opposite was not the case, in view of the obvious attempt 

of the potters of the Monochrome ware to recreate not only the 

ledge rim but also the greens of the celadons and the squared 

footrings. The grey-green of this glaze occurs in ilanda before 

the first occurrences of the Islamic Monochromes and a reason

able hypothesis might be that this shape was also known that 

early in the Islamic world, although no archaeological help as 

to the time of manufacture of this type of rim is available 

from any of the East African collections.

A steep walled bowl rim with an identical lodged rim to the

one mentioned earlier occurs twice associated with Egraffiato

and Black and Yellow sherds and has a thinly applied greyish 
235olive glaze.

Within this period, these bowls can be roughly seriated 

chronologically by a study of their decoration and glaze. In 

the early part of the period, probably just before the appear

ance of the Islamic Monochrome wares, and probably just before
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the appearance of the Islamic Monochrome wares, and probably 

some time in the fourteenth century the yellowish olive crazed, 

and the greyish green glazo appeared in Mast Africa at around 

the same time* Perhaps slightly later, bluish green bowls, 

usually with incised swirl decoration inside and an incised 

band below the rim on the exterior wall were imported* This 

decoration also appears under the light yellowish green glazes 

and these glazes give the impression of ocourring slightly 

later than the bluish ones, probably around the end of the 

fourteenth or the beginning of the fifteenth century* The evi

dence, offered by so few sherds is, of course, not conclusive, 

but it makes the most sense in the above arrangement*

Presumably some of these vessels fall into the category des

cribed by Mrs* Harrison as "Coarse Celadon"* Indeed all the 

bowls with squared or bevelled footrings round an unglazed base 

may fit that category* I fear, however, that I remain uncertain 

of the significance of the term* It could mean that all suoh 

bowls are from the same kiln or kiln area, or that they are 

Just of an inferior quality (an aesthetic and technical content

ion which I would oppose subjectively)* Doubtless î rs* Harrison 

has good reasons for using this term, but while these remain un— 

divulged it would not be wise for it to fall into common use*

It is clear that these vessels have certain features in common, 

particularly a flat, opaque high gloss glaze, but these as 

described are not sufficiently discrete from the other celadon 

types to render them a useful type*
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Host of the celadons in fifteenth century and post fift

eenth century levels are quite distinctively of the Lung Chu* 

an type, and are felt to be most likely products of the shiphikan 

type, though a pre 1500 date would modify Groapertz,s feelings 

about the first appearances of this type.2 The rims are 

almost all from everted rim bowls, and the bases all have foot- 

rings. In all cases but one the walls are gently corrugated, the 

fluting being on the interior. The exception is a rim from a 

jar, with a smooth wall. The glaze is thickly applied and 

light yellowish green, just occasionally with a bluish tinge.

.Among the rims are two types, a slightly hollowed ledge rim nick- 
2‘37

ed at the lip, and a rim with an exaggerated hollow, the lip

returning to the plane of the wall, or inolining to an evon
2*58steeper angle.

A high proportion of these rims is nicked at the lip, and 

bears incised decoration below the lip, on the ledge, which 

point up these nicks. 2 Host of the bases of this fabric have

footrings and all the foot rings are thin. Lome are dramatically
240so, the base being perched on high tip-toe rings. In other, 

more sober cases the rings are less obviously ponderous than
p J 1

other celadon types. h
0A.0

In some cases, only the footring is left unglazed, but in
243 24Aothers, the base is totally unglazed, or partially so. The

partially glazed base is also distinctive in that not only does

it have ring pontil marks, but also it has an altogether lower,
. 245wider footring, albeit tip-toe.
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Several sherds represent the Bare Circle Celadon of tos.

-larrison. One has a grey green glaze and the light grey body
. 246is exposed around the lover interior vail and above the groin.

The other has a yellowish green glaze which has been badly pin- 

holed in firing and whose bare circle around the centre periph

ery, and the exposed paste on the foot ring and base have been

fired r e d . ^  Similar vessels to the former type occur at lianda^ 8 

249and Kipungani In Yueh type glazes.

One unusual sherd has the thick fifteenth century celadon

glaze, but is unglazed around the whole of the footring, base,
250groin and lower exterior wall. The paste is a pale grey and

fires slightly pales. Its provenanoe suggests that this is from

the fifteenth century. With the same glaze and body fabric there

are several bases which are fired on ring pontils set right way

up on their bases rather than upside down on their centres. If

one wore to imagine these bowls being fired in twos, one would

expect to find this kind of spur mark on both sides, one side to

a vessel. The marks are of comparable width and diameter be

they inside or outside the bowl. It is suggested that these
251also are "bare-circle" Celadons. They must represent either 

single tier setting or the top pieces of a stack set the other 

way up. The latter is most unlikely. There is no good strati- 

graphical evidence as yet to put these vessels at a different 

time depth from the Shichikan. They must at present be



assumed simply to be low quality types from different kilns* In 

consideration of the observation that these are not from one 

kiln or group of kilns; with the Shichikan the variations in the 

vessels within the class must be recalled; in particular the 

MYueh type" glazes found.

There are very few vessels which are not open bowls. Ail ef

These restricted bulbbody short straight neck bowls2"*2 in all

cases seem to be late in the celadon period and carry the yellow-
253ish green glaze. In one case the outer surface is corrugated

254.and in another its rim is frilled.
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There is a group of glazes seemingly relatod to tho celadons 

at both the brown and grey ends of the green spectrum. They 

suggest that the colour, though in most cases a very useful rule 

of thumb, may not ultimately be a completely secure criterion for 

classifying celadon sherds. There core several sherds which in all 

other particulars than the brown or greyish glaze are similar to 

the green celadons.

One of these sherds has the semi opaque jade like quality of

the Lung Chu'an celadons. The glaze is a rich moderate olive and

is thickly applied over a pale grey body and crazed in places.

The sherd is from an everted rim bowl with a band of six parallel
255incised lines under the rim on the exterior wall. This is from



a fifteenth or sixteenth century level* Similarly Lung Chu'an 

in form is the heavy square differential footring bowl fromaa 

mixed level with fifteenth or sixteenth century predominant*

Another in this group is the moderate olive brown fragment 

of a Xueh bowl* with a rim diameter of 18 c m . ^ ' This is associ

ated with tin glaze and Siraf wares and with early Lgraffiato*

The level is probably eleventh century and the period represented 

by the assemblage in it is ninth to early eleventh century* This 

is therefore a Xueh piece without a doubt, but it has been fired 
brown rather than green; a minor variation of oxygen supply in 

the kiln was enough to achieve this*

An interesting flat base was found on the surface at Siu,
258which is clearly of this glaze group* The small collection of 

body sherds reinforces the impression that the majority of these 

brown glazes is not associated with the Xueh period but with Lung

Chu'an* Both the glazee themselves, the yellowish tinge with
259body and the stratigraphy indicates this*

260i'rom a less satisfaotoiy p rovenancecomes a very interesting 

sherd from a footring bowl* The paste is a greyish pink, or mauve, 

and is poroelanous* The glaze is of the texture of the thinly 

applied shiny green glaze which is found on the vessels described 

by Lrs* Larrison as "Coarse Celadon"* It is moderate olive brown 

in colour*

At Landa there are none of the straight rimmed lotus bowls 

that are found elsewhere on the coast* In view of the highly un

satisfactory nature of the fifteenth and sixteenth oentury deposits
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in Hands, and its obvious docline at that time, this absence hoods

no further explanation, particularly if tho everted rim bowls

appear in other collections to occur earlier* The pea green or

pale yellowish green smooth glaze of the Lung Chu’an kind is the

most common and is invariably associated with the open incisod

lotus motif, a good example of which has been found at Vanga. 1

Associated with the arcade lotus of the kind noted by Dr*

iJLrkman and found at Kanda in a grey glazed stoneware, is most

often the highly translucent pale olive green, severely crazed*

A fine example of this also comes from Vanga.

There are, however, two sherds with crude "arcade” incised
263decoration on the exterior, which have a dull grey green glaze*

264.These vessels are paralleled at Ungwana* This type is probab

ly from the south, maybe from the Swatow region. It is a four

teenth to fifteenth century type.

The Lamu Archipelago collection confirms Freeman-Grenville's

impression that "heavy imports of Chinese wares started quite
265suddenly about the middle of the fourteenth century"* No town 

site in the area has been excavated yet in such a way as to permit 

useful statistics but tho impression is firm and negative evidence 

totally absent* This influx may have been, as Freoman-Grenville 

says, because of the effect on the Middle Eastern ceramic industry 

of the collapse of the Abbasid Caliphate under the Mongol attacks 

and a subsequent interest in maintaining the quantity of imports 

by changing the routes to the Far East. It nay otherwise have 

been more simply an overall increase in population in the settle-
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dents and in number of settlements, taking place precisely at 

the time when the Lung Chu'ans among the Celadons and the Blue 

and White wares were coming onto the market.

The commercial links with the Far Bast are much older and 

are consistent. Suoh links with the Persian Gulf show no sign 

of disruption until the fourteenth century if conjecture about 

the origin of the Black on Yellow ware is correct. The Mongol 

invasion may have been the cause of the archaoologically 

obvious switch in ceramic imports from Sgraffiatos to Black on 

Yellow. The trade moved out of the Gulf to the Arabian coast.

If the disruptive ’'effects of the Mongol invasion are fact

ors in this change9 as they seem to be in the case of the 

Islamic pottery, one must predicate the shipping of these Celar- 

dons direct from India. The influx might then be explained by 

the different role played by pottery in the transshipment 

commerce from India to that played in Iranian commerce. This is 

a fascinating questions about commercial structures in the Indian 

Ocean which has not answers yet.
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Not all the celadons found on the north Kenyan coast are from 

Chinese kilns. A few sherds come from Thailand, though they are 

clearly related to the Chinese tradition. It would seem that 

Chinese potters were directly involved in the establishment of



the Sawankhalok kilns around the beginning of the fourteenth 
266century. Three of these sherds have a grey paste# very hard

(Moh 8). The fourth has a much more irregular body; it is

basically a dark grey* speckled with black /Ihis paste fires a

buff pink when exposed and even when not exposed, has patches
268of buff, possibly acquired during biscuit firing. There is

also a difference in glaze, the thickly applied heavily crazed

green glaze is a bluish green on tho light grey sherds, and a

yellowish olive on the darker sherd, the black specks in the

paste being very visible through glass.

Only a few sherds diagnostic of form exist so far. One in

the light grey paste with a very thick base on a low pinched
269footring, unglazed on both footring and base, another in the

darker speckled paste, with the base and inner wall of the foot-
270 271ring unglazed. There is also a necked rim bowl and a heavy

272ledge everted rim bowl. Fragments of bowls have been found 

at Uchi Juu, Bui and Shanga.

Janoe2^  makes the uncorroborated statement that the kilns 

making the Thai green stone wares from Sawankhalok (and these 

sherds look very like Sawankhalok pieces) were begun in 1350 by 

Chinese potters. Hobeon^* says "I take it that tho export of 

Sawankhalok the only ware on a par with the Chinese stoneware, 

cane to a full stop in 1460 when the town of Sawankhalok was token 

by hostile northern forces tho potters were dispersed and many of 

the kilns were left in a hurry with their contents still intact, 

to be excavated only in the twentieth century". If as in this
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account, they left as a result of the Chiajmai Invasions, during 

the Chiejmai / Ayuthia wars, it is not clear where the potters 

went* The most obvious place is northern Thailand, to the
a

Chiejmai kingdom itself. There is^little evidence that such a 

move may have taken place, Spinks reports that the governor of 

Chaliang (Sawankhalok)rebelled against nyuthia and asked protect

ion of Chiejmai, presumably taking with him Sawankhalok potters. 

This, and the natural dispersion through war and resettlement 

led to the broadcasting of Sawankhalok potters over wide areas of 

the northern provinces of the old Sukothai Kingdom*

In the Borneo researches of the harrisons, ^  Sawankhalok 

celadons do not appear until after the fifteenth century* Volker 

finds no sign of the Thai vessels in the seventeenth century Butch 

records* He observes that if Ayuthia (the Butch factory 

pottery centre in Thailand) had access to any such material it 

would have appeared in the records, and indeed had a good market* 

Jeremies van Vliet, chief of the Butch hast India Company 

office in Thailand in 1639 listed the Thai exports without ment

ioning ceramics and mentions these as imports from C h i n a . T h e r e  

are no such records of course, for the Iranian dhows and the 

Indian dhows which may have picked up ceramics from the Thai ports. 

The Sukhadaya ports of Martaban and Mergui were in the pre Portugese 

period important entrepots for goods moving to and from the Persian 

Gulf and China and Persian Gulf vessels were regular visitors to 

the west coast of the peninsula to collect Chinese merchandise*

But by the sixteenth century when the Butch and Portuguese had
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drastically reduoed the threat of the dreaded Malacca Straits 

pirates» who had been the main reason for the trans-shipment and 

land porterage to Martaban and Mergui, the port of Ayudhia came 

into its own* It is known that from that time at least y Thai 

ceramics were not being exported from Ayudhia in any significant 

quantity, and it may be safely assumed that if not from there, 

they were unlikely to be exported in any quantity from elsewhere, 

or the Dutch would have known of it. Certainly nothing ceramic 

appears to have left Thailand at that time in European bottoms*

Thus it would appear that these Thai celadons are a strictly 

fourteenth to fifteenth century phenomenon, beginning, to judge 

from the archaeological occurrences, not earlier than the fouzv 

teenth century and ending before the Dutch arrive and move the 

main export trade to Ayudhia* It appears to have been a trade 

therefore largely in the hands of the Persian fleets* The Persian 

and Indian fleets could have continued to carry Thai wares after
P78

the fifteenth century, and they almost certainly did but there 

is no evidence from East Africa after the fifteenth century that 

they carried Celadons* The Borneo work on these wares might even 

suggest a tighter period, restricting production exclusively to 

the fifteenth century*

It is clear that both the Sawankhalok (Svargaloka) and the 

Sukhodaya kilns were exporting vessels in the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries* It remains to be seen whether the pastes 

represented in the sherds from the Lamu Archipelago indicate these 

two kilns* Comparative ocular study of the pastes from northern
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Thailand suggest that they do, but no physical or chemical 

analysis has been possible as yet, it would dearly be an inter

esting and informative exercise in this case*
279Bine lioore feels that the clear speckled grey paste is 

Savankhalok, and the dea r  paste is "post 1464" or at least post 

Sawankhalok but still from northern Thailand*

If the Kenyan collection reflects the true proportions of 

items and their origins in the Persian Gulf/Far Bast trade, then 

the Thai trade was small indeed* It is very significant however 

that while the Buropeans were not carrying Thai pots and did not 

even notice Thai ceramics in the export trade, the large Thai 

water pots were steadily trickling into Bast Africa alongside 

those from the Annamese and Chinese kilns throughout the two hun

dred years after the sixteenth century* The Islamic trading 

fleets were apparently tapping different sources and conducting a 

trade independent of and and it would seem, beyond the ken of the 

European companies*
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There is a large number of Chinese snuff bottles in private 

hands in tho Lamu area; almost all of them are in a coarse very 

pale green glaze, almost pale enough on occasion to resemble a 

coarse Ch'ing Pai* The few not in this category have a darker 

green glaze of the celadon sort, and in only one case the glaze



is a rather stronger bluish green.

These vessels are standard in shape, being miniature flasks 

standing about 6.2 cm. high and decorated with moulded stylised 

floral or block geometrical patterns more restrained than those 

characteristic of earlier periods. One such little flask in 

the Dar es Balaam collection of these vessels was part of the 

kit of a witch doctor. Their use in the north Kenyan coast was 

apparently more prosaic; they were in all cases described as 

snuff bottles, which indeed is what they were made as but they 

are also invariably associated with kohl. Their role as recept

acles for kohl is and almost certainly was their principle func

tion. Such late "Ch'ing Pai" bottles do not appear in the 

famous snuff box collections of the world and accordingly not in 

the standard texts on the subject.The/ressels are moulded in 

a split mould and luted vertically along the two narrow sides.

The seam is usually pronounced. Almost always when they break, 

they do so at the lute line.

iWD-BODlifl) WHITE

31 a

At Handa fragments of two bowls were found of a hard compact 

pinkish-brown paste with a finely ground temper. They were 

identical in size, with slightly everted rims and narrow pinched 

foot-rings. The vessels were finely potted and accurately turn-
p Q p

ed on a fast wheel. Three low ridges appear as cordons



around the footring and they sit slightly proud of the glaze 

level; being thus only slightly covered with glaze they stand 

out dark against the white glaze. The glaze itself is creamy 

white and crazed though in places dulled. In one of the bowls 

the glaze is by no means well fired. It is disastrously pin- 

holed along and under the rim, in pat dies round the lower body 

and footzing and around a major contusion on the upper body 

exterior. There are signs of tender edge in places. The foot

ring base and bowl base exterior are unglazed. The exposed 

paste has not fired to a different colour from the covered 

paste.

There are shallow wavy lines incised vertically before firing 

on one sherd, but insufficient of the vessel remains to determine 

the overall pattern. Barbara Harrison2^  observes that some 

vessels of this ware have a “foliate rim** and that "incised rings 

in the interior centre near the footring" are common. No such 

examples have as yet appeared on the North Kenyan coast, although 

such vessels do occur at Kilwa.

Both of these vessels come from the latest levels at Ilanda. 

Similar vessels, and shallow dishes with straight vertical rims,
284were found at Kilwa in sixteenth and seventeenth centuzy contexts,

and a fragment of a dish comes from the latest period at Kiunga in
285what is almost certainly a sixteenth century context. This dish 

has a crimped scalloped ledge rim very much like that found at 

Kilwa* There is also a small straight rim bowl from Siu in a 

private collection.
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This ware has been found in Iran in contexts
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suggesting a similar period. At Fort Jesus, fragments of it 

were found in pre - 1698 levels and it has been found at Brunei 

in levels earlier than the destruction of that town in 1643« 207 

The glaze is quite unlike any white glaze employed by pot

ters in the Islomio world in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries and it seems quite reasonable to accept that this is 

a Far ^astern ware. Barbara uarrison has suggested that these 

vessels may bo in imitation of the oavankhalok white wares. At 

this date the vessels were certainly not from bawankhalok or any 

other Ayudhya kiln and must have hailed from the Chiengnai area.288 

A study of Dr. Spinks1 "The Ceramic tares of Siam" leaves me only 

slightly wiser at the end as to the range of pastes used in the 

region, but a modem one described by him from the itajapuri area 

and kilns is "rather dark in colour and resembles adobe"

Certainly several of the vessels from those kilns seen by me are 

remarkably similar though I did not have in my possession a piece 

of the Bast African type to carry out a direct comparison.

It is certainly oonoeivable that these vessels with glazes 

similar to the creamy white Sawankhalok glazes and a paste not 

unlike that still in use, oame from Northern Thailand. There are 

no closer parallels at all.
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The bulk of the Chinese Blue and White material in the 

collection is from the surface and top levels of sites* post 

dating the coning of the Portuguese* This is not unexpected*

It seems to be the Portuguese* and later the Dutch who initiated 

the bulk transportation of Chinese wares to the Indian Ocean* 

and the major part of this material was Blue and White ware* It 

was very common all over the Indian Ocean world, wherever Portu

guese ships went* In Goa it was so cheap that it equipped the 

ttoyal Hospital*

It is proper to make a direct association between the presence 

of large quantities of Blue and White vessels and Portuguese 

trading influence*

The Chinese Blue and ./hits material from lianda is all from the 

upper two levels and can offer no useful information about the 

seriation of form or colour* The description of the Slue and 

White material in the archipelago therefore accepts where possible 

the chronological and stylistic conclusions of experts using other 

material and applies them to the archaeology of the area* The 

work of Garner offers the most useful assessment of the chronology 

ic&l changes in the blue and white materials* I have supple

mented and modified it where it seems reasonable to do so with
291reference to Harrison* the Locsins* Addis * Hobson and Pope*

James Kirk-man*a collection and comments were particularly useful 

for the post - sixteenth material* a group concerning which the



sites on the henyan coast offer a groat deal of information.

ieriiaps of greater interest than the kanda material, much of 

which is well-known types is the post sixteenth century material 

from the Archipelago. Very little is known and less published 

of these late types, and for this reason an assessment of the 

surface finds of the post sixteenth century material is important, 

fhis material offers little direct or relative dating, l'he Jiu
v^ j V » > c V \  \s

Bondage,in the area^claimed to hare supported the iamau laiace^ 

is the exoeption^^There, a limited amount of stratigraphical 

evidence is available.

There are very few blue and white sherds at Manda and all are

of a poor quality* Among the early blue and whites, kanda offers

no examples of the early export types of the early fourteenth

and possibly late thirteenth century described by A d d i s a n d  
294the Locsins, and has nothing to contribute to the disagreements 

arising from the possibilities for pro-Ming, possibly even oung'<taV«s 

for the first Slue and Whites.

If vessels of this ware were manufactured so early, they do 

not seem to have reached the ^ast African recesses of the export 

market. This is the more interesting in view of the fact that 

the "Mohamedan Blue" cobalt of the kiddle hast was exported to 

China so early, probably as early as the eighth century/ and that 

a market for blue and white wares was firmly established in the

form of the Blue Splash Tin Glaze ware throughout the settle-
295ments of the western littoral of the Indian Ooean.
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A small group of sherds lias a bluisi>» white glaze* usually 

with an open crazing and a pale wash blue* This blue iron 

spots at the points where it is most thickly applied* This is 

ascribed normally to the early fifteenth century or earlier*

But such patches are not on any Manda sherd slightly sunken to 

form the 'heaped and piled' surface commonly ascribed to these 

early wares* lio eighteenth century material occurs at Manda* so 

the eighteenth^luo and White copies of the fourteenth and fift

eenth century vessels do not complicate the issue*

There is nothing in the iianda collection which matches the 

fourteenth century vessels of Ardebil* hama or Karakhotoj the 

earliest related sherds are fifteenth century of the various 

Philippine sites or indeed of the fourteenth century blue and 

white collection from K i l w a * ^

The earliest pieces seem to be from the fifteenth century* and 

where there is reliable stratigraphical evidence at Manda this is 

confirmed by strict association with the Islamic Honoohrome 

vessels* The blue in the iianda collection is generally a clear 

strong or moderate blue* often rather pale* One sherd is from a 

dish with a base diameter of 17 cms* £ince the forms for these 

Blue and White vessels are so predictable it may safely be said 

that this was a base from a dish with an everted or everted lodg

ed rim of a diameter of around 25 cm* In the centre is a double

" Vajra", encircled by two parallel lines along the base periphery* 

Mounted on this line and reaching up the cavetto are four flower 

vases of the kind associated with portrayals of one of the eight
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Taoist emblems of the immortals, the Lin Tsai Ho* bach of these 

is positioned opposite the ends of the Vajra points* The Vajra 

itself is one of the eyiibola of Indra, lord of the sky rain

maker in Hindu belief*

J» H* Addis, in his most valuable paper presented to the
298nanila Trade Conference1 expresses the feeling that the addit

ion of ribands to the double Vajra may be a Cheng Hua character

istic* The Handa fragment i3 infuriatingly frustrating in this 

respect in that the surface decoration is not complete enough 

for one to ascertain the presence or absence of the riband* The

vessel is in this respect like the fourteenth century Karakhoto
299 ’VY)chord illustrated by Pope and two more reported by Addis.

Addis concludes that "We have then the double Vajra occurring 

very rarely in the Yuan dynasty and perhaps in the Hung Wu period* 

But it does not occur in the fifteenth century before Ch'eng Hua." 

He gives as his reason for this Ch'eng Hua date the fact that 

there is no vessel known with this decoration from the early fift

eenth century until the Hid fifteenth century, and the fact that 

the temple of Chen Chueh 5ze in Peking displays such a double 

Vajra motif* He assumes from these facts that the symbol was 

revived, or was still used, but has not been noticed, around 14-65* 

The argument insofar as it depends upon what h&3 already been ob

served in the collections is clearly weak* This is the more so 

since such close dating as that demanded for the idea that the 

double Vajra was dropped at the beginning of the fifteenth century 

and revived sixty years later, simply is not available, either
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from archaeological sites or, from museum studies* lievertheless 

this does not mean to say that the overall thesis does not stand 

if modified in detail* It is that the symbol was rare on blue 

and White ceramics before the second half of the fifteenth cent

ury and that than its greater use may well be associated with the 

brief period in the sixties when the Buddhists were very much in 

the news, to die out rapidly again as the fortunes of the famous 

new temple plunged. The quality of the blue would certainly 

argue for a mid to third quarter fifteenth century date* It is 

therefore at least a reasonable guess that this dish is a Ch'ong 

Hua piece* The complication.io that Oy the same token that Addis9 

comments about the gap in information about the early fifteenth 

century apply as annoyingly to many other aspects of the Blue and 

Whites of that period* The glaze is open crazed and a very pale 

bluish white* The base is glazed, as is the footring at all 

points except the footring base itself* The footring is pigeon 

toed and differential* More particularly the external decoration 

disturbs the normal neat categorisations* It is of the opon 

“calligraphic Ploral" style (iope,s phrase) usually associated 

with the earlier half of the fifteenth century*

None of the “undercut footrings" at Ardebil are very like thi3 

from Hands, but it is interesting to note that all those of the 

“undercut" type are according to Pope, in the sixteenth century 

collection* It would seem better to attempt some more useful com

ment from the glaze and the blue, since the footring comparisons,
CM*'

such as they are/ at variance with all the other comparisons*b
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Gamer (making no comment about iron spots) observes that the
326

heaped and piled material is mid fifteenth century or earlier and
V\«-

therefore by negative reasoning would presumably be content withb
a Ch’eng Hua rather than a Yung Lo or Hguang Te period for this 

dish* This inclination would be supported by Pope*s first ment

ion of glazed bases in the mid fifteenth century. The restrained, 

rather geometric style of the little decoration that con be seen 

would also give preference to a date in the second half of the 

fifteenth century* Furthermore, the very expert and delicate 

petting of the high, thin footring, if not its shape is recognised 

by Pope, and generally accepted elsewhere as a characteristic 

innovation of the Hsuang Te period. The fabric, a very pale ivory

at the base and off-white in tho body is also of the kind describ- 
302ed by Pope for that period and again generally accepted. Cert

ainly the vessels Pope describes do have precisely the same colour

ing and texture in my mind, but a direct comparison, rather than a 

carried impression from seeing one collection and then another, 

would be tho only way of beginning a serious analysis of these 

problems. In this case, as so often in Chinese Porcelain and 

Stoneware studies, the only solution to the many vaguenesses and 

circumlocutions has to be a careful and loss random and directly 

comparative study with the material or parts of it, and an intell

igent and more prolific use of the physioal and chemical methods
303of analysing the fabrics themselves.

A case in point is the presence of iron spots on this sherd. 

Pope • s work at Ardebil convinces him that after the mid fifteenth
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century the iron spots are no longer in evidence. The dish has 

such spots. It could well be that* although the finer quality 

wares of the kind found in the great collections at Ardabil,

Topkapu, Sarayi Huzesi and in the other collections of Imperial 

wares, were produced by men both capable and concerned to control 

the manufacture of their products at a high standard of perfection, 

this need not have been the case with the export wares. The qual

ity of the export wares reaching Hast Africa from China is not 

generally high. Finesse is not to be looked for in such wares. It 

is far more likely that stylistic changes will be more immediately 

apparent in these export wares than technical improvements. The 

weight of the evidence therefore, at the end of a great deal of 

juggling with criteria, is that thiB dish is from the latter half 

of the fifteenth century, and is probably from the Ch#eng Hua 

period.
304From the surface at Manda comes a very interesting bowl base.

305This is a "Hole bottom” bowl of the kind described by Addis"^ and

referred to by Harrison in her notes on the Kairobi collections
306written before the main Ilanda collection was taken. Addis 

prefers the term ’’recessed base" which somehow lacks flair, and 

goes on to remark that this is a "very distinctive idiom of pot

ting, implying both a particular provenance and or a relatively 

short period of m a n u f a c t u r e H e  combines this interesting 

hypothesis with stylistic evidence, particularly concerning the 

motifs, and allots to it a "relatively restricted period, say a 

generation or not much more, beginning perhaps in the Ch’eng liua
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period and extending perhaps to Ch#eng Teh"*'^ The blue, the 

fabric, and the glaze certainly all suggest a fifteenth century 

date independently of the hole bottom and certainly fitb a post 

sixties date rather better thanft‘earliertbecause of the distinct- 

ly silvery nature of the blue* This kind of base is found on a 

blue and white sherd of probably a similar date in the collect

ion in the National Museum at Dar es Salaam, and comes from the 

excavations of Mr* Chittick at Kilwa* Barbara Harrison has a 

note with a Celadon base of this kind, also from Kilwa, attrib

uting it to the fifteenth century*

We may hope therefore for some stratigraphical assistance 

from the Kilwa excavations. Outside the African collections this 

type of base is found on Celadon sherds from the fifteenth cent

ury* It does seem certain that the restricted period and probably 

highly localised manufacture are justified assumptions. In all of 

the cases I have seen the similarities are very striking and the 

details of feel and cut insist that only a few potters wore 

involved*

Two small sherds from everted rim bowls have glaze and blue 

characteristics similar to those of the dish*^ The rim diameter 

of one is 14 cm* and the other i3 not measurable but is smaller*

A roughly painted alternate diagonal hatched frieze runs below the 

eversion on tho outside of one of the bowls, and a parallel blue 

line runs along tho top of the eversion. A frieze of indisting

uishable motifs runs along the eversion of the other bowl. Both 

vessels have a floral decoration on the exterior wall, but are 

too fragmentary for the detail to be discerned* A small footring
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bowl base of this type of glaze* fabric and blue was also found 

at tianda* It has a narrow high heeled ring section the base 

is completely glazed* as is the footring* As a result of this 

flazing of the base* there is a good deal of siege sand embedded 

in the glaze around the footring* This shape of footring occurs 

on small bowls at Ardebil in the early or middle fifteenth cen-

narrow footring certainly is not exclusive to the fifteenth 

century in the export wares on the Hast African coast* It is a 

consistent feature of small straight rim bowls and everted rim 

bowls in the Kilwa* Fort Jesus* Kowa Kaji and Lamu Archipelago 

collections right through to the twentieth century* and still 

persists in the south China and Hong Kong vessels of today*

The base diameter is dose to 3« 5 cm* and the body curvature
2is close to that of the smaller of the two rims mentioned above*J 

I have therefore attempted a reconstruction of the vessels con

cerned* Ho such everted rim bowl is mentioned in the publications 

concerning the famous great collections! but similar material was

found at Kilwa in some quantity in fifteenth century levels*
/

There are other bases from this early period for Blue and White in 

the islands* ̂  There is one finely potted high footring vessel

with a base diameter of around 4 cm* * and there are two with
_ 315lower* broader footrings; Hone of these footrings is glazed all

over* From the top level at Uchi Juu a very similar* finely potted
316high narrow footring based bowl emerged* along with several fine

and the glazed base is specifically mentioned on these 
311bowls by iope* It is important to note however that the high



It seems clear that thereelegantly potted bowl rinsherds. ̂ ^  

were both gently everted rim and straight rim bowls imported 

in the fifteenth century. These are generally of exceptionally 

high quality for the collection as a whole. Another excellent 

example of the high narrow footring base came from She Jafari.^*S 

These fine little bowls invariably carry a delicate little

frieze along the rim either on the inside or the outside. This
319frieze either takes the form of a geometric repeated pattern'

320or a random floral tendril motif running along the rim. In 

all cases where such a frieze is not used a multiple parallel 

line cordon is used instead.'*2* The iron spotting is used exten

sively! or more properly it should perhaps be said that it occurs 

extensively on these painted friezes. The blue, the paint style, 

the form and the glaze and fabric all insist that these bowls are 

fifteenth century products. It is interesting that there is so 

little of this material at Manda, which was certainly occupied 

at that time, while at Uchi Juu and She Jafari for example there 

were in the sondages high proportions of this to the overall
322assemblage. Fifteenth century material also emerged at Bui.

It is clear that altogether too little is known of these northern 

ooastal sites and that until more work is done an explanation of 

curious little lacunae of this kind will not be found.

There are a few sherds which have the dark linear superim

positions on a strong blue motif which heralds the advent of the 

line and fill motifs of the sixteenth century. There is a foot

ring bowl base from Kanda in this category. The iron spots are
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present, but the lack of crazing, the dark lines and the glazed 

base, the slightly heeled footring unglazed at its base, all 

suggest a date in the fifteenth century. The centre motif is a 

roughly executed peony, encircled by two parallel lines along 

the centre periphery. v A closely related bowl base was found 

at Faza and at Manda*^ in a late level. A few bowl rims of 

the same kind have been found, the best two perhaps being from 

Uohi Juu^26 and Hands'^ in top levels.

One very poorly potted straight rim bowl with rough walls 

and a rim so rough that in the short distance left to us there 

is no way of coming within ten per cent of the right diameter 

measurement, occurs in a mixed level at the top of the Manda ex

cavations. It carries no recognisable motif but the bold sweep 

of the painting under a non geometric frieze, together with the 

poor potting suggests an early fifteenth century date and an ex

port piece. The rough surface, though not associated in this case 

with the dark spots in the blue, is the closest we have to G a m e r 1 

"heaped and Filed" surface.

From the late fifteenth century or early sixteenth century 

come three sherds from handaj two from indiscernible forms of 

v e s s e l ^  and one from a bowl base.^^ All have a much stronger 

blue and the glaze is white and uncrazed. The motifs are by no 

means of the line and fill type so characteristic of post fift

eenth century vessels, but there are areas of the decoration thus 

picked out by darker lines at the edges. The bowl base and foot

ring are fully glazed save for base of the footring itself. The 

glaze is uncrazed and fine bluish whijre. The centre motif is a
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spike peony enclosed in a random fashion by darker linos. The 

centre is encircled at the centre periphery by a single line.

The foot-ring has a diameter of 4 cm. and a slightly heeled* 

thint high section. Despite the fact that tho planes of wall 

and base at the groin and centre periphery are absolutely in 

line* there is no sign that the footring was applied. The sherd is 

broken in such a way that application is moot unlikely* and in 

spite of the abnormally well fettled base one might presume the 

few fine manufacture marks to be excavation lines. This is the 

only Chinese Blue and White ware base which invites such disc

us sion. All the others in the collection are excavated or in 

some late cases possibly moulded and trimmed.

One of the body sherds has an unrecognisable motif in a

medallion. There is one sherd which is certainly a Ch'eng Hua
331piece. It is from a large everted rim bowl found at Ilanda.

‘The rim diameter is 18 cm. and the wall thickness a mere 4 mm.

The glaze is whiter than the earlier fifteenth century vessels, 

and on the exterior wall are tendrils in blue outlined by heavier 

blue lines. .Along the eversion and pendant to it on the interior 

are a series of oblong fingers of blue, running for different 

lengths down the cavetto, ribbed with darker lines and banded 

below by a single narrow line. Hobson mentions that some 

regard Ch*eng Hua material as characteristically thinner than 

Hsuang Te. The pottery of the bowl is indeed fine* but so is 

that of other vessels from the samo era but outside the Ch#eng 

Hua range* vessels which aro distinguishable by other character-
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isties* Hobson is also supported by the few Archipelago sherds 

in dismissing the idea that "the blue of the former (Hsuang Te) 

was pale and the latter (Cheng Hna) was dark"* **33 The vessels 

at Manda show a tendency to pale towards the end of the fift

eenth century, though it must be admitted that the stratigraphy 

is not all it might be for this period*

One straight rimmed bowl with a rim diameter of 19 cm. lias

a bright strong blue deooration with moderate blue dark out- 
334.

lines* The wash often ignores to restrictions set out by the 

outlines* The floral motifs cover the exterior, but on the 

interior there is only a band of blue below the lip and a series 

of small corrugated semi-circles pendant from the band* The 

glaze is a bright clear white with a slightly bluish tinge* This 

bowl is from the Chia Ching period* Something remarkably similar 

comes from Manda. ; ^

There are two later vessels in Honda levels* One is a small
335

everted dish, with a base diameter of 14 ems* Xt is of the 

late sixteenth century Wan Li type* One is a heavily potted base 

of a large bowl*^^ The footring'lis square, high and pigeon toed; 

the base diameter is 7 ems* The walls have a mean of means of 7 mm. 

and the heaviness of the potting is emphasised by the roughness of 

the irregularity in the glaze thickness* The glaze is uncrazed 

and off white in colour* The blue is pale greyish blue with dark 

outlines and highlight lines, some of which have brown patches 

and strips* The pale blue fill ignores the demarcations of the 

outlines* The centre is decorated with a very roughly drawn peony
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One diah or plate from the lowest level of the excavation at 

the Msikiti wa Pwani at Pate,*^ which is probably an old beach 

level, comes a fifteenth century dish or plate which Barbara 

Harrison has seen and called M3watow fifteenth century"*

The glaze is very smooth and heavily crazed and the base is of 

the "recessed" kind jthe footring being pinohed outside to a 

straight inside wall, neither the inside wall nor the base is 

glazed* The base diameter is 16 cms.^^ If Addis*s theory about 

the date for "hole bottom" vessels is true, this is from the late 

fifteenth century* The brushed blue design supports this theory, 

and in low quality export ware, the absence of glaze on the base 

need not suggest an early fifteenth century date* Indeed dishes 

and plates continued to be made with unglazed bases right into 

the nineteenth century*

This glaze is very different from the whiter, more opaque, 

more matt white glaze of the vessels labelled Swatow by Harrison in 

Dar-eo-Salaan. It is very different from the vtnusual 8lue and

White vessels* Although the paste is the same, it is frustrating 

to have to do this but these sherds must be designated as "provib- 

cial" simply meaning of unusual and unknown origin* Another of 

the same kind, without line and fill blue decoration is described 

by Harrison as being fifteenth to sixteenth century* It is a 

bowl with a high square foot and a glazed base* It is similar in 

every respect of colour, crazed bluish white glaze with large un

glazed patches, and wash blue deooration, to the recessed base 

dish mentioned above, and found in the same place* The centre
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boars a posy with ribbons set in a cash drawn on the centre peri- 
342pheiy# This vessel is given a latter date than the other by 

Harrison# She can only havo made the distinction by shape, and 

indeed she mentions the "high foot" on her label# This slightly 

later date may be supported by some evidence concerned with the 

distribution of high-footed blue and white bowls in the Far 

Has tern archaeological sites# The roughly executed line and fill 

appearing on the centre argues certainly for a late fifteenth 

century date but not necessarily for a sixteenth century date# A 

similar vessel with a lower footring and glazed base, but with 

line and fill centre decoration and wash decoration on the extern 

ior wall comes from the surface at V/iyuni# In neither case are 

the motifs recognisable.

The dull, opaque white, occurs again on a jar sherd from the 

surface at Manda# This time the opacity is aided by a white slip 

over a stoneware body# The fragment is too small for ooimnent 

other than to compare it in texture, glaze colour and quality of 

blue with the "Gwatows" of Mrs# Harrison.

There are some bare circle blue and whites with the greyish 

white glaze unevenly applied and greyish blue with liberal 

streaks of brown# All of these sherds are glazed over the base and 

footring walls# The paste is off-white and flecked with black#

The bases are from largo bowls and are glazed# They are heavily 

potted, with a mean of means wall thickness of 5.5 mm. and base 

mean of moana thickness of 8#5 mm# The mean base diameter is 9 

ana# The footrings are bow and pinched and the base is often 

hung, so low that in one case the base has been bevelled off in
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the centre to present it from becoming a spinner, and the base of

another actually touches the same plane as the footring 3 mm* be-*

fore the centre and has the promise of being a very athletic 
. 344

spinner* The centre of these bases is often dimpled and the 

glaze on some of the centres and bases is very badly damaged by 

sand accretions during firing*

Other bare circle vessels, loss comma*, are also bowls but 

have a very high bevelled and heeled footring with a diameter of
345a7 cms. Once again base and footring walls are glazed. The

vessels are more thinly potted and have a very pale blue glaze

with light greyish blue paint* The paste is grey-white speckled
345

with black* One such sherd comes from level 1 at Pate and is 

probably late eighteenth century early nineteenth century, anoth

er is from Shanga, in a level which theoretically should be six

teenth century* There are bowls with blue infilled peonies
346aon the exterior wall and a rough floral motif on the centre*

The footring available for this group is high, slightly heeled,
347

and often differential, with the base higher than the groin.

This type and the pointed petal peony appears in apparently 

seventeenth century and in early and mid eighteenth century con

texts in Tanzanian sites and in Port Jesus* The term peony has 

been applied^to the tightly bunched round petals of these flowers# 

They might as easily be chrysanthemums* The writer oan never 

recognise the real thing, let alone their images* We all seem at 

odds as to whether a peony or a ohrysanthemum is depioted. There 

is little moderate value in a true identification of the flower



and leso in using both the current terms. I have used the word 

peony throughout* On the sixteenth and early seventeenth cen

tury fabrics the peony becomes the most popular pqinted motif.

The earliest peonies are infilled, but soon, in the sixteenth 

century already, a blob appears, being essentially a series of

radial lines with a blue blob on the end of each, the whole
*548sometimes infilled, sometimes not* These peonies all appear 

on bowls, and the bowls are prominent in surface collections 

throughout the archipelago*

Another group of bowls with the peony motif seems to be

slightly later than that described above, the petals are outlined

only, with a single line running up the centre, and the hip is

filled.^ One of these is from Pate surface and has part of an
350incomplete shop mark on the base* The glaze is bluish white,

almost strong enough to speak of a very pale blue, and the blue

painting is strong to moderate blue. Inside, two parallel lines

often run round the rim and two more round the bottom of the

wall* An indecipherable, possibly floral, scribble motif is in
351the centre* The rim diameter is around 11 cma* and the base 

diameter is 4 oms* The footring is differential, with the plane 

of the base rather higher than the wall plane. It is high and 

straight with a rounded base* A similar peony motif, although on 

• dish with a pinched footring of a diameter of 10 cms., appears 

in the surface collection from Tundva.

Pour other sherds, from a level which is probably early eight

eenth century at Pate and from the surface collection there have
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have peony motifs which consist of a dax ĉ centre surrounded by 

the old radiating lines but this time with two or three lines 

running out for each petal* At the end of each are blobs of 

blue paint* The blue varies between strong and moderate to 

dark greyish blue, and the outline and fill technique is not 

used* The rim diameter of these vessels is 15 cm. in all cases* 

The base diameter is around 7 ems* Stuck to the glaze of one of 

these bowls from the footring to above the groin is a patch of 

siege grit particles* The glaze is pitted and ill applied on 

the interior. Another style in this motif, though much less 

common, is a Catherine wheel flower with the whole outline blur

red* This emblem is also on a vessel of a unique shape for the 

peony bowls found at Siu and at Pate* The rim is sharply everted* 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain a diameter measurement 

The same basic motif also appears completely filled or randomly 

highlighted by darker painted streaks* This motif occurs exclus

ively on straight walled bowls with very slightly everted rims.

'The footring appears to have been low and pinched on both sides* 

ho complete section is known from the North Kenyan coast* The 

glaze is very unevenly applied and in places there are unglazed 

pits end cracks* There is no direct archaeological indication of 

dates, but a date in the latter half of the eighteenth century is 

most likely taking the general surface association into account 

and assuming that this is a variation of the peony theme preceding 

the vogue for pointed and spiked peonies*

The attempts of the Chinese potters of the eighteenth century
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to imitate the iron spots of the fourteenth and fifteenth cen

tury wares usually resulted in the presence in the blue patches 

of darker blue marbling and of veining.*^ This phenomenon is 

very clear on these peony bowls* The very spiky kind^^ is 

definitely a late eighteenth and early nineteenth century motif 

and had never appeared on bowls as the filled "peony" had*'*'5'*

It is associated with a lower, thicker range of footrings, some— 

times with the base glazed, sometimes not* It always occurs 

in the East African collections on dishes, often large charger

dishes* On European copies only have these spiked "peonies"
355

been found on bowls* Fragments of suoh vessels occur in the

surface collections from Tundwa, Kipungani, Kigingitini, Katondoni

Ungu, Hedabu, Wiyuni, Fate, Faza, Lamu, Chela and Siu* They are

cavetto-walled straight-rim, round-lipped charger dishes with a
357

base diameter of 17 oms* and a rim diameter of 30 cms* These 

vessels are decorated all over with chrysanthemum motifs, The 

footring is high and straight and the base unglazed. On the ex

terior wall are random Buddhist symbols or flowersprays* The 

very fine vessels of this kind in the National Museum collection 

in Dar-es-iialaam permit a study of these external symbols, the 

most popular of which seems to be Hua Lan and Ch*ang (the ribboned 

book and the stylised p o s y ) . ^ a These vessels are usually of 

a fine white porcelain, with clear, strong blue decoration. In 

one case, however, a surface sherd from Fate, the paste has a much 

higher iron content. The glaze is greyish white and unevenly 

applied, leaving small bare patches in places where the staining



is particularly bad# The blue is a dull grey-blue.

There is some chronological eveidence for seeing a progress

ion in style from the sixteenth century filled peonies^^through 

blob peonies to those with blobbed ends on multilinear petals, 

to those with pointed blobs'^ to those with spikes. With the 

exception of the penultjjnate in that list, the fabrics, blues, 

glazes and shapes all demand such a chronological distinction#

This strong stylistio evidence does not prove the point# It re

mains to be seen if the chronological evidence for Port Jesus in 

particular, but one hopes, also for excavations yet to be under

taken at Siu, Pate and Paza, as well as in Lamu town, confirm 

this suggestion#

Proa the surface at Paza comes a massive square footring 

base with a mean body thiokness of 1#1 cms# and a diameter of 12
"Zfr\

cms#'*^ The base and centre are both glazedj only the foot is not# 

The paste is greyish-white freokled black. This type of footring 

invariably supports a bowl# This bowl has a bare circle along 

the centre periphery# No indication of the kind of bowl is offer

ed because the wall has been carefully chipped off to the level of 

the centre# In the middle of the centre is an indecipherable 

calligraphic motif#
361There is an utterly delightful dish from the surface at oui# 

Pour birds are threatening each other among floral sprays. The 

date of the vessel is uncertain but the overall style, colour and 

texture would suggest a late seventeenth century date for it#

‘There is also an eighteenth century stem cup base from the
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surface at Pate, with a diameter of 5 cms*

One unusual form cones from the surface at Tundwa and appears 

to be from the late seventeenth - eighteenth century period* It 

has a straight wall with everted ledge rim, with random blobs of 

blue dotting the ledge between parallel blue lines* The mean 

vail thickness is unusually thick (6 mm.) and the rim diameter 

is 28 cms* The lip, which is almost square, is unglazed*

There is a large number of vessels with a smooth greyish- 

white glaze and slate blue free floral decoration, details of 

which are not clear* Certainly the broad swept, floral designs 

executed with a thick brush are predominant* These are described 

here as "bold brush floral" bowls.

The two principal shapes represented by the sherds are an ever

ted rim bowl with a rim diameter of 14 oms. and an everted rim 

dish* The rim of the dish in the Institute collection from Pate 

is scalloped* The dish bases with a diameter of 17 cms* seem to

be consistently glazed and to have radial chatter marks. Such
362marks are mentioned by Garner-̂ as being characteristics of the 

Transition Period of the first half of the seventeenth century*

They also have low footrings pinched outside to a point with the 

straight inside wall* These vessels are seventeenth century in 

manufacture and are found well into the eighteenth century* They 

predominate in sites eclipsed during the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries and representatives of the type are 

found in the Sid. Bondage in early palace levels*

Among the mid sixteenth century Ch#ing sherds from Pate



and Siu are fragments of a dish with a glazed base and a garden- 

scape decoration in the centre* The commonest form is the small 

bowl with the flower motif in the centre* One sherd has a mark

on its glazed base* From the Wan-Li period are dishes and
363bowls; one dish has a base diameter of 17 cms* and the rim is

everted* The dull, heavy quality of the blue on this vessel

could make it late King and mid seventeenth century, though it is
364in the Wan-Li style* The centre depicts a deer and a tree* 

similar vessels occur at Fort Jesus in the seventeenth century, 

and several of these also are part Wan-Li.

This sherd is particularly interesting because the vessel has 

drilled holes presumably for purposes of repair. Theso holes are 

quite different from those on Islamic or local vessels; instead 

of the large bevel common on the latter, these holes in this 

sherd are straight walled, drilled from inside out* This indicates 

the use of a drill rather than emery powder and a hand-held rod, 

which is the common theory for how holes were drilled through the 

local and Islamic vessels on the ooast. Although emery is L9 and 

this porcelain is H8 it is not possible that such holes could have 

been made without a drill; it is not clear what sort of drill was 

available to the Swahili in the sixteenth century but the rather 

corrugated section of the walls of the holes and the inward reach

ing lip at the end of each one directly beneath the surface 

suggest that the drill swayed in inverse proportion to the spin

ning of the bit and more so when turned slowly and more carefully 

at the end in an attempt to limit tho flaking off of glaze as the
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emerged. In addition a hand held drill atiok would not permit 

of the consistently heavier pressure needed to drill so hard a 

substance as porcelain without cracking it. '-these factors sug

gest that a bow-drill was part of the equipment of the Swahili 

craftsman by the end of the sixteenth century, The bit was

presumably ironi aided by emory powder. A sketch of the likely
365appearance of such a drill is appended.

Two late seventeenth pieces of dishes with a bluish white

glaze and with delicately incised floral patterns in addition
366to underglaze blue are from the surface at fate. It is very 

intriguing to note that these dishes alsot like their eighteenth 

and nineteenth century successors have a base diameter of 17 cms. 

The footring is in both cases low and pinched outside and straight 

inside and is glazed except for its base; the vessel base is also 

glazed. These were probably straight rimmed cavetto walled dishes 

like their successors. These are of the famous "an-hua" tradition 

of blue and whites» beginning probably in the early king period 

and carrying on, at least in export wares.

There are two interesting sherds from Level 2 of Mr* Chittick1 s 

excavations at mr* on Pate. Loth have puro white paste

and a very fine smooth bluish—white glaze. One vessel is an evert

ed rim dish with a footring unglazed at the base and pinched and 

bevelled outside. The base is glazed; the base diameter is the 

usual 17 cms. The mean body thickness is 3 mm. The dish is very 

finely potted; this is a much higher quality piece than most. It 

is too fragmentary to establish the blue design on the interior.
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The other is a heavier vessel with a mean body thickness of 6 mm* 

and a footring diameter of 11 cmo. The footring is straight in

side and out and unglazed only at it3 foot. The base is well 

glazed* On the centre and stretching up the cavetto is a dragon 

in a late seventeenth century blue, the upper neck of which is 

represented on this sherd. This is almost certainly from the K'ang 

hsi period*

There is a large group of greyish white to grey green glazed 

heavy based bowls which carry on the outside filled peony and 

tendril patterns which seem to be stencilled on but are in fact 

brush painted* ̂  The greyish green quality, the filled peonies 

(sometimes the Catherine wheel peony type) and the heavy based, 

relatively thin, walled everted rim sections are all reminiscent 

of the little one knows of seventeenth century export were. These 

have been nicknamed Scribble floral bowls, largely to differenti

ate them from the "Bold Brush Floral" bowls and dishes which are 

often on the same fabric but are distinct by shape and pattern*

The "Bold Brush" vessels are mostly bowls, high footringed
368 « . . .  .with straight or slightly everted rims. The size range is con

siderable, varying between 10 cmo. and 17 cmo* at the rim. The
369

baee is always glazed even on the dishes. Like the Scribble 

floral vessels, these are invariably in greyish white or pale 

grey-green glazes and the painting has a flat tone. The style of 

painting is quite different from the blue and white peony tradition, 

although many ideas are pioked up in both, like the toothed 

frieze, ^ 0 the stylised floral frieze within line cordons,^ and



the centre periphery and given cash*'^'" A very tentative seven

teenth century date should be given to these bowls for the 

moment on account of the fabric and shape* The style is not at 

present directly comparable*

The filled, bulbous peony heads are bunched over thick stems

or interconnected by thick tendrils* Very often the floral

base to the pattern is stylised further with bundles of swept

thick l e a v e s , o r  even crude, heavy, bulbous cloudlike blodges.^J

One base mark, dearly associated with this kind of vessel
376occurs in the Fort Jesus collection and the same mark, though 

with insufficient body attached, was found at Ungu*
377similarly cumbrous are the curious "Blob Figure" Bowls*

These have consistently lower, thicker footrings, are usually

glazed on the base and often have the "bare circle" on the centre
378periphery. The blob figure is presumably a highly stylised 

posy* It is painted at intervals around the exterior and each 

vessel usually lias much the same interpretation of the same motif

all round* On occasion, however, the painter applied several
. 379different blob patches not just the simple usual motif*

These vessels are found under white or grey-wiiite glazes with
380dark blue paint* The slight carination above the groin is 

common on these vessels and does not occur on any other Far East

ern Blue and White vessel in the collection, save two with six

teenth century fabrics, but too fragmentary to discern the paint-
381ing decoration.^

Closely related in form and appearance is a large group of
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small bowls whose surfaces often both interior and exterior are
547

covered with panels* Each panel is delineated by a curved blue 

line and contains a floral or caligraphic motif* The range of 

glazes varies from grey to almost dead white, and paint colour 

ranges from slate to strong blue* These panel bowls occur in 

collections right back into the fifteenth century and also appear 

not only on the recognisable Chinese fabrics but on the “provin

cial” pieces*^82 Nevertheless they are principally associated 

with late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Very few earlier 

versions have been seen in the East African collections. The 

earliest examples are those with floral spray medallions in a 

fine line drawn clear strong blue.^^ The obscurity of even the 

outlines of the shape and motif range and the detailed chronology 

of this decoration is virtually complete* Certainly the less 

stylised blob floral medallion^’ occur in the excavation at Siu, 

and at Eimambaya and may well be slightly earlier than the stylised 

Blob figure floral emblems^^ so common at Lamu, Tundwa, Faza and 

other predominantly later collections. The wide range of shape, 

glaze and paint colour suggests a large number of kilns, and also

a long time depth stretching over several hundred years. None
VVvfcu

of these blob vessels is in use today and probably oeased to be 

imported at the latest by the middle of the nineteenth century. 

Potters' marks, shop marks and indoed all other kinds of mark 

are very rare on these vessels, These vessels are, with the 

exception of a few of those with spray and posy medallions, are 

of the grey white black speckled paste with greyish-blue to 

slate paint. One distinctive class, particularly large, is of



high footring glazed base bowls* usually displaying a thickening
346

of the middle, both on the centre and the base sides* These 

vessels invariably carry a similar style od decoration, consist

ing of the blob floral motif set in panels* They have a blob or 

blob floral group in the centre, and a pseud calligraphic, some

times stylised floral motif in the middle of the base. It is 

this base mark, which apart from the shape of the base, disting

uishes them from the main body of panelled bowls* These bowls 

are always in the late eighteenth and nineteenth century collect

ions and never oven in the top levels of the Bondages around trio 

islands*

The pseudo calligraphic motifs are found also on landscape 

bowls’̂  and ginger jars^^ normally associated with the eight

eenth and nineteenth centuries* The calligraphic medallion also 

features on rare line tendril straight rim high footring bowls* 

The bowls have both straight and everted rims, but the footring 

is consistently high, and bevelled inside* The base is glazed* 

These bowls are most attractive in clear, strong blue on a white 

fabric under a glossy glaze* The date for either of these types 

is not definite, but is almost certainly eighteenth century, 

though the quality of the blues of the second type could sit well 

with a late seventeenth century date, if considered by itself* 

Related to these are a few sherds, like the one illustrated

from the surface at kanda, which are a softer blue on a dulled
389glaze on a more "powdery" white fabric* There is no reason 

at present, despite the Landa sherd, for thinking of an earlier 

period for the manufacture of these vessels*



nineteenth century gin bottles were found on the surface at 

hands also*

Another very large group, exclusively of bowls, is the
390"Fleck Bowl" group. These vessels appear all to be eighteenth 

century or possibly early nineteenth century but no good strati

graphy is available for them. They are common throughout the 

Swahili world on the surface of settlements occupied during that 

period* Like the tendrils (calligraphic) and the blob range (j) 

of bowls, these Fleok Bowls do not seen to have been satisfactor

ily described elsewhere. The fleck is a small blob of blue with 

pointed protuberances often looking like nothing closer than a 

plump spider* They are probably stylised bats. There is a 

reasonably large range of base narks with them; this may assist 

with dating and location of manufacture* The shape is a heavy 

base on a high, usually differential footring and a straight rim 

between 9 and 12 cms* in diameter* Occasionally, there is a 

lighter basod vessel and all those in this category to date do not 

have the differential* There are annoyingly few complete sections 

of these bowls and very few rins* The exteriors of the rims always 

appear to have a bold brush floral panelled frieze between paral

lel cordon lines* The interiors of the rims carry parallel

cordon lines and there is a high cash above the centre periphery*
391In the Siu Palace sondage and on the surface elsewhere on 

Pate Island, there was found a small group of very curious "stencil" 

bowls* They have a pale grey body and blue or greenish-grey glaze 

under which is a scribbled floral motif. This motif is pain

ted, or possibly stencilled and that is the particularly
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interesting thing - on the outer wall and covers that wall. A 

tangle of thick tendrils is interspersed with a bloom of the 

peony type, or in one case, with a bunch of fruit. Four of these 

bowls treat the bloom in the same stylised irregular way and the 

tendrils, closest in kind to the Catherine wheel peony occasion- 

ally seen. One howver, is of the filled peony kind. This moreA

fluid style stands out markedly against the rather more re

strained, almost mechanical style of the tendrils. Indeed the 

Catherine wheel type seems so stiff as to be suspected of having 

been stencillOd.

These bowls are from the eighteenth century, or possibly from 

the end of the seventeenth century. They are open, with slightly 

everted rims and rim dimeters of around 15 cms. They usually 

have medium, slightly bevelled footrings. The centres, when decor

ated, carry a small floral spray, sometimes within a cash. The 

glazed bases, usually decorated carry a cash enclosing a four emblem 

motif which the imagination needs unimaginable stretching in order 

to divine a meaning.

The dish form also occurs (though rather less commonly) with 

a blue "frogspawn" or Mcod#s roe" decoration, being contiguous 

linear hemispheres with a blob of blue in the centre of each. In 

no case on the North Kenyan coast does enough of the vessel remain 

to permit us to reconstruct the overall design, but the motif is 

very strongly reminiscent of Persian work in blue and white in 

the sixteenth centKwy. The footring is consistent with this motif 

group and is different from the other dishes. It is lower, and
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either pinched on both sides or pinched outside and straight

within* The base of the footring is unglazed but both footring

vails and the base are in all cases glazed* The diameter of the

footring is consistently 17 cms., as in the other dishes* The

vail is markedly higher and the dish consequently deeper than the

others* It is not possible at present to bring archaeological

evidence to bear on any sequence involving dishes of these three

motifs, but it is certain that the "frogspawn" dishes are also

from the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century. A tureen

lid from Pate carries a similar design* In some cases, such

as the tureen lids and a dish from Kipungarii, this "frogspawn" is
394clearly a representation of rhododendron sprays*

A stylised character'^'* appears in Chinese blue and white 

material as early as the fifteenth century but appears almost ex

clusively on the IHast African material only in the late eighteenth 

- early nineteenth century*

This character is by some felt simply to be stylised bamboo*

By others it is seen as a stylised Sanskrit character* My own pre- 

deliotion is "stylised Shou". The word "stylised" is the common 

denominator* The forms were charger dishes and smaller dishes 

in a clear white poroelanous paste*

A vessel very similar indeed to these late bowls was found at 

Kilwa and is ascribed by Harrison to the fifteenth century* The

fabric, glaze and blue all support this date, and the difference
396in the paint style should be noted. The motif in the Kilwa 

bowl is hand painted and varies round the bowl* A feature of the
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late bowls and dishes Is a marked uniformity , evon strongly sug

gestive at times of the use of a stamp*

The character appears in serried ranks up the dish cavetto 

and surround a large Mshou fou" in the centre. This, like the 

chrysanthemum dishes was copied by European potters and exported 

to East Africa in the first half of the nineteenth century* Cope

land of England produced one ouch copy, examples of which are 

still intact on the coast* While the factory today still has the 

copper plate used in manufacturing these dishes, they do not have 

an example of the dish itself* These copies were in a soft yell

owish-white paste and lacked the subtlety of the Chinese blue; 

this may well be the phenomenon Leach describes when he notes 

that the blue obtained by the Japanese came from asbolite with a 

cobalt content between and 50/ Such softness and subtlety of 

colour is not to be expected from tlie use of purer cobalt oxide 

such as was used in the European blues of the nineteenth century 

copies of Far Eastern wares. But Copeland, of all the copiers, 

produced the finest, richest blues, closest by far to the original. 

The European copies generally have a harsh, flat, strong to moder

ate blue under an opaque white glaze* From Tundwa comes a dish 

with a footring of 17 cns* diameter with a footring differential, 

straight walled and rounded base* The base is unglazed. Three 

other vessels of this type are also represented* An exactly simil

ar dish comes from the Pate surface collection showing that the 

rim diameter is 27 cms* This appears to have been the standard 

size, repeated as it is in all the many examples which I have seen.
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The single measurable Copeland copy which I have seen is consid

erably larger, haring a base diameter of 25 cms. and a rim diam

eter of 40 cms. but is the same height exactly (5*3 cms) as the 

smaller Chinese originals.

The Sanskrit/bamboo/shou symbol also occurs in the decoration 

of the exterior of small bowls. In all cases the white paste 

and bluish-white glaze are the same as on the dishes. These little 

bowls had either straight rims with a mean diameter of 14 cms. or 

everted rims with a mean diameter of 12 cms. and high, slightly 

kneed footrings with a mean diameter of 4.5 cms.; the footring 

base was unglazed. The footring is differential, the base plane 

being high. Such bowls are common in the Faza, Pate, Siu and Lamu 

collections and in some cases the base is glazed and carries a 

meaningless mark with a medallion; in other cases the base is un— 

glazed. None has been found in a stratified sequence, so no 

indications of differing dates for these features are available, 

save to say that the presence in Ungu of the bamboo dishes argues 

an early nineteenth century date for these and the absence of 

these from Pate and the presence of similarly decorated bowls at 

Pate may imply an eighteenth century date for the bowls. The 

associated colouring and glaze features support this conjecture.

All examples have a pair of parallel lines round the lower interior 

wall and round the inside of the lip, bo it everted or straight. 

Some of these bowls are of very low quality, with large holes 

and patches in the glaze.

There are also several bases giving no idea of the wall
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decoration, tut carrying indecipherable vail narks, or rather 

loosely painted floral motifs in the centre, or both# All are 

eighteenth or early nineteenth century bowls#

Appearing in the top levels of Mr# Chittick's excavations at 

Pate and also occurring in surface collections are straight rim

med round lipped bowls with plain greyish-white interiors and 

grey-blue, often slate-blue, decoration on the exteriors under the 

same greyish-white glaze# The glaze is very unevenly applied, 

leaving small unglazed pits; it is very roughly applied round the 

bases, sometimes covering footring and base, and sometimes applied 

only patchily over the footring and not at all over the base# The 

blue has the darker marbling described above#

The decoration consists of a frieze below the rim on the exter

ior wall, of thick circles, sometimes with spokes separated by 

pairs of dots. Usually the rest of the bowl is undecorated. Some

times on the lower exterior wall is a wide range of abstract floral

motifs, sparingly employed. This ring and colon combination occurs
398also in Port Jesus and in very great quantity on Tanzanian sites#

Mr. Chittiok,s evidence at Pate suggests to him a late nine

teenth century date for this material, but it occurs in late eight

eenth centuiy collections in Mbwa Haji and elsewhere on the Tanzan

ian coast. It is consistently associated at earliest with eight

eenth centuiy material in the Lamu archipelago# It is not at the 

known limited-duration nineteenth centuiy Ungu site, and therefore 

no evidence from northern Kenya is able to deny the eighteenth cen

tury date suggested in the south. It is a matter of conjecture
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whether it is coincidence that the latter vessels with unglazed 

bases are all from surface collections and the single vessel with 

a glazed base is from below the surface, albeit from the top level* 

The mean rim diameter of these vessels is 10*3 cns., and the mean 

base diameter is 5 cms. both diameters having a tiny standard 

deviation* These vessels are highly standardised in form*

llev. Kathev, in his article in 1956, illustrates one of three 

bowls obtained by Freeman^renville in Tanga^^ and refers to it as 

one of the "hitherto unrecorded variants” of the East African 

coastal collections of Chinese wares* I have certainly been un

able to find reference to this kind of vessel^ outside East Africa, 

and the matter has been emphasized by the large number found along 

the Tanzanian and Kenyan coasts since 1956* In Port Jesus the 

bowls are from eighteenth century levels*

One remarkable group of straight rim bowls proves conclusive

ly what had for long been suspected, that cream whirls are not an 

exclusively European confection* All round the exterior rim of 

these vessels is a frieze of blue painted whirls* They consist 

of a single thick brush stroke, turned concentrically through 

four hundred degrees or so* In all other respects they resemble 

the Circle and Colon bowls previously described, save the disapp

ointing fact that none has been found in a oontert which can 

closely date it. They are restricted in the Lamu Archipelago to 

Lamu itself, and on the few occasions when they have been found 

elsewhere (fiagamoyo, Kunduchi, Hbwa Kaji) there is no reason to 

believe that they were imported before the nineteenth century.
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It is a very curious fact that, despite the rarity of these

vessels, a European potter of the nineteenth century chose to

imitate this little bowl type in a gross mid century stoneware

abortion from a mercifully unknown kiln.

The famous landscape ginger jars of the late eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries are present in abundance in Siu and 
400I*amu as are the QQ ’e stylised type usually without house and 

trees and incorporating little calligraphic motifs*^ In this 

second category are bowls* These bowls are small, with thick 

walls, straight rims and low square or slightly heeled footrings* 

The rims are bevelled and unglazed* There is no indication 

in the samples available that these bowls were copper rimmed*

The nineteenth century Chinese collection is remarkably 

small* J3y the middle of the century competition was severe from 

Europe and was apparently to a large extent successful* The 

small bowls and the charger dishes yield to European wares, as do 

the straight rim dishes* The range of shape changes dramatically* 

A high proportion of the nineteenth century collection consists
A T ) - *

of jars, baluster and bullback vases and ginger jars* Clearly

in this field the European potters were unable to compete* The

function of these vessels within the Swahili community is of

interest* Today they carry knick-knacks and pens but are clearly

not being replaced by modem equivalents.

The other major shape is the little moulded blue and white

inkwell * ^ ^  Most of these are straight walled and high shoulder-
405ed with a slightly everted rim*

/
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Almost all of these straight wall vessels arc decorated with
J rw"

the stylised landscape decoration# h A much rarer group are

the bulbed* thin walled vessels* always with a series of curious
407stylised floral motifs better illustrated than described#

These vessels appear to have been slip moulded. People owning 

than or commenting on thorn all refer to their functions as being 

either to hold ink or to store kohl.
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There is a very small number of sherds from Jiu* Tundwa and 

Pate* of b îall bowls with a chocolate coloured* or moderate red-* 

dish brown glaze on the exterior wall and with blue motifs under 

a bluish white in the interior and base. Between the chocolate 

surface and the clear white porcelanous body is a layer of black 

material which needs analysing. The blue and white centre design 

on the moderate reddish brown (plain chocolate) bowlB is floral 

and is a little reminiscent of fourteenth and early fifteenth 

century work.^^ The glaze is slightly bluish* like a good 

Ch*ing Pai. Those vessels however are from the eighteenth cen

tury and are an export version using the t*ieh hsui hia (iron 

rust glaze) of the time of T*ang ling* who most probably intro

duced the glaze during his period as assistant and later Director 

of the Imperial Kilns during the reigns of lung Ching and Ch'ien 

Lung. This colour glaze was an offshoot of the experiments in



producing copper and bronze colours in porcelain* u>me siege 
grit is stuck in the glaze on the centre of our largest fragment. 
The footring is bevelled slightly, high, and slightly pinched 
on both sides* It has a diameter of 7 cms.

The representatives of the "ooffee'1 brown carry more demons
trably late seventeenth and eighteenth century styles on the blue 

409and white centres* The commonest section for these little 
bowls, both in the bamu Archipelago and in the other coastal 
collections is a straight rim bowl with a high, narrow footring, 
usually top toe*

.Similar vessels occurred in some quantity at Fort Jesus* There 
is a very small collection fronuKilwa*
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One very interesting straight-wall bowl was found by Dr* J* M* 

Knappert during our visit to Fate in 1973- This has a yellowish- 

green opaque celadon exterior which is random speckled olive grey* 

There is a blue and white floral motif on the interior which is

of the same kind as the predominantly eighteenth-century brown
410monochrome centre sprays found in Fort Jesus* The section 

shows that the bowl is a product of the blue-and-white tradition, 

not the celadon one, and ia from the southern, possibly Fukien, 

kilns* ̂  The paste is an excellent quality fine white porcelain*



It is not clear precisely which of those vessels are of the
359

Swatow type exported from the coast of Fukien* and noted in the

Day Registers of the Dutch Jast India Company. Barbara Harrison
ftnKsk (R.|.

in a note attached to a surface find in the^&irobi Bihooa OOll-
tl* Naw^'i

ection feels that the vessel to which she has attached the noter
may be Swatow.

If Leugheer,s opinion is to be accepted, there are no Swatow 

vessels in this collection. He speaks of a paste which fires 

red on exposure.

‘There are no examples in the R1HA6& collection which have 

fired red* neither does the glaze tend to obscure the painting* 

as alleged of Swatow Blue and White vessels.

The greenish glaze certainly occurs in surface collections* 

but not with the accompanying characteristics to be expected. 

Nevertheless it is clear that the bulk of the blue and white coll

ection is low quality export material. It remains to be judged 

whence they came.

The method of manufacture for these vessels is feirly con

sistent. Host show clear evidence of one or more of the related 

processes of fettling and trimming* bevelling and excavation. But 

the standardisation of size and shape within group and class 

suggests that the initial shape was obtained by moulding.

The nineteenth century dishes show very much less post mould 

dressing. The heavy dressing seen on the seventeenth and eight— 

teenth century pieces may perhaps imply inferior moulding. This 

would certainly be in keeping with the generally low standard of



the so Jate wares* In many cases siege grit is stuck in the 

glaze on and near the footring and on the base* Tho painting 

and base marks are often sloppily done, and the glaze is on 

occasion pinholed and cracked* Crazing occurs where it clear

ly should not, and glazeless patches due to starving are some

times seen*

The chocolate blue and white vessels are exceptions to the 

rule of poor quality for the seventeenth and eighteenth cent

uries*

The range of export types in the Blue and white collection 

is very exciting* A good number of these types are already 

known, though at least one is not known outside the Swahili 

coast*

There are, however, some types whose distribution in quant

ity on the hast African coast sheds new light on variations of 

form, shape, glass and decoration which was not there before* 

Until more is known, a strict typology and classification is 

premature, but the present collection, together with that from 

Fort Jesus, go a long way towards the establishment of a firmer 

bond for the discussion of late Far ^.aotorn Blue and ..hite 

exports* of a kind which the more salubrious collections of the 

ijLddle Fast and kurope cannot offer*

At iianda and at iihanga (though won Li vessels were collected 

on the surf ace, one noticed the same curious absonco of the panel 

edge plates (Kirknan Class 2). This was not the case, however 

on the other island sites of biu, Fate, uidabu, Faza and Tundwa*
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The history of Manda, of course supports the idea of the desert

ion of the town before 1614» due to a parochial tiff among the 

islands. The collapse of Shanga is not well understood at all*

It is sure that Shanga was not a victim of the Oromo, unlike 

Ungwana and others further south*

The prosperity of the island settlements must have been aff

ected by the pastoral ravages on the mainland* The mainland 

seasonal farming settlements and their plantations of cotton and 

millet, coconuts and mangrove, must have suffered terribly from 

the arrival of the cattlemen from the north*

The ceramic record is in keeping with the generally held 

thesis that these migrations from the north were genuinely severe

ly destructive and not merely a folk myth* The blue and white 

collection, such as it is from the mainland sites, denies the 

oocupancy of any mainland site between the mid-sixteenth century 

and mid-nineteenth century* This is slightly too early to fit 

with the notion of hr* Kirkman of a very rapid Galla advance south* 

The picture would then be of a slow move south as far as the Tana 

over maybe fifty years, followed by a very dramatic acceleration* 

Until the northern coast sites are excavated in detail this re

mains a problem* Certainly the numerous prosperous mainland 

settlements present a larger, more compact, and richer field of 

endeavour for the destroyers, and they may well have offered more 

serious resistance before their destruction, in that they sat so 

close together, with rapid sea communications* South of the Tana, 

by contrast, sites of Swahili stone built settlements are fower



and much more isolated - a more rapid progress by the northern

ers might be expected.

It is of considerable interest to speculate on the marked 

dearth of seventeenth century material from China in all the 

East African collections. In view of the fact that there is so 

little evidence, the speculation is also highly entertaining.

Ebert are so few pieces from the late seventeenth century in part

icular that it is tempting to look for reasons in the Far East 

rather than in hast Africa. On the Swahili coast nothing can be 

seen in the political or economic structures of the second half 

of the seventeenth century which might have noticeably affected 

ability to purchase Far Eastern wares, or might have changed 

tastes. Neither is there any evidence that there was any such 

phenomenon elsewhere in the Indian Ocean. One is therefore 

tempted to view the civil wars in China, and particularly perhaps 

the revolt of tfu San Kuei as the basic cause for the decline in 

exports from China. Certainly there was considerable destruction 

to the Ching Xe Chen kilns. It is conceivable that the conseq

uent drop in productivity in many of the South China kilns 

accounts for the drop in imports to East Africa during that short 

period.
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ciiii.ssa bass harks from blue a?td wiii?:] vsssi&s

There is a large collection of base narks fron the /archipelago. 

This collection has representatives from all of the major types 

of nark. This collection, being largely from the surface and 

from boaches at that is very fragmentary and often fails even to 

reveal the kind of decoration on the bowl carrying the nark. 

Nevertheless, so little is understood in particular of the "com

mendation” and n3hopn marks, that a full record of the collect

ion is worthwhile. It is interesting to note where there are 

parallels in the Port Jesus and Dar es Salaam collections. It 

might be hoped that one could have access to these collections 

to do an inventory.

Dr. Milkman has kindly allowed mo to note the parallels be

tween the Fort Jesus collection and my own. This exercise, when 

3et against his full list in his forthcoming report, will be 

most useful.

No full inventory has been attempted of the Lamu collection,

neither is it possible. Much of the material is in peopled

houses, or from beach surface i neither of these groups could

usefully be removed from where they were found, and neither is
413more than a sample of what is available.

vfliite the largest group is of square marks framing abstract
414formations. In no case is there a recognisable calligraphic

motif within a square of the kind often found among commend at-
415ion marks. It is gratifying that the pottery painter resisted
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perjury and. in no case designated the crude "poony" bowls as 

"rich and lovely piecos". There are a few marks which are 

clearly of calligraphic inspiration but nono which is legible. 

Jimilarly there is no recognisable square •'symbol'' mark. Dr. 

/JLrkman calls the kind of nark in question a "shop mark", and 

this is quite the most satisfactory explanation J

Since these marks are not clearly calligraphic it is worth

discussing what the variations mean. For example, it night be

assumed that less accurate reproduction of the mark may be in

order than for calligraphic marks. On this assumption it might
be that, despite obvious differences many of the marks illust-

417rated are of the same origin. hevcrtheless the collection 

represents a large number of units, bo they marks of a kind as 

yet not understood or "shop" marks as tiiey are thought to be by 

some or studio or potters* marks a3 the present writer feels 

them to be. All of these marks arc Ch*ing dynasty and can only 

be dated within that period by the vessel on which they are found.

If these truly are shop marks, the question of the mechanics 

of the purchase of these vessels is raised. Tho bowl3 were mark

ed during firing. Were the kilns or at least certain liiln batches 

bespoke to export agents whose marks the vessels bore? Were the 

vessels all sold by the potteries to a central warehouse whose 

batoh marks these are? Are the marks mere bagatelles? If so they 

would be no value in understanding the system of marketing other 

than as indications that it was felt a bowl, to be "finished", had 

to have a base mark, however meaningless.
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Nevertheless some of these square narks are undoubtedly

painters* narks or studio narks and it is more likely that most

are. The tradition of using a stylised square nark of this kind

as a potters* nark is still alive# If that is the case little

can be learnt about the distribution machinery from these marks#

There is a small group of pieces bearing early marks# None

is sufficiently intact for one to be certain of the authenticity

of the mark although on grounds of fabric and glaze all would be

tentatively placed in tho fifteenth to sixteenth century period.

On the few occasions when more reliable additional data* like

texture and style of blue painting, the authentic period is
417confined# Among marks from the King period there are many

413Cheng Hua marks, only some of which are illustrated# There 

are a few Ch*ing dynasty marks# A similar wealth of Cheng Hua 

marks occurs in the Port Jesus collection whore they also occur 

on light brown monochrome/blue and white bowls#

There is a collection of what would appear to be symbol 

marks, including grossly distorted versions of Chua (The Pearl) - 

Satisfaction of -very D e s i r e , C h * i e n  (doin) - xro3perity^^, 

Tao (The peach) - Long Life,^4*̂ Chueh (ijfrino Horn Cups) - Symbol 

of Happiness,^22 There are many of shuacg Ming (Two dragons 

doing a polka) - Tibet mark,^2  ̂tho common dedication narks, such 

as Shou - Long Lifo,^2^ Tien - Heaven,^ ^ Pu - uappineso,^2^ 

Ch*ung «• Ksteemed,^^ Ku - 01df^2° Han Hsing - To contain 

perfume^2^ and K*ung - Work of skill. ^
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There are in addition



the highly entertaining blobs* Some impress one with their quin

tessential blobness and may signify nothing, others nay signify

something but it is not clear what* For example some may simply
431be cursive numbers* Some of these marks are found on other 

parts of the vessels than the bases* Fu appears on many occasions 

on the rim, or on the body of bowls* It is possible that the 

curious fleck bowls carry grotesque stylisationsof Fu* A simpli

fied version of Hua - the Flower is an invariable motif on the 

outside of the bamboo dishes and the spike peony dishes, and a 

bold infilled Shou is a common centre piece on those vessels*

There are occasional examples of T ’ien (Heaven) in bowl centres, 

always in this collection on fleck bowls*

Kany of the marks are very archaic* This fact, when added to

the slap dash way in which many have been applied) accounts for the 
432large number.

566

A very uniform collection of small bud bowls with a rim dia

meter of around 12 cms* and a tip toe footring base of around 4

cms* has the whole exterior of the very white porcelain body cover-
433ed in a strong powdered blue glaze* The interior is always plain*

Rawson feels that the potter may have powdered the blue direct on- 
434to the wot glaze* The orange skin effect this usually has is 

missing on all but one vessel in this collection* The high gloss



and even intensity of blue i3 more likely indicative of under- 

glaze powdering.

This predilection for such monochrome exteriors is apparent 

in the seventeenth and predominantly eighteenth century collect

ions of cafe an lait and chocolate vessels at Fort Jesus. The 

brown bowls carry blue and white floral motifs on the interior, 

but the blue vessels are always plain inside, the white being in 

the Ch'ing Pai white range.

All the powder blue vessels cone from surface collections 

and are never found in pre-sixteenth century excavated levels; 

they are found in great quantities and, along with the late Blue 

and white material, were obviously the most popular import during 

the last part of the period. The exact period for the import 

of these vessels is unknown. It is odd that there are almost no 

brown monochrome types, and one must await the publication of 

Mr. Kirkman’s excavations of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen

tury levels at Fort Jesus to learn of the chronological relation

ship between Powder Blue and these Monochrome Browns. The fashion 

for monochrome bowls is undoubted and there may therefore be no 

difference in time between the import of the brown and the blue, 

though this does not explain the absence of brown vessels in the 

north — unless the people of the Lamu Archipelago had an insatiable 

predilection for blue, and by the same token, an aversion to brown.

The quality of these vessels is very much higher than that of 

most of the Blue and white imported in the seventeenth and eight

eenth centuries. Like the chocolate glaze, this monochrome blue
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glaze is generally attributed to the directorship and school of 

T'ang Ting end thus dated to the reigns of Yung Ch'eng and 

Ch*ien Lung in the eighteenth century.

568

A little straight rim rice-bowl from the Pate collection is 

particularly well potted but has a dark reddish-brown exterior 

with white panels bearding enamelled red, green and yellow floral 

sprays. The interior rim has a floral linked frieze in strong 

red. A stratified piece from Siu has a plain dark reddish 

brown exterior, and the interior rim is decorated with a strong 

red floral frieze in the same style as the previous bowl.

There is on interesting little bowl set into the nibble of the 

Bwana Bakari mosque at Pate. The exterior is underglaze powder 

red, very reminiscent of the Ming "tomato red" rather than the 

more purplish coral red of the eighteenth century. The exterior 

carries an overglaze gilt floral motif. The interior is plain 

white. A fragment of a very similar vessel was found in the same 

mosque, though with a more clearly eighteenth century red exter

ior.

There are a large number of dishes from surface collections 

of which the most part is represented by a blue and red under- 

glaze, overglaze gilt panel dish. The panels radiate from a line 

or lines on the centre groin and have reserves which are alternately



white and another colour, or white and two other colours. The 

centrepiece is usually a chrysanthemum or floral spray. All the 

rim sherds found of these panel bowls are straight. There is 

often a gilt line running round the lip.

A much plainer white porcelain dish is represented once in 

the collection and on several occasions in private collections 

and surface notes. It is a straight rim open dish of the shape 

just described but decorated in an open floral design in under*- 

glaze red. The design varies but is basically a series of up to 

eight, but usually fewer, posies, distributed about the cavetto, 

with a centrepiece of a stylised peony or chrysanthemum, some

times ringed, sometimes not.^*^

Quite the most interesting of all these is a high quality

porcelain dish with sgraffiato decoration highlighted by enamel- 
438ling. There is no available information about this extraord

inary piece in export collections in the middle east and it is 

important to learn more of the history of this type. The overall 

shape suggests an early nineteenth century date for the piece.

jabs

The study of the large stoneware storage vessels made in the 

Far Hast has been the most seriously affected by the foundation 

of Far Eastern ceramic studies upon the porcelain collections of 

the rich. These wares rarely have the exquisite appeal of the
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fine porcelain*. They were also less likely to enter big collect

ions because their size and purpose led them to bo kept in one 

place for a very long tine after installation. In the towns of the 

Lamu archipelago today, private houses often contain such huge 

jars, Chinese, Islamic and coastal, Hany of these jars are of 

considerable antiquity, eighteenth century vessels being common

place and in use daily. Thus, these vessels rarely come on the 

market. The few small private collections and the one in the 

Lamu 1-luseum are both particularly valuable in these circumstances. 

In the Hands excavations and in the other archaeological collect

ions there are a few large jars.

In the very early levels at llanda are sherds from a minimum

of twelve different jars and a bowl made in a hard dark grey

paste (Hob's 6-7). The glaze is unevenly applied and in the thick

areas varies between moderate olive and olive grey. The glaze is

thinly applied and crazed overall. The body fires greyish brown

where exposed, and in all cases the lower exterior wall and base

are unglazod. There are three shapes of jar - with a straight

round-lipped rim,^^ with a very short everted or beaded rim,^^

and with a pinched neck and everted r i m . ^  One of the jar sherds

has a straight rim, round-lipped, which is set on a restricted

wall. The diameter is 15 cms. and the lip and upper portion of

the rim are unglazed. Two others have a larger straight rim with

a quarter disc cordon immediately below the rim on the exterior.

These jars had funnel necks with a diameter of 8 or 9 oms. These
443jars all have heavy flat bases and seem to have been made in
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two sizesi one with a base diameter of 25 cm* and the other with 

a base diameter of 17 cm. Horizontal rounded bracket handles were 

applied on the upper body (where the wall restricts) in three 

cases, and a stirrup handle was applied in a similar position 

on one jar*

There is incised decoration on two of the vessels9 which in 

one case appears to take the form of two parallel horizontal 

lines round the area immediately below the neck. In the other, 

parallel incisions cross one end of the sherd in an almost 

vertical plain and the coils have not been smoothed on the exter

ior. One of these jars has been repaired; there are three drill 

holes in the b a s e . ^

The bowl has both interior and exterior walls glazed. The 

rim is incurving and the lip is a platform. This bowl with a rim 

diameter of 37 cm. is reminiscent of the mortaria of the Mediterr

anean world and also of the large basins made by the potters of the 

oasanian Islamic ware.

These sherds when in sealed contexts, are in pre-Sgraffiato 

levels, firmly associated with Tin Glaze and Siraf wares. They 

were therefore probably imported in the tenth century at the lat

est and were probably earlier, and are most likely to be T'ang 

wares. The grey body and green glaze is much as that described
A Aft

by Harrison apropos T'ang wares in Sarawak excavations, although 

had the vessels been identical in type one would have expected 

Harrison to note the unglazed lip, which is a consistent feature, 

in the same way that he carefully notes the unglazed base.
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There is a series of yellow buff paste sherds with a moderate 

olive brown glaze, very finely crazed and less heavily mottled 

than the previous group. The body fires brick red when exposed.

The body is exposed for the lower third or quarter of the vessel. 

The interior wall is randomly wiped with glaze.

A similar glaze with incised floral motifs beneath, appears

on four yellowish-buff, and one slate-grey, bodied vessels. These
- 4 A**are all, irrespective of paste colour, from late levels, in

t
contexts which preclude the possibility of their being pre-thir

teenth century, since late green Sgraffiato and Black on Yellow 

vessels occur consistently with them. There are, however, two 

buff-bodied sherds with incised decoration (floral, but as in

distinct as the others which come from ninth or tenth century 
44.9levels, being in firm association with Tin Glaze and Yueh ware. 

These early versions have a thicker body, averaging a wall thick

ness of 1 cm. as opposed to 5 mm. for the later vessels. Although 

the presence of two sherds representing only two vessels cannot be 

taken as proof that all early green and olive stonewares were more 

heavily potted than the later versions, it does recall Locsin*s 

feeling that Sung and early King jars are lighter than their 

predecessors. The distribution of paste colour seems to be mean

ingless, both pastes being used throughout the occupation of Manda.

The two grey-bodied vessels with the less heavily mottled 

glaze in moderate olive are both associated with T'ing white 

wares and middle period and late types of Sgraffiato, and an 

early Bare-circle sherd at Manda. They would seen therefore to be
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part of a twelfth or thirteenth omtury assemblage, although 

it muet be admitted that neither provenance is without its prob

lems* They occur in exactly the same circumstances at Bui* At 

Siu, Hambore and Bui such vessels occurred in surface collect

ions* The Mambore area was almost certainly not settled before 

the fourteenth century and more probably in the fifteenth. These 

grey vessels therefore fall into the late green stoneware cate

gory, having occurred at the earliest in the thirteenth, century 

and more probably in the fourteenth. They appear before Black on 

Yellow vessels become the predominant class in the north, and 

although the sample is tiny, it might bo worth thinking for the 

time being of an early fourteenth century date, for the last period 

of arrival of these vessels*

The degree of mottling, while very apparent, offers no more 

chronological assistance than the paste colour* One of the less 

heavily mottled types of glass, generally occurring in the upper 

levels, also occurs on a fine flat-based jar from a firmly tonth 

century level* The body fires red and the vessel is, in all 

respects other than the green chroma, like the late moderate olive- 

brown glazed vessels*

Thus this stoneware potting reveals a long, rarely varied 

tradition, \i3ed indiscriminately throughout the long period from 

T #ang to Wing. The mild variations suggested but by no means 

proven by the North Swahili material are that the heavy potting 

with olive green and moderate olive glazes tends to represent the 

earlier work, from the T'ang to the mid-Sung period, and the



lighter potted vessels* more commonly with olivo-browns in the 

glazes are in general from the Southern Sung to ISarly King 

period# The sherds are too few* too fragmentary nnri the bulk 

of them came from the i&ixedfill levels at Kanda.

There is one strong yellowish green glazed jar in a Lamu 

private collection which bears the fabric characteristics of 

these early vessels but is in shape* later# The ovoid section 

and heavily horizontally rilled exterior* and the four applique 

pinched handle bosses both argue a seventeenth or eighteenth 

century date.^1

574
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Similarly incised (and similarly indecipherable) decoration 

occurs on a buff •bodied moderate olive-brown glazed sherd from a 

mixed level at Kanda# The same moderate olive-brown glaze 

appears heavily mottled on a grey body firing brick red or redd

ish brown where exposed to the kiln# This occurs in severalr'
453grey-bodied sherds representing a minimum only two vessels#

f
The moderate olive brown glaze appears in both buff and grey 

bodies in a proportion of 1*3* and its earliest appearance is in 

thirteenth century levels. One of the levels in question has a 

single Black-on-Yellow sherd in it* arguing at earliest a very 

late thirteenth century date for the top of that level# It 

would appear therefore that while the T*ang green stonewares
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■wore imported to the North Kenyan coast from the ninth to the 

twelfth or thirteenth century but continued in uso at least into 

the fifteenth century, and were the products of both the T.*ang 

and Sung dynasties, the olive brown vessels are later* The earl

iest occurrence is in the thirteenth or fourteenth century and 

these vessels are still in use* The olive glaze goes on into 

the sixteenth century and later on pink bodied jars, found in 

surface collections at Siu, Ungu and Lamu, and on a cream paste 

at Mokowe. It does, however, change in texture* The certainly 

post-thirteenth century (as opposed to Manda unstratified) sherds 

all display a duller matt glaze* The early sherds characteristic

ally have a high gloss glaze, apparently lead based* Size also 

shows some chronological variation* While some of the early 

olive-glazed vessels, both greenish-olive and brownish-olive, are 

small, in the three to six-litre range, all of the later vessels 

are in that range* Further, none of the post-sixteenth century 

sherds of any glaze or paste, is decorated with incised motifs*

At the very end of the Sung dynasty, or possibly at the begin

ning of the Yuan, the olive brown glazed vessels made their appear

ance* Several of these sherds from both the green-and brown-olive 

glazes show in their body sections a colour transition in the 

paste from grey in the middle to buff on the exterior* These 

vessels were clearly fired in oxidising kilns* Others, however, 

are grey throughout and do not fire red when exposed; these clear

ly were fired in a reducing atmosphere* Finally, there is on 

three of the sherds (a very small proportion of the collection)



a variation in hardness between tho buff areas (lioh,s 6—7) wnfl tlie 

grey areas (around 6 Iloh's)• I do not regard this as significant 

but reoord it with the comment that the period of time in the kiln 

seems to have varied*

The distinction between buff and grey pastes is not of any 

chronological significance in the excavations, and is not, conclud

ing from the material described above, an indication of different 

days* These cheap utility wares need not have boon fired so care

fully as to exclude the possibility of tills oxidisation taking 

place variably within the same kiln* There is no discernible 

chronological variation in wall thickness* The foxm of the thinner 

vessels is the same as that of the thicker vessels; the size 

appears to be the same judging from the base diameters* There is

a group of vessels of this kind still in daily use in Lamu, Pate,
455Siu and Faza, and one of these is illustrated*

There is a group of harder-fired, denser buff-bodied vessels, 

with thinner walls than the olive-glazed stonewares* These sherds 

are from large jars and the glaze is yellowish-brown* The jars 

appear to have been about the same size as the olive-glazed ves

sels, with a base diameter of 22 cm* and a rim diameter of 11 cm* 

Little can be said about the shapes, but it would seem that, for 

the handled pots at least, the shape is different* The upper body 

is more steeply in turned than on the olive vessels, suggesting a 

lower girth. Neither is there any example among the sherds found 

on sites of the very high girth jars with beaded hole-mouth rims 

vhioh are seen twice in private possession* Conceivably this high
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shouldered vessel should be considered a late variant* The 

exterior wall is, in two of the four body sherds, incised. One 

sherd from an unsatisfactory context at rtanda not only has in—

sised decoration but also an impressed floral motif. Locsin
457illustrates just such a vessel as this but his vessel does 

not have impressed decoration combined with incisions. From 

its archaeological associations in the Philippines, Locsin 

dates this sort of vessel to the Yuan or early King period.

Basing their statement on archaeological excavations in Sarawak, 

Harrison also suggests a Ming date for this ware. The Manda 

evidence cannot unequivocally support a Yuan date but certainly 

supports a King date in the fifteenth century for the deposition 

of these vessels. This may not, however, militate against a 

Yuan date for the manufacture of this vessel. Buch large storage 

pots are not easily broken and may be expected to have lasted 

forty years or so at an absolute minimum.

The conclusions from the Far Eastern and East African material 

are therefore in agreement that this is a Yuan or early Ming ware, 

more common on the export market in the iling period. Only three 

vessels of this Iling brown wares wore found at lianda, represent- 

ing a service period of "maybe two hundred years". This, of 

oourse, doos not at all imply a production period as long as 

that, although it should be remembered that olive vessels repre

sent a production period of four hundred years.

A related glaze is the dark brown "Ch'ian Ware" from Fukien, 

with hare’s fur blue grey streaks. A large jar with this glaze
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is still in use in Lamu and there are several in private coll

ections*

j?he famous glossy yellow brown glazed dragon jars were im

ported to the Lamu Archipelago where they occur in fragments 

on several sites* No oomplete vessel has yet been located in 

the islands*^0 A complete vessel from Fort Jesus is illustrates? 

and is doubtless the kind of vessel from which the sherds in the 

present collection came* One dull yellowish olive jar with

simple radial ribbing incisions on the shoulder is still in use 
460on Siu and similar vessels are in private collections.

Of the brown glazed stoneware jars attributed by B, Harrison^ 

to the late Jung - early iiing period, only three fragments were 

found in possibly post-fifteenth century contexts* In levels 

which are probably sixteenth century wore found one pink-bo died 

sherd with a strong yellowish-brown glaze, and two grey-bodied 

brown-glazed jar sherds* One of these two is glazed both inside 

and out, and is from a small jar probably about 25-50 cm* high*

It is a body sherd offering no indication of rim foxm,^2 The 

glaze is striated horizontally, as if the potter applied it while 

the vessel was still on the wheel, and varies in shade between 

greyish brown and strong yellowish brown* It is faintly crazed 

overall* There were handles of the pinch bracket kind above the 

shoulder but there is no indication of their number*

It is not altogether certain where this vessel was made but 

it is rather like early Ming jars from South China* A similar 

vessel with a moderate brown glaze comes from the early period



at Jhakani and the latest levels at Shanga, both of which I take
379

to offer a fifteenth century date*

Descendants of this ware occur in abundance in private coll

ections, and the Lamu iiuseum owns a few* There is a shott qual

ity to one large vessel* which argues, despite the shape, 

against a Thai glaze* Another curiosity among these dark or 

strong reddish brown vessels is a high girth, bared rilled jar, 

with a coarse, thick, beaded rim and an irregular unglazed band 

round the top of the shoulder* There are also tiiroe vessels 

in very different styles from the eighteenth or possibly the 

early nineteenth century. One is a small, everted rim vase with
aCc

an incised mark* One is a plump hartaban style jar, though

markedly smaller and with a glossier, redder dark brown than the
466\iartabanis"* r It carries a nark impressed on the shoulder*

^nis vessel, and the last of three, a taller, moderately high 

girth bead rim jar both have four pinched blind applique handle 

bosses on tho upper shoulder* The impressed mark on the taller 

vessel is a highly complex studio mark repeated four times round 

the upper b o d y . ^

Associated with these strong reddish brown grey bodied ves

sels are a small group of jars with the same colour glaze, 

usually mottled with reddish brown* Again, three complete vessels 

all different, demand attention* One is a small jar with an
. 468
impressed mark on the base* One is a curious ovoid jar with 

a slightly corniced hole—mouth and a sharp inner cornice The 

third is in section for all tho world a jar of Islamic inspiret—
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ion with slender lines, a straight walled lover body and heavy 

A70
cornice rim* But the body is Far Eastern; a hardy grey stone

ware f firing red; and the glaae is a rich dark to strong brown, 

mottled with a paler yellowish to red-brown.

A sherd from handa is in this category* It has the slate- 

grey paste with black specks and the dark chestnut, thinly app

lied, finely orazed glaze of the Thai kilns* ̂  ilany of these 

jars are extant in private Borises in the Laau archipelago, and 

in the museums of hast Africa* They are not earlier than the 

sixteenth century and £• Iloore'o distinction between bawankhalok 

and other Thai glazes is only valid if the Bawankhalok kilns oper

ated after 1464 - 65* It is my feeling that this large number 

of Thai jars was made in the Bvargaloka area, and they were 

exported on Persian Gulf vessels through tho ports of Sulchodaya, 

kartaban and Lergui. The categorical denials of such an export 

trade in Thai pots is not perturbing, coming as it does from the 

evidence of the Ayuthia station of the Butch, much further south 

and concerned very much with the export trade to Burope, which 

was less attracted by huge storage jars*

Van Bam writing around 1701 notes that jars called "ilartabani" 

were taken on at the port of hartaban (together with Chinese 

vessels which had come overland via Bahmo) and they came in three 

sizes, full, threequarters and half. The vessels from China seem 

to have been made at various places in Kwantung, Fukien and Juchow* 

In the day records of the Butch Cast India company it is clear 

that by the end of tho seventeenth century, the trade in these



was snail, only the full size being available; probably no more

than 1500 were carried by the Dutch ~aot India Company in the 
472vhole century. Judging by the number in East Africa, there 

must have been other carriers*

The Portuguese wreck off Fort Jesus, which sunk in 1697, 

certainly carried large storage jars (though none Thai) and it 

is this Middle Eastern market for storage jars which was most 

conveniently served by the Islamic fleets. The Persian dhows 

today still bring large storage jars from Basra, and the Europ

ean and Far Eastern imports, with their huge steel boat companies 

as carriers, do not penetrate this specialised market. 1 have found 

no reference in Portuguese records of the carrying of such jars, 

and their presence and popularity in East Africa is quite satis

factorily explained by the dhow commercial network.

A vessel with a similar paste but with a greyish brown glaze 

was found in a fifteenth century context in Ehakani and represents 

the older Thai trade with East Africa, better known through the 

Jvargaloka celadons.

A Chinese or Annamese pottery was also making the finely 

crazed chestnut jars. The paste is identical with that of the 

olive glazed vessels and therefore probably Chinese like them.

Only one sherd of this type was found at Iisnda. It is an out- 

folded cornice rim on an in turned neck on a restricted body.

This indicates yet another type of large storage jar. The rim 

diameter is 15 cm. and a substantial Vessel must be imagined.
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Unfortunately this sherd is from an unsatisfactorily stratified 
. 474contort at Kanda, In view of this it is perhaps worth noting 

that the glaze is set on a reddish brown slip. The glaze is on 

the exterior wall only, and the lip is unglazed. The lip and 

interior wall are covered only with the slip. The unglazed lip 

is of course reminiscent of the T'ang green stonewares, and to 

that extent the sherd may be associated with the majority of the 

ninth to eleventh century sherds in the assemblage than the very 

few early blue and whites. The neck shape is common on Yuan or 

on Ming jars, but in view of how little we know about early Sung 

and pre-Sung jars, this should not be a point at issue for 

dating.

A base which is also from an unsatisfactory context and is,

as is standard with such jar bases, poorly glazed, may well be
475

from the early period and the same kind of jar. The base had a

dark band of semi glaze just inside the edge; this could also be a

Sung or pre-Sung feature. This sherd is unlikely, despite the few

stray fifteenth century sherds, to be post-Sung.

Militating against these conjectures is a small jar with a

related rim section, and a dark red-brick body which carries a

mottled dark yellowish brown to black brown glaze which is almost
476certainly from Thailand and post fifteenth century. A vessel 

of similar fabric and colour is another small jar with a square
477

cornice rim and a band of horizontal incisions round the shoulder.

Two sherds with a glaze strongly reminiscent of the T ’ing splashed 

ware both come from late thirteenth century or fourteenth century
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levels. They are both body sherds and offer no indication of 

shape, though the form was undoubtedly a small jar. The glaze is 

moderate olive green speckled heavily with strong reddish brown 

and patched with strong yellow also speckled with strong reddish- 

brown. The interior wall has a dark brown matt smear. The body 

is a hard (hoh's 7) brittle pale grey stoneware.

There are many of the huge Ali Baba Ilartaban Thai brown jars 
A78

in the Archipelago. The massive size, often over a metre in 

girth diameter, belies the remarkably thin stoneware walls. The 

walls rarely exceed a centimetre thick and are little more than 

that even at the base. The exteriors are usually decorated with 

applique ribbon ribs, six or seven in number, running from the 

neck to the middle of the lower body where they are joined by an 

applique beading cordon. Bach rib is usually two oarallel head

ings enclosing a row of applique buttons, very much in the Basan- 

ian idiom. Handle treatment varies. There is an example with 

just one reaching vertical handle, another with a pair of such 

handles and several others with quartets of pinched blind horiz

ontal boss handles.

Hast African market for large storage jars has never been 

penetrated by European manufacturers or by modem African potter

ies. The jars are still imported from Tarawa or from the Persian 

Gulf and the carriers are exclusively the Persian and Arabian 

sailing fleets.
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The Locsins describe a lobed jar with a Mmat (sic) speck

led off white glaze"* The body is a "coarse stoneware" and the 

speckles are metallic, probably ferruginous, intrusions* No date 

is given by the Locsins, but they assume a Lung date for it, des

cribing this as a "mere speculation" *^ ^

A sherd from a vessel just like this comes from Kanda, and is 

an apparently eleventh or twelfth century level,^ thus confirm

ing the Locsins speculations* The Manda sherd is glazod on both 

sides*

479

xALE GREYISH GRKKN

A similarly matt glaze with what in another context would be

called a 'chicken skin* surface comos on one iianda sherd, colour-
482ed pale greyish green* Indeed the surface is rather more 

heavily bumped than the chicken skin surface, and the inelegant 

term 'goose-pimpled' might help*

This is an early sherd, associated solely with Liraf, Tin 

Glazed and Sasanian Islamic wares* The level probably has a late 

Lasanian Islamic assemblage - that is to say early tenth century* 

The sherd gives no indication of form* The body is unique in the 

entire Last African collection* The colour is a pale silver grey 

and the paste (with a Moh's hardness of 7) is heavily tempered



with quartzes*

It nay well be this heavy temper which haa caused the lumpy 
surface*

There is a wide range of far haa tern stoneware jars of the 

small size and of unknown origin, from sixteenth century to early 

nineteenth century collections in the area* These never managed 

to supplant the popularity of the Islamic jars which began to 

appear in the sixteenth century, but they wore potted to the same 

aesthetic specifications, even down to the thumb-pressed boss
_ _ a q x  4 3 4 ,
handle on the shoulder or the thumb frilled cordon* The 

pastes were usually grey but there is the occasional pink paste 

and (in one oase) cream paste also* The glazes are invariably 

either speckled or mottled* The speckled range is dark olive 

grey on a strong yellowish brown, dark reddish brown on strong 

yellow, pale yellowish brown on strong reddish brown, strong red

dish brown on dark yellow. The mottled range is moderate colive 

and strong reddish brown* There are a few monochrome glazes; 

these are moderate olive, strong greenish olive, dark olive, strong 

yellowish olive, strong brown, strong reddish brown, grey brown, 

and moderate brown* The glaze range is dose to that of the late 

Islamic vessels, but the body is vexy much more compaot and higher 

fired*

There are also a few large unglazed vessels, two are illustrat

ed* One representing a very small group of large jars with hori

zontally rilled cordons on the upper shoulder and four applique 

thumb pressed stirrup bundles.485 other a rathor
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no re common group of smaller, handleless jars with sharp, high

486shoulders and straight upper shoulders*

The fluctuation in the numbers of these large storage jars is 

particularly important, in that it might, if properly quantified 

hint at house population for settlements*

Few houses today own more than one of these as water jars, 

and none use them for storage of other commodities* Other 

commodities, like lice and \simsim, are stored in woven baskets 

and there is no anthropological reason to suppose that this is a 

novel solution to the problem* Thus one may assume one or at 

most two of these large jars per household, and if that assumption 

is correct the ability of Iianda to import dramatically fewer of 

them after the fourteenth century is an indication either that the 

population has declined or that prosperity has declined, or, since 

the latter attracts the former, both*

If the same number of people had lived on Iianda despite de

clining prosperity, more local and cheaper import storage jars 

would appear* There is no marked rise in the number of locally 

made storage vessels, so the declining population is firmly 

suggested*

Hany, if not all, of these jars have arrived in East Africa 

as containers, carrying Chinese exports. Exports known to have

been sent to the Indian Ocean commercial network in jars are
487 488 489scent, musk, probably also camphor and ambergris, and

490even goldfish! It may be that these vessels were emptied of 

their precious cargoes in the Persian Gulf, Aden or India and



then re-exportod empty or carrying something else to East Africa. 

One would not expect a great Swahili interest in Chinese musk, 

for example, when musk could be obtained more cheaply from the 
southern Abyssinian plateau along routes which were apparently 

open for most of the duration of the Swahili civilisation, before 

the nineteenth century.

It is known that Dutch masters took on these jars empty,

for the storage of water, fruit, grain and other provisions 
491during the voyage. Perhaps the Indian Ocean sailors did the 

same. I'his, however likely, remains conjecture for the East 

African material. For the moment one sees the simpler explan

ation that the Ewahili coast was importing at least some of the

commodities exported in theseVvessels. Certainly the Aden coast 
492 twas. It may well be that the jars were coming to tlie Lamu 

Archipelago in both capacities.
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While it is dear that the Portuguese imported large Jars 

carrying vine or oil, only one of these has been found so far 

in the Lamu Archipelago. This jar is in the Lamu Museum and 

an illustration of it is worthwhile.* Another is kept at

Fort Josue.

Similar jars from the Mews tone Ledge wreck in UK are de- 

scribed by Mr. J. Ashdown. The eighteenth century version 

described by Ashdown are often lead glazed and on occasion 

have a slip on the interior. The Lamu version lacks glaze, 

though a slip remains on the interior. The moulded plaque, so 

distinctive a feature of these Jars, is an upright oval set in 

the arch of each of two blind stirrup handles set on opposite 

sides of the vessel, footed at the girth and arohed along the 

upper body.J The Plaque published by Ashdown is precisely 

that on the Lamu vessel.^ The Plaque bears the letters IF. 

Ashdown notes other occurrences of this type of plaque at 

Wapping (London) UK, Colchester, UK 1 and Hoorn, Motherlands. 

Beneath the plaque on the Lamu version is a smaller 

plaque bearing the letters "SB" beneath a cross.

Ashdown further observes that the initials on these plaques 

are "merchant or marketing symbols "•** Nothing from Lomu would 

permit comment upon that. More significant for tho Lonu .jar 

is his feeling6 that the lily is of Tuscan origin, based prin

cipally upon the fact that tho symbol is common on maiolioas



of the "post medieval" (sic) period and the fact that several 

jars without the plaque but otherwise similar vessels are 

known to have been made by Tuscan potters* The Lomu example 

is able to assist in this discussion by furnishing a complete 

plaque* supporting Ashdown's speculative reconstruction and 

potentially preferring a thin section to aid with the minut

iae of fabric differentiation between the various potteries* 

There are no historical records of direct sailing from Italy 

to East Africa* still less of a Swahili yearning for the 

olive oil which presumably was exported in these "olive jars"* 

However, the Portuguese pre-dilection for olive oil is well 

established* The Portuguese were virtually the only Europeans 

to make regular sailings to East Africa at the end of tnc six

teenth and beginning of the seventeenth centuries and it is 

reasonable to assume that this jar arrived bearing oil for tkg 

Portuguese residents in East Africa* or wan sold empty off the 

ship during a revictualling stop* ’ortuguoso olive oil rencino 

popular in East Africa* but its modem association with sar

dines would appear to be a novelty In Swahili trade.
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M T S  SUBPPEAI1 WARES

From the end of the eighteenth century onwards European 

earthenwares and stonewares began appearing on the hast

African coast.

In tho nineteenth century the North Kenyan coast import
ed a very large number of small European stoneware bottles 

many are schnapps bottles» coming from Holland and England.^

A list of the firms mentioned on the shoulders of the schnapps
Q

bottles is appended. Two fragments of the same bottle were 

found at Kanda over a period of four years. This bottle 

carries the impressed mark of the Denby pottery during the time 

of Joseph Bourne, Master Potter there between 1833 and 1860.9 
While white spirits seem to hove been favoured, the occasional 

whisky bottle has been found.10

It is not clear whether these bottles were Imported contain

ing alcoholic beverage or empty. It is clear that no well de

fined function has been devised for them in modem Swahili life, 

although hundreds of them are still kept in houses in the arch

ipelago. It seems most likely that those bottles carried 

refreshment for the sailors on the European ships visiting the 

area in the nineteenth century, and were discarded, bartered 

or given away after the contents had been oonsumed.

Other famous firms represented in the non-twentieth century 

collections are Lucas of Amsterdam (founded In 1575) and de 

Kuyper of Schiedam (founded in 1695)*



hany of the firms represented are still very much in busi

ness and there are also a few types of bottles, particularly 

schnapps bottles from Blankenheym*s which are undoubtedly not 

only from the nineteenth, but also from the twentieth century 

and which presumably reflect the excellent taste of the early 

colonial administrators#

While the gin bottles may have been rubbish from the ships 

and later from the cellars of the European residents, there 

was a firm market for European-made dishes, bowls and storage 

jars. The debt owed by the European potters to their Chinese 

predecessors is immediately apparent. A glance at the sect

ions of the Spode and Regout wares confirms this: a glance at 

the decoration emphasizes it. The extensive use of Chinese 

inspired shapes, particularly of bowls and dishes is a very 

notable feature of nineteenth century European ceramics.^

This is a dependence which has only recently been challenged 

on a large scale.

The list of potteries from which these vessels were bought 

is long, and the range of wares shows a catholicity of taste 

bordering upon the indiscriminate.

Guillain is more sanguine about both the range and the 

quality of material than this would suggest. He was there, I 

was not, and his opinion should bear some weight when he ob

serves that "toute la vaisselle introduite dans le pays, quels

qu*en soint le genre et la provenance, est d'un goit plus que
12mediocre et d*un prix relatif".
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copies of the Chinese Powdejvblue bowls of a few 

years earlier have occurred at Magugu, ?aza, Tundra, Oiu 

and Pate, but none have revealed a potter's mark.1^ Ilioy 

are of a blue, and a texture, seen on cheap Italian ves

sels of the early nineteenth century. It should be noted, 

however, that none of the Italian potters' marks in any of 

the surface collection is certainly from the nineteenth 

century. Lost are from the liichard Ginori factory, and 

these Ginori narks carry a crown similar to that used under 

the Republic.^

Luoh more common, and found in large quantities all over 

the Lamu Archipelago, are blue and white dishes and chargors, 

of the kinds popular in Lurope in the first half of the nine

teenth century. Blue and white dishes from Copeland-bpode

and hod&ewood are attested on the coast, along with five
15clearly different wares of unknown origin. One fragment, 

whose partial mark is illustrated, should be identifiable by 

somebody, but I have failed to recognise it.^ In retrospect, 

it wore well that the potter who perpetrated this dish with 

its transfer and printed scene of blue cattle remain anony

mous. fhe Wedgevood pieces are few, and are dishes and platos 

with a "style chinois" scone in the centre. rlhe famous willow 

pattern range is represented in somo abundance but always in 

such tiny pieces that a da «e or motif reconstruction is unaas* 

ignablc. i’he only complete or neai^complote piocea found may 

have boon imported for the private use of Juropoans living in



Lamu at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twenti

eth century since they are all from Lamu itself and with a few 

exceptions are of late nineteenth century manufacture.^ ̂

The Copeland-Spode pottery provided by far the largest 

number of English blue and white pieces, and justly, for the 

quality of the reproductions of Chinese motifs and the soft

ness of the Chinese blue in the Celeste at which the Copeland- 

Spode potters were so good, far excels that of all other Europ

ean potteries represented in the East African material. The 

blue flows slightly, highlighting the softness. The only other 

European pottery which came close to Copeland was the Villeroy 

and Boch material with both Dresden and Wallerfangen back 

stamps. On the Copeland material two patterns on large dishes

predominate; the first is a Shou Eou centre in block blue with
18a cavetto of ranked bamboo marks; the other is a smaller dish 

with a rim diameter of around 27 cms., with the spiked chrysan- 

themum motif in the centre and cavetto. Both motifs appear 

on Chinese dishes of the late eighteenth century which also 

occur abundantly in the area. Engraved copper plates were used 

for the transfer printing of the blue motifs and in view of 

this the designs are astonishingly free and fluid after the fash

ion of the Chinese originals. The Copeland chrysanthemum dish

is an exact copy of the Chinese, and dates, according to the
20mark, to the 1813 - 29 period. The mark itself, occurring 

only twice in the coastal connections, was hitherto unknown at 

the Spode pottery and is thus of interest to historians of
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athe Spode school of pottery. At that tine Copeland was 

partner in the London merchant side of the Spode enterprise, 

concerned with exporting the Spode wares.22 The other, more 

regularly occurring mark is the impressed COPELAND mark 

dating the pieces to the period between 1847 and 1865.23 

This is the mark used on most of the large dishes whose frag

ments litter the islands*

A large amount of this material was destined for the Per*- 

si an Gulf market and indeed this market was so lucrative that 

in the 1870fa Copeland was ordering inferior quality vessels

in the same stylo from Russia, possibly from the Gardener
24factory. This material may be represented in the coastal 

sherds but no mark indicating this occurs, and low quality 

equivalents of the Copeland earthenwares are not immediately 

discernible. Such vessels in different styles are discerible, 

but remain of unknown origin.

It is worth noting here for general ceramic interest an 

extra ordinary blue and white dish centre, copies of which cams 

from Shela and from Sii island near Vanga on the Tanzanian bord

er. This was mads by Bowers of Tuns tall between 1341 and 1362 

and carries a double vajra in the centre printed in a crude, 

harsh, dark cobalt blue.2^ This motif is a diroot Chinese oopy 

- and an odd one. The double vajra is an extremely rare motif 

in East African material end an unusual one in any collection; 

it hss been most usually connected with the late fifteenth cen

tury in a short-lived fashion consequent upon the opening of
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the Buddhiat temple in Poking in 1465. Certainly the only East 

African example of the motif on a Chinese vessel is from that 

period* It is fascinating to conjecture hov the potter chose 

this motif in England four hundred years later* There are 

Bowers marks on other sherds from the Lama Archipelago, but 

none complete enough for one to recover the design* The blue 

is consistently harsh and crude*

The Chinese whirl rim bowls of the eighteenth century ex

port wares were also copied in Europe in the nineteenth cent

ury but the potter is not known* There are a very few of the 

originals along the Shela beach and even fewer European copies* 

The bowls are similar to the ring and colon bowls but the 

frieze consists of a repeated single twist spiral motif* Some 

potters in Europe paid great attention to texture in their 

copies* Copeland's efforts have already been noted; another 

potter, unknown, reproduced the veined heavy purplish blue of 

certain eighteenth century Chinese export vessels, a blue 

which was often ironed. He has executed this technical feat in 

conjunction with peony or chrysanthemum petals in a very con

vincing fashion.26 Another rewaxkablo copy, this time found 

at Ungu, is that of an Islamio blue-splash tin glaze bowl of 

the tenth century* The blue is ribbed down the cavetto and 

even the stepped interior groin is faithfully reproduced. ri.e

paste is certainly European, but unfortunately the name of the 

pottery is unknown* This, like the Vajra copy of bowers, die— 

plays the potter's profound knowledge of his craft and its
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history *• a feature of the profession which Is voxy apparent 

•ren today In the large factories*

Equally extraordinary is the effort put in by both the 

Sooiete Caramique and Petrus Ragout at Maastricht to repro

duce Indonesian Patterns* These were executed in lustre 

printing and were Tory popular in the Lamu archipelago* In

deed such is their attraction that no fever than six modern 

Japanese factories now sell direct copies of the Dutch nine

teenth century wares in the Goudkust pattern in Laou and do 

so with great success* The most popular designs are Toko and 

Goudkust. The "Joko" and "Toko" marks presumably refer to the 

early nineteenth century (1806) Rendaije Japanese pottery

though why they should do so is at present something of a
29mystery.

The voxed question of who first used the Onion Pattern re

mains unanswered* The first European version was the 1739 

"Zwiobelmustor" from Meissen̂  but the date of the first Chinese 

versions is not clear* Onion Pattern dishes from both Fax

Eastern and European kilns appear at Lamu9 and F o r Eastern bowl
JOversions occurs in the Ungu9 Faza and Kipungani collection!?.*

The Ungu site is assumed to be of short duration and to carry 

predominantly nineteenth century material probably from tho 

mid century onwards in greatest abundanoe* Significantly 

neither version was found at any other site in tho area* I t-} cr 

Lasru and the other sites nor Ungu provido assistance as to re

lative dating of these two versions of the type* A nineteenth
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oentury date fop the Ungu find le strongly to be inferred and 

all other finds are from the surface. The proof la not there, 

but the implication is that there was a Chinese copy, Appax*» 

ently this type was a rare and late import,

Wedgewood sold a few of their famous "vine and grapes on 

a fig leaf" moulded plates in the thick strong green glaze 

which was perfected in 1759,̂  These were made in about 1845- 

1850, and there are also fragments of copies, one unmarked, 

the other marked simply "Staffs",^2 of the same highly distinc

tive vessel. The unmarked vessel also seems to be a Stafford

shire product. It is certainly not one of the Belle Vue 

vessels from Hull, which were made in the same style at the 

same time. Incredible to relate, there is one of the famous 

cauliflower teapots s till in use in Lamu,

The early Ironstone vessels from the Mason factory are 

oooasionally found. ̂  The later vessels of the last quarter of 

the nineteenth century were also imported in quantity* One 

very interesting piece of European earthenware, is a direct 

copy of a Lung Chu'an celadon with a remarkably reminiscent

glaze and section. The potter is unknown. This was found on
34the surface at Matondoni,̂

Freehand painting was not despised by the Europeans, Hô  

over attractively economical an engraved copper plate may have 

been, lady painters in the workshops wore clearly considered 

just an economical and, one twists, more attractive. To thcoo 

ladies was entrusted the task of decorating dishes and bowls
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potted in Chinese shape; the decorations are* however* quite
35occidental* L* R, Whiter* whose company was responsible 

for the greatest number of these polychromes* describes the 

decorations as "peasant-style painting".^ Peasant floral 

dishes were also brought from the Societe Ceramique and the 

Petrus Regout potteries of Maastricht* the Sarreguemines 

potteries and the factory of Monzin et Lecat at Mirny.^ Many 

of these vessels have no mark on them at all* and some of 

them at least may have come from the Gardener factory in 

Russia* Two techniques are used* either completely free 

painting, or in conjunction with bat printing* whose inaccur

acy and crudity of motif suggest potato cuts, around which 

hand-painted designs are placed* Occasionally a frieze of 

such bat printed motifs is added* The colour invariably 

used for the printing is mauve or purple* Just occasionally 

peasant floral dishes occur which were made specifically for 

the Middle Eastern market* One popular modification for the

orient is a white moon and star on a red field* either as a
39body reserve* or as a centre badge.

It is worth noting that the works recorded show that 

French* Dutch* Lorraines©* Italian and English Earthenware* 

blue and white, and floral polychromes were reaching East Africa 

definitely by the middle of the nineteenth century and probab

ly during the first twenty-five years of that century* It is 

probable that most of the material may have come from India, 

Guillain confirms this: (la poterie) "vient en majeure partie
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de l'lnde".^ One fine blue and white dish from Sarreguenineo 

in the Lasni Museum collection has an Indian elephant complete 

with mahouts in the centre, and a crescent moon and star med~ 

allion quartering the interior groin.**

The Sarreguemines factory began in 1770 and almost always 

used the spotted shield with a uash of three birds, which is 

the commonest base mark in the Archipelago. There was also 

a medallion with just one bird which, curiously, faced the 

other way. The term "Opaque" on these Sarreguemines marks 

refers to a type of porcelain which was first made in the 

Cambrian works at Swansea around 1790. In the first half of 

the nineteenth century, the Sarreguemines factory, like many 

of the other French and Lorrainese factories exporting to the 

Indian Ocean, regularly used proven English fabrics, shapes 

and patterns.

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the market

was sufficiently great for agents in ^anaibar, and less often

in Mombasa and Dar»es* Salaam, to order in bulk and apply thoir
42own stamp. The stamps of a few of such firms are illustrated. 

Within a vory few years of the establishment of Nairobi 

similar arrangements were made there. This new clo. ;ont in tho 

trade coincides with the disastrous decline in the economic 

fortunes of the I*amu archipelago and indicates the change in 

the pattern of trade known from the documental that by the end 

of the nineteenth century I*amu was importing an often fron 

Zanzibar and Mombasa as from Europe direct. Tho opening of



of the railway and the rise of Zanzibari oomeroe deprived 

Lamu of a future aa a major port for international oomeroe.

Despite the fact that this is indecently recent history, 

for an archaeologist, it is notable how little is known of 

the mechanics of the ceramics trade prior to the last quarter 

of the nineteenth century and the figures for Zanzibar given 

by Hies Nicholls are unable to help in this confusion. She 

quotes higher values for the "china" imports of the American 

and Gorman merchants than for those brought by the French and 

British, yet not a single piece of eighteenth or nineteenth 

century American or German pottery has been found in the Lamu 

archipelago, and the Americans and Germane must have been 

deeply involved in the carrying trade, particularly from 

Bombay. The north coast imports of pottery appear to have 

come along traditional routes. The high value placed in 

Nicholl's lists^ on ceramic imports from India cannot be 

met by the proportion of Indian pieces and sherds from that 

period in the Lamu area, and must in large part represent trans

shipments from England* The Dutch and French trade with Muscat 

and Bandar Abbas must also have resulted in the trans-shipment 

for Lamu of some Dutch and French ceramics. In addition 

Guillain notes, what might have been expeoted, that '\iuelques 

pieces de vaisselle (faienoe st porcelains) d*origins francaiee 

ont et4 importoes de Maiotte..?^ The extent of coastwise 

traffic before the last quarter of the nineteenth century is 

not known though it is apparently presumed to bo large. It in
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odd, if pottery was a coastwise commodity, that American and 

Goman pottery did not feature prominently in Lanu imports.

It cannot have been trans-shipped in any quantity at all to 

the northern coast, unless one is right in assuming that 

Dutch, French and British pottery was being brought in Ameri

can bottoms. In view of the failure of Hunt*s coastal 

schooners in the coastwise hides trade between Lamu and Zan

zibar, it would be of very great interest to know if coast

wise traffic from Lamu was a significant feature of economic 

life at all* It has been said that ivory from the Lamu area 

was of poor quality and it may be that even this was exported 

directly from Lamu through the warehouses and customs there, 

and not via Mombasa or Zanzibar.

The collections at Fort Jesus, Daises—Salaam and Zanzibar 

represent a very similar range of factories but are, particul

arly that at Fort Jesus, probably rather richer than the Lamu
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The question of the presence of Indian earthenwares is a 

very serious one* In the absence of a proper physical anal

ysis of a large number of the sherds, an account of Indian 

vessels in the East African collections needs must be intuit

ive and inaccurate* The criteria for recognising Indian 

material, if they are there at all must be a scrutiny of 

style and a preconception about fabric. The preconception is 

that not only will Indian fabrics be different, but notice

ably different under a binocular microscope. In addition it 

has to be assumed that if the vessels were brought all the 

way over from India they were superior in quality to the local 

material. If they were not, there would be every chance that 

the local industry would simply diversify and make local cera

mics on new patterns to meet the new demand*

There is no doubt that some shape classes of the local 

material are influenced by Indian style. One is therefore 

left with the identification of "Indian" material by an intuit

ive assessment of superiority in terms of compactness of fabric 

and firing rate; and by a statement that a "high" content of 

unrolled quartzes and micaceous material signifies an import. 

This last assumption is made after a careful study of possible 

clay and temper sources in the Lamu Archipelago and its hinter

land* Clearly its validity would be more satisfactory after 

extensive thin section analysis of the materials.



Manufacturing methods were remarkably similar in both the 

Indian and the African material , though there does seem to be 

a tangible difference in kiln type and kiln procedure. The 

problem is further complicated by the possibility that Indian 

potters worked in the Swahili towns, serving their own clientele 

and slowly building up a wider market. This has been discounted 

for lack of evidence. There is little circumstantial evidence 

in support of this decision. No known local piece of Indian 

influence in shape shows signs of having been fired higher and 

very few of having been known specifically foreign (i.e.

Indian) decoration. The exceptions are noted in the descriptions.

This must then, for reasons of the type of analysis possible 

at the time of writing, be a very preliminary comment. It must 

also be replaced by a careful physical analysis as soon as 

possible. Such an analysis is essential not only for the 

ceramic interest but for the historical. The social, and even 

economic role played by Indians in these settlements is not at 

all clear. One contribution to the classification of these 

matters would be an account of the domestic ceramics industry 

and coramerce as regards Indian and Indian influenced material.

The Indian and local vessels have been roughly dated to five 

periods, each an arbitrary division based on manufacture dates 

and known occurrence dates for associated imported vessels. No 

relevant radio carbon date is yet available. The periods are!

I : ninth to mid eleventh century, associated with Tin ^laze,

3asanian Islamic and Yueh wares and with certain early Sgraffiatos.
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II t nd (^eleventh to late thirteenth century, with

the bulk of the Sgraffiato vessels; III t fourteenth century, 

associated with the Black on Iellow Teasels; IV i fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries, associated with Islamic Monochrome, most 

of the Celadon and early Bine and White, and Persian Blue 

types; V i seventeenth to early nineteenth centuries, sub

divided where necessary and possible according to Blue and 

Vhite types*

The range of fabrics in the Indian collection is oonsiderv 

able but in all cases those listed here as Indian, are more 

compact with a much bettor compression strength* They are 

higher fired and more satisfactorily soaked than the known 

local wares* There is also a characteristic purplish tinge to 

many of the fabrics*

A curious feature of the Indian material is lack of variety 

in the impressed decorations J  The majority of the vessels is 

slipped (6%8$£ of the collection} and of these only one shows 

signs of having been overslip painted*

The chronological distribution is interesting. Indian wares 

occur in all periods at Hands.* Despite the large number in the 

KH fill mixed levels the impression left is that the Indian 

wares are commonest in the early periods* Burnished vessels and 

Smoothed vessels are a feature of Period I. A few sherds of 

each occur in Period II levels and less than a quarter in the 

case of the Smoothed vessels and around a fifth in the case of 

the Burnished vessels occur in post Period II oircumstanoes*
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The Slipped vessels are commonest in Periods I and IV. The 

overburden in the post-fifteenth century levels must at 

least in part represent the results of the severe Tni-Hng 0f 

many of the top levels. It must also represent an increased 

popularity of the material at the end of the Handa occupat

ion. Today all of the imported Indian and most of the local

ly made Indian pottery is slipped or wet burnished, and 
2

painted. Paint only occurs twice in the Handa collection 

and that each time in the latest period. The rate of attrit

ion on these vessels is likely to have been high since they 

are soft earthenware domestic utensils. The gradual decline 

in numbers from Periods I to IV may therefore signify that 

Indian vessels were imported throughout the Handa era though 

in decreasing quantities and that the revival of imports 

took place at the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the 

sixteenth centuries, with a swing in popularity away from the 

burnished and smoothed vessels towards slipped - a preference 

which persists today. This is a bold guess based on the 

slight evidence but is the simplest explanation for the phen

omena recorded.

The Indian presence in Africa before the sixteenth century 

is ill enough understood historically; the more so in the 

ceramics. In Swahili pottery there is no doubt whatever that 

several of the shapes, and indeed forms are derived from Indian 

originals. The problem is to identify the originals in the 

collections and to speculate on their significance historically.
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It is unreasonable to assume that the sailors reaching the 

Indian coast from the East African coast were so excited by 

the minutiae of ceramic style that they should carry this back 

to East Africa and have the potters incorporate the new ideas. 

It is equally unrealistic to see the odd Indian piece, arriv

ing in a dhow, having so profound an effect on Swahili pottery. 

It is a basic premise of this preliminary discussion that there 

were Indians living on the east African coast before the six

teenth century, and that the distribution of the Indian influ

enced ceramics through time is a reflection of their presence 

or absence.

The Indian pieces in the Lamu Archipelago collection are 

for the most part, fairly distinctive. They have not been 

analysed properly in terms of fabric, and for this reason, a 

preliminary description of the principal features of fabric and 

surface treatment is included in the plate index. The descript

ion is crude in the extreme. "Sand" means little other than 

that there clearly is a very much greater admixture of grains 

than "quartz" would imply, and that in general the 3and is 

coarser. No weight should be put at this stage on the fabric 

colour until a more leisurely study of the fabrics in question 

pins down the reasons for the variations. The clarification of 

the fabric history of these vessels would prove a fascinating 

study. Only after such a study can the crude formal description 

below be properly honed. That said, it remains possib3e, with 

very few exceptions, to know what is an Indian vessel and what
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is "local". There is every justification for speaking of the 

"feel" of a pot, whatever the technicians may wish to say, 

but above that there are certain overall features, concerning 

density, weight, evenness of line, compactness of grain, and 

type of temper which combine to suggest an Indian vessel. In 

the case of the present preliminary study only those sherds 

having all of these features distinguishable from the known 

local wares have been included for discussion.

On no occasion in the Manda excavation was an Indian pot 

found in the earliest levels, but there is no doubt that such 

vessels were appearing before the end of Period I. They are 

found on many occasions in association in sound levels with 

Sasanian Islamic and Tin Glaze wares and with Early Islamic 

unglazed pieces. The first occurrences are earlier than the 

Sgraffiatos, though only in very small quantities.

The commonest form in the earliest occurrences is the bowl,

shaped usually as a carinated bowl with a relatively long and
3

straight upper wall ending in a simple out-turned rim. This 

type would appear to be fairly consistent in surface treatment 

employing slip and burnishes in varying patterns, but most 

commonly with the slip on the interior and the burnish on the 

exterior. The slip is invariably reddish brown (sometimes red

der than that would imply) and none of the famous Bahnani north 

Indian Chocolate Brown slips is present. There is no incised 

or impressed decoration as a general rule. This rule is broken 

only twice in the rimsherds, each time in favour of simple
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fingernail impressed crlas-croos bands.^

^hla type disappears at Kanda after the middle of the 

eleventh century, but reappears rather later In the fourteenth 

century, and than becomes a very common component of the post 

fifteenth century collections* It remains a popular 

today but no Indian as opposed to local sherd from such a 

vessel has come to ay notice which oould certainly be poet 

seventeenth century* These later vessels never have the straight 

upper vail of the earlier ones* Generally there is a slight 

bulbing of the upper vail, sometimes a slight indrawing. ̂ The 

rim itoolf on the later vessels is invariably heavier in section 

and bulbous* Often one can feel the bulbing towarda the outer 

edge.** It should be said, however, that this by no means is 

alv/ays the case*

It is difficult to know how important these ohangea are 

functionally* Stylistically they are tangible but peripheral* 

There is, more significantly, a marked reduction in size* The 

lator vessels have a rim diameter in the range 18-25 oms where

as the earlier vessels have rim diameters in the range between 

28 and 40 oms*, clustering in the 28-55 cn. range* There ie no 

purpose in taking means or more carefully quantifying this 

difference at present* i'uch of the later material is strati

fied and there is a very small sample from the early material.

The difference is nevertheless suggested as probably significant* 

One feature of the later group which is certainly significant is

the use of thumb pressed frilled oordons or bosses on the girth.
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inhere is no value in judging whether decoration beyond slip- 
ping and burnishing became more or less common. A simple 
percentage count of vessels in the collections thus treated 
yields a percentage of a little under twenty per cent in each 
case.

There is no adequate explanation for the curious double 
rise in the curve of presence and absence of these bowls.
They are predominant in the early period, they vanish in Per
iods Two, and Three and return in strength, though by no means 
to predominance in Period Four. The Kanda samples from 
secure levels are much larger in the early period than they 
are for the periods between the tenth and the fifteenth centur
ies, and for the post fourteenth century periods, there are 
many more sites from which material is forthcoming.

Similar vessels to these occur at Nasik and Jorwe, though
in periods which are altogether too early for the direct comp-

8arison with the present collection. Such a stylistic similar
ity might suggest some cultural affinity, but that would be 
indefinable and improvable. The similarities with the Bahmani

gperiod pottery from Brahmapuri"7 are much more significant however. 
There is only one other direct link with Brahmapuri that the 
writer is aware of, and that is the bead collection, Both 
sites yield remarkably simular globular and lenticular multiple 
wound beads. However the embarrassingly early date at Brahmapuri
may well leave us looking at a coincidence of little signifi—

10
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northwest corner of India and the Swahili coast, and the tine 

depth for the occurrence of the matching pottery types is comp

arable* Here is some evidence to support the historical 

implications that there were not only Africans in India through

out the duration of the Swahili civilisation but also Indians 

in Africa.

A closely related vessel is the narrow ledge rimmed carin- 

ated bowl with a slightly indrawn upper wall*11 This is a late 

version of the form* All the examples in the collection come 

from post fifteenth century provenances, and it is this shape 

which the local potters have had in mind when developing their 

modem small carinated bowl* Decoration is not limited to slip 

and burnish entirely. There are several examples of thumb 

pressed cordons or bosses on the carination, and one example of 

an incised hatched triangle mounted on a simple line cordon 

round the upper body* These vessels are all in the smaller 

size range of the two noted for these carinated bowls* This 

fits of course with the impression from the everted lip bowls 

that the smaller vessels were later.

The other main type of bowl is that of relatively deep, 

trumpet rim bowl* The depth i3 such that the section sometimes 

approaches the globular* Only two of this kind occur in the 

earliest levels at Manda, but the bowl comes into its own in 

Period II* After the beginning of the fourteenth century very 

little indeed occurs and nothing that should not escape suspic

ion of being "vestigial"• These hadsome bowls, generally slipped
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incised and burnished or slipped outside, have a mean ria

diameter of 24 cms* with considerable variation over a range

of 4 one* each way* These vessels are sometimes given added

decoration to their austere and attractive form, by the

application of impressed scalloping with the edge of a sea

shell or a simple crescent die above the shoulder in i W

ropetition* This is on one occasion augmented further by a

row of repeated punctations with a square point* ̂  A combined

incised/impressed motif was found on one sherd* This ia a

cordon of incised crosses surmounting a row of round punctat- 
15ions* Those are exceptions* Only four of the twelve pieces 

is decorated with anything more than a fine slip or burnish* 

There is a later version of this vessel* The ria diameters, as 

with the carinated bowls, are smaller, between 15 and 25 cms., 

clustering around 18 ems*, though this is tentative, few of the 

samples coming from sufficiently discrete provenances for a dir

ect statistical comparison with the early, stratified material 

to be made* In addition to an apparent change in size there is

a minor change in style* The eversion at the rim is consistent—
J 16

ly shorter and sharper in angle than the early versions* Also

from the post fifteenth century period come a few related vessels

with a very much more sharply in turned shoulder and a trumpot
17rim which pulls the wall back to near vortical at the lip*

These vessels seem to carry the Borne motif range as their rolat—
to oJHhu) og

ives. The collection is too small jto bo categorical on the

matter of proportions of incised and impressed pieces to plainly
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slipped and burnished pieces, but fop the rooord, the present 

collection shows a very much higher rate of such secondary 

decoration thai any of the other classes within the type*

Sines surface collections are involved in these late classes 

only a guess from extrapolation might be made, and in this 

case at present would be made at around 50$ of the class*

One very small class, of but six sherds, is a modification 

of the sharply upturned trumpet rims* These are straight near 

vertical rims on a heavily restricting upper wall*1 On two 

occasions these rims exhibit what would appear to be a charact

eristic decoration over the slip* This is a use of incised or 

beaded parallel lines in cordon on the rim itself, rather than 

on the shoulder* This shift of the motif from a crescent 

shaped impression on the shoulder to a straight incision on 

the rim is not an indication of a change in style* The cavetto 

of the trumpet rim vessel is clearly not a satisfactory place 

for decoration, and neither is the shoulder beneath the square

ness of the straight rim* An obvious aesthetic solution is to 

angularise the motif and raise it  onto the straight rim itself. 

The overall form of the vessel19 is quite enough to indicate 

the close relationship between the two olasees and resist sep

arating them simply on account of deooration* Thl3 orguon 

against Derricourt * s thesis that it is the dooorative it one 

which stand high in analytical method, over and above the typ

ology of shape*There is altogether too little flexibility 

in that of statement* There is no doubt that there are
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dmogerw and Devore limitations inherent in attmptlng to 
root significance on matters which votg not with "the con
ception of the potter”.21 There la aleo no doubt that the 
"low level variable" which "is one which tends to change as 
the result of random variations or ad rest reference"*22 ie 
incapable of supporting the kind of eophlatioated hypothesis
ing which gooo on with what Derrloourt properly calls "high 
level variables", which bear a high degree of cultural sign
ificance. liovortholoso, with wares so little understood as 
the present collection, whoso very precise origin is uncert
ain, the slightest measurable variation should be noted, 
iheee vessels are remarkably consistent in style throughout 
tiie last thousand years. iVen with the oodem vessolo Bade 
by recent immigrants from India, and mooting formal and func
tional needs which are far removed from those inherent in the 
cultures from which tiie tradition oomeo, the styles described 
in this collection push themselves through on to the modem 
veooels. ihersfore, if any better insist at all is to be had 
of the role of Indian ceramics on this coast, vary minor details 
of change which may hove some chronological significance oust be 
recorded now, even if the weight of tho evidonoo is at present 
slight. One assumes that this preliminary description of 
Indian wares will have to be rewritten after a better undine 
standing of the Indian sites has bean obtained, and after a moro 
cloooly stratified collootion has become available from here, 
oanwhile it renaine useful to note noiwfunctional, "low level"
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variables which may or may not be of some use in noting genex^ 

al trends# It remains a fact that whether the potter realises 

it or not, whether it affects the function of the vessel or 

not (generally not) there are "ad ram" variations which if con

sistent through time are valuable indicators to the archaeolog

ist, and fascinating phenomena for the ceramic 1st.

Nowhere is the influence of the past bo strong on the mod
e m  African potter of Asian origin than in the little overhung 

low carination straight wall, cornice rim pot from Kanda#2-5 The 

original is in a fifteenth century context# The base was luted
uxu

onto the upper body# An aesthetic virtue Amade of a technical 

necessity by overhanging the lute line# No local vessel has 

been found where this technique of construction was used# This 

is therefore a useful field guide to an imported earthenware#

The trumpet rim globular or ovoid pots are apparently 

progressively less popular after the fourteenth century. It may 

well be that local ceramics replaced this in functional terms#

The function of this vessel is presumed to be that of the "Hand!" 

or cooking pot# One most interesting water pot is produced with 

a long platform everted rlm#2^ Such vessels occur first in 

Period JX in just three instances, but they come into their own 

in Period IV and later# Such rims to water pots remain standard 

today on the so-called "gugeratis" on sale in ooastal markets#

The rim diameter averages around 18 cms. and the large number 

of body sherds available permits one to reconstruct two body 

shapes# One is a simple globular or near globular pot, the other
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la a pot with a more op less exaggerated increase in curvature 

in the region of the girth* This produces a crushed oto id - 

section, of the kind which has survived into the present day* 

They seem to be replaced by a wider range of rim types on 

simila r  bodies* There is a snail group of short, straight 

rim bowls, the earliest of which ooour in Period I I 2̂  but the 

bulk of which occur on the surface and in Period IV at Mandat 

These vessels carry a wide range of motifs whose chronology 

ioal distribution follows a general theme noted on the coast*

The range of impressed motifs follows the occurrence of the

incised motif. The one incised motif occurs with the first
26occurrence of this kind of vessel, in the second period, 

the impressed motifs a ll follow, a ll ooming from Period IT 

provenances* Bowls related to the everted rim classes and which

have slight rebates at the beginning of the cavetto of the rim,
29a ll come from the post fifteenth century provenances* None 

carries the impressed markings of the other classes, but one 

does have an interesting applique wave beaded cordon on the

cavetto*^0

There are a few other bowls, about which little  is known 

at present* There are a few restricting rims, slightly in turn

ed straight'** or in  turned and indrawn.

A ffmftii group of pinch neck short vertical rim round lip  

bowls occurs in a fourteenth century context only, and then 

disappears.^ This has direct links with simi l ar local vessels
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of the same period,
41634

•

There are a large number of water jars from India* There 

le a wide range of rim diameters within the shape ranges* A 

beaded lip ledge rim oocutb twice, on both oooasiona in post 

fifteenth century circumstances*^ A somewhat commoner range 

of domed everted rims ooours for the first time In fourteenth 

century circumstances and more commonly In the poet fourteenth 

century periods* There are also two thick v heavy everted bowl 

rims from fourteenth and post fourteenth century provenances*

The out-turned rim with a short vertical Up, often flanged 

below the lip la a feature well known In northwest Indian pott

ing* It occurs prolific ally In the East African Coastal oolleot** 

ions and invariably in the post fifteenth century collections*

Thla typo la common at Fort Jesua and on the surface in the 

Lamu Archipelago* The publication of the Fort Jesua report will 

reveal a terminus ante quern for these vessels* The terminus post 

quern is usefully indicated from the present collection. There is 

one single sherd which complicates this picture. Coming from 

what appears to be a pro-eleventh century level, it confounds 

the logic of the rest of the collection. It has parallels at 

Nitaik57 and such an early date is tolerable. The curious thing 

is then, that the rest of the type should have been 00 "unconscion

able a a coming" to East Africa, The simple rims, without 

the flange below the lip are all definitely late.^ The flanged 

vessels, while predominantly post fifteenth century, were here

earlier,



Cornice rime are common on poet fourteenth century sites.
«BQ

One example*" occurs in a Period III lerel at Manda, and the 

rest are later.^ The oomioe la either inoieed on the 

ledge  ̂ or indented on the faoe^ in both oases, the tendency 

to be supported by remarkably thin bodies is very noticeable.^ 

This is a feature which was noted by Sankalia and Dikshit in 

their Brahmapurl report. The periods do not fit well, the 

Bahmanl wares being markedly earlier than the comparable ves

sels in Bast Africa. The discrepancy in period between these 

rims in the Brahmapurl collection and in our own is disturbing. 

It is possible that the Indian tradition goes on further into 

the sixteenth century at sites which have not been brought to 

the writer's attention. There is certainly no avoiding the 

fact that these vessels are usually late on the East African 

coast.

There are a few open bowls, all from sixteenth or poet six

teenth century provenances.^ No vessel of this kind occurs in 

known nineteenth century situations and modem collections.

This statement holds true for the corniced pot rims also. The 

commonest open bowl, though only represented by four examples 

comes from a sixteenth oentury level at Siu and from surfaoe 

collections elsewhere There is a direct parallel to this 

roll rim, flat based bowl at Port J e s u s T h e  rim is most 

interesting. It consists of a bevelled flat rim with a full 

beading strip applique on the exterior. This is indeed a cum

brous and inefficient method of producing a roll rim. One
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would 1-l -u to think of it as an pberration from a_tradi.ti.3n 

yfoioh la  otherwise at that period 00 eoooapllehed* Unfortun

ately the oooond cacauple, appealing at iflort Jaouo 

that tha potter la  quoatioa lad the t a a r l^  to e o n lt the 

eana obeoaiity tvioe, worst* that there uay have bean two 

such «-<*i**>

i inotoenth and early tMBtUth otriUar Twaila hm* oont- 

inued tha trend away from bends and toward* tha exclusive 1»* 

port of pot*.47 The aort away fron everted rlae, and tha 

tendoncor for roc trie ting rims to play a ooze important part la 

the pot osaenblage haa been continued also.43 fha uaa of ap^* 

ll^ue beading haa olao followed tha trend toward* aore oonaoa 

uao oinoe the sixteenth oentuxy.4̂  There la a lanartnlila 

stability in thla collection* Tha everted rla carlaated bowl* 

persist tiiroughout the duration of the lmt nllltnlai. flare 

have been minor ohangae In theoe vessels* but nothing substant

ial# uxdlarly with the txunpet rln bowls, thera are slight 

changes la shape through tlaa, but nothing which would affect 

pox#oirenoe of the vessel or suggaet cultural differonoeo* Jean 

the reduction la the il* die-atom botesan the fourtomth and 

the sixteenth oanturlae la not nsoseescll/ oi^ilfioant cultur

ally. fhl* Is aooocpenied by the discovery la quantity of body 

shard* ouggoetlng that a higher (but unknown) proportion of 

thoae bowl* wao rmrksrtly deeper than the earlier vessel** There 

is IneufflodLant Infoxastlon to quantify this, but it la certain 

the consistent impression froc the body sherd* is one of a
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deepening. Until this can be studied carefully and quantified, 

one must withhold comment on possible functional changes.

- ©ginning in the thirteenth century but becioml ng oommon In 

the post sixteenth century period, the ooast began importing 

numbers of globular or squatted globular pots with long, 

slender everted rims on a sharp throat carlnation. These tss 

sels continue to be made. They, like the carlnated bowls ard 

firmly in the northwest Indian traditions, traditions which 

themselves with minor changes exhibit the saae stability of 

shape. The two major changes of some significance on the East 

African collection is that while before the fourteenth century 

almost all of the vessels imported were bowls, after that time 

the proportion of pots increases rapidly. Since there is no 

profit in comparing such diverse elements of the collection 

statistically a firm indication of this in numerical terms is 

not justifiable* The proportion about doubles in the present 

collection but needs careful verification on more satisfactory 

samples from the post sixteenth century period.

The changes in the decorations, which theoretically sight 

to ll more, are almost marginal. The habit of slipping and burn

ishing a vessel in a strong to brilliant (crimson) zed is well 

known from other sites on the ooast. It neoma that the well 

known Bahmani type chocolate slip was never imported. This is 

an interesting feature considering the popularity of that slip 

in India. Painting is not exclusively restricted to pots. It 

occurs occasionally on bowl rims as a simple line along a ledge 

or on the lip, but it  is found quite the most often as blaok
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painted decoration on the exterior of poet fifteenth oentuiy
pote.

i’he distribution through time of the two major diTiaiona of 

fabric, brown and blaok, offers nothing at this stage* The 

two represent similar proportions of the collection until, in 

the surface collections at the end of the sequence, the brown 

fabrics gain a slight and unquantifiable lead* Clearly quite 

the most important aspect of this collection is that, having 

recognised so large and certain a collection of Indian Teasels, 

we must make a very dose and preoise fabric study of these 

▼ easels fitting them with what is already known on the Indian 

sites*

These vessels dearly had a very considerable impact on the 

repertoire of the local potters, and this interrelationship 

needs careful documentation* The implications of the import 

of simple earthenwares are very interesting indeed* There are 

certainly too many Indian vessels for one to dieniss their pres

ence as the random results of a casual trans-shipment in the 

private possessions of a sailor or as a casual charge In the 

service of the ship* The predominance in the early period of 

cooking vessels, and their persistence suggests the presence of 

the cooks also* Cooking vessels are quite the most vulnerable 

to cultural change since they are the most closely tied to it* 

Their use is surrounded by countless aaall and persistently con

servative notions of function* It is unlikely that these Indian 

vessels would have been viewed with enthusiasm by a Swahili or
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upoountxy housewife, and vary ouch more likely that an i~Mir 

housewife, determined to maintain what aha oan of her fm ily'e 

identity and tradition in this now land, would saa to it  that 

tha fundamentals of hor dooaotio utonoila oaxao with hor. tki ff 

auggaetlan that thora wore Indiana living on tha ooaat almost 

frora the beginning of tha Swahili civilisation is not new, the 

suggestion that there may be some evidence that the 

came too is rather more far reaching. It would be interesting 

to look for a Gujarati pottery clone in Swahili lore, perhaps 

starting with a search for the Khuabbor potting caste.

The sharp rise in quantity of Imports in the sixteenth oen- 

tuxy need not be so closely associated with tha immigrant 

Indian community. Thera is a higher proporti on of the email 

and medium water Jars* These, in the Jwahili potting rang® 

reach an all time nadir in quality In the sixteenth o«ituxy and 

even at their boat wore never spectacular save for their <muW 

ity. This curious lacuna will be explored in the following 

section. The water Jar, even that which la uaed for the carrying 

as opposed to its storage, is much lean firmly tied to techni

cal tradition and functional rules which rigidly reflect the 

behavioural patterns of their users* Bespits tha Thai Kartabax>» 

is , end the modern jerry cans there are no willowy Thai maidens 

at the walls, no plump German girls at the reservoirs* at least 

not oolleotiag water*

The import of water Jars, both for carrying and for storage, 

is a trade of a quit# different character from that of oooklng
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vessels* It would be very interesting to know what role the

copper and brass artefacts of northwest India played in the 

domestic lives of the coastal households* and particularly 

what role they played in the local households* as opposed to

those of the immigrants*

The Indian water jars were* and s till are* commercial items* 

filling a gap in the local technical repertoire at competitive

prices*

The immigrants* once firmly established* need not* except 

in certain specialised fields* like the hard earthenware water 

jars* continue to depend on imported vessels* They can trans

late the required shapes into local fabrics and either make the 

required vessels themselves or see to it  that there is a suffic

ient market for it to be worth the while of the local potting 

industry to produce these new forma for them. It is at this 

point that the strong influence of Indian shape on Swahili pot

ting seems to have entered* It would presumably not be long 

before these new shapes were fully integrated in̂ to the Gvahili 

experience and domestic routine* and as much a part of coastal 

culture as of Indian* liuoh the same process is known to have 

occurred elsewhere: the heavy dependence of Vest European cex*» 

amice on Chinese influence is demonstrable and so far reaching 

that there is a general ignorance of its existence even* The 

shapes of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century export 

wares from China* have become European* The same process has 

occurred in East Africa with Indian vessels*
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xt nay be possible to ascertain precisely who those Indian 

immigrants were* It may be tenable that the origin of the 

fabric would indicate the region of origin of the immigrants.

This simple suggestion may well run into problems but it at 
least is worth pursuing for a while until it proves itself un

satisfactory* The Wadebuli, if they came in the eleventh cen

tury, would have come too late to bring the early collection, 

but if they came in the fourteenth century, they would be in 

time to bring the later collection, with its slightly different 

features. Less dramatically and more likely this collection 

will be found to represent the presence of nm«n groups of 

Indian trading agents, occasionally swelled in number by refugees 

from the home area*

The crescent impression, which occurs regularly on post 

eleventh century round shouldered Indian material on the ooast is 

present in the Bahmanl material, as are the graphite rubbed "paint

ed" areas found occasionally on the coastal material* Predictably 

the crescent decorations regular quantity do not occur jon the ang

ular carinatod bowls of the earliest Indian occurrences, but more 

significantly, scarcely ever occur in surface collections from 

the post sixteenth century period and seem to have died out in 

favour of the black painted linear motifs of that late period*

They seem to have been intimately tied to the trumpet rim, round 

shouldered vessels, and even when the new shape of the water pots 

of the late periods offered ample opportunity for the exploitat

ion of these motifs, they were rejected, and disappeared with
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t.c trumpet rims. In all periods, the red slip vas the most 

popular neans of decorating and sealing the surface, but burn

ishing the surface without slipping is a feature associated 

with the periods before the fourteenth century, the easier 

and cheaper slip or burnished slip becoming predominant there

after* Only 2 of the burnished sherds occur after the 

thirteenth century whereas of the slipped vessels occur 

after the thirteenth century* F o r  this exercise the oases 

where a burnished side is associated with a slipped side was 

kept out of the count. Had it  been included the distribution 

would have been exaggerated, paradoxically perhaps more 

accurately, in favour of the early occurrence of burnishing and 

its  disappearance after the thirteenth century*
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